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PREFACE

The Engineering Design Handbook Series of the Army Materiel Command
is a coordinated series of handbooks containing basic information and funda-
mental data useful in the design and development of Army materiel and systems.
The handbooks are authoritative reference books of practical information and
quantitative facts helpful in the design and development of Army materiel so
that it will meet the tactical and the technical needs of the Armed Forces. The
present handbook is one of a series intended to fill a longfelt need for an au-
thoritative and comprehensive source of information on military pyrotechnics.

It is a common misconception to regard military pyrotechnics as being
synonymous with fireworks. Military pyrotechnics is rapidly developing into a
science which exploits all applicable scientific and engineering principles and
lpractices.

This handbook, Military Pyrotechnics, Part One, Theory and Applica.tion,
includes a chapter on the history of the pyrote2hnic art, a chapter giving a
general introduction to the application of pyrotechnic devic,'s to military prob-
lems, and chapters on Physical-Chemical Relationships, Visibility, Production

of Heat, Production of Light, and Production of Smoke.
~ ,.. Material for this handbook, except for Chapter 1, was prepared by the

Denver Research Institute of the University of Denver, under the direction of
Dr. Robert W. Evans. Material for Chapter 1, History of Military Pyrotechnics,
was prepared by the McGraw-Hill Book Company Technical Writing Service.
All material was prepared for the Engineering Handbook Office of Duke Uni-
versity, prime contractor to the Army Research Office-Durham. The prepara-
tion of this handbook was under the technical guidance of an interservice com-
mittee with represente.tion from the Army Chemical Center, Ballistic Research
Laboratories, Frankford Arsenal, Harry Diamond Laboratories and Picatinny
Arsenal of the Army Materiel Command; the Naval Ammunition Depot (Crane),
Naval Ordnance Laboratory and the Naval Ordnance T(st Station. The chair-
man of this committce was Garry Weingarten of Picatinny Arsenal.

Elements of the U. I. Army Materiel Command ha ;,g need for handbooks
may submit requisitions or official requests directly to ,blications and Repro-
duction Agency, Letterkenny Army Depot, Chambersburg, Pennsylvania 17201.
Contractors should submit such requisitions or requests to their contracting
officers.

Comments and suggestions on this handbook are welcome and should be ad..
dressed to Army Research Office-Durham, Box CM, Duke Station, Durham,

-* North Carolina 27706.

.V- o
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CHAPTER 1

HISTORY OF MILITARY PYROTECHNICS

1-1 INTRODUCTION in Europe mentions the Roman Circus during the
Pyrotechnics is an old craft that has continued reign of Augustus (27 B.C. to 14 A.D.). Roman

to assume greater military importance. In their use of pyrotechnics appears to have been largely
simplest form, pyrotechnic devices consist of an for display. Movable frameworks were fitted with
oxidizing agent and a fuel that produce an exo- adjustable parts and desigued to set in motion
thermic self-sustaining reaction when heated to various colored lights.
ignition temperature. Man's earliest pyrotechnic A military use of pyrotechnics that began early
devices may have been the result of an accidental and persisted for many centuries was the use of
mixing of saltpeter (KNO3 ) with charcoal; or fire ships in marine warfare. The earliest recorded
natural tars and resins, animal fats, volcanic dusts, meition of fire ships is from the 4th century B.C.
salts, sulfur, or other flammable materials, when the Phoenician seamen of Tyra used them in

In modern warfare, some of the important uses battle against Alexander the Great. Later records
for pyrotechnic devices are: as incendiaries; as show that the Greeks used them against the Turks,
luminous sources for missile tracking; as acces- the Crusaders used them at Acre, and the English,
sories in aircraft, missiles, and auclear devices; in the 16th century, used them with success against
to produce sound signals; and to produce visible the Spanish Armada.

-',-\'- luminous and smoke signals. Illuminating devices
are also used for photography. 4 Recent adaptations 1-2.1 GREEK FIRE
include devices designed for actuation by radio One of the earliest and most successful means of
signals directed to a missile thousands of miles cheiical warfare was the mixture known as Greek

-'_ from earth.o efire, the us'e of which is first reported in the 7th
ceitury, A.D. This mixture of sulfur, resin, cam-

1-2 EARLY HISTORY'-'", 7  phor, and ether unknown combustible substances,
Incendiary and colored smoke mixtures were melted with saltpeter, was a powerful incendiary

used for war, religious celebrations, and entertain- that also produced suffocating fumes. It was used
ment in Arabia, ('hina, Egypt, Greece, and India in many different ways. Sometimes woolen cords
in very ancient times. As early as 2000 B.C., tales were soaked in the mixture, dried, and rolled into
of war in India mention incendiaries, smoke balls. The balls were then lighted and hurled by
screens, and noxious fumes. Later, against Alex- large engines at enemy ships or tents. Defenders of
antler the Great (:365-:323 B.C.), defenders of an cities prepared it in liquid form; poured it into
Indian city were reported able to "shoot thunder jars; then ignited the mixture and poured it upon
and lightning from the walls." To this day, natural those besieging the city walls. In open battles,
deposits of saltpeter are abundant in India, and it was squirted by hand pumps and bellows through
probably served as a source of this material for pipes into enemy ranks, or against wooden barri-
e'iiiployiient in the ,onpositions making these dis- cades. In 901 A.I). the Saracens were reported to
p Plays possible. have hiown it from pipes mounted on the (leeks of

luKnowledge of J)yrotechic's travelhd from the their ships. Five centuries later, in Emperor Leo's
East to Europe at the beginning of the Christian attac-k on ('onstantinople in 1451 A.D., 2000 enemy
era The earliest record of pyrotech nic exhibitions ships were reported destroyed by its use.

C%
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1.2.2 CHINESE PYROTECHNICS the use of contact or short ranige incendiary de- &* '

"Records of Chinese pyrotechnic items go back vices.

to the 10th century. Rockets and Roman candles
are mentioned in 969 A.D. and, by the 13th ecen- 1-2.4 MISCELLANEOUS USES
tury, colored smokes for signaling, incendiary-• ,'•"The first recorded use of screening smoke in
carrying fire arrows, and rocket-propelled arrows
were employed. The rocket-propelled arrows, fired more recent times occurred in 1701, when Charles

in clusters from metal containers, were sometimes XII of Sweden burned damp straw to produce a

fitted with poisoned razor-sharp heads for attacks smoke screen to cover a river crossing. Elsewhere
from amibush and the defense of defiles. Other in Europe at this time pyrotechnic devices were

Chinese weapons of this time included "flying fire being developed for their military value. The
French kings encouraged experiments and tests,

spears" equipped with tubes that threw fire for- saw that proper records were kept, of which many
ward for about 20 feet. Pyrotechnic devices wereIwardsfor u bout i feet.y 1rtiec-hnie devine were are still available, and collected information fromalso used in defending cities--the Kin Tarters travelers returning from other countries. French

are known to have used fire powders and other priests returnig from China brought detailed
¶-' pyrotechnic devices against a Mongol attack in knowledge of the state of the art in that country.

1232 A.D.

1-2.3 GUNPOWDER 1-3 18TH AND 19TH CENTURIES2 ' 5

The inventor of gunpowder is generally be- Berthollet's discovery of potassium chlorate in
jieved to have been the Enis p h Friar 1788 began the modern era in pyrotechnics. Po-
Roger Bacon. In 1242 A.D. he revealed the in- tassitm chlorate made color effects in pyrotechnic

Roge Baon.In 242A.D.he eveledtheIii flames possible and the introduction of magnesium

gredients for black powder in defending himself flmspsieadthinruconfmgeim
in 1865 and alumirnum in 1894 added greatly to the ,',-

against an accusation of witchcraft. Although variety of effects attainable.
IBacon knew of the explosive power of gunpowder, In Europe there was also a great interest in
he apparently (lid not recognize the possibility of the use of rockets. Several types were developed,
tising it for projection of missiles." s f c mthe most successful being the Congreve rocket,

The earliest recorded use of firearms or of gun- which was 30 inches lor g, 3½ inches in diameter,
pox%(ter as a propellant is in the beginning of the and carried an incendiary charge. The British
14th century. Records of the University of Ghent used rockets with pyrotechnic compositions in a
in Belgiumi indicate that the first grun was invented number of campaigns. A rocket corps was part
by Berthold Schwarz in 1313, and commercial of the, British Army during the Revolutionary War.
records indicate that gunii and powder were ex- and again during the War of 1812. The 1805 ex-

ported front Ghent to England in the following pedition of Sir Sidney Smith against Boulogne
year. Guns and gunpowder may have been used included boats fitted for salvo firing of rockets, and
in the English invasion of Scotland in 1327, but rockets were used successfully in the British attack

* the earliest undisputed record of the use of grun- on Copenhagen and by Wellington's army.

. powder in war is ii France at the battle of Crecy In the United States at this time, a number of
in 1346. (;unpowder was also used as an explosive pyrotechnic devices were items of general am-
to bliast fortification walls, the first reported at- munition issue. An 1849 Ordnance manual de-
"teil)ts being at lPisa in 1403, and in land mines, scribes signals, lights, torches, tarred links, pitched
which were describhed in 1405. fascines, incendiary matches, and other illumina-
SWhen gunpowder begati to be used as a pro- tion devices. The manual also lists firestone,
pellant in the 14th to 151h century, the usefulness Valenciennes composition, and fireballs-incendi-

of the iimeldiarics then available declined. Be- aries, when projected from mortars, designed to
uses of the use of gunpowder, arties b-gan to set fire to enemy p)roperty. Besides the Congreve

,,ngag, eah u,thr at s•uch distances as to prohibit rocket, which canie in 2/1i- and 31/4 -inch sizes. The

1-2
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21/i-inch rocket had a maximum range of 1760 screens with success at the Battle of Jutland in
yards and the 31/¼-inch rocket had a somewhat 1916. As a result of this success, the Allier and
greater range. The rockets were made of sheet or the Germans developed pyrotechnic screening smoke
cast iron and fired from tubes mounted on portable for use on both Jand and sea, during World War I.

-. stands or light carriages. An 1861 Ordnance
_manual lists most of the 1849 devices with more 1-4.1 WORLD WAR I
"detail and some improvements. Two new items
were also listed: an incendiary projectile filling Duriig World War I, opposing troops in

" called rockfire, which burned slowly and was hard trenches sepai ited by short distances regularly

to extinguish. It was employed to set fire to build- employed pyrotechnic devices. Illuminating pro-

ings, ships, and flammable stores. Another new jectiles were used as protection against surprise at-

device was the petard, a powder-filled wooden box tack, and signals were used to request, adjust, or

that was used to demolish doors, gates, barriers, stop artillery fire; to mark enemy and friendly
a oh oa"stroop locations; and for emergencies on land, sea,"- ~and other obstacies.

A number of gunpowder improvements were and in the air.
Smade in the United States and Europe during the The advent of the airplane overcame the dim-
latter half of the 19th century. After General culties of using incendiaries against distant armies.
"Thomas J. Rodman, U.S. Army, discovered the Forerunners of today's ircendiary bombs were
principle of the progressive burning of propellant first dropped on London in May 1915 from Ger-man Zeppelins, and a prototype of the portable
powder in 1860, powder grains were made in sizes
adapted to the caliber of gun, with larger and Frenh r il as d Je tha year, although
perforated grains used in larger weapons, The French in April and June of that year, although
" p duapwith little success. Later in the war, bombs con-
Swedish inventor, Nobel, made many of his im-
"portant discoveries at this time. In 1863 he first taining white phosphorus, thermite, and thickened".'o liquid fluels were dropped from airplanes.

- .:1. manufactured nitroglycerin commercially, and dur- lu foe wer dr opp d from airplanes.
ing the next twenty years invented dynamite, the t e lo pe and muring I nothe
fulminate blasting cap, blasting gelatin, gelatin technic development and manufacturing in the

dynamite, and ballistite. Another improvement United States was carried out by private contrac-
". came in 1886 when Vieille, a French chemist, dis- tors to the Army or Navy. The Star rifle light, the

covered the means to colloid nitrocellulose and thns cry pistol, position lights, and simple rockets
""cotrol the grain size of the propellant powder. were the nain items used. As the war continued,

the armed services began to test and develop pyro-
"technic devices for special purposes.

1-4 EARLY 20TH CENTURY 2, 3,5'6,7.8, 0.1 The use of chemical agents during the war re-

An important p)yrotechnic development early sulted in the establishnient of a Chemical Warfare
in this century was the tracer bullet. Tracers have Service iii 1918. This organization became a

*%, been used in all types of projectiles, but their de- permanent branch of the U.S. Army in 1920,
, 'velo)pnent has been most clesely connected with and in 1946 its name was changed to the 11.S, Army

'- ammunitiol for automatic small arms. Tracers Chemical Corps. This technical service pursued
were the best devices for directing automatic small the development of incendiaries, screening and sig-

- arms fire against fast moving ground targets. In naling smokes, flanie throwers, and toxic ehemical
- this country, resea-ch and development of small compounds.

arms tracers was carried out a Frankford Arsenal. Aberdeen Proving Ground in Maryland was
- The [U. S. Navy and Picatinny Arsenal also con- activated in October 1917, and lby I'ecember of

"ducted tracer developnment for 20 rmm, 40 mn, and that year was making acceptance tests of amnmnuni-

. larger guns. lion and other Ordnance mnateriel Aberdeen rec-

The Gernian Na y caiductedl fleet maneuvers ords for 1918 list tests of illuminating parachute

usi ig chermica.ly plrod uced svreening smoke for the projectiles for the 15,5nni gun.
first time in 1 90O6, and later uszed sue" smoke Frankford Arsenal, (uring the early days of
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the wvar, adapted foreign pyrotechnic iomipositions be,,n little scientific testing of pyrotechnic de- .

to small arms ammnuiition. Later, it developed vices, the body of data that existed at Picatinny '
tracer and ig-niter compositions and started a well- Arsenal at the outit'reak of WW 11 was of con-
integrated program for standardization. These sidercahle valute in developing- improved pyro-
early tracer compositions were made by a smiall technic itemis needed for the highly mobile forces
batch -process, wet mixed, (Iri-el, and] ground to of that war.
produce a stable, uniform compl1 ositioni. These early Aberdeen Proving Ground added development
com11positions were only moderately satisfactory in testingy to its proof testing in the 1920's. In 1921

V that the ealomiel used as a flanie brightener pro- dlevelopmlent tests were reported on green, yellow,
dueed season cracking iii bras~.; an(l also limited and white smokes, and two years later tests of long
the life of the composition. burning white parachute signals were conducted.

-~ During the war thie Navy dlevelop~ed and used About 1933, Frankford Arsenal refined the
:3-, 4-, 5~, and] 6-inch illuminating projectiles with process or making tracer composition~s so that only
a projection range uip to 7 miles, a major advantage the valeinim resiuiate imid the hygroscopic strontium

* because the Star rifle light %has projected to a maxi- pecroxide were wet mixed. Since then, streamlining
muni range of only SOO yards. The Navy also dle- of th? process has continued and now all ingredi-
veloped water markers for use from submarines, as cuts in the tracer mix are purchased in the required

* well as for dropping fromt aircr~aft. These markers gIranitlation, blended dry, and charged into bullet
-. consisted of surface burning smoke and flamne-pro- cavities under high p~ressuires. lIn 1936 Frankford

ducing items, colored aerial stars, and surface began developing (delay action and dimi igniters,
marking dyes, some of which are now standard compositions. Just

beforeý the 1 Tnited States entered World War' 11,

1-4. BET EEN HE W RS rammkford greatly improved incendiary mixture
- 1-.2 BTWEN TH WAS IMil.This standard incendliary mixture, which

During the period between World War I was originally developed by Picatinny Arsenal, ,.

* and World War 11, arsenals, such as Picatiiiny wa 7ucl ~o~e1b teBiihadwsue
and Frankford, and the Army Chemical C'orps byv Amneric .an torces in all small arms incendiary -

carried on limited research on military applications bumllets during World War 11.
of pyrofie4hiiie;.{ S8onic uiniversities also assisted TIhe Navy p~yrotechnici levelolpmnent between the

in tis wrk.wars was centered at tric U.S. Navy Yard in
* Picntinilv Arsenal, which had been established

by te Ornaný, Crpsin 179 s a mal power ashimngton, D. C. Production was carried out at
-' b' te Ornane Cons n 179 a a audIPO~der the Naval ( rdnaance Plant at Baldwin, New York.

d tepot to iiiaiiifiietire and load miunitionis, began For a timne its one product was illuminating pro-
loading p~ropellanut charges in I 896, projectiles in Jectiles, buit in 1930 production of aircraft para-
190)2, an(]t propel lant nman ifacture in 1907. lIn chute flares was also added. Also, by 1 933 the

*. 1919, it begyan to develop and] man ufacture lpyro- xrieialAmuitoUntfthNvlGii
* tech~nic si''iials, antd toiitinut'il the pyrotechnic Factory haddelodanubrf ytchi

** research aluid deve'$lopmein't t'tromt in Olet p~eriod be-eeoedanme f yoehiit enis inc Iodning emergency idlentification signals,
. t ween the war:s. l~ igthis tinne, it uInadec oii- aircraf sinlcr migs id muiI11taes
* siderable progress in developing- new smoke', flare, -rfsinlatdre ndnntnto rcr.

tracer, and delaty oompositions, and began to ac-
('nimmiuilate cv ideunce rtegardiIilgr thle iiessit v for 1-4.3 WORLD WAR Il

-uer ingeiq its more 'eful 'onitroil of particle li14,anid later withi the entry of' the I ýnited

-;i7., anrd imiproved jpi'tiessimuig methods. ( ther iii- States intit World War 11, p~yrotchliuii iteniis such

v'nstigiitiozis produced techiniquins to measuire Inl- as flares, illuiniiritinig pirojectiles, smoke signals,
iiiiiiosit v anid color1 of pvn'ot 'hljiii ficbnies, teehiui~cal spot tinig charges, manyx types of ground and air-

re' 1nrcn.'tsfor spiecvifiig- rigre'niezits, anid rtcog- craft signals, and inicendiairies were needed in
iiition ii ' tf11 inii ottnv t (ii f ' avoidinig, moisture in 01i01,11io1i5 qianiititit'sý

ptyr'toits'iic vomplosit ions . Altblotigli Ilnit- lad Flares were widely used to illuminate landing
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*~~fields at night, in rain, and in fog. They were tracers, all(I troop warningl devices were developed
dropped fromt aircraft to illuminate enemy terri- to meet the new tactical requirements. New in-
tory; to silhouette ships for observation; and to gredients such as atomized magnesium, resins, color
locate targets for bombing. Photoflash bombs il- intensifiers, and others were tested and adopted;
iumninated large areas for night photography. improved techniques to -measuire luminosity and

Smoke screensý were used by laud and sea forces color, such as the harrier-layer cell photometer,
for a variety of puirposes: aircraft and smoke boats were introduced.
screened ships during air attacks and amphibious; The Ballistic Research Laboratories had been
landings, concealed underwater demolition team., established in 1938 to centralize research activities
and tactical manemuvers of ground troops. at Aberdeen Provingy Ground and to undertake re-

By the end of fthe war pyrotechnics provided search in fundamental Ordnance problems. With
* visual comnmiminetictoi 1both Jay and nioiit betwveenl complletion of a new laboratory in 1941, basic

plaiics and tanks, taniks andl artillery, infantry studies were begun in areas pcrtinent to pyrotech-
* and air(,raft, andl ships and the shore. nines such as flame propagation, burning rates, sen-

iticendliary* bullets, bombs, p~rojectiles, and sitivity of pyrotechnic compounds, and the physical
grenades ivere widely utsed( inl Europe. Allied tac- chemistry of gases.
tics in bomibing (Germnan cities employed equal Naval pyrctechnics development during World
quan~tities of incendliaries and high explosives. On War It was centered at the Naval Ordnance
at weight basis, the incendiary bombs, caused five Laboratory, then located at the Naval Gun Factory,

Ntimes more daioage than high explosive bombs. The Washington, D. C., and production was centered
cexntral parts of moare than 50 of Germany's largest at the Nav'al Ammunition Depot, C'rane, Indiana.

* cities were leveled hr fire. Before nuclear weapons The Navy imp)roved existing items for greater re-
were used fifty p~ercenlt of 70 ~Japanese cities hadl liability and stoc-age characteristics, and developed
beeni burned. More than 9.9 percent of the total such items as chemical delay powders, self-relcas-

*bomib load dropped nil Japanese cities was in. intz buoyant submarine signals, rescue flares, depth
* ~. cendiary, with less thlon I percent high explosive. -hreinres, aircraft signal cartridges. and

i)uring the war, hundreds of millions of incendiary parachute flares.
* lonins, proj-t tiles, aind g)renades were provided by

the Chemical Warfare Service--over 48 millioni
incend~iary bombs alone were sapplied to the U1.'8. 1-5 POST WORLD WAR Il PERIOD',1 2

Army Air Force. Funds for research and development of pyro-
Flanc thowes, wich ad een evelped teehni a items were hi nited in the period following

during WorldrWar 1, were improved1 atid used with Wiorldl War I I; however, sigonificant advances were
-success in the campaigns, in the Pacific areas, dujring aecionipl ishod -which miade available impreved pyro-

Vorld1( WVar teehni di ievicets, signals, smokes, incendiaries, and
yia i A rselnal developed mmivll improved bat tletield illtmoinamits wheim tilie Koreani Conflict

pyrot-hnivitc eins to neet die mimlitary chauige dev(elopedci in thle early 1950's.
fr(nil tl-(e11(b warfi~ re, wh jell bad existed ill Wor-ld Mos! pyrotechnicn re search and development to-

4~ ~ a !, to the hi-ighly spi cc alized imobilte forces. dayv is en i'mied ouit by thle (lovernienet at Picat inny

oft Wi(rlI \Vir -1 1 r'riott'tliliiv alnunhilit ionl for Arsenal, Aberdleen Proving tirotund, Frankford
- ailit arY mnanieuvers and nivals for providing visual ky-senmal, the Annm v (Cbemaical R&D) Laboratories,

- c(',i11BIiiiiiicitioii a~liiolit." thle variouls elemkeint~s ill- the Naval )rdinammCi Laboratory, the Naval O rd-
"*',lved were essential. Mirt, effictent flares, fla'sh mand Test Station, t lie Naval A immunitiioi D~epot,
* ~cha rge.s, allI ai vairiety ot spott inig charges, signals. Midm lb hY v niit- ~moe agrencies.
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CHAPTER 2

-~ INTRODUCTION TO MILITARY PYROTECHNICS

2-1 INTRODUCTION With the advent of the space age, pyrotechnic

Modern military pyrotechnics as an outgrowth devices have becomne increasingly important. They
of "Greek Fire"' and the "art of making fire- are used extensively for spotting and tracking
works'' has progressed to the extent where pyro- rockets and missiles, for recovery operations, and

*technic devices and systemis in both offensive and for special purpose count ermneasu res. To meet the
defensive military operations have become indis- reqluirements for these applications, it has been
petnsable. It has developed into a science requir- necessary to inve ;grate pyrotechnic reactions un-

-inig extensive and intensive basic and applied re- der conditions of low pressure, low temperature,
*search to mneet new eonveiitional and unique imili- getyrtic~ uniiso topei xgn

tary and space requirements. v'aried degrees of confinement, and with different
-The early modest state of pro~gress was changed types of initiating systenis.

-conisiderably, however, when military op)erations Basic studies have been undlertaken to attain

becawie weehanized wvith the development of the a fundamental understan ding of the preignition,
tank th l~niliiigplae, he ubmaine log-rnge ignition, and self -propagative reactions of pyro-

artillery, the aircraft carrier, other vehicles, andi tcncigeins here aebe eeoe
%Nea~os -n h nrdcino obndoea which are used as a guide for formulating flame
nois To0 5 anod i t al th es inr dut o rce ofco bned topera- vorpositions burning cigarette-fashion, with spe-

-. ios. lo oorijit eal thse ')r~s nd o po- cific burning rate requirements. Theoretical and
%ide for vistual con'iniiiiicat ions between p lane and 0lprclrltosishv endvlpdt

tank-, taink and artillery, infantry and air force, ped~iicalt reatiosis hfpoagtve bee nn g deeope tlow

I~ot da ari jightthedeveopmw ofpyrtechic burning, lyroto-ltiniis as a function of particle size
- ainnion 11it iot for t hese p)11r;)oses was absolutely midt coin position. h ist rurnentation has been de-

esset i I ~ne easd ue ofairraf forboming velopeti to evaluiate luminouis intenmsity and colors
* - and ,bservat ioii p irposes requizired lie use of flares of pyroteeh inc flamies, luminious intensity and (Ilira-

anil phoiott dlas boii bs \06hi elvoul1( be re I asedl f roi .i t ion oft flashes, color of mioke clouds, and improved
- rajmly omoving" planes to illuminlate vnileiNy terni- lit lii of pyrioteeh ii me flares. Laboratory studies

tory for nilght photography and observationi and t~o
* ioah trget forbombng. ielvd 1114 ist' of' hevrnial anialytical techniques, spec-

A \variet v of oiioke signals, spot titig, charges, rpoonti n hoaorpi nlssTo emit lone to meet niew challenges, principles
* b~~tititoartlinent flares, illiiiniuoatiog, shells, ground and n hoiso ngueri io cinem]tb x

itirraft ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ puie wiilll halt e eeoedt aisyadpt to practice. )nl v wheni t Ii i is done
- tatica rejitieniilts Ne (Itttails or sgioihi \%,~ill it be possible to eluicidlate reaction uitechlaniisrns,

aloipbilit , retjuiredI the develooieOt oif uniproved perforimnaiv(t' of protechnic devices and to de-
ttiltretI suitokes aoili signials,

htr iibuiaroe iItitifitkti' anl ar-sa recue velol) suiperior vtiliiIositioiis anld ite ils.'- 4 8

opera~jtimns, mea wiater atietiat( , battery-operated,

*float ing ritorkinog signmals \%ere developed \601i good 2-1.1 PYROTECHNIC DEVICES
life tool 'ýtabilitvy 'ilutv tylts of sionlators" for AND USES 1 2 ~ 1

land itof sea troop t riti'' tig winvr also dt-velolpe(I Tbe teriniiital efrect of niliiitarv pN rot.echnic

and~ bovalut* all illI~jtStih1"ale aidI ill thes o, rk itemns stc Ii as light, heat, smoke or somnd resuilts
tiotis. froilm iii xothimir ioxlaiitimi----rt'dut'if chemical
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TABLE 2-1 .

TABULATION OF PYROTECHNIC DEVICES

1. Flares
a. Reconnaissance
b. Observation
e. Bombardment
d. Dpplaning and1 emnpaning ef troops and1 materiel
e. Prevention of enemy infiltration or recori iaisaliee
f. Target identificýAtion
g. Battlefleid ill umination
It. Marking targets and bomib release hioes
i. Emergency airstrnip beat loll and identification
j. Devoys
k. Missile trac~king

!.Sigrals

ai. B~etweeni various elements of ground troops
1). Between ground1 troops and lplam-ie, or viee versa

c.Between planes inl the air
*d. Search 1111d rescuie operations ( locate snirvi vors)NK

e. Submarine to surface or, air
f. Preoision loc'ationl of p~oint or timle ill spiace for assessmlent of mlissile -

funcetion
g.Establishm ent of p~oinits onl N ajet

J.Colored and Whitc Smokes
a. For daytime signahinig
1). For screening
c. For sp~otting%
d. For mnarking~i targets
e. Thermal atten natintg screen .

f. D~isseminiat ion of chemical agonts
g. Triieking and aqisit iol
lI. Rescuer

4. Tiracers

a. To trace trajectories of projectiles or rockets
* ~h. For self-dest:uetion of ammunition after at definite time interval___

.Incendiaries

a. For use against gromidi targ~ts
b . For tise againist aircraft taryets
c . F4or emlergency dc~uznen: aind equipmen't 'lestruction

6. Pyrotechnic Dela'ys

Time delay for explosive trains
7. Phot4oflash Bombs and Car~ri,,?es

Aerial niighit pliotegraphy
8, Spotting and Tracking .'N *"\

.7
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'- TABLE 2-1 (cont'd)

9. Atmosphere avd Space Studies
10. Simulated Ammunition for Troop Training
11. Rocket Igniters
12. Fuel Igniters for Ramjet Engines and Guided Missiles
13. Aircraft Engine Igniters
14. Water Markers
15. Heat Sources
16. Special Devices

* reaction within a mixture of a fuel and an oxidant. luminous intensity through an appropriate colored
Additives or modifiers may be included to produce filter to the total luminous intensity.
more saturated colored flames, to adjust burning e. Visibility. Applied to illuminating and sig-
rates, to produce colored smoke clouds, and to nal devices; measured in terms of brightness and
increase storage life and processing safety. other qualities.

Pyrotechnic devices are employed in such a f. Efficiency. Relates the output to the original
. large variety of munitions that classification is weight or volume of compositions; for illuminating
- difficult. These devices are, however, tabulated, or signaling it is expressed as candle/seconds per

with their principal uses, in Table 2-1. gram or per milliliter; for smoke-producing devices
efficiency is considered to be the percent of chem.

2-1.2 CHARACTERISTICS OF PYROTECHNIC ical vaporized based either on the weight of chem-
COMPOSITIONS 1,2,4,6,7  ical originally contained or on the total weight of

The applicability of a specific pyrotechni, mix- munition, depending on the requirements of the
- " '.\. ture for a particular application is governed by evaluator.

many "yardsticks." Consideration must be given, g. Color and volume of smoke. Compared to
not only to the terminal effectiveness and output standard charts or by observers' ability to detect

* desired, but also to overall performance and re- and recognize, at prescribed distances, the color
producibility, and processing and storage char- and the total obscuring power (TOP).

*i acteristics. Precise and analytical determination 2-1.2.2 Procsing and Sensitivity Characteistic
of the various parameters involved requires con-
tinued research to develop improved evaluative information on the processing, sto' rage, ship-

methods, ping, and sensitivity characteristics of pyrotechnic
Smtocompositions can be found in Part Two of thisThe more important characteristics of pyro- series, AMCP 706-186,

- technic compositions used for military purposes
may be stated as follows: 2-1.2.3 General Functioning Characteristics

a. Ignitibility. The ease with which a pyro-
2-1.2.1 Performance Characteristics technic 3omposition ignites, determined by standard

a. Heat of reaction. cal/gm or cal/ce. May be time-to-ignition tests described in Part Two of this
used as a basic criterion for selection of fuel-oxi- series, AMCP 706-186.
dizer combinations. b. Hygroscopicity. The ease with w hich a corn-

b. Burning rate. inches/secon(l inches per position picks up moisture at a preselected tem-
minute, seconds/inch. Applied to consolidated mix- necature and relative humidity.
tures and measured as a linear rate. c. Reaction characteristics. Fundamentally im-

e. Luminous intensity, candela or candlepower. portant are the heat of reaction and rate of reaction
* Visible outiput or illumination in cardela. of a pyrotechnic composition. To make a consoli-

. 0. (Color value. The color quality of a colored dated composition burn propagatively, sufficient
" pyrotechnic flame taken as the ratio of the apparent heat must be evolved and the rate of reaction must

2-3
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be of sufficient magnitude to more than compen- 2-1.3 Constituents in Pyrotechnic
* sate for heat losses. Compositions1'2' 4',8j

In addition to the heat of reaction and the rate The constituents upon which the performance
- of reaction, display characteristics are influenced of pyrotechnic compositions and devices is depen-
' by many other factors. Some of the more impor- dent include a basic fuel and oxidizer combination

- tant include: with other ingredients. These may consist of

"1. Granulation or particle size of ingredients dyes, color intensifiers, retardants, binding agents,

2. Composition of ingredients water-proofing agents, and substances to create a

3. Purity of ingredients specific effect,

4. Burning surface area Typical ingredients in each of these categories

5. Heat transfer characteristics are:

"6. Flare ease material and configuration 1. Oxidizing Agents. Nitrates, perchlorates, per-
7. Loading pressure oxides, oxides, chromates and chlorates. These are

8. Presence of moisture all substances in which oxygen is available at the
9. Degree of confinement high temperatures of the chemical reaction in-

.10. Ambient temperature and pressure volved. In addition, fluorinating agents such as
1 Mh ogiTeflon and Kel-F are finding use as oxidizing•=,"11. Method of ignition12. Length-to-diameter ratioagents.
13. Method and energy of dissemination 2, Fuels. Metal powders, metal hydrides, red
14. Methodb andreergeomry ophosphorus, sulfur, charcoal, boron, silicon, sili-
1 B b rr e cides. When these substances are finely powdered,
S15. Velocity, acceleration and aerodynamics of they readily undergo an exothermal oxidation with"". device

device.'the formation of (orresponding oxides and the evo-

The importance of a particular influential fac- %otion of heat and radiant energy.
tor may vary considerably with the application. 3. Color Intensifiers. Highly chlorinated or-

ganlic compounds, such as hexachloroethaneFactors such as the average particle diameter, spe- g, c
aco (('.,C1,), hexachlorobenzene (C6 CI,), polyvinyl-

cific surface, shape, and distribution will affect the
burning rate of consolidatc( pyrotechnic mixtures. chloride, and dechlorane (CjoCl1.,). These com-

pounds are utiized to produce specific spectral
Changes in the ge~neral characteristics of the flare eniitters in pyrotechnic flames.

S, case and the area of the burning, suirface combine"cs andle the orea of t le meu"iprosrface ombine4. Retardants. Inorganic salts, plastics, resins,
Sto influence the output of flame producing items waxes, oils. These are used to slow down the reac-

- With pyrotechnic delay compositions, the burning tionm between the oxidizing agent and the powdered
-rate is of primary significa|ce amd may he varied metal to produce the desired burninr, rate. Some
by changes in the percentages and particle size of behave merely as inert diluents while others par-
the ingredients in the composition, incorporating ticipate in the reactio'i at a much slower rate than
additives, varying the compaction, and by other the main constituents.

S means. Nonconsolidated pyrotechnic photoflash 5. Binding Agents. F ins, .. axes, plastics, oils.
mixtures used iii flash items are influenced by the These ar( added.- prevent segregation and to ob-
method of ignition, ratio of length to diameter, tain more uniformly blended compositions. In ad-
burster geometry, and degree of confinement. dition, they serve to make finely-divided particles

Inl a(ldition, there are many other factors pc- adhere to each other when compressed into pyro-
c.uliar to the specific item ureder consideration that technic items and help to obtain maximum density

" may exert varying inluences on performance. In and burning efficiency. Binders also frequently
th, design and development of new pyrotechni. (tesensitize mixtures which are otherwise sensitive
.munitions, a' fresh approach should always be con- to imipart, friction and static electricity.
sidered, using the data available omi existing de- 6. Waterproofing Agents. Resins, waxes, plas-
i'es only as a gutideloll, tics, oils. diehrnmating solutions. These are used

2-4
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TABLE 2-2
COMPARISON OF SOME PROPERTIES OF PYROTECHNIC

COMPOSITIONS WITH EXPLOSIVES

Impact

CompositionQ 40 U "P rAC) P

PYROTECHNIC:

* Delay
Barium chromate 90
Boron 10 480 13 0 650 12

Delay
Barium chromate 60
Zirconium-nickel alloy 26
Potassium perchlorate 14 497 12 0 '485 56 23

Flare
Sodium nitrate 38
Magnesium 50
Laminae 5 1456 74 8 640 60 19

Smoke
Zinc 69

- . Potassium perchlorate 19
Hexachlorobenzene 12 616 62 S 475 23 15

Photoflash

Barium nitrate 30
Aluminum 40
Potassium perchlorate 30 2147 15 7 700 100 26

HIGH EXPLOSIVE:

TNT 1060 1000 48 475 100 14
RDX 1240 600 60 260 13 5

SBLACK POWDER 684 272 8 288 32 16

5-seeoud value '* Bureau of Mines * Picatinay Arsenal

-. " protective ,oatings on metals such as 1ag 11siu1, than one function, thus simplifying the composition
alaluminum and zirconium-nickel alloys to reduce of some pyrotechnic mixtures.

S tfheir reation to atmospheri- moisture.
7. I)Yc,,s for Smokes. Azo and anthraquinone 2-1.4 Comparison of Pyrotechnic Mixtures

-dys. rhese dyes provide the color for smokes; used and Explosives', ,°10

for signdig, marking, and spotting. Pyrotechnic mixtures can be devised to produce -
iMany of the above substances perform more as little as 200 calories per gram of mixture or inI

2.5
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-- vxccss of 2000 calories per gram. Reactio, tem. explosives.
peratures exceed 3000'K in some cases. A comparison of some of the more important

Such amounts of energy and the high tempera- properties of pyrotechnic compositions and ex-
tures attaineed can be extremely dangerous. In gen- plosives is given in Table 2-2. As indicated in. this
eral, because the quantity of gas produced is less, table, pyrotechnic compositions, in general, are not
and the release of energy is qt a lower rate, the as sensitive to heat as explosives. Impact values
terminal effects produced by pyrotechnic composi- listed indicate that some pyrotechnic compositions
tioii , are less severe than those producad by high are at least as sensitive to shock as explosives.
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CHAPTER 3

PHYSICAL-CHEMICAL RELATIONSHIPS

The output characteristics of a pyrotechnic Similar expressions can be written with T and p %s
munition are determined, to a large extent, by the the dependent variable. If a system has n corn-

* temperatures to which the reaction products are ponents, n-1 composition variables must be speei-
heated as a result of the chemical reaction between fled.
the fuel and oxidizer. The maximum temperature
of the reaction products depends on: (1) the state 3-1.1 THE GASEOUS STATE
of the products at the reaction temnierature, (2) The gaseous state is characterized by changes
the heat evolved by the exothermal cemical reac- in volume with changes in temperature and pres-
tion, and (3) the rate of heat production and heat sure. Gases normally have no bounding surface
loss. Physical-chemieal relationships allow the and, therefore, tend to completely fill any avail-
state of the products, the energy released, and the able space. A knowledge of the behavior of gases
imaximum reaction temperatulre to be calculated, with changes in temperature and pressure is es-
The rate of heat production and heat loss, which sential because of the importance of the gaseous
are influenced by the ambient temperature and state at the high temperatures involved in pyro-
pressure, confinement, and many other inter-re- chemical reactions.
iated factors, can also be calculated for certain Gaseous products formed in the combustion of

..-~'.. simple cases. However, for mosi reactions, these•..-•.•.,many pyrotechnic mixtures may range from es-
' uantities must be determined experimentally. sentially zero, for most thermites and some types

The physical-ehemical relationships which are of delay mixtures, to 15 to 20 percent for light-
applicable to pyrotechnics are summarized in this producing compositions, to 50 percent for some
.chapter, and pertinent examples are given to il- smoke-producing mixtures. At the high tempera-lustrate their application. tures produced by the burning of pyrotechnic

compositions, many substances not usually con-
3-1 STATE OF A SYSTEM sidered gaseous will exist in the gaseous state.

The state of any system (gas, liquid, or solid) The formation of gas, both as a per'manent product
"can he described by specifying a sufficient number and as an intermediate product which exists only
"of its properties such as mass, volume, temperature, during the reaction, is indicated in light-produc-

- anrd pressure. These properties are classified as: ing mixtures by the presence of a flame. Gaseouir
(1) extensive properties which depend on the size combustion products are necessary in smoke-pro-

4 of the system, and (2) intensive properties which ducing mixtures to aid in the formation of dis-
are independent of the size of the system. It is persed, particulate matter and to carry this matter
unnecessary to specify all the properties of a sys- into the atmosphere.
tern in order to characterize its state; two indepen-
dent variables, commonly the intensive variables of 3-1.1.1 Ideal Gases
pressure and temperature, are sufficient for a given The behavior of gases at low pressures and
amount'of pure substance. A mathematical expres- high temperatures is often approximated by an
sion for this relationship is arn equation of state equation of state known as the ideal gas law:which, for one mole of a pure substance with vol- I

. ume as th dependent variable, has the form: pv-= nRT M-RT (3-2)

V-- f(T, p) (3-1) where p is the pressure, 1 is the volume, n is the

--. 3-1
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number of moles, R is the universal gas constant, be given in weight units of a particular gas in-
T is the absolute temperature, IV is the weight of stead of in moles. In this case:
gas, and .11 is the molecular weight of the gas, us-
ing any set of consistent units. The density d of R'= R (3-5)
an ideal gas at various temperatures and pressures M
is: where M is the molecular weight of the gas, and R

---- pM is the universal gas constant.
--- _ 11d PM(3-3)

• v -- RT(

The ideal gas law applies, strictly, to a hypo- 3-1.1.3 Real Gases
Sthetival gas, which is composed of mass points be- In a real gas, the forces acting between the

tween which no forces are acting. At the high molecules as well as the volume of the molecules
temperatures and relatively low pressures pro- cause deviations from ideal behavior. Several equa-

duced by burning unconfined pyrotechnic com- tions of state have been proposed to more closely
positions, the ideal gas law is fairly accurate. At approximate the behavior of real gases. Some of
the higher pressures which may be produced when these equations of state include:

behavior may deviate appreciably from that of an
ideal gas. P + (,I. -_ 0 = nR7' (3-6)

3-1.1.2 The Universal Gas Constant and Standard where a is a correction for the forces between mole-
Conditions ('ules of a real gas, and b, termed the co-volume,

* It has been determined that one mole of an is a correction for the volume of the molecule.
Neal gas occupies 22.414 liters at 273.16'K and The units used for a and b must be consistent with

"nile atmosl)here. Then, front Equation 3-2: those used for the other variables.,

po (1) (22.414) liter-atm Abel's Equation:
R ~_ =- T - . - .0S205 -

(273.16) 'K mole (p) (v -- nb) =nRT (3-7)

(3-4) where b is the correction for the volume of the

Tie universal gas constant R has the units of molecules. This equation, which is a modification
energy per degree-per mole. It may be calculated of Van der Waal's Equation, applicable where the
ftrom Equation 3-4 for one mole of gas at standard tpressure is high, has been quite widely used for

"- - coi(litions. The value of IR mist be consistent with calculations involving explosives and propellants.

bg t ho inits ol pIressure, temperaturie, and volume I'irial Equation:-sed it, th, ideal gas law. Some values of R in- B C
,-7 -'-v + + + - (3-8)-- '. '"VaC-l'

__.hir liter atmospheres where the coefficients B, C, etc., vary with tem-
- 0.08205 perature aud are called the second, third, etc.,

grain mole degree Kelvin virial coefficients. This particular equation is at•: lpsia cubic' feet

10.73 very general equation of state for real gases. By
""pound mole d(egree Rankine using enough terms, the values calculated from
(calories the above equation (can he made to agree with ex-
grami mole degree Kelvin periinental data as closely as desired.

1,.987 1T ('Compr(ssibility Factor
.p- ~oiml toh, degree Raiikine T[he deviation of a gas from i(leal behavior can also

"-" In some references, including niany of those deal- he expl)ressed by the use of a coml)ressibilily factor
" ing with rocket propulsion, a gas constant R' may K where:

3-2
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Vto'i =v. - n application of both of these laws to real gas mix-

----OW. v =-- V + 1 +- . . v ( tures is somewhat more difficult.'

where the volumes of the individual components 3-1.1.5 Sample Calculations
j v-. v,, etc., are the volume each would occupy at

the (total) pressure and temperature of the mix- Example One: Analysis of the product gases
ture. For ideal gas mixtures, the results obtained conduced by a burning fuel block composition,

- with this equation will be the same as those ob- containing ammonium nitrate and charcoal, b di-
tained by use of the additive pressure law. The cates that the reaction taking place could be repre-

sented by the overall reaction:

6NH 4NOa(s) +- 4C(s,) --> 11H 20(g) --CO(g) + 3CO 2 (g) -- 6N 2 (g) + H2 (g)

•.•. (a) The volume of gas produced per gram of mix-
- ture burned at standard temperature and pressure Pc0, Molest% )P C 0 =. - _ f e a

can be calculated from the above reaction and the Molest~t.t

ideal gas law. The reaction produces 22 moles of = 3/22 (1) = 0.14 atmosphere
" product gases from 6 moles of NH 4NO, (480 Example Two: A cylinder having a volume of

grams) plus 4 moles of charcoal (48 grais) or a one liter is pressurized to 200 atmospheres with
- total of 528 grams of fuel biock. carbon dioxide at a temperature of 40'C. The

Moles of gas per gram of fuel block burned: amount of carbon dioxide can be calculated by:

- 22 (a) Assuming carbon dioxide behaves as an ideal
__ _ 0.041 moles per gramn--- •.528 (pas:

Volume of gas produced (STP) per grain of peM (200) (1)(44-)• v =-p- -- -,--:- 343 gramis •',
- fuel block burned is: RT (0.082) (313)

"V nRT _. (0.041) (0.082) (273) (b) Assuming that carbon dioxide behaves as a

p 1 Van der Waal's gas:

0.918 liters per grain

(b) Since the actual temperature of the product [ ][e M b] -- MRT
*.; gases is 1000'C, the ealculated volume at this tern- L -A- v"

perature and one atmosPhere would be considlrably
greater: For (CO., a 3,59 liters2 atm mole-; b = 0.0427

liter mole-
-. VIOo0Oc= 127.:. (0.918) = 4.28 liters per grami

--- \ 4 -4 (3.59) 1 -- 4 (0.427)
"(e) The partial pressure of one of the gaseous 200)+ -- ),
products may be found by using the ideal gas law

4 and moles of the component desired and th, total
%. volume for n and V. The partial pressure of carbon f (182) (318
. dioxide would be calculated at; follows:

)( )Solving e(uhie eouation in w: w 625 grams
-- nt" 2 _eo_ (3_/52s)_(0,02)_)73) (c) I se of the generalized compressibility chart,P((j" Vtota - 0.918 Figure 3-1

0.14 atmosphere C'ritieal pressure ecarbon dioxide : 72.9 atmospheres
_;• Critical temperature c-arbon dioxide =-304.2'1K

Since the partial pressure is proportional to the
* mole fraction of eah gaseous eomlponemt, a silipler P, 200 2.75
- method would, be: 72.9-

3-4
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" 313 - 0.05223 (540,000)
Tr• - = 1.03 logp= 233+- 14.22

,304.2 2373
log p = 2,32

From Figure 3-1, K -- 0.42 p == 210 mm mercury

pvM (200) (1) (44) 608 grams The vapor pressure of small droplets, such as
KRT - (0.42) (0.082) (313) mist droplets, is higher than the bulk vapor pres-

"The experimentally determined value is 835 grams. sure. If po is the bulk vapor pressure of the liquid,
T pm l e i vthe vapor pressure of a droplet p is given by:

P =:-:= P(, 2-tM)(-5
3-1.2 THE LIQUID STATE ppol rd RT

A liquid, like a gas, has no definite shape aitd,
hence, takes the shape of the vessel in which it is where v is the surface tension, M is the molecular
placed. The surface of a liquid, in the absence of weight, d is the density of the liquid, r is the radius

other forces, will tend to contract to a minimum of the drop, R is the universal gas constant, and
* area and is responsible for many of its characteris- T is the absolute temperature.

tic properties. The molecules of a liquid are less
mobile than those in gases but more mobile than 3-1.2.2 Boiling Point

those in solids. The temperature at which the equilibrium
In pyrotechnic reactions, liquid, are formed vapor pressure of a liquid equals the ambient pres-

by the melting of solids and condensation of vapors, sure on the surface of the liquid is known as the
Liquid fuels must he vaporized before sustained boiling point. If the ambient pressure is one at-

. combustion will take place. The burning of many mosphere, the temperature at which the liquid boils
".- solid fuels, including most of the metal fuels, in- is termed the normal boilitig point. For many

". r,-*:.,- volves the formation and vaporization of a liquid liquids, the normal boiling point is approximately
~. '", phase as a step in the combustion process. two-thirds of the critical temperature. According

to Trouton's Rule, the number of calories required
to vaporize one mole of many liquids, including

-,L

, 3-1.2.1 Vapor Pressure some of the maetals, is about twenty-one times its

""iThe pressure exerted by a vapor, in equilibrium normal boiling tcmpe"ature (degrees; Kelvin). By

with a liquid, is the vapor pressure f the liquid. use of Trouton's Rule, the heat of vaporization of

The vapor pressure increases with temperature some of the mietal fuels can be approximated if the

Suntil the critical temperature is reached above boiling temperature is krnwn.3
•"" I~thium has it boiling point of 1331°C (1C,04°K)

which the liquid cannot exist. The vapor pressure
at the critical temperature is termed the c.ritical and its rporte(I heat of vaporization is 32,190

"pressure. The increase in vapor pressure with tern- calories per mole. Applying Trouton's Rule:
perature ean be atpproximiated by the empirical tJJ - 1604 (21) 33,700 calories per mole

Sequation:c'
'" 283-1.3 THE SOLID STATE

log p b-- . . -- 8(3-14) Slids hav, a fixed shapo and volume with the
individual units (atomis, mnoleeules or ions) so

where p is the vapor pressure in milinieters of mner- tirmly bound together that, there is little freedom
" ,,ury, 7' is tlw absclute temiperature C', and a and for tnraNhitionial motion. ('rystalhine solids emihbit

b b are empirically d(let erumined constants for each or(ltrlv inter•al arrangemcnt s and exhibit a sharp
liquid. For Mxample, ahuimnum oXide in the toer- umlt iii point, Crystals whose propertfies are fif-

",eratire range I840°( to 22{00)C has constasnts of ferent along lifficrunt axes of tlh crystal are called
-5.00() and 14.22 for a anm b, resplet'ivt'lv. At aiisolopi, if the properties are the smie, they
-210'(', the( vapor l)resstMir of the liquid would be: are called isotropic. Amuorphous solids (such as

% "3-5
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glass) may be regarded as super-cooled liquids of
* high viscosity, They have indefinite inciting points

and undefined internal arrangements.
The properties of solids are important to the

study of pyrocheinical reactions, which involve J
> solid ingredients reacting to prodIuce mnainly solid

p roducts. Intermiedipte steps in the reaction in- (I 2)(3
volvc liquid a~id gaseous phases; however, some Simple Face-centered Body-centered
pyrocheinical reactions may proceed by a solid- cubic cubic lattice cubic lattice
solid reaction mnechanism, lattice

Theeire 230 poss5ible crystal forims wvhic.h can
be grouped into 32 classes which,intrcnbFgue32CicLfcs
referred to one of the following six c'rystal systems: 83. Body-centered cubic lattice. One unit at

1. Cubic. Three axes of equal length inter- each corner of ý-he cube and one unit in the

seeting each other at right angles. venter of the cube.
2. Tetragonial. Three axes, intersecting each X-ray,, iay be used to determine thd internal

*other al right angles with only two of the structure of crystallim materials, which can be
- - :~.axes equal in length. calculated by Bragg's I aw:

3.lexagonal. Tree1 ,4 4 axes of equal length in a itX=- '2c sin 9 (3-16)
single planHe intersecting at 60' ang-les, and

-: fortIi xi ofdil'eeiI leghai e- Where it is the order of reelction, ~.is the wave-
it fourihu axistoftheplereeof leegthern th~ree length of the X-rays, d is the distance between two

4. Rombc. Treeaxeso~'uneqal engt hi planes, and H is the angle ol reflection.
-~ tcr.~ctig at rght agles.X-ray techniques are employed to identify ~.K

5. Mtonoclinici. Thiree axes of unequal length, uuany solid products of c'ombuistion fromt pyro-
totec.hnic react ionIs. 4 This is especially useful whentoof which intersect att t-rigt angles, analysis of't a) iarticular product's mixture would

6.l'riclinic. Three axes of unequal length, no b -r(t ical !) wet, chemical methods and
none of whieh intersect at. right angles. wherbe pretninoh all sdsrd

The Iniacroscoj~ic svinniet rY of crystals is duie Solids (,an be divided into three classes based
to t he regnula rity of the arrangemtents of the vdc- upon their thermial and electrical conductivities:
nltrit Id part icles (ato0(05, ionIs, or 144(1144'llle's) in a 1. ( onductM-i or mnetals which have high con-

latc onitiago re- insnilr~eiinditetivil ies which decrease with an increase
of somle strutcturwal un1it of fixed dilit-A~sioiis. Thel iii temperature.

0 flit cU/I is tile snIiillet 'm1it of' the vrvy:al lattice 0. '1 isaltos which have low colld4]Itiviti('5.
which reta ins all then svnintfet rv of the nit acroscopa' 8 Senii-vondlmctors which have intermediate

crysal. n gnera, tlre ire ev(r411 1 osshlcar- (,ldlItivities which increase with rising
* 1llg(4~t5(it' 1lellitl~iturY particle~s which will teli Ierature, usually aos t, "' where A is

ha 4$ thet syninot rym as~oviated with it given crystal at constanit and T is thei ablsolute temperature.
systeill itc S ;ias thet citlije Systemll

Thie thertinmi and i ce~rival comnduct ivity ot pyro-
Thlr'l ire three poss5ible1 arrll'a rel4(i41ts of' I cii ipraie~Sl41''14 oltiblil htt

latcs fu till clihic svsteni. AS. 1jlh1is at 'dti III lvin i~rdo l a* ,b o tiu t atr
lattivs foratfletinig tint llerforlnilanc ot a flarticolarll item.ý

- ivutre :t-2 t 1 nY are: 'hIt 0tiruiah cionduictivity, which Is of' greater
li 1.Sia111ple vitlit. latl ivc. i une structural unit ;ýig~lititalw, it~oollots the col(44h11tive healt t i-ohs-

-it e('14(1 coricr oft ilt- cuibe. tor chl1 l 0-1ac Ijstias. 'Iles. properlties Ilecolike very
2. laeettd i a . tiijtat inipJolaillt ]n dev'wes e' p 1414n11t otil at functionlal

eaflcriter oft tilt 114111 1(441 4044 unit i1n the4  I ralsfel (it, beat slibi as, it - yr44-switchk. Such
colitir (fIt 4444 tfarv If, tllilt, dl.6ce 111,1Yia be aerullY closed or uiaiuuiallv openl
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and will either be conducting or nonconducting fol- discussed showing their application in the field of
-lowing the pyrotechnic reaction. pyrotechnics. 'Selected calculations, including those

The properties of solids are markedly affected for adiabatic flame temperatures, whichl are im-
by dlefects-' in crystal structure. Small amounts of portant to the overall analysis of chemnical reac-

~ . ~ impurities in an insulating material may make the tions, are also presented.
material a semi-conductor. Such doped materials

* -may also exhibit enhanced chemical activities. De- 3-2.1 THERMODYNAMIC RELATIONSHIEPS
parture- of a crystalline compound from chemical The rmody;5aniiics is based on three laws and the
stoichiometry, due to incorporation of extra atoms implications derived from these laws. The applica-
into the crystal at interstitial sites or to vacancies tion of certain thermodynarmic relationships de-

*caused by the absence of atoms fromt normal sites, rived fromi the three laws i., at useful tool for use
~ils reult inseni-eli~uctvit. .in predicting the perform ance and outcome of

Point detects, including those iii which an ion ayptsc-nmclsses
moves froni its lattice site to an interstitial posi-
tion (Frenkel defect), or those in which a pair of 3-2.1.1 First Law of Thermodynamics

-~ ions of opposite i'harge aire liiii:-Ning from their lat-
tice site (Schlotthvy defect), do not alter the exact The first' law of they inodynamnies is a statenment
stoichjionletry of the solid hut do provide a means o h a fcnevto feegieta
by which atomts can move in the solid phase. Linear eeg a enihrcetdnrdsryd
defects, dislocations, provide anl -r ineans for The first law of thermiodynaiiamis can I)- ex-
aitonis to mnove with respect to each *r in the solid I I ssed mathematically:

p~hase. Tphese defeo:ts provide mechanisms for manty AE = q -- if, (3 17)
of the processes which occur inl the solid state.

* . Plmy povie sies t wichchemcalreatios wherci q is the energy inl the formi of heat, trans-
und( physical ehaiiges ('anl take p~lace readily. The fi'ri'l itito or out of the sy~stemi wl is the energy,
point of emnergenceIL of' a dislocation ait thme surface ni the t onin of work transferred to or from the

is sie f icrese chmial eac i'it'.S'ysteml ;an1d _AE is the change in internal energy.

The pr:esencc o1f crystal defects inl pyrotechnic It' the systemii absorbs heat, q lifs a positive value;
, . ~~i r.giedicn ts 1(,,i havie a mari1ked( iiliieiicet oil the if it lii systeni (doe's wo'(rk, w hafs a positive value.

otieof the react ion and, therefore, iiifluenene the The valule of 41,, depends only onl the initial and
lul iiet'i'~t t telavir inh tdig sabiit an ou- oin stteo4' the sVsteml. The quantities q and w

li rat ) Ot ris ti beh ai o (ii' ioiipo itiolis ta ii ya.o t de pte nd oil I lie pa ,th.I tak on from the initial to the
tf ito state. For a cycvlic process, i.e., a. process

3-2 HER ODYAMIS Aiili has the samie initial and final stage, AE = (0
Therodyimuvs s tbho study itf tlie quanitita- ýo thait(17 4'

ti', I'ea I isliipus betweet'i~ eat and other termns of 3-2.1.1.1 Heat Effects at Constant Volume and
*~ ~ ~ ~~i aAtl~'t.V 0ll case's, eniiergy ("it! hie ('..pi'esst'd as Constant Pressure

the proidict of two tactois, all iiitezisitv fact or '~,
ti'lilliet';ltlire~~l Tltipii',ada.''he heaiit ie Ii ased by ait py roteith init reactio~n cant

.1.11'),awloiapacity factor ( i.e.,
hevat capaijniiv Ill the l(Ictitii oft a piyrottcchillit. ilii i'tllliiii' fterntoihrtO'5

-~ itiaiiisj itti, tii iienmtalenery isi'i~ivi'te~tilit easi phiase clialiges, afud cause otther' chemical re-
- ... ,. I. l ows iioich as dissotiat ion to take place, If a

ithir Cofii.is of' enryptl-iminllY heat !fill1 work. clt-iictal react ill oi- Jill ivi'il chiiange taikes place at
'lTie ploitihils of iiiiiitiistioi, alt' licaltid to 0Wit ITaIc, oltn olli"ad4Mypes--o ewr

iiistii lempliltlli, aani, oily uinicoineinedni woorkab
0 ti~(h o le I t' llp ' C t li c M t th i f o u c ni l d [)r k c'ln b e l ~ ins id e r v , i i. t e a ii a in it o f w o rk ho ilt, is z eýro a min d
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* Chemical reactions, including many pyrotechnic 3-2.1.1.2 Heat Capacity
rea;-tions, and physical changes may also take place The heat capacity of at system is defined as the
at constant pressure where only pre-sure-volume quantity of heat required to raise the temperature
work is considered and the heat effect is equal to V0 C or, expresred mathematically:
the internal energy change plus the work done in
expansion. C=dq (-4

qp = AE +p~v (3-19)
Under conditions of constant volume, dq = dE,

In this case, it is eonvenient to use another thermo- Equation 3-18, and the heat capacity at constant
dynamnic property, the enthalpy II, defined by. volumne is equal to the change in internal energy

with temperature, or.
H =E +pl' (3-20)

c~= (3-25)
Then, for a chemical reaction or phase change oc- *-Tt
curring at constant pressure, when only pressure- While the internal energy E is a function of the
volume work is considered: throe variables T, 1P, and v~; only two are required

to define the system. A derivative, therefore, with
~Il ~ + ~~v (-21) respect to only one variable T is expressed as a par-

and the heat effect at constant pressure is equal to tial derivative with the subscript v) denoting
the change iin enithalpy :\ TJ

the variable to be held constant.
q=AR(3-22) At constant pressure, the heat capacity includes

both the heat absorbed to increase the internal
If graseous products are assunmed to behave ideally: energy plus the heat e(1uiAvalent of the work term

p (li'. Since, under these conditions, dq =H, .*.>*
AH AE + AnRlT (3-23) Equation 3-22, the heat capacity at constant pres-

where An = 1.n (products) --- `n (reactants) for sure is equal to the change in enthialpy with tem-
the gYaseous materials involved in the reaction. perature, or:
Therefore, pyrotechnic reactions inNvolving solid a
reactants arnd the fornmationi of gaseous piroducts (3-26)
where heat is evolved (exothermici) will have a
hig-her heat of react ion at, constant Nvol utime, AE (q,), The heat cap~acit y at en nstant pressure can be
than ait constant pressure, All ( q,). lin the latter eatenilated by eqjuation of the form (cit her one,)
V ase, qp is reduced by the heat equivalent of the CP ( It- 7' _+ (,y

2

I nereiiseil gaseous produe-ts, AnJT. These reiatiofl- CI + bT --+ (.1I- (3-27)
sIhips canl be used to obtain vtalues eijtiivaleiit to the weeo.h i r osats hstp qLa

- -tanrdar . heat sof' react ion from bomb calorimietric whra,),ndcreosttTisypeq -

* ruilsl runei t iiidi ~ (O~l~ ~t ion applies ove(r it more or less limiited range of
t'yotehnie ractoui lae paceundr iiii~i t cii e ratutres anmd for mar y t Iiernioch en ical cal-Pyroechiv ew-ion tae pievundr vntl e vllitionis it is moiire convvmiielit to uise' an average

- tioiiis ot vithiei conistanit %'oluniie, -'olistaiit p~ressulreI
- or comoibiniationis of both. (Constanrt iNtourne cni lit-lit cizpJavity tvieind by:

tiofis occur for dielay systenis that are obturated. 1,('~'
antid constant presisure systemis occur for thares, sig- P1
l ials, smuokes, and the- like. lit photoflash items, such ( ! -~ (3-28)
ats cartridgecs or boulbs, the coritirted om npositioni- i

fuiet ions" nutter conistailt v'olurie condlitionis Nwhenl \licii uiekessar. C, ran be oihtainied by subtracting
jinitiatedl arid it then co'it ilili's to rel'iit att coliistatit It' (the iini'er'sai pras tconi~tant) from tie value for
pressure, when dispe~rsedl as the ease, rupt ar's. (

*0
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~. '--* Heat capacity values are essential for many capacities of solids at higher temperatures.6 Where
thermochemical calculations involving pyrotech- these values are not available, the room tempera-
nics. The temperature attained by the products of ture value mnay be used in conjunction with a value
a pyrotechnic reaction will dlependi, iii part, on the of 7.25 calories per- gram-atom per degree-Kelvin
heat capacity of these products. Calculations of for the next transition point, assuming a linear in-
the heat balance for a given system utilize the crease of C, with temperature.

* heat capacity to obtain the enthalpy c'hiange in The heat capacities of molten inorganic sub-
going from one temperature and/or state to an- stances do not differ greatly front those of solid
other. The latest tables, however, provide enthalpy materials. When handbook values are unavailable,
c'hanges directly, mnaking it unnecessary to calcu- Kopp 's Rule mtay also be applied to compounds by
late heat capac~ities independently. assigning the following values of atomic heat

capacities to the atoms of the liquid : C, 2.8; H,

3-2.1.1.2.1 Heat Capacity of Gases 4.3; 13, 4.7: Si, 5.8; 0, 6.0; F, 7.0; P, 7.4; S, 7.4,

According. to thle kinetic theory of gases, the aii(l to most other elenments a value of 8.0.

heat capacity of ideal -ases, anid of iotiootomic real Other methods for estimating heat capacities
glases such ats helium mnd a.o to relatively hih of liquids aiid solids5 are available.6 lin most cases,

argonaue high caclain are unnecessary, as the values have

p. ~. - ~~/gmol 0 K 329) been exp~erimenitally determined and may be ob-
C, = 3/2 R = 3 clgoe' (32) tamned front handbook tabulations.

t '> + 1? = 5 cal/giniole 'K (3-30) Thle heat capacity of liquids and solids decreases
c.ons~iderably with a (lectrease in temperature and

lDiatoniiv real g-ases, including gases such ats oxygen is zero ait absolute zero. For temperatures below
and nitrogeni, andl linear polytontic- molecules Lave 50'K, the D ebye Equation ap~plies and:

% , ~tNo dlegrees of rotational freedonm in addlition to Y aoi
'>. the three dlegrees of freedonm associated with tranls- C, = 4 464.5 T 'ln

fatinal otin. A nomal enierature thehea degree-Kelvin gram-atom
*aima moii.A '8 eprtue ieha (3-33)

capacities ot these gases are approximiately:

C, 52 R 5 cl/gole K (-31 %where 7I' is the absolute temperature in degrees-
C,, 5/2ft 5 cl/gol 0 K (3-1) Kelvin, and f4 is termed the charavctenistwc temperai-

C, C,' + Rt 7 cal/gmole 'K (3-32) titre andt is defined by:

3-2.1.1.2.2 Heat Capacity of Liquids and Solids k 3-4

According to fthe law, of' I )long and Pet it, the %hrhisftPaceotnkistelfzmll
* . ~molar heat capm-tiitit's of solid elemniits ( esp)ecia~lly Whi'/ stleIlnic{'isaitkishelotm n

* 1he net Is (and('~areappoxntaelv6 cloie constant anid v~ is fthe mniaxinium vibrationi fre-
fieIleas)C ildUPaegnep-roximatel 6hi iscagoriees ifli'ty. Theose v'alues miay hei found in a suitable

IlPer grailn-atomit IIhandgeebook. hi i n gre
inien NithI the vale oftS t 3Ri, i.e., 5.96 calories per 11tiok

giamln-atotin per delgree-Kelvini, sug.gested by kinetic
theory. 3-2.1.2 Second Law of Thermodynamics

TheIll' olle III-liit c'apac'ities, of solid comotiaunds1 PTt' set-mid~ lawk of' the rmody namics inay be ex-
% I'can be' estimniatell byN using Kolpp's Ritlt' Nhich Autats pressed inl !any wa~iys. A v'erY gent ral statement

thait the heat capacity of ia solid cortipoumid is ap- is, that any spiontaneouis tcharige will render a sys-
pro~xilialitclv equpal to tIh' suni of' thle hat in pa-i tit's tent alld its surrouindiigs closer to anl ultimiate state
of I lie i'ods i tut t'lin'ts. InI tisiig this rule., the oif t~pidilwib in foint whiceh no further change can
toflowmitig atotni' hevat caijuitit ts are' assignted to sponltailo'ousl ,y occur. Th'Iat ii, anly isolated System

lt'e t'le'ttnts: C, 1.s; If, 2.3i It, 2.7; Si, 3t.,S 0, left wm1ý11tenifed Will Chiihagt tVcwam'd at cond1itionl Of
-1.0 F', 5.0; P, -).4 ýS', 5.4; mid all otficis, 6.2. iialxuoitiiii pmrihabilitv, . Ini order to obtain a quan-

Other iltethiols are. atailable tort' st ititaiting heat Iitativt' ititaurt, of, the' probhability or ratidominess

3-9
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oftia system, the concept of entropy has been estab- (A)7%y < 0 (3-39) ~.-'
lished.

% 1. For pyrotechnic reactions, many of which proceed
The absolute entropy 8 of a substance tin a par- at i'onstant pressure andl temperature, the Gibbs

ticular state-tnuder specified conditions of tern- free energy F is a muor@ useful function. The driv-
perature, volumie iand pressur and chaanogetae inl free energy is important and
of aggregation ; solid, liquid, or' gas-is tpropor- is expressed by:

-- tional to the logo vitlrn of the probability of finding TS(-0

the substance inl that state. F Al TS(-0

S A::- 111 (83-3) lIn this ease, the( criterion of spontaneity is:

- \her'c k is lBoltziolaiiii onistanit, aind W is tile (F eK0(-

p frobability. As at consequenrce of Equations :3-38 and 3-40, addi-
* Entropy, I~ -einteail energy (ldepenh only.nb onl tijiial staten~crits may lbe miade regarding the spon-

the initial mi fin Ilal stateCs o'iii systeiii and~, for all fiI 'itity of toieininal re.actions. These are sumnma-
* inifiziitesinaid reversible process, is defiuned by the rizell ill Taible 3-1.

(0 ilti-Aio: At ordinary temperatures, er'tropy effects are
smnall so they have little effect on the direction of a

(is (rT (3-k36) clieriiial reaction unle~ss the difference in energy
(h'~ - AE or All between reactants and products is rela-

where t/(/(rev) is the hevat. absorbed fronm thosir - tively smnall. At hig-her temperatures, such as those
* r'oundiniiis il at r'eversible proces's, i.e., a process, resulting- fronti pyrotechni~c reactions, the relative

- Ciir'i'((l rit ili suicih imti ncnr' that ~t ~ou~ldl be re riij~ortaiiee of the change in entropy increases unitil

versedt bv tn inuiniiitositiial cjainge inl external ooi it beconmet, a doioinŽ'Int factor. Henee, all chemical'
d (itmuns. Eintr'opy hit,, lthe samne orrlits as hleat ca- reacti1011 whiolh involve ant irucreasc' ill entropy will
lpneity, i.e., calor'ies Ilti -r'ani-atorii fn' tleg-r'e-K('l- ovem.I sllontaiwouisly itf the( temperature is high .' -

Vill nt-i. A dliscussioin of free energy and1 the equi- %~..

Bvx lisill rigciit olly Ilit' sooo'lild law tan11 be ex- Ii unruni eonista it is presented in Paragraph 3-2.3.

l _r1',;'d ii itieriat icA Slly m u i g 0 ( - 7 3-2.1.3 Third Law of Therm odynam ics

.. ~"sys cii (-~' sur'iirilirgs ~0 ~Accor'dinig toi the third law of thermodynamics,

Ev''ve spnllotiitii s'h1ailrt ii a systtrii, thereif'oire, the( entrop.y of* at Ilrfeet cr'ystallinie substance atit
is ill a di rect in si tliel t :0 its t' i tltrJpy, phIis 111at of' 0OK is zero. Although it is impossible theoretica-lly

isMsiir'r'tnr l ns, illreart;sts. I however', it' fliii 53'- to aim' httllýitSmiie' 7I'cr, the validity of ýine third law
tt'iii altiiie is t'ttisiiltit't, sjoitnit-iit'i o' vit teunical hats been checked by e'xperimenlitationi. It canti also
i''itit'tlos I~iOv ie tr'entt't 1w taking" twio triv~irg bel sihwn t Hall the( -'itr'olies of all nit' chemical

'ires Iro m'tttiiit a it tvitldii'v 1tt aibotirthIle ltowest 'ttrripttiiiis in, tiir' stable statcs at WE arte zero

'iit'r'gv antI a toitthtiit'v to itodopt the highii't. cli- Icivalist' hitvie ti'ri-ilatjio ri ontii tlut( elerlireits is:
ftji 111 it et two i iigt'art tppoitdstthe i s *ystcnril A'S"M 0. Th'lis law" staltes iliat absolute elitr'0le('

\v'ill htr'tit't'' ill Ill' ud ion itt' of Ill larg-er chanlge. or' StO-Vdeatt thiirdl lamw entropi tanl be tlcterniinile
It' t lit twit qiiaiit itit's art exactl y etquah, fio ('laigt' t''ti hitat t'arpacmty data ex-t-i:il)o~ltt't tto 00 K whichl
will ottt'oi' arid( flit, >s\-tt'rii Is said tttb hit'a t'uii- 'a w lit'ised ill t't1ruilihrinrril cal~olatioris:
l 'ib iiii li t', itt tlel(rkiviri 10T'tre is tt' lle r it llte W ork

A,~~" I T (-s
a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 -;tilai-tti ,~ 'si tis~itvliit .ltre- the iticriist. ili onritrpy is ob-

-o lt li o lite a l

0~ 1 90 0 0 S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I
*~" 

.
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"TABLE 3-1
CRITERIA OF SPONTANEITY

SConditions T . of Reaction Criteria

General Reversible AS (total) = 0

Spontaneous AS (total) > 0
E,v constant Reversible AS (isolated system) - 0

Spontaneous /S (isolated system) > 0
ST,v constant Reversible AA = 0

Spontaneous AA < 0
1'T, p constant Reversible AF = 0

Spontaneous AF < 0
-, v constant Reversible AE = 0

Spontaneous AE < 0
S, p constant P wersible AH -

'spontaneous AH 0

tained for each phase by graphical integration and 4. Whether or not the reiction is at constant
SAH,, volumve or cot stant pressure.

T the entropy increase due to a phase change, or o f tn essure

is determined for each of the phase changes. The The specific influence of these conditions is de-

Dehye Equation (Paragraph 3-2.1.1.2.2) is used scribed in the paragraphs which follow.

'.'_ ~ for the temperature range 0°K to approximately
•.• 50'K as experimen)tal data aze difficult to obtain 3.2.2.1 Heats of Reaction

in this temperature iange. Absolute entropies can The heat effect associated with a pyrotechnic
also be calculated by the method of statistical or other chemical reaction is the heat of r-eaction.
iea, The heat of format..'n is the heat of the reaction

associated with the formation of a compound from
•'.. 3-2.2 THERMOCHEMISTRY

3.T R C ITits elements. The heat of combustion is the heat of
Thermochemi:stry is the study of the heat effects the reaction associated with the complete corm-

accompanying chemical reactions, the formation of bustion of a substance in oxygen. The heat of ex-
solutions, and changes in state such as fusion and plosion is the heat of reaction associated with the
vaporization. Since the amoint of heat liberated rapid explosive decomposition of a material in an
from a pyroteimnie reaction strongly influences the inert atmosphere.
.haracteristic output, en understanding of the For pyrotechnic reactions at constant pressure,

principles and application of thermoehemistry is if only pressure-volume work is considered, the
of vital importance. heat effect q, can be obtained from the enthalpy

The heat evolved (or absorbcd) in a chemical change for the reaetion as follows:
reaction depend,; upon:

Tq, 7 AM (reaction) = 21M (products)
1. The properties of the products and reac- - EH (reactants) (3-40)

tants, and the amount of these substances in-

e volved, If the reaction is a standard state. reaction,
2. The physival state of the substances in- wvhpre the reactants in their standard states react

volved. to give the products in their standard states and
"3. The temperature and pressure at which the the standard heats of formation AH°T (f) of the

"reaction takes place. elements is assumed to be zero at any given tem-

•.4. 3-11
•.'
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Z(T Cp + A Hpc) T (JT P +AHPC)

Figure 3-3. Effect of Temperature on Enthalpy Change for Chemical Reaction

m perature, then the standard heat of reaction AHT° 3-2.2.2 Effect of Temperature on the Heat of
I • (reaction) is : Reaction V.

As illustrated schematically in Figure 3-3, the

AHT° (reaction) - AH(f)T° (products) heat of reaction at arv temperature T and constant
- AH(f)r° (reactants) (3-41) pressure is:

The actual choice of standard states is somewhat (fTp
"arbitrary. Normaly, the standard state is the most AH r ¾ AHOR - ( dT + AHII) (reactants)

stable state at one atmosphere pressure and at the T
"given temperature. (Most tabular data are given
at O'K or 298K.)+ (fT

Most thermochemical calculations are based on - y (fdT + A (products) (3-47)
* tabulated standard heats of formation. The heat TR

' ffect ýt constant pressure (q,) can be calculated where AHp° is the heat of reaction at temperature
, by: T, AH'TR is the heat of reaction at a reference tem-

(q,)T ý reaction) -- AtIT (reaction) T,
MAWII° (reaction) (3-45) perature TR, NS ( CdT 4- AW4. ) (reactants) is

" U nless the actual pressu'c is high, no appreciable T

error is introduced, the heat evolved or absorbed in cooling or heating

$Similarly, the heat effect at constant volume the reactants from T to T',?, including that evolved

' (q,) can be obtained by: or absorbed as a result of phase changes Al,,. F

(q,,)T (reaction) :. AE (reaction) (fT + (

AE.E+° (reaction) = 2AE(f)T° (products) CT(products) is the

2-- AE(f),r° (reactants) (3-46) T,

* 3-12
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K" . heat absorbed or evolved in heating or cooling Thete tables can also be used for calculations .
" the products from TI to 1'. According to Equation of free energy changes for chemical reactions, This %

3.47, if the heat evolved by cooling the reactants is shown in Paragraph 3-2.3.5

from the higher to the lower temperature is greater

than the amount absorbed in heating the products 3-2.2.4 Bond Energies7

from the lower to the higher temperature, the heat Bond energy (B.E.) is defined as the average
of reaction at the higher temperature will be great- a.mount of energy per mole required to break a '

e er than that at the lower temperature. particular type of bond in a molecule, Bond cner-

In cases where reactions begin and end at the gics may be calculated when heat of combustion

,same temperature and where no changes in phase data are available, However, of greater utility is

are involved, the standard heat of reaction at the estimation of the heat of reaction from bond

temperature 7' is defined by: energy data for compounds for which no enthalpy
data are available. In this case: .,

T
WIAT, l AHT° +-- Ad'iP' (3-48) AH -- B.E. (bonds broken) - B.E. (bonds formed)

f• (3-51)

where AC• -- ZC• (products) -- Q, (reactants), Bond strengths or bond dissociation energies may

and HT' is the standard heat of reaction at the differ from mean bond energies derived solely

reference temperature T11. This is known as Kirch- from thermoehemietal data on molecules and atoms.

% heff's Equation amjd, for small temperature

ranges, heat e-paeities may be treated as constant 3-2.3 FREE ENERGY AND EQUILIBRIUM
and the equation reduces to: A state of chemical equilibrium exists in any

All 7
0 --- lHHT"0  + AC,(i-h) (3-49) chemically reacting system when no further change

in composition with time. can be detected provided
ft'• " For other cases, experimental heat capacity data th temperatuen prehsurm are noteated The!• ",-'."the temperature and pressure are not altered. The

". ' " , expressed in the form shown in Paragraph 3-2.1.1.2"c ef3riterion of equilibrium is that the change in free

-. " must be used; however, if enthalpy tables are avail- o
energy of any possible reaction under these condi-

able, heat capacity data need not be considered as tions shall be zero.

such.

Where data are required at temperatures above (AF),,P = 0 (3-52)

'hose listed, it may be necessary to extrapolate the In order to estimate maximum flame temperatures
+ ~data to the dtesired temperature.

d th il p ufrom pyrotechnic reactions, a knowledge of the

il 3-2.2.3 Enthalpy Tables tequilibrium concentrations of the combustion prod-

Calculations of heat of reaction at different iits is reluired in additin to information on theheat released. If a state of equilibrium exists among
temperatures are simplified if tabular enthalpy data the product species, the equilibrium composition

are available. Tables 3-2 for solid magnesium ox.

ide, 3-3 for solid aluminum oxide, 3-4 and 3-5 for for the combustion products is fixed at a given
temperature and pressure (or volume) when the4solid and liquid sodium oxide, and 3-6 for gaseo,' atomic composition is specified.

"- . oxygen, eontain these data. In these tables, stan-
dar hets f frmaioi A. 0 ,at ijieret tmpea- Pyrotechnic reactions often involve the oxida-• .. ~dard heats of formation AH•°', at different tempera- tinoaret)ofrmaercoyoxd.Ts "','

tures, are tabulated. In other tables only values
f te tpv ntaong w reaction limits the maximum temperature attain-

"able to the vaporization temperature of the metal
the heat of formation at same reference tempera- oxide whether this oxide decomposes on vaporiza-

* tare, usually 00 K or 298.93°K are tabulated. The tion, or not. The metals commonly used as fuels .

"heat of re.action at any temperature becomes:•,[. i~~t pyrotechnics decompose on vaporization. In ....

A[/,- AllT5  + I f (Hf -- H1r °) (products) most cases, the metal decomposes to yield metal .",

, -- Z(U 0 -- iHT ) (reactants) (3-50) atoms; however, a few metal oxides, such as alum- ' A

3-13
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TABLE 3-2

THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF SOLID MAGNESIUM OXIDE
V'.'. Magnesium Oxide (MgO) (Solid) Mol. Wt. = 28,32

-...... al, mole-' deg.-'•----. mole"-
%. T, '.K. S0  (F0ý-Hojoa)/T 11I0 H'29 6H'( AFe Log K,,

.0 000 .000 INFINITE - 1.235 -142.702 -142.702 INFINITE
100 1 865 .608 12.488 - 1.188 -143.156 -140.918 307.961
200 6.380 3.309 7.184 - .763 -143.559 -138.501 151.340
298 8.90m 6.439 6 439 .000 --143.700 -135.981 99.672

300 8.939 6.494 3.439 .017 -143.701 -135.933 99.022
400 10.148 9.252 6.807 ,978 -143.705 -133.340 72.850
500 10.854 11.598 7 .537 2.031 -143.654 -130.755 57.150

600 11.323 13.621 8,386 3.141 -143.583 -128.181 46.688
700 11.656 15.393 9.263 4.291 -143.513 -125.619 39.218
800 11.905 16.966 10.130 5.489 -143.457 -123.067 33.619
900 12.098 18.3bW 10.969 6.670 -143.425 -120.521 29,265

1000 12.251 19.663 11.775 7.888 -145,541 -117.799 25.744

1100 12.375 20.837 12.546 9.119 -145.529 -115.025 22.852
1200 12.478 21.918 13.283 10.362 -145.538 --112.252 20.443
1300 12.565 22.920 13.986 11.614 -145,567 -109.478 18.404
1400 12.638 23.854 14.658 12.874 -176.04'1 -106.235 06.583
1500 12.701 24.728 15.301 14,141 -175.712 -101.261 14.753

1600 12.756 25.550 15.916 15.414 -175.375 - 96.309 13.155
1700 12.804 26.325 16.505 16.692 -175.034 - 91.378 11.747
1800 12.845 27.058 17.071 17.975 -174.693 - 86.467 10.498

%4 1900 12.882 27.753 17.616 19,261 -174.351 - 81.574 9.383
"2000 12.915 28.415 18.139 20.551 -174.008 - 76.699 8.381

2100 12.945 29.046 18.644 21.844 --173.665 - 71.844 7.477
2200 12.971 29.648 19.130 23.140 -173.321 - 67.004 6.656

. 2300 12.994 30.225 19.600 24,438 -172,979 - 62.178 5.908
" "' 2400 13.016 30.779 20.054 25.739 -172.636 - 57.368 5.224 -,

2500 13.035 31.311 20.494 27.041 -172.295 - 52.572 4.596

2600 13.052 31.822 20.920 28.346 -171.955 - 47.790 4.017
2700 13.068 32.315 21.333 29.652 -171.616 - 43.018 3.482
2800 13.082 32.791 21.734 30.959 -171.280 - 38.264 2.986
2900 13.095 33.250 22.123 32.268 -170.945 - 33.518 0.526
3000 13.107 33.694 22.501 33.578 -170.613 - 28.785 2.097

(JANAF Thermodynamic Tables, Interim Table Inued December 31, 1960)

inum oxide, decompose to yield a mi-ture of other chemical reaction is directly proportional to the
oxide molecules. Typical of the decomposition re- ''active masses" of the reacting materials. For
action is the following general reaction :8 any chemical reaction:

M.Ou (1)_- xf-x (g) +y/20 2,(g) (3-53) aA bB+ .+ . . gG-+Hh...

where M represents a metal elemcnt. Since the where the capital letter indicates a chemical species
reactions are reversible, the degree of decomposi- and the small letter indicates the number of moles
tiot. will depend on the oxygen partial pressure as of each species.

--- :,-• well as the temperature. At the high temperatures SAn equilibrium constant for this reaction, desig-
- . produced by pyrotechnic reactions, many other nated K, can be written in terms of concentrations:
"•" equilibria, such as the dissociations of gaseous

products, relatively unimportant at lower tempera- K 0k(f) Gl9 [H] (
tures, must be considered. k(r) _- [A]- [BHV (3-54)

.',• 3-2.3.1 Chemical Equilibrium where the open brackets f ] indicate a concentra-

"According to the law 4f mass action as stated tion term, k(f) is the specific rate constant for the
-"* by C. M. Guldberg and P. Waage," the rate of a forward reaction, k(r) is the specific rate constant .'.-

3.14
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- .. TABLE 3-3

THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF SOLID ALUMINUM OXIDE
Aluminum Oxide (alpha A12 0 3) (Crystal) Mol. Wt. = 101.960

cal mole-' deg.-'- .. kcal. mole-'_ -..-
. T, ýK. S. -(F°-H°, )/T H*-H°298  AH°f AF°f Log K"

0 .000 .000 INFINITE -- 2.394 -397.494 -397.494 INFINITE
100 3.069 1.024 24.184 - 2.316 -398.697 -392.241 857.201
200 12.223 5.946 13.711 - 1.553 -399.838 -385.329 421.047
298 18.889 12.174 12.174 .000 -400.400 -378.078 277.125 "' "

300 18.979 12.291 12.174 .035 -400.406 --377.940 975.316 .
400 22.986 18.339 12.972 2.147 -400. 555 -370.418 202.378
500 25.345 23.752 14.598 4,577 -400.475 -362.891 158.612

600 26.889 28.517 16.529 7.193 -400.304 -355.389 129.444
700 27.969 32.749 18.549 9.940 -400.098 -347.920 108.620
800 28.758 36.537 20.565 12.778 -399.889 -340.481 93.011
900 29.354 39.961 22.533 15.685 -399.697 -333.066 80.875

1000 29.814 43.078 24.434 18.644 -404. 522 -325.301 71.091 `-

1100 30.176 45.938 26.261 21.644 -404.181 -317.396 63.058
1200 30.464 48.574 28.012 24.674 -403.823 -309.522 56.369
1300 30.995 51.032 29.689 27.745 -403.437 -301.680 50.715
1400 31.290 53.339 31.297 30.859 -403.019 -293.868 45.873
1500 31.620 55.50w 32.839 34.004 -402.581 -286.086 41.681

1600 31.920 57.559 34.321 37.181 -402.119 -278.334 38.017 "
1700 32.220 59.503 35.745 40.388 -401.635 -270.612 34.788
1800 32.490 61.353 37.117 43.624 -401.133 -262.920 31.921
1900 32.760 63.116 38.439 46.886 -400.613 -255.254 29.359 '-

"2000 33.000 64.803 39.716 50.175 -400.075 -247.619 27.057

', . 2100 33.220 66.419 40.949 53.486 -399.521 -240.011 24.977
2200 33.450 67.969 42.142 56.819 -398.956 -232.427 23.088
2300 33.670 69.461 43.298 60.175 -398.374 -224.872 21,367

2400 33.880 70.898 44.418 63.553 -397.779 -217.339 19.790
2500 34.100 72.286 45.505 66.952 -397.172 -209.834 18.343 "

* 2600 34.310 73.627 46.561 70.372 -396.550 -202.354 17.009 *•.. -

2700 34.520 74.926 47.588 73.814 -395.915 -194.898 15.775
2800 34.735 76.186 48.587 77.277 -536.375 -184.157 14.373
2900 34.940 77.408 49.560 80.760 -535.307 -171.598 12.931
3000 35.140 78.596 50.508 84.264 -534.227 -159.072 11.588

3100 35.340 79.751 51.433 87.788 -533.132 -146.584 10.334 _. L
3200 35.530 80.876 52.335 91.332 -532.028 -134.135 9.161 0
3300 35.720 81.973 53.217 94.894 -530.908 -121.718 8.061
"3400 35.9OW 83.042 54.078 98.476 -529.777 -109.338 7.028
3500 36.095 Q14.085 54.921 102.076 -528,634 - 96.992 6.056

(JANAF Thermodynamic Tables, Interim Table Isued March 31, 1964) .

for the reverse reaction, and K is the equilibrium stant. The expression in terms of partial pressures
constant. The concentration can be expressed as for the equilibrium constant, therefore, will in-
a partial pressure or as a mole fraction in addition elude only terms for the gaseous materials.
to the more eornmon concentration units. For actual The equilibrium between phases is an important -

systems, activities or fugacities should be used in- type of heterogeneous equilibrium. The free ener- ."
stead of (oneentrations.5 ," gies of the vapor and liquid phases are the same -:-

When more than one phase is pre.sent, as is true which leads to the derivation of the important -

for most pyrotechnic reactions, the equilibrium is (']a',isius-Clapeyron Equation :D
heterogeneous. Since the partial pressures of the

gas phases in equilibrium with the solid phases are dT R (,55)
constant at a given temperature, they can be as- >._T RI
sunied to be incorporated into the equilibrium con- hi this equation, p is the vapor pressure in milli-

3-15 %
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TABLE 3-4 -

THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF SOLID SODIUM OXYDE
Sodium Oxide (Na 2 0) (Crystal) Mol. Wt. - 61.982

- -- cal. mole-' deg,' -kca1. mole-1
T, 'K. Cs -(F°-H°29 )/T H°-H2,, AHIt LFf Log K,
0

100
200

* 298 17.436 17J.90 17.990 .000 - 99.400 -90.125 66.060

300 17.454 18.098 17.990 .032 - 99.398 -90.067 65.610
400 18.442 23.254 18.687 1.827 -100.647 -86.862 47.457

-- 500 19.430 27.475 20.034 3.720 -100.601 -83.417 36.460

600 20.418 31.105 21.584 5.713 -100.428 -79.995 29.137
700 21.406 34.327 23.178 7.804 -100.138 -76.612 23.918
800 22.394 37.249 24.757 9.994 - 99.737 -73.277 20.017
900 23.382 39.944 26.297 12.283 - 99.235 -69.998 16.997

1000 24.370 42.459 27.788 14.670 - 98.641 -66.780 14.594

1100 25,358 44.828 29.231 17.157 - 97.966 -63.629 12.641

1200 26.346 47.077 30.625 19.742 -143.685 -59.625 10.859
1300 27.334 49.224 31.974 22.426 -142.423 -52.670 8.854
1400 28.322 51.286 33.280 25.209 -141.067 -45.817 7.152
1500 29.310 53.274 34.547 28.090 -139.615 -39.064 5.691

1600 30.298 55.197 35.778 31.071 -138.067 -32.409 4.427
1700 31.286 57.064 36.975 34.150 -136.420 -25.854 3.324
1800 32.274 58.880 38.142 37.328 -134.681 -19.401 2,355

" " 1900 33.262 60.651 39.280 40.605 -132.846 -13.044 1.500
2000 34.250 62.382 40.392 43.980 -130.916 -6,791 .742

(JANAF Thermodynamic Tabls, Interim Table Issued June 30, 1962)

meters of mercury, T is the absolute temperature, 3-2.3.2 The LeChatelier Principle
1R is the universal gas constant, and All is the heat The LeChatelier principle states that if a stress
of vaporization in calories per gram-mole. If AH is brought to bear on a system in equilibrium the
can be considered constani over the temperature system will adjust itself to diminish th- applied
range of interest, then: stress. For example, in the decomposition of a

" / 1 / \metal oxide in a confined system, the partial pres-
log p-- 2 -. - Constant (3-56) sures will increase and the reaction shifts to the

left. A higher temperature is required to decom-
This equation is of the same form as the empirical pose the oxide.
equation given in paragraph 3-1.2.1 relating change When heat is absorbed by a chemical reaction,
"in vapor pressure and temperature. An equation an increase in temperature favors the reaction; on
of similar form relates th,ý sublimatimi pressure the other hand, if heat is evolved by the reaction,
and temperature, an increase in temperature will favor the reverse

The heterogeneous metal oxide decomposition reaction.

equilibrium illustrated by Equation 3-53 is ira-
"portant to the study of pyrotechnic reactions. The 3-2.3.3 Free Energy and the Equilibrium Constant
expansion for the equilibrium constant for this For any chemical reaction the change in free
reaction in terms of partial pressures K, eaji be energy is given by
written:

"K1 --- 40o.,)VI" (PM)3 (3-57) AK RTIn

where Po.. is the partial pressure of the oxygen and where K is the equilibrium constant. Q is a con-

pM is the partial pressure of the metal vapor. tinuou,; function similar in form to K (Equation

V 3-16
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% -' ,-" TABLE 3-5
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF LIQUID SODIUM OXIDE

% Sodium Oxide (Na 2O) (Liquid) Mol. Wt. =- 61.982
- - -- cal. mole-' deg.- , kcal. mole- 1_

T,---.CS° -(FK-HH2 98)/T H"-H 0
2-,, /1lI AFAn Log K,

0
100
200
298 27.000 17.889 17.889 .000 - 93.996 -84.691 62.077
300 27.000 18.056 17.890 .050 - 93.977 -84.632 61.652400 27.000 25.823 18.949 2.750 - 94.320 -81.562 44.561500 27.000 31.848 20.948 5.450 93.468 -78.470 34.298
600 27.000 36.771 23.188 8.150 - 92.587 -75.553 27.519700 27.000 40.933 25.433 10.850 - 91.688 -72.787 22.724800 27.000 44.538 27.601 13.550 - 90.777 -70.148 19.163900 27.000 47.719 29.663 16.250 - 89.864 -67.624 16.4211000 27.000 50.563 31.613 18.950 - 88.958 -65.201 14.249

1100 27.000 53.137 33.455 21.650 - 88.069 -62.872 12.491
1200 27.000 55.486 35.194 24.350 -133.673 -59.704 10.8731300 27.000 57.647 36.839 27.050 -132.396 -53.592 9.0091.400 27.000 59.648 38.398 29.750 -131.122 -47.579 7.4271500 27.000 61.511 39.878 32.450 -129.851 -41.655 6.069
1600 27.000 63.253 41.285 35.150 -128.584 -35.816 4.8921700 27.000 64.890 42.626 37.850 -127.317 -30.056 3.8641800 27.000 66.433 43.906 40.550 -126.055 -24.371 2.9591900 27.000 67.893 45.130 43.250 -124.797 -18.755 2.1572000 27.000 69.278 46.303 45.950 -123.543 -13.209 1.443

"2100 27.000 70.596 47.429 48.650 -122.289 - 7.725 .804
2200 27.000 71.852 48.511 51.350 --121.041 - 2.297 .228" 2300 27.000 73.052 49.552 54,050 -119.795 3.070 - .2922400 27.000 74.201 50.555 56.750 -118.554 8.390 - .7642500 27.000 75.303 51.523 59.450 -117.316 13.649 - 1.193
2600 27.000 76.362 52.458 62.150 -116.084 18.866 - 1.5862700 27.000 77.381 53.362 64.850 -114.857 24.031 - 1.9452800 27.000 78.363 54.238 67.550 -113.637 29.151 - 2.275
2900 27.000 79.310 55.086 70.250 -112.421 34.234 - 2.5803000 27.000 80.226 55.909 72.950 -111.213 39.269 - 2.861

(JANAF Thermodynamic Tables, Interim Table Issued June 30, 1962)

3-54) but which applies to the "concentrations" partial pressures. For example, the equilibrium
or partial pressures of the products and reactants constant for the decomposition of a metal oxide,
at any time during a particular reaction. For real Equation 3-57 is related to the standard free energy
gases and other substances, the K and Q should be change for the reaction, Equation 3-59, as follows:

-O terms of activities or fugacities. If the reaction is
•" " ~ ~AF° -- RT In KP =- RT In (p.,(+ )12 (pMa)
a standard state reaction, the hypothetical reac-
tion in which the reactants in their standard states (3
"at one atmosphere, react to give products in their where Po2 is the partial pressure of the oxygen and
standard states at one atmosphere, Q becomes unity pM is the partial pressure of the metal vapor.
kand lhence, the stability of tho oxide can be calculatcd

A -- RT In K (3-59) from frequency data.
.-. For a gaseous reaction involving gaes which can

be ionsidered ideal:

A V RT In K, (3-60) 3-2.3.4 Free Energy Calculations
where K, is the equilibrium constant in terms of Standard free energy changes for chemical reac-

3-17
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TABLE 3-6
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF OXYGEN

Oxygen, Diatomic (02) (Reference State-Ideal Gas) Mol. Wt. 32.00

_ _ -- cal. mole-' degJ _ _. _ -- kcal.mo " . . . .

T, 'K. Co So -(F'-H* ps)/T H°-H'm AHFf AF0 f Log Kp
0 .000 .000 INFINITE - 2.075 .000 .000 .000

100 6.741 41.522 55,142 - 1.362 .000 .000 .000
200 6.871 46.233 49.641 .682 .050 .500 .000
-298 7.020 49.004 49.004 .000 .000 .000 .000

300 7.023 49.047 49.004 .013 .000 .000 .000
400 7.196 51.091 49.282 .724 .000 .000 .000

* 500 7.431 52.722 49.812 1.455 .000 .000 000

* 600 7.670 54.098 50.414 2.210 .000 .000 .000
700 7.883 55.297 51.028 2.988 .000 .000 .000
&80 8.063 56.361 51.629 3.786 .000 .000 .000
900 8.212 57.320 52.209 4.600 .000 .000 .000

1000 8.336 5W.192 52.765 5.427 .000 .000 .000

1100 8.439 58.991 53.295 6.266 .000 .000 .000
1200 8,527 59.729 53.801 7.114 .000 .000 .000
1300 8,604 60.415 54.283 7.971 .000 .000 .000
1400 8.674 61.055 54.744 8.835 .000 .000 .000
1500 8.738 61.656 55.18.5 9.706 .000 .000 .000

- 1600 8.800 62.222 55.608 10.583 .000 .000 .000
, 1700 8.858 62.757 56.013 11.465 .000 .000 .000
- 1800 8.916 63.265 56.401 12.354 .000 .000 .000
, 1900 8.973 63.749 56.776 13,249 .000 .000 .000

2000 9.029 64.210 57.136 14.149 .000 .000 .000

2100 9.084 64.652 57.483 15.054 .000 .000 .000
, 2200 9.139 65.076 57.819 15.966 .000 .000 .000
, 2300 9.194 65.483 58.143 16.882 .000 .000 .000

2400 9,248 65.876 58.457 17.804 .000 .000 .000
-2500 9.301 66.254 58.762 18.732 .000 .000 .000
• , 2000 9.354 66.620 59.057 19.664 .900 .000 .00G

• 2700 9.405 66.974 59.344 20.602 .000 .000 .000
2800 9.455 67.317 59.622 21.545 .000 .000 .000
2900 9.503 67.650 59.893 22.493 .000 .000 .090
3000 9.551 67.973 60.157 23.446 .000 .000 .000
3100 9.596 68.287 60.415 24.403 .000 .000 .00C

: 3200 9.640 68.592 60.665 25.365 .000 .000 .000
3300 9.682 68.889 60.910 26.331 .000 .000 .000

4 3400 9.723 69.179 61.149 27.302 .000 .000 .000
3500 9.762 69.461 61.383 28.276 .000 .000 .000

3600 9.799 69.737 61.611 29.254 .000 .000 .000
3700 9.835 70.006 61.834 30.236 .000 .000 .000
3800 9.869 70.269 62.053 31.221 .000 .000 .000

" " 3900 9.901 70.525 62.267 32.209 .000 .000 .000
4000 9.932 70.776 62.476 33.201 .000 .000 .000

4100 9.961 71.022 62.682 34.196 .000 .000 .000
4200 9.988 71.262 62.883 35.193 .000 ,000 .000
4300 10.015 71.498 63.081 36.193 .000 .000 .000
4400 10.039 71.728 63.275 37.196 .000 .000 .000
4500 10.062 71.954 63.465 38.201 .000 .000 .000

• 4600 10.084 72.176 63.652 39.208 .000 .000 .000
- 4700 10.104 72.393 63.836 40.218 .000 .000 .000
I 4800 10.123 72.606 64.016 41.229 .000 .000 .000

4900 10.140 72.814 64.194 42.242 .000 .000 .000
, 5000 10.156 73.019 64.368 43.257 .000 .000 .000
- 5100 10.172 73.221 64.540 44.274 .000 ,000 .000

5200 10.187 73.418 64.708 45.292 .000 .000 .000
'. 5300 10.200 73.613 64.875 46,311 .000 .000 .000
S 5400 10.213 73.803 6. 038 47.332 .00 000 .000

M 6500 10.225 73.991 65.199 48.353 .000 .000 .000

M 500 10-237 74.175 66.358 49.377 .000 .000 .000
. 5700 10.247 74.356 66.514 50.401 .000 .000 .000
. 580o 10.258 74.535 65.668 51.426 .000 .000 .000
. 5900 10.267 74.710 65.820 52.452 .000 .000 .0

6000 10.276 74.88&3 65.970 55.479 .000 .000 .000

(JANAF •h1ermadyntnic ?,ibL Interim Table Inued Mareh 31, 191)
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"tions AF,' can be calculated from the standard the equilibrium constant with temperature is more

free energies of formation, AFT' (f) : complicated.

AF := E °FT (f) products = 1AFT' (f) reactants
(3-62) 3-2.3.5 Tabulated Free Energy Values

Standard free energy of formation of the elements Calculations involving free energy changes at
in their standard state at one atmosphere pressure any temperature are made easier if tabulated values
and at the given temperature is taken as zero. are available foe' the standard free energy of for-

The standard free energy change and the assopi- mation at various temperatures. Tables 3-2, 3-3,
ated equilibrium constant (Equation 3-58) are 3-4, 3-5, and 3-6 contain this information in ad-
functions of temperature. The change in free dition to the information on standard enthalpies of
energy, the enthalpy change AH, and the tempera- formation. In these particular tables, the stan-
ture are related by the Gibbs Helmholz equation dard free energies of formation of the compourd
which, for a standard state reaction, is: from the elements in their standard states, along

AHO -- APO - ~F0  
_ d (R 7' In K) with the equilibrium constant for the formation

T 4(3-63) reaction, are tabulated for various temperatures.
In other tabulations the free energy function

If All' can be considered constant over the range
Sof temperature, or is an average vaA:--T is tabulated for various temperatures

AFO 5AH
- log K, + 2.3RT 4- Constant (3-64) along with the standard free energies of forrmation

at some reference temperature, where T is the reac-
If AH° cannot be treated as a constant over the

*-- temp~eratuire ragtecluaino-h hnei tion temperature and TR is the reference tempera-• (..• tmI~ratrerangý, the calculation of the change in ture.

Then:

SAFT, -- AF1 ,1 . (f) products - 1AFr, f(f) reactants (3-65)

+ 1T ( products - XT reactantsT T

. The reference temperatures normally used are two temperatures is related by:
"298°K or 0°K. The free energy change at these

AF 29 8
0 °==AHi. (j) products - ZAHo(f) reactants (3-66)

+ 1-298 " - roducts - 1V29 8  (f9 reactants

\ . 298 p \ 298

3-2.4 ADIABATIC FLAME TEMPERATURE calculations assume adiabatic conditions, i.e., no

The heat produced by an exothermic reaction heat is lost to or gained from the surroundings,
,. raises the temperatuire of the products formed to and all the heat released is utilized in raising the
*.•, the reaction temperature. This maximum tempera- temperature of the l)roducts and unreacted reac-

ture can be calculated from a knowledge of the tants to the flame temperature. At ecnstant pres-

"equilibrium composition of the comnbustion products sure, where the heat effect associated with a given
and of the energy released by the reaction. The reaet~on is equal to its (nthalpy change:

AHT° Affl, (reaction) + 1AH (diss) -f.- ,.A.'I+,T, f C, (products) dT (3-67)
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composition of the combustion products allowing ,,
for all elements and equilibrium relationships.'0 

'0

.00 The calculation of the adiabatic flame temperature
-I r is an iterative process for which use of a high

550 1speed computer is recommended.
11 For simpler cases, where the number of product

species is small, the flame temperature can be cal-
culated by a trial and error process until a tern-

--- perature is found at which all the energy released
by the chemical reaction, will be absorbed.

400 The calculation of the adiabatic temperature
Am.0.-9.6 CAL for some chemical reactions, including those involv-

350 ing the oxidation of metals, can be simplified by
preparing an enthalpy or heat-content graph. This

: graph consists of a plot of the lbeat content (above
the selected reference temperature for the reaction

5products) as a function of temperature, using
tabulated values for H,- - H,°R; H1 T - Hoor

200 heat capacity; heat of fusion; heat of vaporization;
and heat of dissociation, The heat of reaction is

1- • located on the ordinate of the plot and the hori-
zontal line is drawn from this value until it inter-

.- ..... sects the, heat content curve." The adiabatic flame
AD...........ME •temperature is read from the abscissa.
JMTPERATURE:

50 - EL
T

ING
ROIN-T 3-2.5 SAMPLE THERMODYNAMIC

0 _ _ _ _ __ CALCULATIONS
000 . 500 00 2500 sow 3..00 0 The following sample calculations have been

TEMPERATURE, *K selected to illustrate the application of thermo-

dynamics to pyrotechnic reactions.

Figure 3-4. Enthoaly of Aluminum Oxide Versus Example 1. The adiabatic flame temperature
iemperature for aluminum burning in a stoichiometric amount

of oxygen can be calculated as follows. The overall
where hHrR° is the enthalpy change for the reac- stoichiometrie reaction is.
tion at a reference temperature Ti; EAH (diss) is 2AI (s) + 1.502 (g) -* A120 3 (s)
the summation of the enthalpy changes associated
with tho dissociation of gaseous products and with The heat of reaction at 298*K is the same as the
ionizatjin if the flame temperatures are sufficiently heat of formation of A120 3 (s) - 400 kilocalories
high.: , is the summation of the enthalpy per mole. (See paragraph 3-2.2.) The heat con-
changes, associated with phase changes in the reac- tent plot for this reaction is given in Figure 3-4

where the reference temperature is taken as 298°K.
tioi products; and I C , ( (IT i Approximately 400 kilocalories are released in

ft ( producsd i the formation of solid aluminum oxide at the

-T, reference temperature of 298'K. As shown in
- mounu of heat necessary to raise the reaction Figure 3-4, approximately 140 kilocalories of this
products to the flame temperature. energy are required to raise one mole of aluminum

Before calculating the enthalpy change for the oxide to its boiling point. The difference (400 to
reaction, equations must be obtained for the molar 140 kiloealories) is consumed in vaporization of the

3-20
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Example 2. The adiabatic flame temperature
I for magnesium burning in air (20% oxygen, 80%

nitrogen) can be calculated in a similar manner.
160 - The reaction, in this case is:

Mg(s) + .50 2 (g) + 2N 2 (g) ---> MgO(s) + 2N 2 (g)

40 - "M-" .... The heat of reaction at the reference temperature

of 298'K is the heat of formation of MgO(s), or
144 kilocalories per mole. Figure 3-5 is a heat con-

20 -tent plot for the products of this reaction where
it is assumed that magnesium oxide vaporizes by
dissociation into atoms. It must be noted that the

_00 ° nitrogen in the air must be heated to the flame

temperature. The adiabatic flame temperature is
8 • limited to the boiling point of magnesium oxide,

about 3400'K. If the magnesium were burned in
I" pure oxygen, the calculated adiabatic flame tern-

- perature would still be limited to about 3400'K."10 Example 3. Compositions containing magne-
S_,, .- slum and sodium nitrate are used in many illu-

40 -o mirgtiag flares. There are several possible ways
fcr this reaction to proceed which, in turn, deter-

%' "mine relative amounts of magnesium and sodium

20 V A I nitrate required for the stoichiometric (balanced)
..MAiPAU. ehemieal rea•tion. Two of the possible stoichio-

A 3S4001 A

metric reactions are:
Io,_ 0 0 2 1. 5Mg(s) + 2NaNO3(s) -- 5MgO(s)

TEMPE 4ATOE, 'K +-Na2O(-) -+N 2(9)

and:
Figure 3-5. Enthalpy of Producis of Magnesium-Air

R~eaction 2. 6Mg (s) + 2NaNO3 (s) -* 6MgO(s)
+ 2Na(s) + N2 (g)

11(1quid alumninumu oxide. The vaporization ofu For the first reaction, dhe ratio of the weight of
A12 0 3 (1) at approximately 3800'K may take place sodium nitrate required to weight of magnesium is:
as follows:

Fo"hsAI203 (1) --*2A10(g) -- O(g)3  24.3) (85

For tis reaction, the standard enthalpy change is:

o H•2o8-1 = 456 kilocalories per mole and "or the second reaction is:

As there is not enough energy available to vaporize 2(85) 1.166
all the aluminuni oxide, the maximnum temperature 6(24,3) -

is limited to the hoiling point of ahuniiinlIrn oxide, or"• aproxiatel 380°K.rh, beat of reaction for the first reaction at, 298'.E4 ~approximately 3800'K.15 SIS :

A
0 '2°• 8  5( --- 143.8) + 99.4] - 5 [50) -j- 2( -. 115.0) 588.4 kilovaiories

and for the .;econd reaction is:

A H 0,, [6( -143,8) + 2(0)] [~ 6(0) + t_-( 115.ti0)1 -- 632.8 kilocalories

3-21
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From the heat content plots for the two reactions, in the hot (over 2500'K) portions of the flame
Figures 3-6 and 3-7, the adiabatic flame tempera- plume can be selected from thermodynamic con-
ture is nearly the same for both reactions: approxi- siderations in the following manner.

imately 3280'K for the first reaction, and 3400*K At 2500'K, the free energy change associated
(the boiling point of magnesium oxide) for the sec- with the reaction:
ond reaction. Na2OM - 2Na(g) + .502(g)

The reaction equation which best represents "
the reaction to produce the products which exist is given by Equation 3-62 (Paragraph 3-2.3.4).

AF°25ooo K =2 [2(0) + .5(0)] - [1( + 13.649) ] = - 13.649 kilocalories

and by Equation 3-64 (Paragraph 3-2.3.4) However, the first reaction better represents the

13.649 - -(2) (2.3) (2500) logK, overall reaction to form the products which are

-. 1000 stable at room temperature since similar calcula-
SK-- 15.4 tions indicate that Na 20(s) is the more stable

sodium-containing species at room temperature.
* Also: KP - (PNv)2 . (Po,) 1 - (4P 2 )2 " (Po 2 ) Example 4. IM-11 is a widely used incendiary

and: (P 0 2 ) - .746 atm mixture. It consists of 50 percent magnesium-
aluminum alloy (50/50) and 50 percent barium

Since the calculated (Po2) is greater than the nitrate by weight. This mixture is fuel rich and
partial pressure of oxygen in the air, 0.2 atmo- if all the fuel is to burn, extra oxygen must be

sphere, the compound Na 20 (1) is not thermo- obtained from the air. If it is assumed that suffi-
dynamically stable at 2500'K. Therefore, these cient oxygen is available to oxidize the metal fuels,
calculations indicate that the second reaction better a balanced reaction can be written.

S represents the stoichiomnetry of the overall reac- On a basis of 200 grams of IM-11, the nmoles of
_* tion leading to the formation of the product species each constituent are: Ba(NOa) 2 , 100/261.4 =- 0.38;

present at a flame temperature of 2500K. Mg, 50/24.32 = 2.06; Al, 50/26.97 = 1.86. Ac-

___,__cordingly, the reaction is:

2.06Mg + 1.86A1 + .38Ba(N0)) + 1.480., + 5.92N 2 -- .:Nlla() + 6.30N2 + 2.06MgO + .93A1.,(:j

The heat of reaction at 298'K is;

AIIM2 9 = [.38( - 133.5) + 6.3(0) + 2.06( 143.7) + .93( 400.4)]

1-- 2.06(0) + 1.86(0) + .38( - 237.06) + 1,48(0) + 5.92(0)1 -- 628.6 kilocalories

"nTe heat content diagram for this system is shownim to he burned at low altitudes where oxygen
•i in Figure 3-8. As indieated on this dliagr~amn, the lot ~ unda o 'ttdsweeoye

ailialbatit flame8 t iiemperat uro is app)roxinmatel is available from the atmosphere, can be estimated
adiaati by assuming that the amount of magnesium inexcess of the stoichiometric amount which can beLess heat is evolved if it is assumed that oxygen i by the stoiehiontetrc reaction, based on•" from flhe air is not available for, the reaetion. aloiebytesicomrcratonbsdol

romthep, 5i . Tis nopt av ilable forth lotol~lL fora the amuit of sodiunm nitrate, can burn in the air.
Tor lie n egxcsium-sodiumn nitrate system the

i- miagiesilini-so(iun nitrate, illuiiminatinig (,om s- stoic .iometric reaction is (see Example 3)

(iMg(s) +- 2NaN(,•(s) -- OIMgO(s) -j 2Na(- ) +- N:(g)

for wlhich thie heat of reactio1n A/II._,", is 0:2.S kilo- whiich could be va~porived by this amount of energy

-nIonhries. Tlhe iiumber f molies of magnesium in is:

S i :!-22 "
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TABLE 3-7
EXAMPLE OF THERMOCHEMICAL CALCULATIONS:
LANTHANUM-POTASSIUM PERCHLORATE REACTION

TTHERMOCIIEMIICAL CALCIULATIONS"

7., Mol Wt AHf Density, g/ml

REACTANTS

Lanthanum (s) 72.6 138.92 0. 6.15
Potassium Perchlorate(s) 27.4 138.55 103.6 2.52

PRODUCTS

"Lanthanum Oxide(s) 85.5 325.84 458 6.51
"Potassium Chloride(s) 14.5 74.56 104.2 1.99

REACTION CALCULATIONS

8La + 3KC10 4  - 4La 2O3  + 3KCI
Stoichiometric: 8(138.92) + 3(138.6) - 4(325.84) + 3( 74.56)
Thermal: 8(0) + 3(103.6) -- 4(458) + 3(104.2)
Wt Reactants, g 1521.2
"Theoretical Density (calc.), g/iml 4.41
Heat of Reaction (cale.), Kcal 1834

- cal/g 1205
cal/ml 5330

"*" Adiabatic Temp ( 'alc.), 0K App. 4750
Gas Volume (caie.), liters 0

EQUIlVALENTS

10 g La = 0.445 g K(I() 4  1742 cal
1.0 g KClO 4 = 2.650 g La -- 4400 cal

7ITHEORETICAL OPTIMUM COMPOSITION
Lanthanum, % 85
Potassium Perchlorate, % 15

• All caltuhltions refer to 298,15'K.

rU

converted into the products. As most pyrotecanic 3-3.1 MOLECULARITY OF REACTIONS
reactions involve heterogeneous systems, the rela- The simple, intermediate reactions by which
tively simple kinetic eq iations developed for tie reactants are ultimately converted into products
homogeneous systems are useful but not adequLiate. Call be classified as:
These equations (1o, however, provide background
for understanding of the chemical kinetics involved 1. ITnimolecular. A reaction in which only one

in a heterogeneous reactioti. It is to be noted that molecule reacts to yield the product(s).

the rate of a pyrotechnic r, action, which is affected 2. Binioleviular. A reaction in which two mole-

, by external temperature, pressure confinement, cules (of the sani, or of different kinds)
cotioposition, particle size, consolidation, and oti er react t(o yietl the I)roduct(s).
interrelated factors, is usually best determined ex- 3. Terlolecular. A reaction in which three
"perimnentally. mholecules react to form the product(s) "

3-24
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"TABLE 3-8
EXAMPLE OF THERMOCHEMICAL CALCULATIONS:

ZIRCONIUM-OXYGEN REACTION
"THERMOCHEMICAL C(ALCULATIONS'

Mo! W1 AHf Density, g/ml

REACTANTS

Zirconium (s) 74.3 91,22 0 6.49
Oxygen (g) 25.7 32.0 0

PRODUCTS

Zirconium Oxide(s) 100 123.22 261.5 5.6

REACTION CALCULATIONS

Zr(s) + 0 2 (g) -) Zr0 2 (s)

Stoichiometric: 91.22 + 32 ---- ) 123.22

"Thermal: AHr 0 ± 0 --- 261.5
Wt Reactants, gs 123.22
Theoretical Density (calc.), g/ml --

"* Heat of reaction (calc.), Kcal 261.5
cal/g 2120

Adiabatic Temp (calc.), °K App. 4500

Gas Volume, liters/g 0

:h.:, -.-- , EQUIVALENTS

"One g Zr 0.346 g 02 = 2860 cal
OnegO 2 2.89 gZr = 8250 cal

* All calculations refer to 298.15°K.

?V

(There are few, if any, termolecular reac- tions, k is the specific rate constant, and the es-
tions.) ponents m, n, and o, are empirically determined.

For gaseous reactions, concentrations are often ex-
The over. ,ll reactions occurring in the burning of a pressed in terms of partial pressurer Similar
pyrotecnic composition consist of a sequence expressions could be written for the disappearance
of many sinple intermediate unimolecular, bi- of other reactants or for the appearance of any of

* ,nolecular and termolecular reactions.

S3-3.2 ORDER OF REACTIO1• teThe overall order of the reaction is the sum of
the exponents of the "concentration" terms. TheThe instantaneouis rate of a chemical reaction, order of a reaction, with respect to one reactant, is

as measured by the r!ate of disappearance of one of the exponent of the concentration term for that
rý its reactants, can be writtei,: reactant. Examples are:

(IA -d[A]kA A I" Bj" [C]o ... (3-68) Zero Ordr - di k (3-69)

where thec minus sign indica'es the disappearance The reaction rate is a constant and is independent
Of reactant A, tho symbol (1 indicates concentra- of the concentration of the reactants.

3-25
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Figure 3-9. Mhe Relationship Between Heat of Reaction anidI) 050

0 IHeat of Activafjon
',00 The reaction rate is proportional to the product
1. 

-i• of the concentrations of two reactants or to the
. ,- concentration of one reactant squared. N, _Only a very few reactions follow zero, first, .

,00 . !..__. second, or third. order reactions. Most chemical
F •-. 4r reactions, especially Ut the high temperatures in-

50 - -.-- f: A T;, "i: volved in most pyrotechnic reactions experimentally
S400. K

" . .determined, are complicated combiiiations of many-• • '0 * _ eo

I- - simpler reactions. These complications include,EMPERATUR,• 'K consecutive reactions, reverse reactions, and side
reactions. HIence, it is possible for the order of a

Figure 3-6. Enthalpy of IM-11 Incendiary Mixture reaction to be fractional.' 2

First Order:
.d.A] 3-3.3 INFLUENCE CF TEMPERATUIRE- :ý di k IA] (3-70)
dt ... ON REACTION RATES

The reaction rate is proportional to the concentra- The reaction rate is strongly dependent on tem-•.peaa)e Ah reactiontiv rateonhi prpoe byprinlt tecneta
tion of a reactant. In this case, half-life (the time peratu)e. A quntitative relationship proposed by
required for one-half of the reactant present at any Arrhenius relating the specific rate constant and

the absolute temperature is:given time to disappear) is independent of the
initial concentration.

Se"%cond Order: K=sexp R[ ] (3-73)

- ddt A] where k is the specific rate constant, s is a constant,
dt IV(7 is the activation energy, R is the gas constant,or. and T is the absolute temperature. Another some-

-- dA A I what more complicated relationship, based on theAdt t(eory of absolute reactions rates, is: 3
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" X "- l--Alit1 In some cases, the reaction of a chain carrier
k-' RT_' [ exp R exp [R J with a molecule may produce more than one chain

k Nit! carrier. This multiplication of the number of chain
(3-74) carriers, or chain branching, can lead to an in-

.where k is the specific rate constant, is the gas finitely rapid rate for the reaction. Explosions
whconstant, theispthefAvogadro'snnumberIitiisthlanak resulting from chain branching are definitely dif-,•.i constant, N is the Avogadro's,, number, h is Planck's

Sconstant, Ba is the entropy of activation, H is the ferent from thermal explosions. In a thermal ex-
;t , it enthalry of activation, and T is the absolute tep- plosion, be,,ause of the exothermal nature of the

p)erature. The relationship between the heat of reaction and the difficulties attending heat removal,

activation for the forward and reverse reactions the temperature of the system rises rapidly and

and the heat of reaction: an extremely rapid reaction or explosion may re-
sult. A branched chain explosion can take place

All (reaction) A= A.Hl (forward) All, (reverse) even) though isothermal conditions are maintained.

is illustrated in Figure 3-9 for an exothermic 3-3.5 HETEROGENEOUS REACTIONS

reaction. In heterogeneous systems, reactions take place

at phase boundaries. While the kinetics of chem-
ical reactions involving more than one phase is less

3-3.4 CHAIN REACTIONS developed than that for homogeneous systems, the

Theoretical and expevimental results indicate overall process includes at least three steps:
that atom-molecule and radical-niolecule reactions

tiorma!ly require much smaller activation energies 1. Transport of reactants to the phase bound-

than reactions between two molecular species. A ary.

variety of chemical processes proceed by mech- 2. Reaction at the phase boundary.
- acfl3. Transport of prodacts away from the phase7".'.''L anisms which involve free radicals or atoms

-'• "" +•,boundary.
in a. Nequence of reactions forming a chain. These
processes inclide thermal and j;hoto-chemical de- As indicated earlier, a series of reactions will have
composition, processe, polymerization and depoly- relatively simple kinetics if the rate of one step is

merization processes under the influence of heat much slower than any of the others. Heterogeneous
and light, as well as a variety of oxidationo,ý and reactions, therefore, are divided into two general
halogenations involving hydrocarbons which can types: (a) transport rate controlled, and (b) phase
Sgive rise to the production of flames and ex- boundary reaction rate controlled.

1)plosions. Reactions involving a gas as one of the reactants
In a straight chain reaction, a chain carrier-- arc frequently phase boundary reaction rate con-

which may be a free radical, free atom, or an ex. trolled at low temperatures and pressures; how-
cited molecTule or atoni-is prodweod by some ever, many of these reactions become transport

nitable primary reaction. This chain carrier reacts rate controlled at higher temperatures. For con-

with a molecule to produce another molecule and densed phase reactions, the transport rates will be

another chain carrier which, iii tin-n, reacts with even slower so that reactions are often transport
. + another molecul, to produce anothei chain carrier, rate controlled even at low temperatures.

As 1)mg as the chain remains unbroken, the disap-
_ pearaice of one chain carrier is accompanied by the 3-3.6 IGNITION AND PROPAGATIVE

f ormation of another chain carrier. The chain BURNING

"""an be broken by the removal of the chain carriers, The burhing of solid ,rol)ellants and eonsoli-
its the result of reactions between chaim carriers dated pyrotechnic mixtures are similar in many

! or betweien the chain carrier an(d other ractive respects. When raised to their ignition tempera-

materials, or by the collIsi,)i of a chain carrier tun.. they undergo preignition reactions followed

with the, wall of the containing vessel. by an ignition reaction. If conditions are favorable,
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the reaction front moves at a nominally constant .:.

"':9 velocity. Propagative burning irn.olves recurring Mg- NaN~I"

* ignition as the reaction front progresses, therefore, 2.2%-?8%
ignition and propagative burning processes must
be considered together. 8.0

6.0
3.3.6.1 Ignition

The overall process of ignition involves heating -a portion of the combustible--such as a propellant, 0 4.0
pyrotechnic mixture, or a combustible material in W

air-to its ignition temperature, the minimum tern- I

perature required for the initiation of a self-sus- zo
taining reaction. While the overall ignitior process P
can be stated simply, the mechanism of ignition (Z 2.0 - - - - -

is not known in detail. An ignition stimulus, which -

can be reduced to the effect of heat absorption, • I

starts a sequence of preignition reactions involving .
crystalline transitions, phase changes, or thermal a
decomposition of one or more of the ingredients. 1.01

In many cases involving propellants and pyro- 104 .08 1.1 I.1.
technic mixtures, a gaseous phase is formed and I/T x I03 OXK"'
combustion starts in the gaseous phase. This is Figure 3-10. Ignition Time-Temperature Plots for a U;inary

true for wood and similar materials where combus- Pyrotechnic Mixture
tion starts in the gaseous phase after the formation %

of gaseous combustible intermediates by thermal where t is the time to ignition at the temperature T . -

decomposition of the fuel. Combustion of liquid in degrees absolute; E., the activation energy, is a

fuels also starts and takes place in the gaseous constant; R is the universal gas constant; and A

phase. is a constant, depending upon the material. A

The preignition period begins with the appli- large number of propagatively reacting systems,-V'

cation of the ignition stimulus and ends with the such as explosives, propellants, and pyrotEchnic

start of self-sustaining combustion. During this compositions follow this type of equation. The

period, the rate of heat trans'er to, the rate of value obtained for activation energy for the igni-

heat produotion in, and the rate of heat loss from tion process can be considered a measure of the

that portion of the material being ignited, are scsitivity of the composition to beat. It will de-

important. As the temperature rises, the rate of pend, partly, on the specific experimental eondi-

the heat producing reactions will increwa3 as pre- tions.
dicted by the Arrheniu- equation (Equation 3-73). Time to igniti~n is often measured","' by

The rate of heal, loss will also increase with tem- quickly immersing the sample in a suitable con-

perature but, because of the exponential form of the tamer into a liquid such as molten lead maintained

Arrhenius equation, a temperatare may be attained at a constant temperature and observing the time

at which the rate of heat generation is greater than to ignition. As shown in Figure 3-1017 the results

2 the rate of heat loss and ignition will result, obtained are presented in an Arrhenius type plot

The time to ignition can be expressed by an in which the natural logarithm of the ti"ne to ig-

equation similar in form to the Arrhenius equa- nition is plotted against the reciprocal of the abso-

tiou.1,,14  lute temperature. An average value for the activa-

,Ea tion energy for ignition can be obtained by:iEi
t epRT 1":a2 t2.3 (slope) R

%. :.A%
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AMIENT ATMOSPHERE though the heats of combustion of metals are rela-
tively high, most of the heat energy obtained from

this reaction is used up by the heat of vaporization
and dissociation of the oxide. Two models for metal

* particle combustion which have been proposed based
on studies of the burning of aluminum differ mainly
"in the treatment of the condensed oxide formed by

ZONE the combustion reaction.' 8

E As hollow oxide spheres are formed in the com-
a' bustion of aluminum, one of the models for self-

sustained combustion consists of a vaporizing drop-
let of aluminum which is surrounded by a bubble

PfC4 rof molten aluminum oxide. The reaction rate is
¾ ,determined by diffusion through the aluminaSshell.19

The other model consists of a vaporizing drop-
let of aluminum surrounded by a detached reaction
zone where the condensed alumina product ap-

, pears as fine droplets. The reaction rate is con-
trolled by the vapor-phase diffusion of aluminum

Figure 3-11. Model for Burning of Aluminum Particles and atmospheric oxidant to the reaction zone.2 0

This model, which appears to be most in agree-

-where the factor 2.3 is the conversion factor for ment with the experimental data obtained for burn-
.-- -~ natural logarithms into common logarithms and R ing aluminum particles,'8 is illustrated schemat-

"* " -: is the gas constant expressed in cal per degree ically in Figure 3-11.

mole. Within the limitation of this model, it is pos-

By using the data plotted in Figure 3-10, the sible to predict conditions favoring vapor-phase

activation energy E• for ignitior, of the magnesium- flames, surface combustion, or no combustion. For

*•'i'" sodium nitrate system can be calculated in the fol- those conditions resulting in vapor-phase combus-
lowinp" manner: tion, the burning rate of spherical droplets W car,

be expressed as :21
Slope of line:

WV - kr' (3-77)

M= Y2-YI 2.3 (logG6-.-log 2)
x-- x1  10-a(1.l18 -- 1.064) 'where r is the radius of the droplet, k is a constaitc0.7782 - 0.3010 involving, among other factors, the latent heat of

2.3 X 103 vaporization, and n is a constant normally having
.054a value near 1.

2.3 X 1o3 0.047 20.535 X 10:3

- A vt3-3.6.3 Burning of Solid Propellants
Ativation energy: The burning of solid propellants has been exten-

-E--r (20.35 X 103)2 sively studied and, in some cases, the mechanism
- 40.7 X 103 cal/mole of burning is reasonably well established. Solid

40.7 Kcal/moie propellants can be classified into two general
3 types, homogeneous propellants and composite pro-
3-3.6.2 Burning of Metal Particles8  pellants. Homogeneous propellants are commonly

A primary characteristic of the burning of a called double base, or colloidal propellants, be-
,.N metal is the limitation of the temperature attained cause they consist of a colloidal mixture of nitro-

. by the boiling point of the resultant oxide. Al- cellulose and an explosive plasticizer, usually nitro-
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glycerin. Relatively small amounts of other ma- Tm a MAXIMUM REACTION TEMPERATURE

terials are added to improve the properties of the Ti - MINIMUM IGNITION TEMPERATURE

propellant. A composite propellant resembles a Tf = FUSION TEMPERATURE

- pyrotechnic mixture in that it is an intimate mix- Tn. - TRANSITION TEMPERATURE

C ture of a fuel (reductant) and an oxidizer. It To - AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
A2e AZ", Wt AZ" a LENGTH OF ZONES

consists of a finely divided, solid oxidizing agent I - REACTION ZONE
in a plastic, resinous, or elastomeric matrix which 2 , ZONE OF FUSION
normally provides the fuel for the combustion reac- 3 - ZONE OF CRYSTALLINE TRANSITION

tion. Solid reducing materials are sometimes in- 4 - HEAT CONDUCTION ZONE

"cluded and other minor constituents may be added 2 - DIRECTION

to modify the properties of the binder or to change V - VELOCITY OF BURNING

the burning characteristics.
"Combustion processes in solid propellants, as

in pyrotechnic mixtures, are complicated because
of the several processes involved in the transforma-
tion of the solid material, at ambient temperatures,
into gaseous, liquid, and solid combustion products - - i-' '-- _'0
at the flame temperature. In general, for all solid
propellants, the temperature of the propellant a V
short distance below the burning surface is not I 4 3 2 1

affected by the combustion of the propellant. In
propagative burning as the burning surface ad- I
vances, the unburned propellant is heated, and the
temperature of the material increases to the point Tr Tf T1  Tm
where the propellant decomposes into volatile frag- "
ments. In some cases, liquefaction may occur prior -
to the chemical reactions which comprise the com-
S bustriOn process. Figure 3-12. Model for Steady State Progressive Burning

The solid phase processes for double base pro-
pellants, which take place in a 10-3 to 10-2 centi- as for a double base propellant, the burning of a

meter thick layer, are completed at relatively low composite propellant involves the formation of ac-
temperatures, mica: 600'C. The gas phase reactions tive gaseous intermediates from the fuel and oxi-temperaturesant which thenC Thrgeahaeeatin

can be considered as taking place in three zones. dant, which then react.
The first zone exists adjacent to the burning sur-
face, and is called the fizz zone, where some exo- 3-3.6.4 Rate of Propagative Burning=2

thermic reactions may take place. In the second The steady state burning rate of a propagative
4 zone, called the preparation or dark zone, activated burning system is determined, basically, by the

intermediates are formed without heat production. temperature produced by the reaction and by the
When a sufficient concentration of activated inter- amount of heat transferred, mainly by conduction,
mediates is developed, the final reaction occurs to the unburned composition. These quantities, in

in the flame zone; this reaction produces the con- turn, are influenced by the ratio of ingredients, ex-
stant pressure combustion temperature. The thick- ternal pressure and temperature, rate of chemical
ness of each of the zones increases with a decrease reaction, thermal conductivity, particle size dis-
in ambient pressure. tribution, and the porosity of the consolidated com-

The burning of composite propellants, as well as position.
pyrotechnic mixtures involving intimate mixtures If it is assumed that heat transfer by radiation
of fuel and oxidizer, is more complicated than the and diffusion of material can be neglected-and if
burning of a double base propellant. In general, heat losses from the side are insignificant-the , r
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"model for steady state propagative burning illus-
trated in Figure 3-12 is applicable. It is further
assumed that the burning composition can be sep-
arated into reaction and preignition zones defined T
by the limits of the maximum reaction temperature,
the minimum ignition temperature, and the am- Ts
"bient temperature, respectively. SAMPLEJ -l"ý N•IFFEREN.IAL

"Heat, produced as a result of chemical reactions TEMPERATURE TEMPERATIIRE

in the reaction zone, is transferred to the adjacent,
unreacted composition in the preignition zones, "I
thus affecting physical transitions and initiating
preignition reactions. It is assumed that the tern-
perature gradient across the reaction and preigni-
tion zones is constant with time, and that the posi-
tion of these zones changes linearly with time.
Other assumptions are that the specific heat, SAMPLE IEFERUNCE"-' ~(INERFT)
thermal conductivity, and density of the composi- (INERT)

tion remain essentially constant over the tempera- FURNACE•-" AND BLOCK
* -'iture ranges involved.

For this model, the following equation can be
- obtained for the linear rate of burning V:

"--,: -" sVip L (3-78) Figure 3-13. Differential Thermal Analysis Thermo-ouple

.. 'DC7T Circuit

where Q is the heat of reaction; s is the Arrhenius
frequency factor; NA is the number of fuel particles these conditions, Ai in Equation 3-78 is equal to
per unit volume; ni is the number of molecules of the mass of a metal particle m, and xi is equal to
ith species, which has an activity Ai; and x, is the 0.67 (as the surface area of a particle is propor-

Sorder of the reaction. Ea is the energy of activa- tional to its volume to the 0.67th power) plus a
tion, R is the universal gas constant, T the abso- constant h, defined by the equation.
lute temperature, D the density, Cm the mean spe- dr/dt-= k(m)
cific heat, and 7 T the temperature gradient. Ac-
cording to this equation, the rate of propagative Other reaction parameters will remain essentially
burning is directly proportional to the net heat of constant when the particle size of the metal fuel
reaction, specific rate, concentration of reactants, is changed, and:
and specific surface, and is inversely proportionalreaht- 0s'* to the density of the composition, mean specific V N=V, ( .) (3-9)

heat, and temperature gradient across the reaction
and preignition zones. The rate of burning is also The subscript u refers to the mixture with an un-
proportional to the thermal conductivity, known burning rate, and the subscript s refers to

The effect of particle size on the rate of propa- standard. The constant h in the above equation
gative burning can be estimated by assuming that often has a value of about 0.18. More accurate re-
the rate of the chemical reaction is proportional suits are obtained if h is determined expcrimen-

.- to the rate of change in volume of the spherical tally for each mixture.
-particles and that the rate of change in the radius Yhe derived equation does not include a pres-
of a reacting particle can be expressed as an cx- stirr term; however, several of the parameters

-, ~ ponential function of the particle mass. Under whit-h ijfluenee the burning rate are affected by
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changes in ambient pressure. The pressure depen-

dence of the burning rate v, for many similar

propagative burning reactions at higher pressures,

is sometimes given as:

v = bpn (3-80) !

or by:
v = a bp" 0GNO'

where a, b and n are constants, and p is the pres- 2W ______________ j .... L L

sure. At the lower pressure normally encountered 0 00 tOO 300 40,4 40 100 ,*0 90 1000 ,40 ,0

S in burning of pyrotechnic items, the relationships Figure 3-14.1. Thermogravimetric Curve for the Ingredient
between the linear burning rate and the pressure Sodium Nitrate
may be more complicated.

3-4 THERMOANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES
23  1 -4o

The thermoanalytical techniques of different9al M oo
3 0- 0.24739

thermal analysis (DTA) and thermogravimetry i
analysis (TGA) are versatile experimental tools
which are finding increased application in chemical
research. Differential thermal analysis involves the 0
heating of either the ingredient or the mixture • , I

under study and a thermally inert reference ma- 0 o 2.0 IM 40 80) 0 700 oo 6 0 1000

terial to elevated temperatures at a constant rate, TEMKPATURE MCI

while continuously measuring the temperature dif- Figure 3-14.2. Therrnogravimetric Curve for tK4 Ingredient 2'
ferences between them as a function of sampled Magnesium
temperature and time.

Although the techniques of DTA have been , -
widely used in the study of clays, minerals, and 0

soils, relatively little work has been reported uti-
lizing this method to investigate and characterize
the thermal decomposition of inorganic com- 3
pounds. In Figure 3-13, a schematic diagram 1100
illustrates the basic measurements required in
DTA. The temperature differential between an LAMINAC 4116

inert reference compound-e.g., ignited A120a-and V Igo - 5

the material under study is measured and re- -L I

corded as they are both heated to elevated tempera- o 100 *o, 300 400 o 400 700 O0 900 1000 1

tures at a constant rate. The dfferential tempera- TEUKATUM M)C

ture is measured at 7',, and the sample temperature Figure 3-14.3. Thermogravimetric Curve for the Ingredient
at Ts. Laminac 4116

The reference material cho.,en should be therm-
ally inert and undergo 110 endothlrmal or exo- temperature of the inert sample is constartly in-

thermal reactions over the temperature range under creasing, an endothertnal differential temperature

consideration. Consequently, the inert -ample heats results. Conversely, at, exothermal reaction causes
at a rate equal to that of the furnace. When the the aample temperature to increase more rapidly

sanm)le being analyzed undergoes an endothermal than t he ret'crenie temperature, and the result is an

reaction, its temperature remains relativel/ con- exothermal differential. When there is no thermal

stant or increases very slowly. Therefore, since the reaction, the saniple amid reference compounds heat
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ture under consideration. Oxidation of a material
such as a metal powder by a gas, e.g., oxygen or

NoNo03  nitrogen, involves the evolution of heat and is,
ctherefore, an exothermal reaction. Oxidation-re-

2 :duction reactions normally are exothermal proces-
ses, partioularly when considering reactants such

Z as metal fuels and solid oxidants. Since these types
Me ,of phenomena are indicated by the DTA curves

a I- -obtained, these curves may be used to characterize
TEMPERAIVRE (4) the system under study in terms of its thermal re-

Figure 3-15.1. Differential Thermal Analysis Curve for the actions, both physical and chemical. Integration of
Ingredient Sodium Nitrate areas under endothermal bands also has been used

to obtain a semi-quantitative estimate of the
S L amount of one or more of the ingredients present.

612 Thermogravimetry consists of continuously
Mg

*. weighing a sample as it is heated, either at a con-
stant temperature or to elevated temperatures at

-- 10 a constant rate. Curves are obtained as a function
of temperature or time. Since thermogravimetric

W curves are quantitative representations of weight

TchangeF, they can be related to the chemical and

TEMPERATURE (. physical changes taking place in the sample as it
is heated, and can often be used to determine the

"* Figure 3-15.2. Differential Thermal Analysis Curve for the nature of the intermediate and final reaction prod-
Ingredient Magnesium ulcts.

Typical results obtained by thermogravimetric
and differential thermal analyses techniques are il-

LAMINAC 4116 lustratod by the results obtained in a study of the

247 47 pyrotechnic illuminating mixture composed of 54
0 percent magnesium, 36 percent sodium nitrate, and

30216 percent Laminae.24 The thermogravimetric stud-
ies under normal atmospheric conditions indicate

2
* thai all three ingredients undergo thermal reac-

__ l j ltions involving weight change as a function of

TEMPERATUrE (C) furnace te'm:,perature, as illustrated in Figures 3-

Figure 3-15,.3. Differerial Thermal Analysis Curve for 'he 14.1 through 3-14.3. Sodium nitrate exhibits a
Ingredient Laminac 4116 weight loss at temperatures from 700'C to 1000°C

which corr.esponds to a complete conversion to
at the same rate and no differential temperature is sodium oxide. The curve aLo shows a point of in-

* observed. J)ehydration of a hydrated or hygroscopic flection at about 850°C due to the concurrent de-
substance is an endothermic, process as are those composition of the intermediate product, sodium
of fusion boiling. Transitions involving trans- nitrite. Magnesium shows a continuous gain in

* formations from one crystal lattice to another, or veight which begins at about 6250 C and continues
the free rotation of ions in a lattice are, most often, oi past the maxinmum temperature. The curve
endothermal processes; however, there are several varies in slope, becoming perceptibly steeper at
isolated exceptions to this general rule. Decomposi- 650C, and markedly less steep at 680'C. This
tion react;ons may be either endothermal or exo- weight gain is attributed to th. successive forma-
thermal depending upon the system and tempera- tion of magnesium nitride and magnesium oxide.
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020" Figure 3-/6.3. Differential Thermal Analysis Curve for the
Magnesium-Sodium Nitrate Mixture (Curve II)

0 100 200 300 400 500 60 650

TEMPERATURE (0G)

Figure 3-16.1. Differential Thermal Analysis Curve for the
Magnesium-Sodium Nitrate Mixture (Curve I)•,•=' •_NoNO,- LAMINAC

I II 41 78%/ 22%

40 014
o NoNO 3-C C
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20 TEMPERATURE (%)

a.-

"ua Figure 3-76.4. Differential Thermal Analysis Curve for the ) "
Sodium Nitrate-Laminac Mixture

# -.Z^dothermic crystalline transition at 270'C, ilnme-
a: diately followed by endothernmie fusion at 306'C.

U The differential thermogram of magnesium shows a
0 20 - double exothermie peak Lbginning at about 5650 C,

_which may be due to the formation of magnesium
0 100 200 300 400 foW 600 nitride or niagnesiun oxide on the surface of the

TEMPERATURE (@0) mnetal, or to reaction with the glass tube. The
Figure 3-16.2. Differential Thermal Analysis Curve for the double peak culminates in the endothermic fusion

Sodium Nitrate-Carbon Mixture of nmgniwnut. The J)TA curve of polym ýrized
-L Liaminae displays only one broad, endothermie

0 Polymerized Lauminae first shows a ,ontinuous band, beginning at about 250°G, with a peak tern-
weig-ht loss, extending from about 100 °C to 500'C, perature of ,871 .However, it appears as though
which markedly changes in slolpe at 350'(. This several overlapping reactions are responsible for
less is followed by another loss, ending at 6250C, the heat absorption. At 305'(1, a colorless liquid
,%vhich rel)reseults a loss ill weight equivalent to the condenses on the upper part of the satmple tube. At
initial weight of thie sample. This loss is due to 382°(', there are dense, white funmes escaping from
('humical dehgradation of the polymer to carbon, the tube. At 479°C, after the endothernt is over,
wVhich is then completely oxidized, the sample gives off dense, yellow fumes and some

The I)TA curves for the ingredients are illus- eharriug is observed in the tube.
-trated ini FPiures; 3-15.1 through 3-15.3. The only As showun iii Figi: res 3-16.1 through 3-16.5, the
thermal effevt e'xhibited h) sodium nitrate is en- binary fuel mixture, magnesinun-Laininae, gives
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Figure 3-16.5. Differential Thermal Analysis Curve for the Figure 3-17.2. Differential Thermal Analysis Cuerve for the
Magnesium-Laminac Mixture Magnesium-Sodium Nitrate-Laminac Composition

nitrate are very sinai! because only very small sam-

j340 -ples were used. The fuel-rich system 60-40 mag-

Mg-NoNO3-C niesiumi-sodium nitrate, Curve 11, used in the test,
* -12%/82%/f.% ignited at 560'C. The DTA curve shows the endo-

'Uj

Of therinic crystalline transition of sodium nitrate at
1 2650(C, and its fusion) at 3050C, in addition to the

20 I sharply exothermici ignition. The stoichiometrie

LAJ mixture, Curve I, for the reaction:

-j Mg 4- NaN0 3 -- ý Mg0 + NaNO2,
... f..- 0- containing only 22 pjercent muagnesium, ignited atzW W(613'C anl (displayed endothernis at 270' and 310'C1

which were caused, respectively, by the crystalline

O transition and fusion of sodium nitrate. Sodium
20 - nitrate-ILaminnc ignite'd with an apparently small

* I I L.-~~~L---eriluihoil of heat at 417C( that may have been due
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 to a combination of smiall sample size and forma-

*TEMPERATURE (CG) hion oif gaseous products. Thle differential thermo-
Figure 3-17.1. Differential Thermul Analysis Curve for the g1)rain exhibits the crystalline transition of sodium

Magnesium -Sodium Nitrate-Carbon Composition nitrate at 268'C and its fusion at 297'(1. A broad,
shallow endotherin, during which a colorless and

l)TA enidetice oft tilie thermal decomnplosit ion of tile theni a yeillow Il~iqui c'ondlenses onu the sample tube,
I Lamiiinae pIn-ecsiii by several shallow ciidotherms oulminiuiates ill ignition. rp1 1 1 sodium nitrate-carbon
prior to tile sharpl)y emidotherinie tusioun of inag- systemn exhibits tihe tcrystal! ine t ransition of sodium
nesinun. 'Ihe( inalgues;iunl fusion endothlernui is fol- nitrmate, succeessfiully followed by sodlium nitrate
loxed I h an exothernmal reaction, p)rob~ably the fusion, and theni ignition at 467 O('

* (oxidIationi oft nioteii inulgnesinu . The absence of any l)TA oulrres for tile two iernllry conmpositions
c\othcinual pealk prior to I)Iaguicsilni fusion suig- areý sho-wn inl Pigu res 3-17.1 and 3-17.2. The mix-
"gests t hat, a hthougli tile( l"1aniiue doeis not reacet tur IIIIeetailiiiilg mapiaglsininl, sodiumi nitrate, and

ivit hi t lik bulk of' the melt at, it proitects tile solid. e ro is very siniila v to the sodiumu nitrate-carbon
mula-uiesiumn from reacl ion withI air. The four binlary liltiztlire i.e., it ignited at 4550C, immnedi-

* binaryfuel-oxidant mixtuires udid ignite. Por ill alelv fol~owi hg th lie rxstal line t mallijtio'i and fusion
the 1,Igit iihlv sdiiiuu 11it rale eomupositiolls 1-11 oil ot the sodIiumf nitrate. The inixture conitaininig mag-

the lhihlit-iase inllap ratils, thte oliulotheruils com'le- neiislli-sodjuhul nit rite-Lamnintic ignited at 4SVC,
' ~ stolluling. to t he rysta thu I tralsiiion of' sotlitun The first the-rial l)lionon-na observed were the
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S crystalline transition and fusion of sodium nitrate from the second exothermal reaction. These andt
at 270 0 C and 2990 C, respectively. There was a related results indicate that it is not feasible to
small, sharp exothermal reaction beginning at write preignition or combustion reactions for the
3730C, and another beginning at 450'C, with peak systems containing Laminac due to the complexity
temperatures of 405C and 485'C, respectively, of the polymer and the uncertainty of its com-

r. Ignition occurred as the system was recovering bustion products.
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CHAPTER 4

VISIBILITY

4-1 INTRODUCTION and the cones. The central portion of the retina,
in the design and dievlopment of military the fovea, is populated exclusively by cones, and is

pyrotechnic devices for il!fliiiatincg a selected the area of color perception. The region immedi-
area, and for visual signaling; when other methods ately surrounding the fovea is known as the para-
of communication are impra,,tical or impossible, fovea and contains the rods, which do not recog-
an uniderstanding of human visual performance nize colors. The eye has two distinct states-the
is important. The complex :asks performed in light-adapted state and the dark-adapted state.
midern military operations require sufficient light The eye is in the light-adapted state when the field
in order that unfamiliar objects can be located luminance is about 10-`1 candella per square foot,
and reognized against their backgrounds and is dark-adapted at luminances below this. How-

Sign-ding by niethods which depend on sight are ever, the eye is not fully dark-adapted until it has
- comnixo'iy used in military tactics, in training ex- been exposed to the low level of luminance for

ercises, and in evaluation of performance of mili- about 30 minutes. Only two to three minutes are
tar' items during dlvehimnent programs. These required for the aransition for the (lark-adapted to
signals derin e frni packaged units designed to the light-adapted state.

. euitFl lloke, flame, oi- light, or otherwise to give In the light-adapted state both the rods and
visual inidieation of some event, e.g., the marking of cones arn' receptive to light. In the dark-adapted

"..'' a partic(ular spot on the ocean, or to trace the bra- st+ate only the parafo'ea, composed of rods, is ac-
*je'tor'y of missiles or other nioving d'vices. They live, with the results that color differences are riot
nriv he coiled by color to convey information re- recognized and that faint signals are best seen when
Iating to differ',nt ipes of eveits or a sequence of off to a siwe (looked at "out of the corner of the

ven'ls. For example, a red signal nii'! be used eye") rathor than when looked at directly.
to i:dicate the arming of a flize and a green signal

Sto indiicate whekn functioning oc-urn. Sign~ls for 4-2.1 BRIGHTNESS CONTRAST
in1 kinlg l~r',s ea' y uisied to aid in trdcking _iAn object can be distinguished from its back-
.eniey subhnaril'ns, to allow su!bmnerged submarines gi'l (or from another object) because it has a
tol make thIohr positions knowni, to locate tow tar- different voor or brightness. It has been shown

-I I, g-ts, all(n! t (all at tention to survi\'nrs of air crashes that differencs in hiightness are
IOr shnkiogs. i~iistially much miore important than differences in

color. The brightness conitrast C is defined by the
4-2 VISION c'lljation 6

niiasmuoh as, vision is at sensation recordedt by
the eye, it is inimportant to consider somie of the B- _. _ .... B' (4-1)

*• ~projicitics and! i characteristics of the eye. The
fxillet iollniig of the eve iln'olves a complex of where, BI is the brightn-ss of the objec't anid B' is

"plhysii.il plihysiological, anid lisyehological factors. tlh bright-Iuess of the background. If an object is
-11h. 0 '1liig u1poln i' vyv acts as " stimuiluls to inNo ils brrght :is its background, thei briglhtness eon-il-

- pro•uh'ce ,t sieat ion) whi,.l, iln tti' siillplst case, is ai t ast, i iii'gIi-ative and apl•uoahes a valu. of -1 as
s.lcsat iil ofi h ighlint I ;lolisni. \. 'lin tw' object is brighter thai4 its baek-

- fi'lu(' eyve 1"(iN( c i'it; tiis i%' Viles o i'o'f ' ' lit's, the "oIs riliit ,il. 11 '' iiitrast Iuiv be N'\'y large. fur CX-

4-1,' Z
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00o (Gb 2 ± 0) (4-2)

where (!b is the brightness contrast, and C, is the
-- ,- - - - -- achromatic brightness contrast, equivalent to the

chromatic component of the contrast. As chromatic
components of contrast are rarely over 25 percent

of the total and are inva;iably associated with
brightness contrasts greater than 25 percent, visi-
bility, under field conditions, depends primarily on

-2 -the brightness contrast. This is especially true for
-3 . I objects viewed at a distance since the scattered light

-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -a 0 2 3 from all sources tends to still further dilute the color
LoG A (CANDI2S/M') contrast. Where brightness contrasts are limited,

Figure 4-1. Thresholds of Brightness-Contract for 80% ast. Whe re brigness orast ar lime
Detection for Five Angular Fields (Minutes of Arc) ferenee may increase visibility. However, at or near

ample, a bright light on a dark night. The bright- the limit of visibility, the lines of chromatic target
ness contrast in daylight or in artificially produced are not perceptible. This is particularly true for
"white light, where the difference in brightness is violet, blue, green, and yellow stimuli. Orange,
due mainly to the amount of light reflected by red-purple, and red appear reddish or brownish
the object as compared to its background, seldom under these circumstancec.
exceeds a value of 10. If an area has been eamou-

-_ flaged, the brightness contrast may be 0.1 or less. 43 ATTENUATION OF CONTRAST
,*." If the brightness ratio B/B' approaches unity,"': a ,,tage is reached where an object can no longer The apparent co.ntrast (both brightness an~d
* a ditageisrhed wre an bjctgcan achromatic) between an object and its background

be distinguished from its background. i.A, While the threshold contrast varies with each is reduced when viewed through a medium which
individual, average values as shown in Figure 4-1 scatters and absorb light. For a homogeneous '

depend on the angle which the object subtends at medium like the atmosphere, containing both the
-•'-" observer and tho object, the amount of contrast

"- the observer's eye and the mean level of illumina-
- tion. Wor daylight conditions, a value of 0,02 is reduction is governed by the balance between the
• gnlight transmitted from the object, and its back-•-. generally aceeptedl as an average value for thc,

threshold contrast or limen. ground, and the space light contributed by the

Visual acuity is often expressed as the re- intervening medium. If the medium is stratified,
Ps would be the case when a smoke screen is located

S viprocale of th is anglepin minutestofdard. An acuity between the object and the observer, reflection due
value of 1.1) is accepted as a standard for normal
"' vision even though, under ideal eoiiditions, much to multiple-scattering may still further reduce the

greater detail can be resolved, apparent contrast.
lip to about one-fifth secd, the photochemical In general, if the inherent brightness contrast

* reciprocity !aw applies and the product of thb, il- between two objects, or of an object and its back-
:z_--4- round, is given by Equatioi, 4-1, the apparent

_-., lumination times the duration is a constant. It hes
been demonstrated in threshold measurements. of lrightness contrast (C., when viewed at a distance,

- visual perfor'mance that, in those cases where will be

"I h(. duration is longer than one-fifth seeond (as is (B - B'), -Ox"" C , = (4-3)
. trte f(,r most cases of interest in pyrotechnies), B'c- (+ G

*t this is not applicable.
where I? is the brightness of the first object and B'

4-2.2 OVERALL CONTRAST is the brightness of the second objevt or the back-

The overall contraist (' between an object and ground, ý is the scattering coefficient, x is the dis-
its background is approximately: tance, and G is the glare scattered anmd reflected by -

"4-2
.4-

_%%
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(slaAt) range'R; C is their inhereat contrast; B
is the brightness of the object; B' is the brightness
of the background (or second object); and 0 is

0.0 7- -T---- the scattering coefficient.
80 $
s.0 If the atmosphere is optically homogeneous,

"6 j0- i.e., the apparent brightness of the sky is not
4" -o - changed by moving toward or away from the
30 , horizon, this equation reduces to

20 I = Ce-Q (4-5)

where C. is the apparent contrast at a distance x.
I- •The 7qeteorological range, the horizontal range
S0o9 for which the transmission of the atmosphere is

0.% Cs - two percent, is given by:

XR -1 In 0.02 3912 (4-6)

02 The meteorological range is the distance at which a
large black object, which has an inherent contrast

of -1, can just be recognized against a daytime
0 o0 2000 3000 4000 5 7 sky. Visibility, as normally reported, is about 3/

VARGET DISIANCE IN YARDS
the meteorological range. The meteorological ranges
for typical weather conditions are given in Table
4-1.

" Fr 2A r C at Fuio icif the object is viewed against backgrounds

, Figure 4-2. Apparent Cntrast as a Function of Distance other than the sky, the expressions are more com-
plicated. The apparent contrast at an effective

a cloud in the same aireetion as thce light from the listance T of a target against any background is
object. The object will be visible only if the ap- given by:
parent contrast is gi'eater than the threshold con-
trast or "limen" for the particular total illumina- Ce -- (4-7)

Ition level. -+ (B,/B') (e PR -- 1)

where C is the inPkýrcnt contrast between the ob-

4-3.1 ATTENUATION OF CONTRAST ject and its background, B1,/B' is the ratio of the
BY THE ATMOSPHERE brightness of the horizon sky in the direction of the

The apparent contrast betweein two distant object to that of the background, and 0 is the scat-

objects, or a distant object and its background, is tering coefficient. If the ratio BI/B' is one, this

reduced as shown in Figure 4-2 when they are equation reduces to the equation applicable to the

viewed through an atmospheric aerosol. This re- visibility of an object against the horizon sky.

*'• d~uction in ap)parent contrast limits the maximum The calculation of the visibility of an object,
distance at which targets and signals eau be seen. when viewed from above, is complicated due to the

The most general expression for the reduction stratification of the atmosphere. If this stratifica-
o.f ontrast by the atmosphere is: tion can be considered continuous, the scattering

- obcoefficients will vary regularly and in a predictable

'C--8 (4-4) manner. Normally, however, this is not true, and

the effective optical range R is taken as the hori-

C-- is the apparent contrast between two objects, zontal distaice containing as many scattering
or an object and its background at the effective particles as are found in the slant path R. The

77 4-3
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TABLE 4-1

METEOROLOGICAL RANGE FOR TYPICAL WEATHER CONDITIONS

Daylight A ttenuatiomi
Visual oeffliciet, B, Transmission,

-Weather Range, 1V Per Sea Mile Per Sea Mile

Dense fog 50 yards 156.4 0.0240
"Thiek fog 200 39.1 0.0210
Moderate fog 500 15.6 0.021
Light fog 1000 7.82 0.022
Thin fog 1 sea mile' 3.91 0.02
Haze 2 1.95 0.141
Light haze 3 1.30 0.272

4 0.98 0.376
Clear 5 0.782 0.457

6 0.651 0.521
7 0.559 0.572
8 0.488 0.614
9 0.434 0.640

Very clear 10 0,391 0.676
11 0.356 0.700
12 0.326 0.723
14 0.279 0.756
16 0.244 0.783

Exceptionally clear 18 0.217 0.805
20 0.196 0.823
24.1 0.162 0.85
:37.1 0.105 0.90
71.8 0.051 0.95

Theoretically pure air 167 0.02:34 0.976

* 1 sea mile equals 1.15157 statute miles or 6080 feet.

effectivv optical range is related to mctual lpath the smoke may ocupy only a relatively narrox IS
1,y region between the target and the observer. IUnder

21,7001 1 - R sill H these cir(cumstances, the intensity of illumiinatior,
c Sin (2-) 21,700 (4-8) may vary greatly depending on the relative loca-

[* where O is the a.gh, that the 7lant path R makes tion of the object, the observer, the smoke cloud.

wihi the, horizontal. l'lots of this eqnation for and the sourve(s) o;l illumination, so that the
":•. varios values of (), al)l)licable for intermediate ( iquantity of smoke required for obscuration i*s a
values of the slant rouge L, are presented in Figure highly variable quantity. Because ef the compli r,

'I"4-l. The values of thlie true altitu(he ar inilicated vated way in which the incident light is scattered -
hY the dashedl lines o(0 this diagram. as a tmintion of angle and because of multiple

* .satterinig, the degree to which light will pene-
4-3.2 OBSCURATION OF VISION trate a elouid (all only be ap)proximate'l. Wbilc a

BY ARTIFICIAL SMOKE CLOUDS major fraction of the light scattered by particles

The iniflience of artificially produced smoke near tl. optimmn size for a screening smoke is
-lol• v s oil visibility is complicated by the fact that sattered in the forward direction, some light is

-V 4-4
%, '% ' Vs, S
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OPTK;AL. SLANT RANGE (YARDS) [VALUES OF •]
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1.4 reduce the illumination on the taxget and back- • .'
1.2- ground, will increase the effectiveness of a smoke

screen.
i0

-0 '4-4 VISIBILITY OF TARGETS AND SIGNALS
The distance at which a ship, low-flying air-

craft, shoreline, or other target, and also the dis-
tance at which a signal can be seen against its

" A "background depends mainly on (1) the perceptual
capacity of the observer at the level of brightness
to which his eyes are adapted and (2) the apparent

L L------___ ._ contrast between the target and its background
0 10 20 30TRS 0 and the angl ato

CONTR"T M) and the angle it subtends at the eye of the observer.
Figure 4-4. Brightness Requirements as a Function of The angle, subtended by a target area, depends on
Fur-.B Acuity and Contrast the size and shape of the object. For a circular

target at a distance of X yards, the angle a sub-
scattered in the backward direction. If a cloud is tended by a circular target A square feet in area, is:
of a sufficient depth and concentration, essentially 12
all of the light not absorbed by the cloud will re- a= 19 minutes of are (4-10)
turn to and be scattered from the same side of the X
"cloud that it entered and the cloud will behave as As the apparent contrast is also a function of the
a white body diffusely reflecting the light which distance, calculations intended to determine the
"falls upon it. range at which a target or signal can be sighted

For a thinner cloud, part of the incident light must be a series of successive approximations. In
will penetrate to the target and background. The addition, because of the curvature of the earth,
apparent contrast. of the target against its back- the target or signal, or the observer, must be ele-
ground, in this case, is: vated for sighting long distances. The geometrical

-f(M (49 range for various heights is given by: 2SCii =1I(1 -- f) (M -- M') e- 0i (4-9)
of-the.**X l .325(H +h) (4-11)

s.'. where I. is the effective intensity of the incident X

light, M is the reflectivity of the target, M is the where 11 is height of target or signal in feet, h is
reflectivity of the background, P is the scattering height of observer in feet, and X is the distance

coefficient, 1? is the effective distance from the tar- in miles.
get to observer, and f is the fraction of inci-
dent light which penetrates to the target. The 4-4.1 VISIBILITY OF TARGETS
amount of light reaching the target, as well as the UNDER ARTIFICIAL ILLUMINATION8
at enuation of the contrast between the target and It is impractical to require that normal visual
its background, depends on the number of scatter- acuity (resolution of one minute of visual arc) be

-.'. ing particles which, in turn, depends on the product maintained when the illumination is provided by
of the concentration of the smoke and the thickness pyrotechnic flares since there is a practical limit
of the cloud. to the intensity. The intensity should be such that

"The offectiveness of a smoke screen also depends targets, having a size and a contrast with the
on the relative location of the smoke target back- background that is typical of field conditions, can
ground and light source. The effect of these changes be readily located and recognized. Intensities
in relative locations is complicated, and has not greater than this njininium are excessive. As shown
been worked out in detail. In general, anything in Figure 4-4, illumination levels between 0.1 and
which tends to increase the effective brightness of 10.0 foot-laniberts (FL)*, which can be obtained
the smoke (cloud, as well as anything that tends to * NOTE I millilambert 1 foot-lambert. ..

-•. •" 4-6
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TABLE 4.2

"REFLECTANCE VALUES (IN PERCENT) OF VARIOUS TERRAIN
FEATURES AND BUILDING MATERIALS

Object Wavelength in Microns

1. Natural Terrain
a. Sails: 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Dry yellow earth 8 16 37 55 69 76 82
Wet yellow earth 5 9 25 42 58 67 76
Dry sand 18 28 37 45 52 56 58
Wet sand 10 15 26 32 37 41 43
Dry red earth 8 8 20 28 33 35 37
Wet red earth 6 6 12 28 22 24 25
Dry brown earth 8 11 15 19 21 23 24
Wet brown earth 4 6 11 14 15 17 19
Dry loam 8 12 18 20 20 21 22
"Wet loam 5 6 7 9 10 11 11

9. b. Vegetation:

Grass 6 8 10 13 55 67 70
Evergreens 3 4 7 6 24 24 24
Straw 7 15 24 33 39 44 46
Dead grass 7 13 20 26 31 35 37
Dead brown leaf 6 9 11 27 43 51 69
Dead yellow leaf 6 10 23 39 45 48 51

c. Terrain as sceen from 4,000 feet:
Green field 4 7 10

lBrown. field 3 4 5
Yellow.green vegetation 5 8 15
"Light sand 12 16 21
Sandy ground 8 12 14
Wet mud 5 8 9
Mud covered with water 4 7 6
11ond water 3 2 1

, Water with suspended material 3 4 5
D)ark volcanic rock 6 6 7
"Black asphalt runway 4 4 4

II. Building, Materials

a. Paints: 4 4 4 4

Black 6 6 11 12
Earth brown 9 15 45 47
"Earth yellow 6 7 19 21
Earth red 15 ?4 42 43
Sand 16 21 37 41
[Desert sand 7 9 16 16
Field drab 4 7 11 9
Olive drab 4 6 7 5
Forest green

4-7
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TABLE 4-2 (cont'd)

"Object Wavelength in Microns

II. Building Materials (Continued)
a. Paints (Continued): 0.1 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Dark green 5 7 6 6
Sky gray 33 40 48 45
Haze gray 35 33 24 24
Blue gray 25 27 25 23
Ocean gray 22 20 13 13
Sea gray 14 13 12 10
Slate gray 9 10 9 7
Sea blue 7 6 5 4
Red 5 5 25 75

b. Materials:
Concrete tiles (uncolored) 28 35 37 37 37 37

- Concrete tiles (black) 9 9 9 9 9 9
Slates (silver gray) 19 20 21 21 21 21
Slates (blue gray) 12 13 14 14 15 16
Slates (dark gray) 10 12 12 12 11 10
Clay tiles (Dutch light red) 23 51 64 66 66 65
Clay tiles (red) 11 28 35 37 40 40
Clay tiles (red-brown) 13 25 30 33 40 41
Dark concrete 13 16 20 17
"Light concrete 25 32 37 38
Galvanized iron 23 26 27 25
Dirty galvanized iron 9 9 9 9 9 9
Aluminum 45 49 52 53
Steel 29 31 34 35
Granite 10 15 20 22
Asbestos cement 35 43 45 44 41 37
Weathered wood 9 11 8 10
Weathered asphalt 9 10 11 11 11 11
Basalt 5 6 7 6

quite readily with pyrotechnic illuminants, should 4-4.2 VISIBILITY OF SIGNALS
be adequate to detect and identify objects sub- The requirements for visibility of a signal vary
tending approximately 5 minutes of visual arc considerably from one application to another. It
against a terrain background, provided the con- is not always possible, nor necessary, to provide
trast is greater than 0.1. When the target and its a signal which is visible at extreme ranges. How-
background are illuminated by the same light ever, it is desired that a signal produce the maxi-

* source, this contrast will (as is true for daylight mum visual effect over as long a distance as pos-
_ illumination) depend on the reflectance values for sible and, in some cases, for as long a period as
% the target and background. Values for typical possible. In addition, it is c.ften necessary to

"materials which might be found in the field are modify signal performance to meet practical size
given in Table 4-2. and weight restrictions. These restrictions are

"4-8 "4
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"ANGLE BETWEEN INCIDENT LIGHT A,' OBSERVER

., Figure 4-5. Effect of Direction of Illumination on the o o ,oi'
Luinne fa mkeCluf0 20 40 60 80 100 120 14V 160 too

, Luminance ef a Smoke C'olumr ANGLE BETWEEN SUN AND OBSERVER (DEGREES)

Sextremely importani fr signals carried aboard Figure 4-6. Effect of Reloafve Direction of Sun and Smokei exremly ml~rtmt fr sinal carie abardon Time of Discovery

aircraft or submarines.

of vi <ibility, will he, 'ectively the same color as the
4-4.2.1 Visibility of Smoke Cl.'ids hoi 'zwn,

The visibility of a relatively small dense smoke

cloud, such as wou!, be l)roluce. as a signal, de- 4-4 2.2 Vi; , of Light Sources
ponds on the aoiili! of the smoke particleý to ',ators ,h influenice the visibility of a light
scatter light, or r tflct hy multiple scattering, _` aur, ',ire 4 ;entially the same as for any other

" the direction of the obsc,'ver. Factors which de- (, 1,J(et. "heI "i>, ilit .f an illuminated visual
* termine, to a large extent, the visibility of a smoke aug,' u)r q)pr(,. uEi, ol )he degree or less is de-

cloud intlude: (1) illumination of the smoke cloud, penleit principally ipo, the total light emitted
S-' and (2) contrast of the cloud against a back- t ie area. For a steady ,oint source.

gr'ound. (

The effective brightness of the cloud depends F-- .... --3.5 X l0-° 11/2 luiens/cm2  (4-12)
. on the relative location of the observei anl cloud,

as well as the intensity and directioc of the inei- wht re F is the threshold value of flux density (in
(lent light. This effect is indicated in Figure 4-5 lunient; pei square centimeter), C is the threshold
for a, relatively dilute, laboratory smoke column. intesrty of tj, source (in candles), X is the dis-
These results, due to the tendency toward forward tanee fr,,ni souree to observer (in centimeters),
scattering, indicate tha, a smoke column is many and I' is the background brightness (in candles
times as bright in the irection of the stil as it is per s 'i.are centimeter). The illumination pro-
"opp)osite to the suin. ie effect of the relative di- lueed at the observer's eye i3 reduced. because of
reetion of the sun a: ;moke is also illustrated ir tinospheric attenuation in accordance with the

_ Figure 4-6 where, .xpected, thi tin, of dis digoing equation:
(covery is the least en the relativ, 10siiioi - re-

suil in a ulaxirili i oud brightness. C',olor of ;P E. '-L exp .3.912 (-X (4-13)
% relatively ,ielluSi Al01 results fr,•m multiptle scat

-' tering ai , abso'p in. The 'olor' intet•at v i, where 1,, is the intensity of the source and X? is
dilute oh'd ma in less because of thef :educti the mneteorological range. This equation is valid
,?'ut IIII', .eatteriii_, .fliciency. If the particles mak- only whei X i- la"g;(e enough that the light may be

1- il. uilie el Inld ire the wroi size (t, 1 small, consideri'i -, a poinit s;ouree. The maximum angu.
OT inally), th., prodhied !X hty anged lar ize of the light source, which can be con-

an,/oi supl)n/ss A. The apparent color of the sidei I h s a point source, varies with the adapta-
, I.lolil will I',halli w'itlj distance and, near the limit tion hri. lhtness as given in Te..'ile 4-3,

4-9
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TABLE 4-3
MAXIMUM ANGULAR SIZE~ OF LIGHT SOURCE AS A FUNCTION

A OF ADAPTATION BRIGHTNESS

Adaptation brightness Maximumt angular size
(foot-lamberts) (min-utes of are)

1,000 0.708
100 0.708

10 0.750
1 0.891

10-' 1,30
-e 0- 2.82

10-- 6.68
1()- 8.5,5

i0_1 15.0

A flashing point-source light, where the flashes values of T as low as 1.0 second) because of the
are of short duration (less than 0.2 second), must lower visibility of short flashes (according to
have, in greneral, a higher candlepower than a Plondel and Rey). If T is greater than t.0 second,
steady light in order to be seen. It has been found the finding ti,ne is also longer because the eye
that the threshold intensity P, required for visi- mnay Ipa!s over the light location during the off

S bility of a light of duration t,, seconds, is given, interval. It was found that a light of ten times
S by:'4 threshold intensity was almost always located at

the first flash while three flashes were needod if theFt0  8 (0 +.21 (414) light were only five, times the threshold.
where F, equals t~ae threshold intensity of a steady The( effect of selective transmission by some
light. Thus, whenm a flash lasts several seconds so types of atinosphere is also important when con-
that 0.21 is negligible, the threshold is the same sidering, colored light6. Table 4-5 indicates the
wi for steady light.. However, as showni iii Table inagiaitude of selective absorption of components
4-4, for small values of t0, where P" will be'larger of suinlilght by the atmosphere.

* , thany F., this is no longer true. These ratios arc not
changed g~reattly for caiidlepowers tip to 50 times 4-4.3 ESTIMATION OF VISIBILITY
threshold for flash durations from 0.03 second up Th~le estimiation of visibility can be simplified
to 1.0 or 2.J. seconds, by the use of nomographic visibility charts pre-

For sitiatitons in which it is not known where a pared foi- this purpose. A "hart for circular tar-
fladýh will appear in the field of view, thle finding es hc asbe dpe ro h oecm
tirne .is qunite intportant. The two variv~bles of mia- plete charts available, is given in Figure 44. To

* jor importanc in the conspicnity (short findivg use this chart for determining visibility along a
timle) (1f R flashing light of a caiadlepower well hiorizonutal path, a straightedge is laid across the
shove threshold intensity are: (1) the timie interval chart ini stneh a mnanner that it connects the value.

b~etwec n flashes 2', and (2) theý duriation of each ol' the inherent cont rast between the object and its
S flash t,, in st conds. A flashing light is 111ost coma- backgrotind with the valuie of the sky-background

spienious When T' lies betweeri 0.5 awd 1.0 second bright ness rat io (this shy-backgrouind ratio is uniit~y
animd t,, is betweeni 0.25 and (0.7,5) secb~ud' Decreas- if the hackgronii ad of flie targret is the horizon
taý ig T' or immwreasirmg t0/7, iimerases tile finding thina sky), extendedi to inters'ect the zero limtinal tar-

Lxbecause Of redjtietn of f1licker. If t, is below 0,.5 get di: tumce line. Th tahedesthmr-
ý.4 second, the averagefid a tinme is iitereased (for located so that it conmwets this point with the

N. %
e--
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TABLE 4-4
VISIBILITY OF FLASHING LIGHT COMPARED TO STEADY LIGHT

Flash Duration, Ratio of Flashing Light
seconds to Steady Light

1.0 1.2
0.5 1.4

4 0.4 L.5
0,3 1.7
0.2 2.0
0.A 3.1
0.05 5.2
0.025 9.4
0.01 22.0

TABLE 4-5
ABSORPTION OF SUNLIGHT BY ATMOSPHERE

Wavelength, Angstroms Percentage Transmitted

4000 47.5
4500 55.3
5000 62.4

7000 75.6
8000 80.1

Thes'ý figures represent the relative transmission for the difterent
wavelengths during the day under average clear conditions with the sun
at the zenith, and they may vary greatly under other conditions. It must
be remnembered that a light signal can be seen at a much greater distance
than the distance at which its color can definitely be distinguished.

valve for the meteorological range. The intersec- .4 can be calculated, for ti.rgets which subtend a
tion of the straightedge and the curve for the small ang-le ait the observer's eye, by the equation:
correct general illumination level locates the lrn-
irmal target distance. A(., sin 0) (4-15)

The procedure for estimating the visibility for
slant 1paths is som-what more complicated, espe- where. R is the first approximation of the optical
(ially if the atnbosph(-re is stratified. If no optically satrneetmtdb s ftenmgah
dissimilar strata are p)resont, the. optical slant range istecorpndgsltraefra ihngah
can be determined in the sam- manner as, the visual wlc mkeannge itthgrudadA

* range, along a horizontal lPetl. The actual slant
eaI~e cn temi e aproimatd b th nseof qua is the area of the target. Trhis value for A is now

tion 4-18 or Figur(< 4-3. Becauise the slant range used to vai'u~I.- t~ better value for the optical
*is miormally greater than the op~tival slant range, 81la11t rgv1?4 an(l ecorreslpondinfr slant range R.
*the effectivye area of the target is, lt-s thani its actual rthe ?momnogmraphs are also useful when stratifi-
* artia andl the 1redicted slaoe range will be high. cation of th~e atmosp~here causes an effective d1ikwof-

A better v'alue can be obtainied, if iii effective area tino ity in the m~eteorological r-ange-aftitude rela-

4-1.1
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TABLE 4-6
SKY BRIGHTNESS

Ambient Brightness,
Condition millilamberts

Hazy* 10,000
Clear 1,000
Light Overcast 100

NHeavy Overcast 1.0
Twilight 1.
Jeep Twilight 0.1

Full Moon 0.01
Quarter Moon 0.001
Starlight 0.0001
Overcast Starlight 0.00001

*The maximumi brightness condition which is likely to be tiicoun-
tered is that of the sky on a slightly hazy flay at noon.es

TABLE 4-7
SKY-GROUND RATIO

Sky-Groumi:~Sky Conidition. (hbou~nd Condition Ratio
0 ý!nmsfFresh SnowI

Overcast Desert 7
Overe.ast Forest 25
Clear Fresh Snow 0.2

.~.Clear Desert 1.4
Clear Fo rest

tiOilshiJ). Let it be assumied, for example, that there ofT. Becvaiise; of the p~roblemfs involved, the estima-
isag Irounil haze which has a top at 5000 feet, and t ion of slant rangems is less satisfactory than the esti-
that the mneteorological range is five timies grrer-ter niatioli of horizontal range. Where experimental
above thev haze boundary than below it. For this values arc iiot available, typical values for the sky
type of visibility piroblemi, a linie is eonistrnected brightness are given in rable 4-6 for various am-
n1 thet optical slant nijitge diag-ram, Figure 4-3, bienit vuonditionls. Typical values for the sky-

fromn thew origini to the initersect ioni of the curve for ground ratio are giv'en iii rubh- 4-7.
the desil ed viewinig ang~le 0~, Xihtedahdl% It is to be. noted that the nomograph predicts
rtepresetithiig the truie alt it tide of 5(000 feet. A a dIistaiivc ait N0lieh the target is liniinally visible.
secol nd ctrve i~lwivih has five limhes thet slope of the ift the con!rast value is divided by two before using

* rig-inal cuirve) is drawni starting, at this. poinlt, the nooograph, the result, obtained is the sighting
Thie rehlatminship betwteni le, the optivial shlant ralinge range, the distiowe ait which the objec' a be
aiid R?, thv slant range, follows the resuiltant cuirve. seoin with, thlre.;hold cmifidenve. Por th. object

-. If the act nal houtidarv of thlt ground l~aze is dif- to b1 olasily seen, fhe contrast valuesý should be
fulse, the shlarp chan~ge in, slope can he romioled dividled by ait Itlest foilir.

-, '-4-1.3
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TABLE 4-8
INCREASE IN ILLUMINATION REQUIRED FOR

"POSITIVE RECOGNITION

Field Factor
Applied fo Threshold Detectibility of
Candlepow,'r Light Source

"Light s0Urce difficult to find even if loca-
tion is known.

2.5-5 Light source moderately difficult to find if
location is approximately known and ob-
server is on steady platformn and has long
time for search.

5-10 Light source easy to find under circum-
stances above.

20-30 Light sourc'* easy to find under reasonable
circumstancies at night, for example,
.,.iarch field no greater than 100 degrees,
ob.ierver can give his full attention. Diffi.
cult to find in daytime unless observer
knows where to look.

100-150 ffight sotiree can! be found under strenu-

ous circumstances at night, and under
/ most circumstances in the daytime if the

search field is not too large.

Square ob.jevt. are as visible as circular objects foot-lamberts will be liminally visible on a clear
of the samle area. ()bje'ts of other shapes are, in (lay, when the meteorological range is 20,000
greneral, less visible. yards, can be estimated in the following manner:

- Figit re 4-S is a visibility chart for predicting As sky brightness on clear day is approxi-
thi range at which siltal laps and other point nlately 1000 foot-lamberts, the contrast of target

_ . sourees of liglit will be•i'mindly visible. To uise against sky as background is:
- .' t his ehart, a straightodgv i g i mcied across. the (h 'ctr"".' 10-1000

* j l,,tt it 'oninets i e ie meteorological ranige with 10-00 I
0 th, i.,te:isity ot thle light source. Tre interseetibn 1

(it' this straight lirae with tlv he uirvv for the proper The skv-ground ratio is 1.0 since the object is being
sky origihtness ,,level is th,. f iniial target distance. viewed against sky. To obtain litninal target dis-
""or signmalig piitrot,,, it this idistane, where iosi- tam.ce fromn noiiograph, (onnect (as shown in Fig- ',
live li'iog-nilion is r,,uirt. tHie illumination valie kltre 4-9) \\iih a straightedge, a sky-ground ratio
_ .thiiltl lie iuitrea.sed a: iitlic(ateil it rawb, 4-S. of 1.0 with a •ointrast of 0.99 and mark intersee-

-iotn of' ostraightedge with the zero liminal dis-
4-4.4 ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES tan.e line, ('nn'i't this point with the nieteoro-

L.a. The distance at which a inforim circular logical rai.g, of 20,000 yards. Th, liinnti target
'A. target of 100f square feet wit}, a brightness of 10 dislane is read where this straight line interseetsA,. ' t'2

4-15
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with the curve for the ambient illumination, 103 ditions is approximately 6,900 yards. The sight-foot-lamberts. The liminal target distance, in this ing distance and the distance at which the targetea~se, is approximately 11,000 yaids. could ba seen easily would also be calculated in1.b. Th, sighting range is calculated in the the sa-he manner as illustrated for Example I.b.
same way r')t that the effective contrast is: and L.e.

J0.99 3. The distance at which a signal having an-- = 0.495 intensity of 2,500 candles would be liminally vis-2
ible on a foggy night when the meteorological- The sighting range is approximately 9,000 yards. range is 5,000 yards, can be estimated rising theL.e. "I",, distance at which this target could signal light nomograph. A straightedge is placedbe seen easily under field conditions: across the nomograph for signal lights so that itIn order for a target to be seen easily, the connects the mreteorological range, 5,000 yards, with

contrast v'ilues must be divided by at least 4.0. the candlepower, 2,500 candles, as shown in FigureUnder difficult field conditions, the contrast value 4-10. The liminal distance is given by the inter-- might have to be divided by a number as large as secti•n of this line with the curve for the illumina-
100. The effective contrast range., therefore, is tion level 10-" foot-lamberts.

f 0.99 0.99 4. The intensity required for a spotting chargef ro -- 0.25, to 100 = 0.01 to be seen at 2,000 yards over water and toward a
rising sun on a clear day, can be estimated byand the distance at which the target could be seen use of the sigmJ light visibility nomograplh. Un-easily might be as low as 2,000 yards (2,000 to der these conditions, the illumimiation level would7,5(0) yards). approach 101 f. ct. ...... U.. The meteorological

2. The distance at which the same target would range is assumed to be approximately 30,000 yards.be lininally visible under the same conditions, if a ('lear day. The intensity required for a lightit were to be observed against a background having source to be liminally visible under these condi-"• a brightness of 2(00 foot-lamberts can be caleu- tions is obtained from the signal light nomogiaphlated. (Since the target and backg.round are both by connecting the meteorological range, 20 miles, A

illuminated by the same light source, the reflectance with the point of intersection of a liminal target--' of the background is approximately 20 times that distance of 2,000 yards, and the curve for the gen-of the target.) In this case, the sky-ground ratio eral illumination level (approximated by dotted
is lMM)0/200 =-5.0, andi the contrast is: curve on Figure 4-10). The intersection of this

10-200= line with the zero liminal distance line gives the201 --- 0.95 candlepower required, about 4,M) candles. In
order to be seen readily under these field condi-As intdicated in Figur, 4-9, the deternmination of tions, the intensity values should be multiplied (see

the linminal range is the same as outlined for Ex- Table 4-8) by 100 to 150, yielding a required in-amiile l.a. Tie liminil distance under these con- tensity of 4 X 10' to 6 X 1()4 candles.6
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CHAPTER 5

PRODUCTION OF HEAT

5-1 HISTORICAL SUMMARY' 5
.
6 ,7,8 ployed by the British in the American Revolu-

The systematic use of incendiaries extends back tion as well as by the armies involved in the many

into ancient times when practically any readily European conflicts of the 19th century. The
combustible material was used for both offensive United States Army had incendiary items of
and defensive operations. Incendiary-type com- ordnance issue in the early part of the 19th cen-
positions were used in fireballs, pots, or crude tury. During the American Civil War, the in-
bombs and hurled against the enemy by means of cendiary projectiles developed by the Union Army
a catapult, or as headings for slings and bow ar- and fired against Vicksburg, Charleston, and
rows, and other purposes. Some of the earlier Petersburg were of limited value. A flammable
combustible materials used included oil, pitch, liquid was also developed which could be used
sulfur, resinous woods, and straw. "Greek fire," with a flame thrower. These flame throwers
an incendiary mixture which probably contained reached Bermuda Hundred, Virginia, early in
readily flammable substances such as pitch, resin 1865, and may have been used in later battles of
and petroleum, along with quicklime and sulfur, the Civil War.*
was used in the 17th century against ships, tents, in general, however, from the beginning of

• barricades, cities, and personnel, It was espe- modern times down to World War I, incendiaries
- .. ' t.•'- \ cially valuable as an incendiary because it was were not extensively used due to the increase in

S. difficult to extinguish since as water reacted with battle distances, resulting from the introduction of
the quicklime and also spread the petroleum. firearms. In addition, the defensive use of armor
These types of incendiaries were of definite value and earthworks left little material that would burn

"'- in all of the wars fought during the Middle Ages on the battlefields. These problems were not solved
and their importance was not diminished until until the advent of the World War I.

-- gunpowder was introduced in the 15th century. While both the French and German Armies
"Dluring the 16th, 17th, and 18th centuries, had developed incendiary artillery projectiles be-

the basic ingredients in incendiary mixtures con- fore World War t, these projectiles were not used
tinued to be sulfur and saltpeter to which were to any extent in the early days of the war, prob-
added a number of flammable materials such as ably because they were ineffective against military
resin, pitch, tallow, beeswax, linseed oil, ad tur- targets. The first incendiary munitions used in

" pentine. For many years the recognized incendiary this war evidently were incendiary bullets and
"* .projectiles were known am "carcasses." In their antiaircraft artillery projectiles directed against

-. earliest form they consisted of cylindrical bags observation balloons, and flame projectors against
'- or containers of canvas coated with pitch and ground troops. These devices, along with in-

bound with iron hoops. The name was suggested ceIdiliary bombing fromn aircraft, were first used
"- because of the likeness of these iron hoops to the by the Germans in 1915.

ribs of a corpse. Later, their shape became spher- Intensive research and development programs
Sical; however, their filling remained the same-- were established by all the principal be!ligerents

ia mixture of saltlpeter, sulfur, resin, antimony in order to obtain improved incendiary inuni-
sulphide, and tallow-until carcasses became obso- tions. White phosphorus iias effective against
" lete toward the end 1 the th entury. W.-D. Miles, "The Civil War," Part I, Chemistry and

Rockets with inc.endiary charges were ema- Engineering News, Vol. 39. No. 14, April 3, 1961.
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readily combustible material such as balloons. It a limited amount of research and development
was also very effective against personnel as it pro,. was performed on incendiary munitions in the
duced painful burns and hence cau,,;ed a de- United States. The white pbo,,phorus filling for
moralizing effect far in excess of the casualties caliber .30 iheendiary anmunuition was replaced
produced. Thermitc, and modified the-mite mix- with a tracer composition. Dexkelopment work on
tures were widely employed, especially in con- incendiary compositions was actively resumed in
nection with an additional incendiary material the United States in 1936.
such as "solidified oil." Other mixtures contain- General interest in small arms incendiary am-
ing an inorganic oxidizer such as potassium or munition was renewed during tlw early years of
barium nitrate, barium or lead oxide, or pota.4- World War 1i. The l)eWilde-Kaufnian bullet,
sium chlorate, and a fuel such as carbon, sulfur, designed in Switzerland ')y 1939, rejiresented a
magnesium, aluminum, or organic combustibles, major step forward in the development of small
were used in small arms incendiary bullets and arms incendiary ammunition in that it would Dine-
with less success in drop bombs. lion as desired against realittic targets. To elia-

Solid oil (oil mixtures solidified with colloidal inate the serious manufacturing and hat, 'Elog
additives) and flame projector liquids consisting problems, associated with this design. it wits ii di-
of a heavy viscous oil or tar and a more fluid and fled by British scientists to use the U.S.-devew,,ped
flammable liquid were also developed but saw only [M-I I incendiary mix. Modifications of the British
limited use during the war. desigti were made, later by the United Sta's ' -

In spite of the tactical and strategic possibili- nance Department to improve functioning char-
ties associated with the use of aerial incendiary acteristics ,,an to adapt the design to manufactture
bombs, only a limited amount of the development by mass prducilion techniques. TFhes.,•e modifie t.
work on incendiary munitions was directed to- tiomn, includin'g some changes in the incendiari
ward design of improved munitions of this type. composition, resulted in the UT.S. M1 Incendiart,
Two general types of aerial incendiary bombs Projectile which played an important role in win-
were developed. The first was the relatively large niig, the Battle of Britain by defeating the Ge4r- 'qŽ

bomb filled with an incendiary mixture, often meai air, ttacks. The development o' modified in-
thermite an(d solid oil, designed to penetrate and econdiaryv mininniniton, including armor-piercing
set fire to buildings and heavy construction. The incendiary aniounition, was started in 1943; how-
second was the scatter type of incendiary bomb ewvr, only it small qtiuantity of these items had
which consisted of inc(.ndiary units in a large be'n prothiie,ed by the end of the war.
btomb, or a cluster of small bombs (the latter being In the Rattle of Britain, the Germans used a
the more suceesful of the two techniques), to I.-kilo maglnesi mi bomb against British cities with
start fires over a relatively large area, great ,ffectiveness. A xtvr ef,"oetivo 4-pound mag-

The increasing use (of military aircraft resulted nesimn bomb ead beenii developed by the British;
an increased interest in small arms incendiary however, the IUnited States did rnot as yet have a

S aiininition since the employnent of inceendiary satisf;,tcl vy ilk ,ndiary hnih. As a eoilseq uence,
anllnoitiole was considered to be one of tio' better the B ritish MIIK--III naignesi m bomb was re-
ways for destroying aircraft. The first small arms dhsig,; id for uiass tprodlmion. A 4-putind theremite
roundl desigined foir air-to-air coinibat wis tirobkably boeuMb wVas develolW, as % smibstitote t'or the some-
the British 'onieroy pio,jettile with ;; kieselgohr %%hit slprjor lnagiiusikoi; bo11b anld was used in
dytianlite tMiehr which had both hligh explosive (c>uoi,,il l)oolitulh's hisiori' raint on. 1 a in iii April
111l(1 ilitem ~I ars fun(.tio as, ioll wvas• 'verV effcite 1,-: .... • sml] 2!-; ii l~tiigui's9Aill b t homb watlo

against G(ero1an 1aiirships. The earliest inleevdiari d ivihplod and lii'hn used in hlist era was r,' siisleed
small arms projectile- used by the Uniilted States, to he ,,mr iore9i i agatuist uirbaiu ( orwnk, argets

it1pted froiii a Brilish desigin, oill lioyevi ;ehosl 111111 t',' hi•c OF trii o lt ,,:diai whi4, had i een t Ie-

thorns as I le icelleliary inateritl. N elopi', "orr inilasriM Il targy.&s. The"y were a]so
In the period hetweevn the two ,Vor"l •Vars, unly >,iieeSsSfill agoiust .Ioptt (es itdtius:rial target, 61!
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penetrated too far to be highly effective against Starters, igniters and first fires, as adjuncts to
Japanese dwellings: other pyrotechnic devices, have had a history

The developmient of a small petroleum in- closely associated with such devices. Information
(endiary bomb was started arid led to the develop- describing the development of early Chinese fire-
merit of the 6-pound napalmn bomb which was used crackers includes descriptions of fuses containing
with spectacular succ!ess in the strategic bombing potassium nitrate (saltpeter), charcoal and sulfur.
of JIapan. Other petroleum incendiary mixtures In the 18th century mixtures, of potassium nitrate,
were d~veloped, including the IM mixture which sulfur, charcoal, and iron filingý. were widely used
contained finely divided magnesium. Against both for pyrotechnic purposes, They were readily ig-
Europe and Japan, incendiary bomnbs proved to Iiitedl and for this p~irpose a type of quickmatch

*be. very effective weapons, especially when ap- was employed.
proximately (inc-fifth of them contained explosive The quickmatch was made from cotton thread
ehiarg~s. to discourage fire fighters. or string, moistened. with vinegar or' brandy and

Flame throwers were first used in the Pacifi' coatet, with a mixture consisting of 16 parts po-
theater on Corregidor by the Japanese against tassium nitrate, 3 parts charcoal and 1 part sulfur.
Aniericani troops who were not equipped with the The mixture was worked into the thread by band,

-weapon. IDue to its, proven effectiveness and the after which it was dried and cut into -suitable
developmeont of napalm, it was soon uised by the lengths. It was theit connected to the pyrotechnic
U nited States for vonibaL operations in all theaters device and ised as its igniter
of oiperationi, cit her as a portable ire t or mounted At the begminnirng of the 19th cen~tury phos-
onl vehicles. phiorus-tipped sticks, that could he readily ignited

After World War 11, i'esearch and develop- b~y friction, were made available and were the fore-
- ment directed toward the improvenmcnt of small rita wr of present dlay 2natches.

arms incendiary ammunition wero continued. Em- Friction starters wero dieveloped later in the
Jphasis was directed toward developing improved 19th century. These employed as at bead a ni~xfiure

-- ammuunition with air increased effeotiveniess per of potassiumi chlorate and sagar with gnim arabic
rmdagaihnst jet plvsat hi i.lier altitu&d-i This i-itbinder. In the formi of watcies, these wr

worlk proved valuable (luring the Ko-ean. (,onflict igiiitedl by drawing th~em throug-h at folded piece
v whn smnall arin incendfiaries v.ere tm~d in the air of salidpaper.
eottiliet, against eneniv jet iiircniift. Other in. Typ~ical jyrotechnitc munitions ii thc, .19th ce n-

(en diary wienliciiis, inIellidiiifg inceod iary bonmbi and tur ci1 onsisisd of rockets, flares, and fireballs wb ieh
flalfle throwers, a IN-i were tised \YiflcL an! (ifee- 11onld be igiiited by a miixtutre (if potasitismh miiitratt,
tit-ly ill thik e ontliii 1w the (Iniii e Naions forces. sulfimir anid arsenic sulfide, -which., in turn, was ig,-

* Tie effort appl ied ii tilhe d výelopmient of in- iiiti' b.\ at oqickiiiitch.

etPildiauv wi-a lolls1 has rein I td ;A1 lpea('-tmH) e uses ltiring W~orld War 1, p)yr'te nine ifuniltiolls

fo- I thusc weapons. l'\'vogol (w gop ) , wnitih con.- w"-re (ioveloped wh ich iistil vowlpositiomis more

*tilins flolH dl\ided milagmtesmonri, andu wIichl wias, iliffictilt to ignite t han cailiitr conipiositiofls. In
4 osli ill the 1.. petrolenrol incenldial. I" nixtilre, has; th period between W\orldl War I andii Wotrld War-

l'> oimui to aid in tie burnting, ot otf forest It, hiniited ctf I- wa-s mmade to producet mnore satins-

"krmgs Tle taiow t he-ower is (0' -alue in fight ing factory ignlmli 1iti't on in1)t, o yrotev'iIi( ieiii

lklut ýti old inl kivs~ ricin 1muwanlted vegeta. tiolls. A, ,,tisidliable lairt ot this effort was

I ioi. Stlldie, inito1, ci allse' ot death by flaille ii'tti tovwaird dhe dtvelojmjeint ot satisfactory

cilr;- it dlcilmtý \Vorld WVl il ))a%. dire-rt(d \tartvr rmixtmmres for ll( ,iioke iiixtiriles and for
4 tionu iti o ci\ i-xjani fireummi-i "o runsispiwttd Itayards t herim-dl-typo miectndinnics. Dirumimig World War 11,

iiitiner:0- it~ariotls kilols. Also, researeb oninplais; was again dire-ted mnainly, toward de-
-~ ~ (l ti he (ftt~ti~ if il'"1imlan auu\umt10 elopirng colollositmiimls whichl would mleet. the 111-

gmuI to t. i as becti (it iuu i u- n iniiimtioll i~i-diimtv iteils, oft the troopts. A relatively sitnall
- \ititii r-ncratt tirvs aunmiott of Afort ha4 been expnended ic ol

5-3
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War ii, particularly in connection with the de- until the projectile arrived at or close to the tar- -
velopment of new illuminants. get. Similar crude delay trains were developed

In addition to their value as a source of heat, for incendiary and other projectiles used in early
the utility of combustion processes as a means for naval warfare when ships were made of wood.
measuring and controlling time intervais was Their purpose was not only to delay functioning
recognized early in history. The ancient Chinese, until a projectile reached its target, but also
Greeks, and others used open vessels of oil, crude to further delay functioning so as to maximize its
candles, and similar devices, to ignite either ex- effectiveness in damaging the enemy ship.
plosives or flammable material at a distance or With the development of improved ammuni-
at some delayed time. In addition to their mili- tion, more complicated fuse systems with improved

•,v tary applications, such delayed reactious--cul- reliability and timing accuracy were required."minating in the sudden production of fire, smoke, The earliest pyrotechnic delays which were' rela-
or a minor explosive phenomenon-were an im- tively accurate consisted of carefully prodluced
portant part of many early religious ceremonies, black powder trains or black powder rings. The

The introduction of gunpowder stimulated the delay train was used in fuses requiring a set
development of somewhat more sophisticated delay delay while the ring delay was most often used in
devices. A. string or paper impregnated with an those items requiring setting immediately before
oxidizer and elongated trails of powder were some use. In spite of the many problemo associated with
of the earliest pyrotechnic delay trains. Present the use of black powder delay compositions, due
" quickmatch and firecracker fuses are of this type, mainly io their hygroscoi-ic -nd corrosive nature,however, they are normally used as transfer media they served as the basis of most pyrotechnic delay
rather than timers. Fuses consisting of an in- trains throughout World War .L

--. gredient such as black p)owder, contained in a Burning black powder liberates large amounts
tubular cover, will burn reliably and at reason- of gaseous products which, in most fuse designs, .
ably reproducible burning rate Safety fuse is of are vented to the atmosphere. In the developmentthis type. It is a lightly ,rapped train of potas- of amnmunition, especially antiaircraft ammunition "--
sium nitrate and blac.i l:ow•eir burning at a rate during World War I, it was found that the burn-
of 40 to 120 seconds per yard. Tht tubular cover ing rate of black powder was affected considerably
now is often impregnated t'abric. An effort is by the rotational speeds of the projectile as well

- usually made to seal against moisture by the use as the varying ambient pressures. Therefore, the
of wax and plastic coatings. The development of development of a more satisfactory fuse powder
these fuses made possible lavish firework displays composition was started with a low priority after
by crudely timing the sequence of events starting World War I.
with the prpagation of the display inti the air The first nongaseous delay powder-consist-
followed by a sequem,.e of bursts tiaking up the ing of red lead, silicon, and glycerin (84/15/1)-_'I firework (lispAliy. In :addition, thlir use provided as developed in 1931. Since this composition
"the necessary Time re, nired for safetrv ot Oh per- i. irried too fast, slower burning powders contain-

* so. nmil igniting extensive ground displays. Fuses ing lead chromate, silicon, and linseed oil (89/10/1)"of essentiall, the n•ine type \,or- alsio ic-ed I•, coo were developed. Lack of p)ersonnel and funds, how-
-i..,tion with the ,arly olinhieri al .-Nloltsivs uis•l• ever, prevented a comprehensive, systematic study-i 1Hinnil andz ',-lastrittiton. of the many possible inorganic exothermic reactions

The ,w 4, proje(,tihes 'on tmili' ii explosix•-. before the start of World War 1I. As a result,
WIS st :t d Monoti ine a ftv 110 litf trili'.tionl ,,i black powdor was again widely used in delay elc-

*- arnillery in wilit~rv operatio . ,ar!y "Irojectilehs n ments during World War 11.
.wr filled with got: w (ý et •i)s(thd withI a In 1942, a comprehensive study of possible
wi)ithei l 14.g cointo nil; a smiall alti ter hole, 1.gasl,',s delay mixtur'cs was started."" While this
ait o filled with ý)oýwdr '1li111 ,rti, 1 lut'. \\as ig. study wac- in progress, an urgent Need developed
nil,(d by the pro~wllinv (,!rtt- ano hurl, 'v for delay toowd he e used in the bombs used

- "-
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S" " in "skip bombing." A composition-containing by mechanical, chemical, electrical, or other stimuli
- manganese, barium chromate, and sulfur--which of >ow energy and produce sufficient heat to cause

had been prepared on a laboratory scale, proved the ignition of othier, less sensitive mixtures.
satisfactory in spite of the many difficulties en- b. First fires, starters, igniters, and similar
countered in proceeding from a laboratory to a less sensitive, but relatively easy-to-ignite mixtures,
production scale.2 3 The Navy developed, under '.ormally activated by the heat produced by an-

- contract, a delay mixture containing nicgel, zir- other ihermal source. The sensitivity level of these
conium, potassium perchlorate, and barium mixtures is such that sufficient quantities can be
chromate which was used satisfactorily in hand used to supply the heat necessary for ignition of a

Sgrenades. While these delay powders-developed third mixture or main charge consistirng of a pro-
under wartime conditions---were used operation- pellant or pyrotechnic composition. A similar se-
ally, they were far from optimum. 4  quence of ignitions is also common to explosive

"Work after the end of World War I. was, di. items.
,• retted toward the development of more satisfactory c. Inceondiary mixtures which x.rc used for

_gasless delay compositions. The availability of destruct've ignition of combustible ma';erials.
- certain powdered metal fucls-e.g., zirconiuimi- 2. (Conipositionis which produce heat at a low
* nickel alloys and boron--not available earlier, rate:

helped in the de velolpnent of the presently used a. fleat powders which produce a controlled
more satiý,factory delay powders. amount of heat for applications such as the activa-

The development and use of thermal bat- tion of heat batteries or a controlled evolution of
- terics25'-- required a controlable heat source to gas, and for other p)urposes.

i melt the electrolyte which is solid at norinal tern- b. l)elay mixtures which are used to ac-
* peratures and to activate the battery. Early curately ,ontrol the time interval between initia-

thermal batteries were activated by weighed quail- tioll and final functioning.
, C' .. tities of loose heat powder, similar to delay conupo- The rate and control of the heat output from a"- * . sitions, introduced directly .ato the battery cases. l)yroteehnie mixture, as well as the heat transfer

Slightly improved results were obtained when the mechanisnis involved, are very important in the
- battery was divided into comlpartnients and the performiance of its function. In this chapter, these
- . loose heat l)owder added to each compartment. Aharacteristics are emphasized as regards existing
-" B•etter results were obtained when the heat powder heat jproducing pyrotechnic devices.

wsis mi xed with inorganic fibers and made into
lieat. paper by conventionial papar making tech- 5-3 THEORY
nuiques."2 .r7

The two important means by which energy can
"bt- transferrted are heat and work. Both of ihese

5-2 INTRODUCTION energy formns are transient ill nature since they
Pyrotechnic mixtures, when burned, release eýxist only %vhen there is an exehange of energy

ehemirita-l ieiergy ini ltit form of Ihat. Tli, theat bet weeen two systeris or a system and its surround-
-O• e iirgy r-lhast-I is used for the production of light, ings. If this trausfer tak,,s place without a trans-

sitiokc, gas, antit sound. AIthoughi the heat effects fer of mass, alri not as a result of a temperature

prodlutt iii tit- siirrtoundiigs. by these iteuis are difference, thit- ecergy is sidl t, have been trans-
iisually itidential ý:.d iay hb- iindsirable, there ferred throirg}, the performaree of work. If the

arc it tll.•iltrr utf lryr(ttcic iintisIIs iiN whit-h 1it- vxi-harige is dute to a teiniperattore difference, the
Ioit)tlichitto (ohtt-at is lit- lriiarvy liuiiti-t . ,rr-rgy is .,aid to ltav- bet-i traosferrr-d in the form

l-yri.)ttt-ii;, hftat protiut-ing mixtures can hbe otf heat.
lividt'tl irrtoth o g(enrial vatr'grtrie, ruatmiely Thln ammirti of eniergy transferred as heat from

I. I •)irrtt )' i Itr Is u lih )r( i) ,I w' lIt-at at a high a bur-ininr, ptyroti chnic i- ixtureis dlepends on (I)
• -+ rat thtt- airotut atIA r, of etnergy rel-ased, (2) the

it i)iitrt )list r-t-', wvhit-t at) lit- iritit-ti tritiro cts ftrrt-l. :I tl) t-,nmp raturn reat-kt,-d by

"55
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the products, (4) the method by which the energy dizers which have been widely used in iveendiary
is transferred, and (5) the characteristics of the compositions are the inorganic nitrates, perchlo-
material being heated, whether unburned pyro- rates, and peroxides. The total and available oxy-
technic mixture or other combustible. gen for some of these oxidizero are given in Tables

5-2,1 5-3, and 5-4. Many of the potentially good
oxidize,,rs listed in these tables contain large quan-5-3.1 AMOUNT OF ENERGY RELEASED'
tities of water in their normally occurring crystal-

The energy released by the reaction of a pyro- line forms. This reduces the available oxygen from
technic mixture can be calculated by the methods a given quantity of oxidizer and can affect burn-
outlined in Chapter 3 (Paragraph 3-2.2.1) of this ing (as an inert) as well as stability in storage.
handbook or can be determined experimentally by Approximate decomposition temperatures are also
bomb calorimetric measurements.

Certain generalizations can be made from the TABLE 5-1
results of these calculations involving metals and HEATS EVOLVED FROM REACTIONS OF
oxidizers which might be considered for heat pro- ALUMINUM AND VARIOUS
ducing mixtures. For a given fuel, the heat evolved OXIDIZING AGENTS
per unit-volume of the mixture (calculated from
the theor-etical density for the mixture) depends Reaction Cal/cc Callg
on the oxidixer used, as is indicated in Table 5-1
"which is a summary of the heat evolved when alum- Al + NaCiG4  7,000 2,600
inum reacts with various oxidizing agents. In Al + NaClOs 6,300 2,500
general, for a given oxidizer action the heat evolved Al + KClO4  6,100 2,400
depends on the oxidizer anion in the following de- Al + Pb(NOs) 2  5,800 1,500
(creasing order: Al + KCIO3  5,400 2,200

Al -A - PbO2  4,900 700 >
(C(04 > CIO:, > NOa > A'n()4 > SO4 > Cr 2 O7 > Al + CuS0 4  4,700 1,400

Cr0 4  Al + CuO 4,600 900

As also shown in Table 5-1 for a given oxidizer Al + NaNO3  4,100 1,800
anion, copper salts yield more heat thanm lead corn- Al + Ba(N08 )2  4,200 1,400
p{)unds and either of these yields more than so- A +- PbSO4  4,200 800
diunm, )otassiumn, cahciun, or barium conm)ounds A' - KNojs 4,000 1,800

when reaete(l with the same fuel. While copper Al + CaSO4  3,800 1,300
salts .,ppear best, they ate not commonly used Al + KMnO4  3,600 1,300
becauise of the diffivulty involved in their ignition. Al + Fe20 3  3,500 900
The reactaiolis are listed in order of the heat evolved Al + A11nO 2  3,400 1,100
i-,41ories per cubie centimeter of mixture; the Al + BaS0 4  3,4(0) 900
heat ,velved per grain of mixture is also given, for AI + Fe,0 4  3,,t00 800
eomparison. In each eag,, the calculated heat of re- Al + Na 2SO4  1,3800 1,200

actijo is Ias,,d on a particular (most comnion) Al + Pb,0 4  3,30t0 400
stoichiometry for tle reation; the indicated val Al + Na 2O0 :1,10() 1,600
ties would vary where difftrent stoichiometries are Al + K2S01 3,10(1 1,200
lpossible. Sinuc dhe. oxidizer exerts the greatest Al + NII 4 NOs 3,000 1,600
intlt ieicwn on the heat of 'eactio) the replweme1 t Al + Na 2('r04  2,800 1,000
of aluminumn with othe-r reducil• ageOts wouhl Al F KC'rA() 2,800 1,000
result in an a rrangenient similitr to that shown Al +- la02  2,600 600
7 m Table 5-1 Al + PbO 2,500 300

The amnouuit of oxygen available fronm a given A] + BaCr0 4  2,400 600
* amount of oxidizer is the ba~sic criterion upon Al + K.2(,rO, 2,200 800
whieh oxidizers are judged. Three classes of oxi-

, ,..- -.
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TABLE 5-2
OXYGEN CONTENT OF VARIOUS NITRATES

Ap•rox.
-Decomp. Oxygen Oxygen

Density Temp, Contained Avaikzble
Nitrate glee 0C gig glee g/g g/cc

Liquid 02 1.14 - 1.00 1.14 1.00 1.14
Liquid 03 1.71 1.00 1,71 1.00 1,71
Aluminum (+ 1.2O)1 -.- 130 .77 - .32
Ammonium 1.73 '210 .60 1.04 .20 .35
Barium 3.24 600 .37 119 .31 .99
Beryllium (- 11 2 0)) - 100 .78 ) .39
Calcium (+ 1I120)l 2.36 560 .59 1.38 .48 1.14
Chromium (+ 112)' --- 100 .71 .. .32 -

'4" Cobalt (4- 11,0)' . 100 .59 .... .44 -

Copper (4- 1120)' -- 150 .51 --- .42 -

Iron (Ferric) ( -I- 1120)' -- 100 .47 .39 -

Lead 4.53 470 .29 1.31 .24 1.10
Lithium (4- 1120P) 2.38 260 .69 1.65 .58 1.38
Magnesium (+ 1120P) -- 100 .75 - .62 -

"Manganese -. 130 .54 -- .40 -
.Pota'siuln 2.11 400 .47 1.00 .40 .84

"" . Sodium 2.26 350 .56 1.28 .47 1.06
"". . Strontium 2.99 600 .45 1.38 .38 1.13

(Hi,20) indicates that a hydrate of the nitrate is a comIrnmon form of the salt. All data
presented in the table, however, are for the anhydrous salt.

givolwn ill these tables. Thet- hermal devomposition used as a mea.nure of the reducing power of these
tof many of the possible oxidizers has been studied compoutnds.
il detail.:' It should be noted that combustion of liquid

In Taible 5-5, reactions are shown betw~'ern var- hydrocarboni t'ies such as gasoline and kerosene,
iolts metallic mid nonmetallic redivcing agents, arid whiicli wet'e widely tised as i}i'endiaries during
Iraruritm peroxide. The heats evolved from reactions both World WVar 11 and the Korean Conflict, re-
o ftf thtese maaterials with othvr oxidizing agents suits in thv evolution of about 10 kilocalories per
' woitihl reatrally rank in the same order. grain. This is considerably better ott a weight

S ome, of the oombinations imltided in Table basis than for the rietal incendiaryN materials:

5-5, such as harinu peroxide with till, chromium, thermite, 0.8 kilocalories per gram, and magne-

and zinc, are so insensitive tiit the peroxide wouhld sirn, 0.6 kilocalories per grain. Il owever, the
"* rdecompose before ignition ovct rred. ('onversely, temrperature reach(ed by the hydrocarbon-oxygen

red plhosth oruis and sulfur with peroxides cah, be reactioin is less than that reached by iiceudiaries

""1s1|sitiv' to tht, point of spioitaoitius decomnposition intrcorporatii•g metal fuels.

ant ronistiti it' a hazard. 'Phe eqlitivalent heat value
given ili th s table iN the heat e.olved for the re- 5-3.2 HEAT TRANSFER
actiortl', a•i j'evn ill the e'qoations, divided by the The 'ffitciency mnid perforniarice of pyrotechnic
n uimber of .qutivalent weights of reducing agent devices arc vonsiderably intiuienced by the various
ill the eqira' ior. Thie equivalent heat has been modes anid rates of heat transfer present through-

5-7
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TABLE 5-3
- OXYGEN CONTENT OF VARIOUS PERCHLORATES

Approx.
Decomp. Oxygen Oxygen

Density Temp, Contained Available
Perchlorate g/cc 0C gig g/cc gig glee

Liquid 02 1.14 1.00 1.14 1.00 1.14
Liquid 03 1.71 - 1.00 1.71 1.00 1.71
Ammonium 1.95 - 0.54 1.06 0.27 0.53
Barium (H 20)1 500 .38 - .33 -
Cobalt (1120)1 3.33 - .50 1.65 .40 1.34
Copper - 110 .27 -- .16 -

Iron (H20)' - - .62 -- .29 -

Lead (1120)1 2.6 100 .31 .99 .24 .63

Lithium (H2())' 2.43 410 .60 1.47 .53 1.28
Magnesium (H20)1 2.60 - .57 1.48 .50 1.30
Potassium 2.52 400 -46 1.16 .40 1.02
"Sodium (11,0)' 2.49 480 .52 1.29 .46 1.15

(H20) indicates that a hydrate of the perehlorate is a common forim of the salt. All data
presented in the table, however, are for the anhydrous salt.

TABLE 5-4
OXYGEN CONTENT OF VARIOUS OXIDES AND PEROXIDES

A pprox.
IWcomp. Oxygen Oxygen

Drinsity, Temp, Con tained A vaihible
O.ride or t'ero~xidt' giec °C g/g glee g/g g/cc

Liquid 0., 1.14 1.00 1.14 1.00 1.14
Liquid 0:t 1.71 1.600 1.71 1.00 1.71

, Har-illl Peroxide (11.O) 4.96 .19 .94 .09 .47
* ('ahvitiln l"roxith, (1120) - 281) .14 .22

Iliroiimiui Trioxide (1120)' 2.7 190 .4ý, 1.30 .24 .(;5
lodim. Pelitoxide 4,(1 30(10 .2-4 1.15 .2,t 1.15

I roi ( J'( ' ')3) 5.12 .30 1.54
ILad D)ioxide 9.3s 290 .13 1 26 .07 .63
M aiiýýawst, Trioxide ... 4-7 .23..

* I'itasiti lPeroxide 2.74 .29 .0 .14 .30
Sodimi I'emrxidh (1120)' 2 s1 .A] 1.15 .20 .5S
Stroitium Peroxide (1120))1 .27 14 -

(H1 t)) indicates that heiydrat, of thu iurtxidvl i, a co(011110I form -if tlij material. All
data presente, in this table, hov vver, art for the aihyd rous torin Of h! c tea pCIoxIdes.
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TABLE 5-5
HEAT OF REA nION OF REDUCING AGENTS

WITH BARIUM PEROXIDE

Heat of Equivalent
Reaction Heat

Equation (Kg-ca•l) (Kg-cal)

"Ba1. 2 + 11g -+ BaO + MgO 126.7 63.4
213a02 + Zr 213ao 4- ZrO2  219.:3 54.8
3'BaO, -4- 2A --+ 3BaO + A12 0 3  321.8 53.6
5Ba,02 + 2red P --* 2BaO + a13 ,(P(),) 2  487.6 48.8
" Ba0 2 + Ti -- 21aO + TiO2  186.2 46.6
2BaO2 + Si -- 21aO + SiO., 162.6 40.7

1Ba02 + Mn -- IaO + MnO 77.1 38.6

3l3aO, + 2Cr - + 31aO 4 Cr 2 ()3  214.8 35.8

-, BaOG2 + Zll - Bat) + ZIG 64.1 32.1
2Ba().2 + Sn --- 2B1aO + Sn0)2 99.3 24.8

5BaO., + CaSi.2 -- 5 BaO + ("it) + 2Sit., 236.7 23.7
:3BaO2 + 2Fe --* 3BaO + Fe 20, 140,3 23.4

lIa(),2 + Cd --* BaO ± ('do 45.8 22.9

.l3Ia()., + W - 3BaO + W03 137.5 22.9
3 Ba)., Mo -* 3Ba() ± Mo+ 10 118.3 19.7

211a02 + 2S -- BaS + 1aS0•4 155.8 19.5

.ta02 + Ni ---) BaO + NiO 39.0 19.5
BaO.2 + Co -- ) Ba() + Coo 38.1 19.1

:13lao02 -+- 2Sb -- 3Ba+) -4- ýb.2() 107.8 18.0
3;11*tO2 + 2Bi -+ 3 11 a0) + l1i2., 78.9 13.2

eat )., +('Cu -- Ba) ) -½- ('uO 16.4 8.2

,all().. 4- 2Sv -- BaSe -+- ISet )4 o4.3 6.8

(-out the system. Although extrvenely conpl)i,,atCd tr anifcreed by this method i:. usually small when
iiieliat-hnisls exist in som'e ,ases, a knowleudge of the compared with the amount. t ransferred by other
.'problems involvetd is imliportanit to the improve.- ineais. The rate' of heat transfer q, at which beat

*llinlit of itVrol'chnit. ctomliositionis and hardware flows across all area A, is given by:
•-thesigni. l

"I"lhtkt is iransferred bv ont' or h' it combination --- kA A i (5-1)

\,t ill, anld radithuiton., I)uir'iiig ]p'.ltagit i\t' huiw- herv A- is the thermal t'oidnetlivity, and dl/dx

mg. (1l1ly eail, of th01 , 11.1 l 'odes is ,'olltrollinig. is the tentptpraturv gradIi t at the point of in-

ti-rest, Th e' ri't e)r pt)ssions for a general three-

5-3.2.1 Conduction dinilvsional vast,' art- more teomltX.

'" '.frlu ti o.ti, t :vat 'icrigy is transferred The tht'nllal c ductivity of lit' l)yrotecini('

IQ by nidhenl' r motion anid frlie' ectrons. Nlaterials joi:.tuire 1iis 1went'i slhow~t to influencv tile burting

like tilt, littills, \'hii'li iir'o gotod t'Orsl l o'ttl'5 of hent, rate duit, to it trt'hieat inig ot tilt' uilhutrnedt tonilp )-

hat ivt' wi tell-(trdt'It''l nrystallintt stil'lit l'to', amid are sition (Il
t irt'lraph 6;-:t.5). The amlllutllit (otf prehett-

rich ihi free lect rorlis, All niiitt-rials c l induct hteat inig is iiall a t'itiicttioli otf the miietal ulithnit (If

to 5 i.' e'Xteint. Ill lituii(l, molld gasi.s. thi lt' itlililit the Ihixtirei dtit to its higher thermnal conductivitv.
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'PThea(crvo of1 conusoid Iat.ion(I alIso affect., thle rate of the a rea ofI t he in itt in g sn rfa cc, and T the absolute

*heat t!11htise. 'The heat icondulctionl alonig s'Olid teiziYperatut ic. A graybody, or' nonselective radiator,
flares hlas been i neasuire&I' b), irnbedhhing, thiernio- is one4 inl Nvhivh its vittissivity is ~independlent of the
eO011lf)14 ini thel co4111 1 ositio4II at the tinie of voinpae- wvavelengthi. At a given telnperatur.', thle amount

* t iol . F'ro nt thu use data it W~as J):sibhi to voi st iI t of cienergy einitt e per un oit ;!rea at any wavelengthl
a rnodel for relating the inst antanIeous temnipeca- is les's than thiat fromt a hlackbodi'. The net heat

* tiire at a po4int in thie flare to that otr thle, reaetionl escluanuge b t weei. t wo bodies ill which both the
zone. hot anmd cold b~ody are graybodies is:p

Conduction iheat transfer as well as radiation
influence the on1-target 4'olibustioiI effici~mey of qt '1 - T- (5-4)

V ertain typies of incend4(iary nuixtuires. The rate oif where the unot heat exchiangev is the difference be-

* energy release of thle fuel-oxidantl reac.tioll. inti- tweenti the amount of heat , transferred by radia-
inacy of ('Jlntae4t, and vlienuiial-phvsical propeCrties lion to4 the cooler body, lesr tile amount q trans-

of the target influneje thle heat transfer rate. ferred fromt the cooler to thle hotter body. Thiis may
Ifeat is transferredl by conduction as well as be written also as:

by thle other modes in ignition trains, delays and
hea pwdesand shol btaken into emnsidera- -E,.~.iT, , Ar~ 55

tion 01l establishing (lesigoi eri~eria. or by application of th? reciprocity theorem:

qnet ::::: EhacFh-4 (Acrp(T 1 - Te4

5-3.2.2 G~ nvection and Radiation - E~arF,..h1t,.C(T T 4
_ 11,

4  (5-6)
erConv'Žctive and radiative inodes of heat tranus- where E? is the ernissivity, a is the absorptivity, F

in vroecluiis ac orecloelyassciaed is the fraction of the energy emnitted by a radiating
wit J~st(onbutiol henmea. 'oivetje hat body that is absorbed by thle. absorbing body, A is - . l.

b* transfer effects are less iniJportant and will only teae fteeitigsrae sth ttn .N.-

b~ e mentioned briefly. Transfer oif heat energy by lothearea onstaoenit, nd sufceT is the bSoltefanm- Y

convctio reultstron th gros moemet ofthe perature. The subscripts h refer to the hotter body,-.
fluidtranfer iiedunu.The moun (J f het an the subscripts c refer te the cooler body.

tranfered y emiveti(m1 an e e~~resedl~ytheRadiation hecat transfer is inmportanut in post-
- general equationi:.

comibustion pleonn ot pyrotechnic flares since
qJ = A (AT) (5-2) it is the primiary nieclianisin by which heat is re- d

tuurnedl to the revaction zone. This ftedback is im- -

whee his hehea trnser oefieint whch ay portant to the mnaintaining of prop~agative burning r
bea oplxtune ou(t lre imbr firp and mnaximuni possible efficiencies. in themu type

erties includ~ing those relating to thle fluid mo~tion ratos sarayiniaerdaieha
A is tlw cross-sectitonal area; uin( AT is the teml-

pertuie (ifl*r~uce ( nvctiv het tanser f- transfer niechanisnis also influence the efficiency
peraurediferece. onvctie hat tanser f ( f certain type's iniceindiary mixtures. In thiF ease,

fet nveeta nlec 41teIuiosot it is expedlien~t to prodl ae radiating spevio's which
* Put andl efhei4ieyl.1 of tlain1e pl)411e5 by mloving oxy- will he readily absiorbed by thle target.

gen into the co~nbllst ion area anvd/or by cooling.
These 'vffects; are usually slight and their measure-
onent ext renielyv 4oinllicated. 5-3.3 HEAT EFFECTS

lie-it transfer b',' radiat ion does not u ciuire a If heoat is transferred to o~r from a system, the

tansfer mnediumn. Tlin anioulint of venery emiitted t eniperatuire of thle systen- usually changes. The

* frontu a heated surface whichi has blaekbody char- inuagnit 41(14 of tilie toinpeiprotare chiange depends onl

'. acteristics is: thle mass of at systemn and its heat capacity. These

7AT
4  ( -H quanltities are (lis('l1ssed in I aragrapli 3-2.1. Trans-

fer of hu4Yt mlay also cause phase54 changes suvih ass
whe,'e .T is thie Sto fan lBoltzmnannm conzstant, A is crystalhuta Itransi tin 14)1 mting (or freezing), yap-

5..
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orization (or sublimation) , and dlissociation. The craft structures. H, is important that the bullet or
energy involved in these changes in stti'e may be projecti~e prov'i(ie at hole in, a self-sealing fuel tank

*large in comtparison wvith those involved in th- s;o that some fuel is spilled and ign-ited by the
-raisinig or !owering of the temiperaturo of tf~c butriiing~ incendiary miaterial. This emiphasizess the

s systeni. Chaniges in state brought about by the iniportan111-4 of widespread distribution of burning
absorption of heat may he extreniely important in particles and long burst duration. Most~ small arms
initiating ecitbustion since the fuel and oxidizer incendiary ('oinposk'tions are mixtures of metal, or

* must in some cases be converted into the graseous mietal -ffloys, and ain. oxidIizing comlpouniir. These
* state for the cowtbustion process to proc'eed. mixtures when initiated, in contrast to somte other -

incendiaries, usuially burn rap~idly; often with nx-
5-4 INCENDIARIES plosive violence. Unfiized incendiary rounds up to

Intcendiaryv devices are uised to initiate destruc- 20 mmi sizes, are usually initiated by the heat pro-

tive fires in at large variety of targets While air- duced froin the crushing of the metal nose by im-

- rfbuildings, irdustrial installations. ammtuni- pact while 20 mim and larger sizes are providedi

tion, anid fuel, diimps arc amnong the principal tar- withi fuzes which are initiated by imnpact.
gets for incendlia)-y attack. incendiaries have proved The functioniing of a thin meta! nose, nonf uzed, -

-to be effective against Personnel, armored vehicles, smtall armis incendiary bullet c-an be divided into
-and tanks. In nmany~ cast's, the psychological fear three separate stages:

of fire increases the effectiveness of aii incendiary 1 ttJjlo nedaycmoiin ybl
attack as personnel mnay abmidoii relatively safe let iimpact on target.
positions and vehicles thus exposing themselves 12. apdbrim anhetgofhecposi- -

to the action of other weapons. tion and its combustion products until a maxi.
liwneiiliary ('orniposit ions and iiicendiat' de- mumiii teriperat tre is reached and the burning

vices cani be classified in mnany ways depending on conitenits burst fromn the buillet jacket.
their comiposition and uise. 7n this handbook, in~- :3. Cooling of' the products fromt their mnajiimumn

* cel~lialies al-e grouped into 1hree large classes t nprtietohemiu eecveepra

based on their uise : tuire, i.e., t he iniinimunl tcmnlperature necessary

-1. Small armns incendiary ammnunition used pri- for fuiel ignition.
niarly against air('raft and( fuel dumips.Ph h frato wihuzdiedil

O.( ther iliccll(liary muiinitions inceluding bomibs, riuts uha f m ssmlrt ht(ecie
gvreniades. mnortar and artillery projectiles ; to 101ls tc s2 ii ssnfa ota ecie

* intiat fies ii liuil li~, Ii~lst rai nstala- except that the sensitive fuze starts ignition upon -

* ~~I ions, ainnitiiiiition. fuiel dumps anid other targeiLs ipt
*~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~T ii tiecbazoeilarahem1(1tec ba lIe degree of pelietrat'on before initiation of

a rc, IIt Zoe 1) intriorof eemy. thle burst is dleterminied, primiarily, by the sensi-

.1. Special it~ceniliai' dovices used for covert t ivit v of the bullet and its ability to carry through
- .urpses illcolneemn wtl~guerill opra- targret areas to thc i'-terior of the aircraft. The

*tiolls, aiid for the destruction Of miaterial and p~hysical size of fthe inicendiary burst prodluced also

documents, affects its burst location in the aircraft. This has
[wen toui']d to be especially important in the case

5-4.1 SMALL ARMS INCENDIARY of spatrking-type incendiary contpositions since they
AMMUNITION 6  slircad throughout a. target area and produce a

Smal ans iceniares re lsel pimailyfor very large and eff-ective burst volume.
*starting destructive fires int aircraft fuels. The For iluauly inendiary conipos'itionis, for which

buirst p~roduc~(ed serves, basically, ats aim ignition the burnjing tinue is very short, t~le effective burst
Son I Irk for thle fuiel carried b%, the aircraft sinice it d mirat ioni Is fthe timec requlired for the products to
is miilikely that a sa.iall armns inenimi'Fav burst of Vool to the liiiimiiiiium telniperatuile required for fuel
'ýifli-iciiit iiiteiisitv or dumlat ion would wNeaken air- igniitioll. Iii other'in ixtures whichi coitain relatively *

%
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TABLE 5-6

SUMMARY OF LIMITS OF FLAMMABILITY OF VARIOUS GASES
"AND VAPORS IN AIR AND IN OXYGEN

Oxygen Percentage BelowT- •Which No Mixzure is
Limits in Air, (, Limits in Oxygen, % Flamfmoble

Nitrogen as Carbon
Wiluent of dioxide asGas or Vcpor Lower Higher Lower Higher Air Diluent of Air

H YDROCARBONS - 2.5
S Methane. 5.3 (5.0) 14 15 5 .1 61 ..... 12.1 14.6

Ethane .......... 3.0 ... 12.5 15 3.0 66 11 0 13.4
Propan ................ 2.2 9.5 2. ...... 2.355 1.. 1.1 14.3
B utane .................. ... 1.9 8 .5 ..... 1.8 49 ...... 12.1 14.5
Isobutane ... ......... 1.8 8.4 ..... 1.8 48 ...... 12.0 14.8
Pentane ............ 1.5 1.4 7.8 ........ .... 12.1 14.4
Isopentane .... . . . 1.-I 7.6 ...........
2-2 Dimethyl propane............ 1.4 7.5 ........... ............
H exane ....... ................. . 1 .2 ..... .7 .5 . . .. ... ... ..... .. 11 .0 14 .5
D im ethyl butane ................. 1.2 .. . 7 .0 - .... .... ........ . ......... . . ..........
2-M ethyi pentane. ................ 1.2 7.0 . ....... .......... .......................
H ep ta n e .... . . . .. .. .. ... ... . 1 .2 1.1 6 .7 . . ... ................... ........ ....
2-3 D im ethyl pentane ............. 1.1 6.7 ... .......... ....
O cta ne ..... .. ... . . . . .... ....... 1 .0 . .. ... .. .I. . .. ........ ..
Iso-octane. 1.1 1.0 6.0
Nonane ........... ........... 8.

S Tetramethyl pentane ........... .. 4 . .............
Diethyl pentane ................. .. . . .7 5.7 . ......
Decane ......... 8 ........ 5.4 .......
Ethylene . ......... 1 2.7 32 34 3.0 80 10.0 14.7
Propylene .. 2.4 2.0 10.3 11 2.1 53 115 14.1
Butylene ... ... . . . . 2.0 .. 9.6 ........ ........ .....................
Butene-1 ...... .... 1.6 .. 9.3 .... 1.8 58 11.6 14.0
Butene-2 .... ... 1.8 ... 9.7 ..... 1.7 55
Isebutylene ........... ......... 1.8 , .. . .. .. ....... . .... ..
b-n-A m ylene. 1.5 1.4 8 .7 ......... ............................
B utadiene . ......... ....... .... 2.0 ... 11.5 ........ .. .. 10 .4 13 .1
A cetylene .......... ....... ..... 2 .5 (2 . . .. 81 ....... . ..
Benzene ...... .... . 1.4 - . 7 .1 ........ 11.. .. .... 1 2 13.9
T oluene ..... 1 .4 1.3 ..... 6 .7 .. ...... . . ..... ,.......... . ...........

- o-X ylene 1 6... .. .. 0 . . 6 .0 ....... . ...... .......... . ..........
"E thyl benzene . 1.0 ... . ..... . . i . . ........ ...... ... . . . . . . .. . . .
Styrene ........ ......... ....... . . 1.1 6 .........
B u ty l be n zen e . . .. ..... . ..... . ... . .8 5 .8 ....... . ..... ............. ......... ...
N ap htha lene .. .... .. .. ...... . .. .. .9 .. 5 .9.. .... .. ... ... ........ ..........
Cyclopropane ............. ...... . . ... 10 . .... 2 5 11 7 1 .0

- Ethyl cyclobutane ................ 2 .7 2. . ... 1 .7 1...7E t y y l p n a e . . . . . . . . 1 .1 .. .. .. 6 .7 .. .. .. . . .... . . .. .. I ... . .. ..... .. ... .. . ..
S Ethyl cycloe n tane ..... 1.1 . .. ..... ... ........

M Cyclohexane 1. 3 ......... 8 1.2 8
Meth yl cyclohexane .............. 1.. ....... ..... 2 ......

MIXTURES
W ater gas ...... . 7 .0 72 .. . ... ......... .. ... ......Carbureted water gas . 5.5 36

* Pittsburgh natural gas ............ 4.8 13.5 ". 12.0 14.4
Other natural gases .3............ 3 _5 12-17 ........... ...........
B e n z in e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 .1 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
G asoline ........ . . ........... 1.4 . 7.6 ..... 11.6 14.4
Naphtha ........ .......... ....... ...... .... ...... ...... ... ..... .......
K e ros e n e . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7 .. . . . . . , . . . . . . . -5 . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
Coal gas ................... 5,3 ?2 .... 7 ..... 70 11.5 14.4

- C oke-oven gas ...... ... . ...... .. 4 .4 34 ...... .. ......... . . . .....
Blast furnace gas ' . .......... . 35 74
Producer gas 1 ... .. .... ........... 17 7. 770 -80 .... ............... 7
O il gas .. ....... .... . ..... ... .. 4 .7 .. 3 .... ......

5-12
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."'"" slow-burning metal fuels, the burning time is an The energy required to vaporize a given quantity
appreciable part of the total burst duration, of kerosene is sonewhat less than that for gaso-

line. Tbe energy must be available, however, at
5-4.1.1 Ignition and Combustion of Aircraft Fuels somewhat higher temperatures because of the lower

"It is generally accepted9 ,'0 that the combustion volatility of kerosene. The energy inade available
of a hydrocarbon: (1) occurs in the gas phase, for evaporation of fuel by the flame of a self-
(2) involves a chain-reaction mechanism which in- propagating fire is roughly the same for gasoline
eludes the formation of unstable species such as and kerosene inasmuch as heat of combustion for
free atoms and free radicals, and (3) can occur both fuels lies in the range of 20,.000 to 22,000
only when the concentr4tion of the hydrocarbon BTI; per pound.
"vapor in the air falls within certain well-defined It is well established 6 that fires can be initiated
limits, as illustrated in Table 5-6.11 Normal varia- by an incendiary bullet penetrating self-sealing
tions in atmospheric pressure do not appreciably aviation fuel (cells above the liquid level, if the free
affect the limits of flammability; and, for most mix- space contains air, perhaps because of a previous
tures, there is a straight line relationship between puncture or air leaking into the tank. Rarely, if
the limit of flammability and the initial tempera- ever, has a fire been started inside the tank by an
ture of the mixture.12  incendiary bullet striking below the liquid level.

For fuel concentrations within the flammability In fact, during developmental tests of incendiary
- zones, a fire or explosion can result from contact ammunition, care was always taken to strike the

with an incendiary suurce when the temperature of tank below the liquid level with a second shot if
"* this source is sufficiently high. Various methods the first shot failed to ignite. All effort was toward

have been tried to determine the minimum igni- developing an incendiary bullet with one shot ig-
- ton temperatures for various liquid fuels. A popu- nition capability below liquid level as this was

lar experimental procedure for s;uch determina- most difficult to achieve. Success was achieved
~. , ,:.: tions involves confinenent of the fuel vapor and when incendiaries of long burst duration and long

air mixture in a sunitable container and application particle burning time were developed. These long
of external heat until the mixtureignites. In gen- burning particles ignite the small spurt of fuel

. eral, the hydrocarbons of a higher molecular weight which is forced through the bullet hole after 30 to
tend to ignite at lower temperatures. There ex- 50 milliseconds by the pressure wave set up inside
ists, h)wever, an ignition lag13 (Paragraph 3-3.6.1) the tank by the bullet.
which is dependent upon several variables. Flame will propagate in kerosene mist.air mix-

Grades JP-1 and JP-3 aviation fuel have mini- tures for a wider range of concentrations than in
-mum ignition temperatures between 400'F and kerosene vapor-air mixtures. It is impossible to
500°F, with an associated ignition lag from 100 to obtain a concentration of kerosene mist in air
200 seconds. Aviation gasolines have minimum too rich to be ignited if the temperature is be-
"ignition temperatures of 800OF to 950'F with an ig- low the flash point of kerosene. However, at
1nition lag of 2.0 to 2.5 seconds.14 The ignition lag temperatures high enough to produce a vapor
for all hydrocarbon fuels becomes less with increas- concentration in air near the upper limit of
ing temperatures. At the minimum ignition tenm- flammability, the mixture may be so rich that it
l)erature of gasoline, about 900'F, the ignition lag fails to propagate. The initiation of a mist ex-

'a. N for kerosene is in the range of 2 to 10 seconds.15  plosion takes place after the evaporation of mist
Fires, therefore, can be initiated and propagated droplets near the ignition source from a local vapor
in a flammable kerosene vapor and air mixture as concentration within the explosive limits. This

- readily as in a gasoline vapor and air mixture if vapor ignites to form the initial flame front. Propa-
both mixtures are within the flammability zone. gation of the flame proceeds by evaporation of
Consequently, factors which control the formation droplets which form at, inflammable gas mixture
of fuel vapor are of primary importance in de- in the preheating zone in advance of the flame
termining ignition characteristics. front.

"5-13
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-[- - •, , , ,depends strongly on the ambient pressure and the "

S -. _ supply of oxygen from the atmosphere since these
0

.--- factors are important if a seif-sustaining fire is to
S3 -- -result from the action of incendiary bullets. In-

0- 91 Ocone Golie formation obtained from tests in partially inert

_ _ . _-___- Axis of fuel jet atmospheres, both in altitude chambers and in actual

• X I Kerosene flight tests, indicates that damaging fuel fires can-
"--•not be started at very high altitude. Studies with

3 -W several pure fuels indicate that the relationship be-
F'- -" tween spark minimum ignition energy H and

it "pressure for a fuel-air mixture can be represented
141 * I~ ,i~l by' 8

0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16

INCHES iI= k (5-7)

Figure 5-1. Constant Ignition Probability Regions About a

Fuel Jet of Gasoline or Kerosene where p is the pressure, k is a constant which de-

S pends on the nature of the fuel, and n is another
Studies of phenomena associated with the pene- constant having a value of about 1.82. Even if

tration of liquid fuel tanks show that hydro- fires are initiated at high altitude, the nature
podynamic forces resulting from the impact of a of the fires, especially at the higher airflows, might

tprojeetile on an aircraft fuel cell produce a pres- be diffused and low in temperature, thus limiting
sure wave in the stored liquid. A high, positive the damage produced.
pressure is near the point of tank penetration a
few milliseconds after impact by the projectile.

The fuel spray emerging from the hole made by 5-4.1.2 Nature of a Small Arms Incendiary Burst

the projectile has the normal characteristics of As already indicated, the burst produced by
filament jets with droplets forming at the leading the functioning of small arms incendiaries is funda-
edge of the filament. mentally all ignition source for starting a destruc-

The basic factors which account for the differ- tive fuel fire in an aircraft. The amount of
ences in flammability characteristics of aircraft energy transferred to the fuel depends on the
* Fuels are the relative volatility and viscosity of the oature of the combustion process (the temperature

fuels. The relatively low volatility and high vis- reaclwd and the characteristics of the products of

cosity of kerosene make it considerably more diffi- comibustion), the mode of energy transfer process,
cult to ignite than gasoline. Results of tests (with and the efficiency with which the energy is ab-
fuel jets designed to simulate the fuel spray made sorbed by the fuel.
as a projectile penetrates a fuel tank) presented The niaxinmum temperature reached in an in-

in Figure 5-1 indicate that the probability of a cendiary burst is a measure of both its relative
positive ignition is greater for gasoline than for intensity and duration, as a result of chemical

kerosene at any point in the volume surrounding reactions which occur within the burst to the end
the axis of the jet. The type of fire occurring with of its cooling cycle. A consideration of the burst

the gasoline jet is usually different than that oe- tem!perature, and the effects of the physical and r

*'" eurring with kerosene. Most gasoline fires propa- thermodynaminc l)rol)ertics of incendiary mixture
*. gate ri-i(lly through the fuel spray. Little, if any, ingredients and their reaction products, comprise
* unburned fuel is left in the area. In contrast, an important area of study concerning an incendi-

nearly all kerosene ignitions are localized, seldom ary burst. The temperature produced by an
propagating more than a few inches from the point incendiary burst caii be estimated by calculations
(if itnition so that most of the fucl! is left un- using the miethods outlined in P'aragraph 3-2.5. It
burned. is necessary to assume, arbitrarily, the amount of

'The effectiv'emrl, of incendiary amnmunition also atmnosp)heric oxygen available for combustion of the

- 5-14
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-'."""--'" incendiary mixture. The extr~eie ~onditions are pro(ducts from the maximum temperature reached.

Seither: (1) that the only oxygen available for by the incendiary burst to the minimum effective

combustion is that contained in the mixture corn- temperature divided by the temperature differ-

Sponents due to insufficient time for the ditfusion of ena'e--and iihlet'ting T1q since it is very much

atmospheric oxygen into thc ttanme or (2) that smaller than 7',4, integration yields.

the surrounding air supplies the additional oxygen 1

"required for complete combustion of the reactants. 0" - ( I 3 -E -EA." '"

-~ The actual condition is probiably somewhere be- (5-9)

tween. Limited experimental data obtained for 9)
bursts in controlled atmospheres indicate that the it is assumed that the radiating area A and

surrounding atmosphert does i;ot enter appreciably emissivities E, and E.7 have average values which..
Sinto the incendiary reaction so that condition may be assumed constants for the various bursts,

(1) is the better assumption. The difference in the the terms outside of the parentheses may be con-

results is small, however, because of ihe necessity sidered a constant K and:

for heating the nitrogen (;2 tho. air under assump- 02 = kC (5-10)

-ion (2). (Sce also Example 4, Paragraph 3-2.5.) T T,3

The rate of heat transfer from the burst cloud If k is assumed to be 108 (A 2 X 10ecm 2 , ER 7=

to its surroundings depends also upon the method 0.9, E =-0.1 and m =:1), the curves in Figure

by which the heat is transferred. Heat can be 5-2 result where it is assumed that the minimum-

"- transferred by combustion, convection, and radia- effective temperature is 800'K.6O
tion; however, at temperatures above the ignition If the adiabatic flame temperature can be cal-

temperature of aircraft fuels, hear' transfer by eulated or experimentally obtained and if the heat " - "

radiation is probably the dominant methed. Radi- of reaction is known, Figure 5-3 can be used to .

"ant energy emitted by the liquid, solid, and gaseous estimate an average specific heat. If Figures 52

Sspecies in an incendiary burst is a complicated and 5-3 are combined, Figure 5-4 results. As can

-. function of wavelength, pressure, geometry, and be seen, the cooling time varies directly with the

chemical composition of the emitting molecular average specific heat. The curves also indicate that 7-7

aggregate, as well as of temperature. However, any increase in the burst temperature above 2000'K

based on experi'mental results, it can be assumed results in only a small increase in the cooling time.

"that the incendiary burst cloud raliates as a gray- Change in cooling times resulting from transfor-

body with a relatively hi,_gh emissivity. tiations is difficult to determine because the details ,,

The rate of heat transfer from an incendiary of the cooling mechanism are not known. J.-
burst cloud, radiating as a graybody may be ex- Experimental cooling curves for incendiary

pressed by: mixtures are given in Figure 5-5.1' IM-11, 50

"__, _B --,T 5
4 )A percent barium nitrate and 50 percent magnesium- "

dQ1dO=/dO-- Ens '(I --, Ts)A (5.8) aluminum alloy, is one of the standard mixtures
L'.,E -~- E8 -. EE used in incendiary bullets. IM-23, 50 percen.

v where A is the total radiating area of the com- potassium perchlorate and 50 percent magnesiun !W

ponents in the burst. (loud, JQ is quantity of heat alloy, contaizs no barium nitrate and its calcu-

radiated by the incendiary burst cloud during time lat,'d temperature is higher than that for TM-11.

interval d'o, a is the Stefan-Boltzinann constant, IM-63-50 percent calcium peroxide, 45 percent

E is the emissivity, and 7' is the absolute tempera- red phosphorus, and 5 percent aluminum hy- "

ture. The subscript B refers to the burst and the droxide-does not contain either barium nitrate or

subscript S refers to the surroundings. By com- alloy, and has a considerably lower theoretical -7-

bining this equation with the equation dQ mCdT maximum temperature than IM-11. It is to be .

"where (' is the overall averag,,e specific heat-i.e., noted that IM-103, 50 p)ercent red phosphorus and

equals the heat evolved per gram, incl'diivg that 50 percent mnagnesium-alumimnur alloy, does not

-" from phase changes, in the cooling of the reaction contain an oxidizer. , .,
"dr - *, -
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Figure 5-3. Cnoling Time to 800'K as a Function of
€ •.'.Temperature and Heat Capacity, C

Figure 5-2. Maximum Temperature, T, as a Function of- Heat of Reaction and Average Specific Heat,C' H oR t a A g piplosive material in addition to its incendiary filler

material.
5-4.1.3 Sina!! Arms Incendiary Fillers Magnesium-aluminuni alloys have been an es-

Small arms ihwendiary ammunition, which now sentia! ingredient in most of the successful incendi-
* includes ammunition through -to mm, has been ary mixtures, and have replaced both white phos-

'e (tveloped, like other ammunition, to meet the par- phorus incendiaries and tracer compositions.
titular needs of the using Services. Important Tracers, first use(l as incendiariis, employed a
" modifications and improvvments were made through filler consisting of two parts magnesium and seven-

. the yearh in response to changes in Service needs teen parts barium l)eroxide for incendiary pur-
or antiipated changes in Service requirements. poses. IUntil the development of the highly satis-
.', Early dehvelolpments in small armi incendiary am- tfatory incondiary filler based on a magnesium-

" "- muition fillers have been discussed in the his- aluminum alloy (50/50) fue!, with barium nitrate
torical review of invendiaries (Paragraph 5-1). as the oxidizer, changes in tracer mixtures used

Sensitive explosives-including mercury ful- as invendiaries were limited to tho)se which would
6 inmate, lead azidc, and PETN--were employed in improve tte I)erformance of metal-oxidant com-

-.. sorie early ivlendiary fillers. Other explosives- positions. Numerous incendiary mixtures have been
% '. including tetryl, MOX, TNT, llaleite, and EDNA tested for use in small arms ammunition in the
%,'• --a1o have been tried in smaller nonfuzed in- period sivce the beginning of World War II. A
- celdiary ammunition but have not l)roved satis- detailed card file listing of the incendiary mixtures
k.- factory. lli.gh explosive incendiary ammunition which have been given an ITI number (approxi- ,:K•-

O i; 20 nun and larger sizes contains it purely ex- mately 1000) is maintained at Frankford Arsenal.
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. "figure indicate that an increase ih burst duration
40 C-2.0 and cooling timne. results with coarser and with

C, Cal /g OK -,toniizcd or spherical particles. Firing tests con-
E firm these results. Evaluations of magnesium-

aluminum alloys other than 50/50 show that the
50/50 alloy is superior for a variety of applica-

0 0 tions whether ground or atomized.

OD In an attempt to develop improved small arms

0 iaeendiary mixtures, a large numbei of metals and
alloys evatuated for their effectiveness as in-

D C -1.0 cendiary fuels with several oxidizing agents, as
.20 reported in dtetail in Reference 6. Some of these

mixtures produced incendiary bursts which have a
C 0.7 longer duration than those produced by IM-11.

"These mixtures also have proved to be more effec-
tive than IM-1I in comparative tests against air-

*"- craft targets.

'a 0
0 C 0.2 5-4.1.3.2 Oxidizers

-'a A wide variety of materials have been used
as oxidizers in incndiary mixtures. An oxidizer,

00 1000 3000 5000 for use in mass-produced items which are loaded
"by automatic machines, must meet a variety of

HR HEAT OF REACTION, cal/g requirements in addition to being able to supply
the necessary quantity of oxygen.

"Figure 5-4. Cooling Time to 800°K as a Function of Heal The effects of oxidizer particle size on in-
of Reaction and Specitlc Heat, C cendiary bursts have been studied. micendiary

mixtures containing oxidizer particle:; of compara-
5-4.1.3.1 Fuels tlvely large size (100 to 200 me3h) could not be

Incendiary corpositions containing magnesium- ignited unless the mixture contained finely divided
aluminum alloy have been the basis of most of the (less than :325 mesh) alloy fuel particles. Mix-
standard incendiary compositions investigated an- tures containing fine or medium-sized bimrium
til recent years. Studies have indicated that an nitrate particles would not burn except when
alloy of 50/50 proportions, prepared by grinding mixed with coarse alloy. Alloy particle sizes in

_ with a particle size range from 60 to 325 mesh, the range specified for IM-11 reacted erratically
is optimum for a wide variety of applications, with either a narrow range coarse or a fine barium
The effects of variation in the granulation of the nitrate powder. Specification grade alloy reacted
magnesium-aluniinum alloy were evaluated early best with barium nitrate which consisted of both
in the program, leading to the development of fine and coarse particle sizes. The cooling dura-
IM-I1 (composed of 50 percent magnesium-alum- tions of the incendiary burst for the few mixtures
inum alloy 50/50, and 50 percent barium nitrate) which could be ignited increased as the particle
which was the basic incendiary mixture used in size of the barium nitrate was increased, but these
World War II. Figure 5-6 shows the cooling changes were relatively small.

O curves and burst duration (the time from ignition Some of the alkali metal and alkaline earth
until burst cloud cooled to 1540°K) curves for nitrates have been more widely employed than
mixtures which contain either the ground or ether types of oxidizers because they are available
atomized alloy in a variety of niesh sizes with at low cost, contain large quantities of available
some barium nitrate. The results presented in this oxygen, are safe, and oan be handled easily.

S i
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Figure 5-5. Time -Temperature Histories for IM-JI, IM-23 and IM-103

Barium nitrate has been incorporated in over 200 trate but exhibits a lower decomposition tempera-
*-.¶ incendiary mixtures, including the widely used ture. Mixtures containing potassium perchlorate

IM-1l filler, and has been utilized in proportions tend to be more sensitive and to burn faster thanranging frw)m one percent to 65 percent of the mixtures which contain only barium nitrate as the"* total mix. This oxidizer is stable to approximately oxidizer, Ammonium perchlorate has also been
600'C, has a high critical humidity, is easily used as an 'oxidizer. This material is considered"• handled, and is available at moderate cost. Some to be an explosive since the hydrogen contained
compositions in which barium nitrate is used as in the compound can be oxidized rapidly as the
the primary oxidizer are improved, from the stand- decomposition of ammonium perchlorate takes

- point of incendiary functioning, by the addition place. This oxidizer-explosive has been used ex-
- of a small quantity of a more reactive oxidizer tensively in the MGX series of metalized ex-

such as ammonium nitrate or potassium per- plosives and probably contributes to the explosive
chlorate. Ammonium nitrate has been used in energy of these compositions, as well as providing

*-• several incendiary mixtures as an oxidizer, how- oxygen for the burning of the metallic fuel which
ever, it has a relatively low decomposition tempera- provides the major incendiary effect of MOX-_..• ture and tends to sensitize incendiary mixtures loaded ammunition. Ammonium perchlorate is a= in which it is used. Other nitrates are potentially rather sensitive oxidizer and, therefore, is some-
"good oxidizers, but are not widely used because of what hazardous to handle. Other perchlorates havesome undesirable characteristic, such as being rela- been used; but, in geieral, they are hygroscopic

V. tively hygroscopic or uneconomical, and, therefore, are difficult to handle in production
The alkali metal perchlorates are the second loading equipment.

most widely used group of oxidizers for incendiary Some peroxides and less stable oxides can be* mixtures.-' Potassium perchlorate has been used in used as oxidizers in incendiary mixtures. Lead
many incendiary fillers in proportions varying dioxide is probably the most important member

, from 2.5 percent to 75 percent of the total mixture, of this group, and it has been used in several
Potassiumu lerthlorate has essentially the same incendiary fillers. It tends to sensitize mixtures- total and available oxygen content ax barium ni- in which it is used, although by itself it is safe
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5-4.1.3.3 Binders, Lubricants, and Other

280C'~~'Incendiary Mixture Additives
50% Atomized Alloy

2400- . -100 +2000 93.3% The first metal-fuel incendiary compositions

.2200 /o metal-fuel and a suitable oxidizer. The mass pro-

-zooo. duction of small arms incendiary ammunition dur-

0%Go.nd / . ing World War II created problems concerning

All. pelleting of incendiary mixtures, sticking of com-

T o, "0 pression punches, lumping of mixtures during
A" " handling, and failure of mixtures to flow properly

.•- I-1400- 50% Ground Alloy \50% around Alloy

40 " (Saondard) -00o+o2A in the automatic loading equipment. These prob-

* 0 o01220 -- lems were met by adding binders, lubricants and0 5' -0•° o l eo 1 s o 2 0 0

TIME, MILLISECONDS flow promoters to the then standard compositions.
The amount of additive present in the composi.

Figure 5.6. Cooling Curves for Mixtures Containing tions was small and did not impair the incendiary
Various Particle Sizes and Shapes of Magnesium Alumi- functioning of the ammunition, and they were es-

num 50/50 Alloy sential to the successful mass production of in-

cendiary ammunition. Without these additives

and easy to handle. Less oxygen is available from it would have been impossible to achieve the high

lead dioxide than from many of the nitrate and level of ammunition quality that was maintained

l)erchlorate oxidizers. Its high density has made during World War I1. Since then, the require-

lead dioxide useful for applications where an in- ments for mass produced ammunition have become

crease in bullet weight is desirable. even more stringent.

-' "~ ", A few additional oxidizers that have been eval- The two most frequently used binders in small

.uated in incendiary mixtures are worthy of men- arms incendiary mixtures are calcium resinate and

tion. These include potassium chlorate, which is asphaltum. In incendiary filler compositions, cal-

a relatively good oxidizer except for its sensitivity cium resinate is used in amounts varying between

and incompatibility with certain fuels, notably red one tod two percent, and asphaltum is used in

phosphorus; strontium chromate, potassium di- amounts varying between one and five percent. A

chromate, and potassium permanganate have also mnmber of other binders have been tested in sev-

been used. None of these has been found to be eral compositions from time to time. These include

fully satisfactory as oxidizers for incendiary mix Acrawax, dextrin, starch, nitrocellulose, gum

"applications. arabic, polyvinyl alcohol, red gum, vistarnex (a

One of the most intriguing applications of rubber prelparation), and AP-2 (a jellied gasoline

oxidiziig materials to the destruction or damaging and aluminim mixture).

of aircraft structures is the direct reaction of an Graphite, in a range of particle sizes, has been

oxodizing agent with the fael contained in the used successfully as a lubricant to prevent the

Saircraft. The idea is appaling because of the sticking of pelleting and compression punch-s dur-

pttential chemical energy release since only oxygen ing the loading of incendiary ammunition. This

0,r all oxidizing agent is placed in the lprojectile lubricant is normally added in amounts ranging

anl no spiit' is required f(;r fuel. Many rather from 0.25 percent to 2.0 percent. Stearates of zinc

ditlicult practical problehms ame involve'd in adapt- and aluminum have been employed in a number of

img this prinviplh to realistic target conditions small arms incendiary compositions to prevent

l1s1ing standard l)rojettile coiponents and fuzing l111)ps fro,:- formitig in the mixtures and to im-

-lie'hanisitis. Somne of the. oxidizing chemicals prove the flt.w characteristics during the automatic

Nhi ,ih ,might he useful i this . .....cwtion include loading processes. These ingrCdienlts are of some

W(.-, F:, BrF:I, ll('l(1, ()F.., (F ().F. N0:):i, assistanlce in forming pellets of the mix in additior,

"('I()J,' an d NFV. to their flow-ilnducilng characteristics. Zinc stearate
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TABLE 5-7
TYPICAL SMALL ARMS INCENDIARY MIXTURES

IM-11 4!),'¼ l'otassium Perchlorate
.' 5 0)(• Magnesitini-Aluinninim Alloy (50/50) 2/( Caleium Resinate

50/ Barium Nitrate

' IM-21A 10¼ Magnesium-Aluminum Alloy (50/50)
~ 48¼) Magnesiuui-Alumili Alloy (50/50) 40'/(, Red Phosphorus

48(c Barium Nitrate 47'¼ Barium Nitrate

:3' Calcium Resinate 3'¼,, Aluminum Stearate

1V4 Asphaltumll-4

. 1I-23 465¼ Magnesium-Aluminum Alloy (50/50)

'5(/(, 'Magnesium-Alinnuim Alloy (50/50) 48W'¼ Barium Nitrate
50'/( Potassium Perchlorate 5/ .slhaltui

1.11-2S 
1/¼ Grapbite

50'// Magnesiunt-Aluminum Alloy (50/50) 111-214

401, Barium Nitrate 50(/ Zirconium (60/80) (lot 6)

l(• '] Potassium Perchlorate 25'3¼ I1agiiesiimi-Alimiiiii Alloy

-1-68 253% Potassium Perchlorate (-250)

S 50%/c :hgnesi m-Alumim Alloy ý.0/50) IM-241

". 253 Ammonium Nit,'ate 50'/, Zirconium (20/65)

24¼/( Barium Nitrate 25/( Magnesium-Aluminum Alloy

I'1 Zinc Stearate 25% Potassium Perchlorate (-250) '*., -

IM-69 IM-385

50/,% Magnesimn-Aluminum Alloy (50/50) 49(//( NMagnesium-Aluuminum Alloy (50/50)
.. -10'/; Barinum Nitrate 49./¼ Amnimonitim Perchlorate

10 "t fron Oxide (Fe2 O3 ) 2;c Calcium Resinate

' IM-112 Nl().-2BI (Iigh Explosive Incendiary Fillers)

' 45" ,Magnesi'm-Ahumiiun Allo~y (50/50) 52¼ Aluininum Powder

"a ' 5•, " Tungsten Pow(ler 5 Ammonium P erchlorate

50 i Barium Nitrate 6' R Il)X 1/Wax (97/3)
4 '>i TNT (Coated on tthe Ammoniumn Perchlorate)

-'-. Il-13i 2//1, ('alciun Stearate
Sl- 49',• Magnesium-Aluminum Alloy (50/50) 1'/; Graphite

C'; in the ammuints of 1 'A-'2 has hem most widely 5-4.1.4 Typical Small Arms Incendiary Bullets
t, fd r this lil'pOSt'. Alminum slearate as also Typical ineedtliary rounds are shown in Figuresbei vInp'I ol' d fhor Athis ptllpos hasbe .50o

lteen inaphl.vetl for this lurlost. 5-7 through 5-10. Illustrated are a caliber .5)

mciiewiari, bullet, Figure 5-7, and a ,aliber .50
5-4.1..4 Typical Comp ions aror-pircing inv-endiary, Figure 5-8. A 20 ann

T-he tomlpositions of 14 small arms icewilitry armuor-ifpicrciiig i1W'titliar'v bullet. is shown in Fig-

m ixturs, onwsidered to be typieal, are given in ure 5-9 and a 20 mm high ext)losive ineedtiary
Table 5-7. ~projvtile is shown in Figure 5-10.
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INCENDIARY MIXTURE IM-11 1

GILDING METAL JACKET

GILDING METAL CLAD STEEL, CONTAINER

LA-ANTIMONY SU

TOTAL WEIGHT: 512 GRAINS

~: :.Figure 5-7. Typical Caliber .50 Incendiary Bullet

5-4.2 INCENDIARIES FOR GROUND hiatas (it comlibat troops. Little, if any, effort was

APPLICATION directed toward studying those factors concerned

(' round incendiaries inci ide that class of munui- wit ii the inut iation of d1estructive flk-es ill various

tions iisedt fill (laniage, mainldy by codmbustioni, to tatrgets. As a consequience, less is known ahout
groun11d targrets and are conisiderably large r thait the the factors which migrht increase the effectiveness

symi11 arnis i ncend iaries p~reviouisly disculssedl, Ill of i nvecd iarY munitions against ground targets
cciid iary b)omlbs, for examnplc, arc, more effective t han is known abouit the offcet iveness of incendi-

againlst cities t111 han igh cxiplosives, especially Nvium aries ograin st aircraft targets.

alltipel-sIolici features111 arc inicluded to dc-lay firc.

Nr. i,"ltil" pertios. ilt detivillfire fightinge opera- 5-4.2.1 Ignition and Combustion of Ground Targets
tiols o low th siaI Ir fres rowl~l! Iitid toI neyitliary and other flamie- produciii', weapons,

* ~control. Ili wtalty cases, toxmi- effec-ts re-sulting fronm a source ot entergy whichi, when absorbed by the
th lst o i~elIldiuries or flamelt Ntalsimis (high ear- tagt itcued~ae rh, amount ot energy

lill111 llolnXide rollteltt-low 0XV0171- cotittlit ) cause absolrbed from tnt- inicentdiary source by the target
kIi~lty ltsitllit it-s. li Ill N0e1 -aMSe, th lsv I.;citologicajl is niot usutally sufficivnt to piroducee appreciable

ftear jwevcniits, ofT-ect iv tire fight ing operaultionis nnil dailaitigi bult serVe's otlkv to initiate combustion of
l111ty' !11c1it tilthe loss (it teptililltivlt thlrl~lghl abaln- till- tuovet in tiit- (lxygcl (of thte aim-. Smnall fires

1linvi~clt. statrte~j ill this ; !imnlem serve- its ignlitiont sources

Balt rst- pnir'ress tll till- dev(-V(Iollllielt ttt imlocildi- fo~r tilQ" relIoltindcr of' tile target ijiaterial, resiultinug

%1ets fisIt'1111 himole nwlillIt duiring tillis (if stress-, Oil llVgrowvth of tile fire ltn- tilt- critical stages in

- ll~jlllais tlts beenl dir~-tI-te towvard tile, 411-V~lolmlehli Ilt Ow i',\elopmeicnt of it Ilam~illg-p)rodicling fire.

(if weaponls Nhlivl coltld ill- Iltj1i(flY Ililt Into ftil' ITo inlitiatel illrliilg of1 a. target lil air, three
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INCENDIARY MIXTURE IM-II" "

GILDING METAL JACKET

TUNGSTEN-CHROMIUM STEEL CORE

LEAD BASE FILLER

TOTAL WEIGHT: 662 GRAINS

- ." Figure 5-8. Typical Caliber .50 Armor-Piercing Incendiary Bullet

essentials must be provided, naniely: (1) a source of anrd a combination of these two. Fillings can also
heat to initiate the fire, (2) combustible material be classified into those which owe their incendiary
which serves as kindling, and (3) the fuel. All effect to a self-supporting exothermic reaction and
incendiary munitions, except those which are spon- those which depend on atmospheric oxygen for

"- taneously combustible, must contain an initiator, their combustion.
The major part of an incendiary filling serves as

;- the kindling and the target supplies the fuel. The 54.2.2.1 Metal-Based Ground Incendiaries
efficiency of an incendiary depends on the total Incendiaries containing metallic components are
heat output and the rate of transfer of the energy of two types : those which utilize the oxygen of the

\ to the target so as to initiate a sequence of events air in their combustion, and those in which mu
which will result in the burning of the target. oxidizing agent furnishes the oxygen.

4- Solid materials, such as wood, must be heated to a Magnesium-aluminum alloy used both as the
sufficiently high temperature in order to form the case and in the composition of a four-pound in-
gaseous intermediates to react with the oxygen of cendiary bomb is an effective incendiary and was
the air. Liquid fuels, as discussed in detail in widely used in World War II in raids against

'., Paragraph 5-4,2.2.2.1, also must be val)orized be- (;erman aud Japanese cities. Reaction with oxygen 'f-I
fore combustion is initiated. of the air produces more heat with an incendiary

metal than with solid oxidizing compounds. The
5-4.2.2 Incendiary Compositions use of these compounds, therefore, must be justi-

Most of the research on in,',idiaries has becit fie(l by an increase in effectiveness due to the high-
concerned,( with quantity and ty .e of combustible er rate of heat relcase. 5-

used as an incendiary filler. Incendiazy fillers ('an Thermiite-type incendiary mixtures are corn-
be hasically classified into three ea'egories: metal- posed of approximate oxygen-balanced mixtures

i ". based incendiaries, liquid fuel-based incendiaries, of reducing and oxidizing agents. While there are -

5~ 5-22 
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ROTATING BAND, COPPER OR GILDING METAL

BASE MIXTURE

STARTER MIXTURE 'STEEL ADAPTER- IM--136,.-':.

I,. 4, "

ALUMINUM ALLOY ANVIL

ALUMINUM ALLOY NOSE

"s,*.-"-.- ARMOR-PIERCING STEEL BODY

TOTAL WEIGHT: 1700 GRAINS

Figure 5-9. Typical 20 mm Armor-Piercing Incendiary Bullet

a large number of possible combinations which 2AI + 3FeO -- A12 0 3 ± 3Fe + AH
contain one or more reducing agents with one or and gives the stoichioietrical ratio of one part of ¶

more oxidizing agents; aluminum (Table 5-1) and, aluminum to four parts of ferrous oxide. Since
-.. to a lesser extent, magnesium (Table 5-8) have iron oxide scale (hammer scale) is a mixture of

"-'=-' ~been the only reducing agents used in thermite- .• ,
boi stferrous and ferric oxide in various proportions, the

type. incediary mixtures. stoichiometric amount of aluminum required to
* Military thermite for incendiary purposes is react with the available oxygen present will also _
" composed of 2.75 parts of iron oxide scale and one vary.

*•• part of granular alumininum.2 The reaction: The ferrous oxide, FeO, content of the hammer - .'Cf

SAl + 3FeaO4 --* 4Al 2 0 3 + 9Fe -±- AH scale has little effect on either the burning time or

"gives the stoichionietrical ratio of one part of alu- the penetration of the molten iron produced by the -•
"nminum to 3.2 parts of iron oxide, Fe8 O4 . Ferric thermite reaction. A lower ferrous oxide nontent -A -

oxide, Fe2,():, reacts as follows: produces a considerably better flame and better -

21±FO 3 -A10±2e+AHpropagation of burning; however, for values below
22 percent ferrous oxide, the improvement is slight. .".' ¶"

"and gives the stoichiometrieal ratio of one part of Thinner flake scales, such r. pipe scale and rod

aluminum to 2.96 parts of ferric oxide. Ferrous scale, have been found to be more satisfactory than
oxide, FeO, reacts as follows: coarser scales; however, the use of a slight ezees . .

5-23
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GILDING METAL ROTATING BAND

"• ~STEEL BASE COVER/TRY

-FUZE PD. T200

INCENDIARY CHARGE
(IM-OI)

(IM- 142)

TOTAL WEIGHT' 1600 GRAINS (APPROX.)

',, Figure 5-10. Typical 20ram High Explosive Incendiary Projectile

" of aluminum minimizes the effect of particle shape have been tried without appreciable success. The
of the hammer scale. compositions of some of the incendiary mixtures

- The use of low-purity aluminum (92.5 per- tried are given in Table 5-9.
*' v cent) requires a higher ratio of aluminum to ham-

* \ inmer scale (1 to 2.7-2.S) to obtain optimum burning
characteristics. The use of fine-mesh granular 5-4.2.2.2 liquid Fuel-Based Incendiaries
aluminum results in decreased burning times ap- Liquid fuel incendiaries depend entirely upon
.proaching a miinimum'm limit with decreasw in par- the oxygen of the air for their combustion. The
title size. If the aluminum is too coarse, poor organic substance with the highest beat of com-
propagation, poor flame, and a longer burning time bustion on a volume basis is anthracene with 11,900
result, calories per milliliter. A wide variety of natuJ!

I)uring World War I, binders such as sodium oils and waxes fall in the range of 8,500 to 9,200
* silicate, sulfur or celluloid were added in order to calories 'er milliliter. For hydrocarbons, there is

reduce segregation of the thermite after loading; a definite relationship between the heats of combis-
however, these techniques were only partially sue- tion and the hydrogen-carbon ratio as shwn in

i•\ cessful. Thermite has not been used since World Table 5-10. The order of heat on a unit-volume
War I for incendiary applications. While the heat basis is the inverse of th., order of the hydrogen-
released by a thermite mixture is sufficient to heat carbon ratios, while the position is reversed on a

• the l)roducts of reaction to around 300 0 'C, the unit-weight basis. While the heat evolution per
incendiary action is confined to a relatively small unit-volume of n-octane is comparatively low, its
area. In order to improve the incendiary effective- heat evolution per unit-weight is very high (l1,-
ness, several other incendiary compositions, in- 500 calories per gram), being exceeded only by
"eluding several modified thermite compositions, boron and beryllium on this basis.

-- 4--.,
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*TABLE 5-8 waste, but this method wits only fairly satisfactory.
HEAT OF REACTION OF THER.MITE-TYPE IDuring World War 11 this idea wa,, revived and,

MIXTURES CONTAINING MAGNESIUM b~ased on development work, 14 p~ercent cotton

Mixtre eatof racton, waste saturatedl with S6 percent of a. 50/50 mixture
MixttreHeatof eacton, of gasoline and fuel oil was tried as a pom:sible fill-

cai/ging for incendiary bombs, but was discontinued as

Mg + Sb2S 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 507 mnore effeuti~ e fillers b~canie avaiiabie.
5Mg + Ba (N:3) 2 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,636
4mg + BaS0 4 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,046 5-4.2.2.2.2 Solidified Liquid Incendiaries 1
4Mg- + CaSO 4 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,529 Bcueo h ihdge fdseso n
:3Mg + Fe2 03 ...................... i,0:10Bcueo hehg e~eofdseso n

4Mg Fe3 1 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 956consequent flash burning, of liquid incendiarios,
2MgFeS. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76 substances have been proposed for solidify-
Mg +PhO..................378ing- liquidl incendiaries. 'These includle :2

2Mg + Pb0 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 789 a. F~atty aci'd derivatives
4Mg + PbO 4. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 736 (1) Aluminum, sodium, zinc, and ammo-
5Mg + PbSO., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,054 iiiurn salts
4Mg + MlgSO 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1,661 (2) Lecad salts of hydroxy acids
2M~g + MnO: ..................... .1,248 (3) Sulfonateti products
5Mg + 2KN03 ý..................... 793 (4) Amnides
4Mg + KC10 4 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,442 (5) Fatty acids per se
9Mg + K2 S20 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..1,870 (6) Natural waxes _

41Mg 4- K 2S0 4 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,916 )Nirtd-
4,1g -+ Na2S04. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..1,)060()Sloae

(c) Per se
-. .4..2..1(7) Anilides

542221Liquid Incendiaries b. Pcolyhydroxy derivatives
Liquid incendiaries such as petroleum oils, (1) Glycol compounds: Esters of fatty acids __

carbon disulfide, wood-distillation products, and ( 2) Ethanolaynine compounds
other flainmable liquids, xvern tested during World (a) Esters of fatty acids

-K~~ War 1. These materials all had the dawback of(b opudofmn-diadt-
*excessive dispersion; to overcome this, the liquids ethanolamine

were absorbed in sonmc material such a~s cotton (3) Glycerol compounds

TABLE 5-9
MODIFIED THERMITE COMPOSITIONS

Constituents Composition, Perccnt

Calcium Sulfate
Therrn-8 7her,,i 8-2 Therm 64-c Barytes Thermite Thermite

Iron Oxide 8cale 61 55.2 44 59.2
Altmiminum 22.8 25 25 25.3 40.9
'Barium Nitrate 15 19.5 29 -

*Sulfur 0.90 2* 1.0
Castor Oil 0.30 0.30 -- 0.3
Barium Sulfate - - -15.3

Calcium Suilfate -- - 57.8
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TABLE 5-10
HEATS OF COMBUSTION AND HYDROGEN-CAVBON

RATIOS OF SELECTED FUELS

Hydrogen-
!lydrocarbon Carbon Calories Calomies Density,

Ratio per ml per g g/u

Anthiacene 0.72 11,900 9,500 1.25
Naphthaleine 0.80 11,000 9,600 1.15
Toluene 1.14 8,80() 10,200 0.866
Methylcvclohexane 2.00 8.600 11,100 0.769
ii-Octane 2.25 8,100 11,500 0.706

(a) Saponified vegetable oil mixes a. Rubber (natural and synthetic)
(b) Nitrated vegetable oils b. Aluminum salts of mixed fatty acids and
(c) Vegetable oils per se naphthenic acid

(4) LPolysaccbarido compounds c. Polyacrylates
% (a) Lhctose anhydride

(b) I)extrins 5-4.2.2.2.2.1 Rubber Thickeners
.(.) Pectins The addition of thickners-.-e.g., smoked rub-

"()Cellose esterhers crepe rubber, and latex-to gasoline produces
(a) Ethyl cellulose (7 to 10 percent)

..an incendiary filling resembling sticky rubber ce-
c. eso drav ment. Fillings of this type are reasonably satis-

(. Resinous derivatives factory; the material sticks to the target and
(1) Natural burns slowly enough to allow an effective transfer

(a) Alkali-treated resin of heat to the target. During World War II, how-" (b) Shellac
Damar ever, rubber was in critically short supply and" (c) amother thickeners had to be developed. Satisfactory

(d) East India fossil thickeners can also be made with some synthetic
(e) African fossil rubbers.
(f) New Zealand fossil

(2) Synthetic: Saponified polyacrylates
.d. l!ydrocarbon derivatives 5-4.2.2.2.2.2 Napalm Thickeners

(1) Paraffin The napalm thickener finally adopted consisted

(2) Synthetic rubber of a granular base aluminum soap of naphthenic,
(3) Natural rubber oleic, and coconut fatty acids. The sodium soap

(4) Salts of sulfonated petroleum fractions used for the precipitation of the aluminum soap

"(5) Salts of naphthenic acid contained 0.10 to 0.15 percent alpha-naphthol. The

P ,Inorganic derivatives recommended formula of the organic acids uied in

(1) Organo-silieon compounds: Esters making the napalm thickener was

(2) Bentonite Parts bt weight
(3) Oil shale Coconut fatty acids 50

)f these, only a few were ever found practical for Naphthenie acid 25

use in thickening incendiary liquids. The most sue- leic acid 25

cessful substances were: The aluminum content of the finish(d thickener

5-26
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TABLE 5.11
COMPOSITION OF IM-TYPE INCENDIARY GELS

Code IM IM IM
Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 F-1416 F-1429 F-1431 F-1457

, Constituent Composition, Percent

Isobutyl methacrylate
polymer AE (IM) 5.0 5.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

Stearic acid 3.0 - - 1.0 4.0 3.0 4.5

(Fatty acids) - 2.5 3.0 - - -

Naphthenie acid - 2.5 3.0 3.0 - 1.0 0.5

Calcium oxide 2.0 -- - 3.1 4.0 3.5 -

Caustic soda (40% solution) - 3.0 4.5 - - -

Ammonium hydroxide (27% solution) - - - - 2.3
Gasoline 88.75 87.0 87.5 87.6 86.5 87.3 89.3
Water 1.25 - - 2.3 2.5 2.2 -

ranges from 5.4 to 5.8 percent and the moisture napalm thickener which may cause partial or com-
content from 0.4 to 0.8 percent. Varying the corn- plete breakdown of gels formed with gasoline or

2 •position of napalm from the standard to 2:1 :1 ratio oxidation of the thickener, include excess water,
of coconut to oleic to naphthenic acid indicated that lime, caustic soda; soaps of sodium, copper, lead,
the viscosity of the gel increased primarily with iron, manganese, and cobalt; powdered or sheet zinc
increased oleic acids and, to a lesser extent, with and lead; lead nitrate; rust preventatives contain-
increased coconut acid above normal composition. ing amines, alcohols, and all acids. Tetraethyl lead,
The acid number of the coconut acid was found im- on the other hand, has no injurious effects.

""4 portant. Iron was an undesirable impurity when The fundamental reactions may be expressed
found in the alum but not in the acid. Impurities in as follows (11R denotes the mixture of fatty and
_ _-_ _ _ _ _ _naphthenic acid):

6NaOH + 41IR + ALI(S-04 ) -3 2AI(011) R2 ± 3Na 2SO4 + 41120

"6NaOH + 2IIR + A12(SO 4 )3 -- 2AI(OII)_2 R + 3Na2 S0 4 ± 21120

The soaps may hydrolyze: Because of hydrolysis, A1R 3 does not form, and
•A A(011) R2+ ÷H20, ---> AI (OH),R -+ 1111-AI(OH1)R -+1120 H-O--AI(OII)2 R + R fatty acid in excess of that required remains as

AI(-H) 2 R + 1120 -- A1(01I)3 + 1R such:

6NaOl + 61IIR + AI,,(S0 4 )•3 -- 2AI(011)P12 + 211R] + 3Na 2 SO4 -+- 41120

"Three processes have been used nuccessfully for
. the manufactLre of napalm. All are based on the 5-4.2.2.2.2.3 Methacrylate Thickeners

above equations, but the mechanical details for Satisfactory thickened gasoline could be made
combining the materials (lifer. wheu 15-20 percent isobutyl methacrylate polymer

"Napalm, while a satisfactory thickener, is sus- (11) was added. Some satisfactory IM gels are
,ceptible to oxidation by the atmosphere and is summirized in Table 5-11.

"hygroscopic, resulting in a thickened gasoline with Low temper-ature stability is favored by a low

poor characteristics. polymer content, the use of polymer of low meth-

V 5-27
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-,j. TABLE 5-12,
COMPOSITION OF PT INCENDIARY MIXTURES

Code PT-1 PT-2 PT-3

Constituent Comnposit ion, Percent

Goop 49.0 30.0
Isobutyl methacrylate

polymer AE 3.0 - -
Magnesium (coarse) 10.0 10.0 30.0
(50/50 Mg-Al alloy) 10.0
Sodium Nitrate 5.0 8.0 6.5

-' Gasoline 30.0 44.0 37.5
Petroleum Oil Extract 3.0
(Bright stock) 10.0
GR-S (Buna-S

synthetic rubber) - 8.0 6.0
Sulfur monochloride (S 2C02 ) - 0.2 (add) 0.2 (add)

- - acrylic acid content, a high soap content, a high troops. Because white phosphorus has a low com-
-. concentration of gelling agent, a low water con- bustion temperature, it is relatively ineffective

tent, and the use of gasoline which has a low against any hut the most easily ignitible targets.
aniline point. With a reasonably stable basic The alkali metals, especially sodium, have been .o
formula, the most important factors appear to be used as incendiaries but the results have not been

"* the nature of the gasoline and the strength and con- satisfactory.
centration of the gelling agent. High temperature
stability is favored by a high polymer content, a 5-4.2.3 Typical Incendiary Devices
high stearic acid content, and the use of con-

centrated solutions of the gelling agent, i.e., a low The principal military characteristic of an in-
water content. The presence of oxygenated solvents cendiary device is its ability to initiate combustion
destroys high temperature stability, of material with which it comes in contact, and to

In order to increase the effectiveness of the in- provide the energy to maintain the combustion
cendiary filling in starting fires in targets more process and assist in enlarging the area over which
difficult to ignite, a !oniplex filling was develop(.d Conibustion takes place. This characteristic is
having as its main constituent "goop", a mixtm.e called fire raising power. Other military character-

*. of magnesium particles and asphalt. To this was istics covering tactical use, provision of fire-fight-
added gasoline, thickened with IM oxidizing agents ing deterrents, and design details are also speci-
and magnesium scraps. PT-1 composition, and the tied.
substitutes PT-2 and PT-3, used synthetic rubber The four-pound magnesium alloy bomb, shown
instead of IM1a and an aluminum-magnesium alloy in Figure 5-1 1, was used during World War II in
in place of "goop". (See Table 5-12.) tremendous quantities. Its hexagonal shape adapted

it to assmbl, i ,usters for shipping and loading
*i 5-4.2.2.3 Other Incendiaries on l)lanes. Air dropping from the planes the

Phosphorus and its compounds have been uaed bombs were separated from the clusters and widely
as an incendiary against l)ersonnel and readily- disl)erscd in random manner. The explosive charge

- ignitible materials. Burning phosphorus produces in the base w:s exploded by the heat, providing a
serious skin burns and tends to demoralize attacked deterrent to fighting the fire. Only a portion of

5-28
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%.- the bombs had the high explosive charge; the others
were constructed as shown in Figure 5-12.

A "fire bomb" using napalm-thickened gaso-
line as the incendiary filling is illustrated in Figure
5-13. An incendiary grenade, suitable either for
combat use or for destruction of materiel, is
illustrated ii Figure 5-14. It is loaded with a

_ thermate, and is provided with an igniting charge, ` aHEET STEEL

specified as first fire mixture. FIRING PIN

FIRING PIN HOLDER

5-5 DELAY COMPOSITIONS AND HEAT
POWDERS

Gasless pyrotechnic mixtures are used. for pro- SAFETY

_ducing a controlled amount of heat and for time PLUNGER

delays in a number of military applications. These PRIMER

* compositions, which arc physical mixtures of cer-
tain metals with one or more powdered oxidizing

*i agents, react at a p)redetermined rate when ignited
by the application of heat or flame. Their corn- MIXTURE

bustion is characterized by high reaction tempera- MAGNESIUM
tures and the formation of mainly solid products. ALLOY BODY

"Both the burning rate and calorific output can be
,* varied over fairly wide ranges by controlling the

.-. ,.properties and proportions of the ingredients. THERMATE -• •
.'Since little gas is produced by the combustion of
these mixtures, atmospheric oxygen is not required
for combustion, and the reaction rate is riot greatly
influenced by pressure; 'gasless" compositions
tare particularly valuable for use in armament,

egin short delay bomb fuzes. IRON NOSE

5-5.1 PYROTECHNIC DELAYS
"Some ordnance items are more effective if

"functioning is delayed for an interval of time after
t itt Figure 5-11. Four-Pound Magnesium Alloy Incendiary.the initiating stimulus. While a variety of me- Bombchanical and electrical devices29 have been em-

*0 ployed for this purpose, a time delay can be
- obtained by incorporating a pyrotechnic delay device consisting of an initiator, delay column,

element into an explosive train. The time delay, and an output terminal charge or relay; all as-
in this case, depends on the length and rate of sembled into a specially designed inert housing.
.burning of the delay eomposition. Time delays In some designs, one or more of these components
can also be obtained by controlling the rate of heat may be omitted. In some cases, depending on the
flow through a thermal barrier,3 0 or by the rupture application and delay composition, the delay ele-
":of a barrier by the build-up of gas pressure-31" oa i bment may also include baffles, a housing, and pro-

vision for an internal free volume. Based on their
"5-5.1.1 Delay Elements construction, pyroteohnic delays can be subdivided

A delay element is a self-contained pyrotechnic into two general types, obturated or vented.2

5-29
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5-5.1.1.2 Vented Delay Element&'s, 8 2

Vented delay elements have openings through
"which the gases produced by the functioning may
escape. Vented delays are used when large quan-
tities of gas are produced by the burning of the
delay powder and may even be necessary for "gas-

.. FIRING PIN--- 000 TAIL SECTION less" mixtures when long deiay times are required
FIRING PIN HOLDER in order to eliminate pressure buildup within the

delay element. Venting exposes the burning delay
composition to ambient pressure. As a conse-
"quence, the burning rate of the delay mixture is sen-"-': SAFETY

PLUNGER sitive to changes in altitude. In addition, these
. vents require sealing up to the time of functioning

in order to protect the delay composition from
humidity. Two methods for sealing vented delays

FIRSTFIREare illustrated in Figure 5-16.
MIXTURE '-,__MAGNESIUM Another vented delay is the time ring which

consists, as shown in Figure 5-17, of a column of
fuze powder which is pressed into the fuze cavity.

IHERMAT"E-----TE Because of its construction, the ring delay occu-
pies a large part of the total fuze volume. With a

%". ring delay the delay time can be set to any desired
DELAYTOAT value within its time range by rotating a calibratod"- ~DETONATOR

-p-. "•ring which varies the length of the delay train that ,

must be burned before tbh terminal charge func-
t~ons.

"•' `,IRoN NOSE
EXPLOSIVE 5-5.1.2 Delay CompositionsC4ARGE".'IA: The delay compositions, being a critical part

"of the delay element, should ideally have certain
Figure 5-12. Four-Povnd Thermite Incendiary Bomb characteristics which may be summarized as fol-

lows:

5-5.1.1.10Obturated Delay Elements a. The ingredients should be stable and non-

An obturated delay element, as shown in Figure hygroscopic; should have the highest purity con-
5-15, is constructed to contain all of the gases pro- sistent with requirements; should be readily avail-
duced by the functioning of the initiator and delay able and inexpensive; and should be compatible

S composition before the functioning of the terminal with each other.
charge. Delays in which the gases produced are b. The compositions should be capable of being
internally vented into a closed chamber in the cx- blended, loaded, and assembled into an item with
plosive device are considered to be obturated. minimum risk from impact, friction, moisture, heat,
Because they are sealed, obturated delays are not and electrical discharge.
influenced by the effects of the ambient pressure c. They should be readily ignitible, and should
or humidity. The combustion products are coil- change little in performance characteristics with
tained which prevents possible harm to other coin- small changeý; in percentages of ingredients. Their
port nts of the device. Short time delays are oten burning rates should be reproducible within each
obturated as obturation tends to increase the aver. batch and from batch to batch with a minimum
age burning rate of the delay composition. of variation.
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W-1 M -'" This page is reproduced at the
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reproduction mnethod to provide

Figure 5-13. Typical Napa;m Borrb bte eal

d. They should be compatible with their con- rited largely to its good dry surveillance character- V

tainer as well as with other contacting composi- istics, its) ease of ignition, its wide availability in
Ptions. Performance characteristics should not reproducible quality and granulation, its ease of

*change appreciably with long termi storage. loading, and its versatility from the standpoint of

e. They should be relatively insensitive to delay times obtairable.
changes in pressure and temperature. As already indicated, black powder produces

f. They should be capable of withstanding the gases on burning, and the burning rate is affected

vibration and shock of transportation, setback, ro- by pressure. Hence, the disposition of the gases is
tation, and impact, and should be resistant to a primary consideration in design; delay elements
physical abuse inherent in the loading, anid firing using black powder are generally vented. The

of anmunuiition. burning rate of black powder is affected by the ro- -

* tational speed of the projectile and by the ambient

5-5.1.2.1 Black Powder Delays pressure. A major shortcoming of black powder

Bilack powder has been long and( widely used has been and still is its marked hygroscopicity. -

ais at delay mnateriall in spite of flthe fact that it does As has beeni indicated earlier, because of these un- -

not mneet ima y of the ideal characteristies for a de,ýiriibles, gasless delay comnpositions were de-

delay comnp1 ositionI This popularity may be attrib- veloped.

5-31 I
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PRIMER HOLDER

•'" • ~BODY '+

DELAY HOLDER

,.ODELAY COLUMN
FIRST FIRE ,~
MIXTURE .

...... ELEMENT RELAY
(MG)

Figure 5-15. Obturated Delay Element
Figure 5-14. Typicol Incendiary Grenade

5.5..2. Gasess5-5.1.3 Factors Affecting Performance'6

55122Typical Gse Comipositions The propagative burning of a pressed column

The gasless pyroteeblnic mixtures which have of a gasless delay composition is a combustion re-
been reasonably satisfactory for delays are given action in which the fuel and oxidizer react to give
in Table 5-13. D)ifferent burning rates can be oh- essentially solid products. 'The gases formed con-

sis mainl ofydrge

tained by selecting a specific composition or by water, nitrogen, carbon
varying the proportions of ingrredients in a corn- mooxide, carbon dioxide, and traces of organic

position. materials. 3p These gaseous products are produced
The burning rates obtained with these coin- as a result of the orepseie of impurities or for

p rositions are given in Table 5-14. Under controlled other reasons not directly related to the primary
laboratory conditions, the coefcient of variation reaction. The observed velocities of the reaction
of most of the compositions listed is three percent have becn justified; however, anantitative agree-

* or less. Lot-to-lot variability may be com oensated inent was purely on the basis of thermal flow."-'-
by adjusting the length of the delay column for Questions have been raised concerning the de-
each new lot of delay composition or by adding tails of burning of gasless delay compositions.
appropriate ingredients and remixing to speed up For some compositions, there is evidence that the
or slow down the mixture. Variation may be con- formation of a gaseous phase plays an important
trolled by use of standardized raw materials and part in the overall reaction mechanism while con-

preparation prtedures. densed phase reactions are important in the pre- -" -

5-32
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OLDEDk\!.... . ..... kN METAL I"., \1 PLUG

TIN BORE

METHOD A METHOD B

Figure 5.16. Sealing of Vented Delay Element

ignition reactions.3:•' 40 ' 4 1
,4'-''

43  DTA and TGA 5-5.1.3.1 Composition
studies of the ingredients in barium chromate- There are a large number of exothermal reac-

* boron delay compositions do not, however, indicate tions between inorganic solids which yield little or
the formation of a gaseous phase before ignition no gaseous products. t1owever, most of the reac-
of the composition, 44 and that a gaseous phase may tions are not satisfactory for one or more of the
not be important, at least in this particular reac- following reasons:

so s t e t e oe•x i a. Erratic burning rates
-_ In some cases the effect i veness of an explosive b. La'ge column diameter required for reliable

train depends greatly on the accuracy of thc time propagation
delay produced by the burning of a delay column. e. Large temperature coefficient of burning rate
'Wile it is possible tinder controlled laboratory d. Failure at low temperatures
conditions to obtain coefficients of variation (Para- e. Hygroscopicity
"graph 5-5.1.2.2), less than three percent for many f. Rapid deterioration
delay mixtures, the effect of ambient conditions g. Unavailability of reproducible supply of raw
and manufacturing variation in many cases is materials

somewhat hesis than desirable. Factors which may hI. Large pressure coefficient of burning rate
influence the accuracy of a gasless pyrotechnic i. Failure at low pressure
include: Reactions which were studied are summarized

a. Composition and Quantity of Charge in Table 5-15.' Uhnder the standardized conditions
b. External Pressure for these tests, it was found that for each oxidiz-
c. External Temperature ing agent used, very fast burning times were ob-
d. Terminal Charge tained with magnesium, aluminum, zirconium, and
e. Particle Size titaniumi. Slower burning times were obtained with
f. Ignition silicon, manganese, and chromium; while still slow-

- g. Column D)iameter er ones occurred with iron, tungsten, and others.
hi. Loading Pressure Metals which gave fast burning times with silver
i. Housing Material oxide, silver chrornate, barium peroxide, and lead
.J Accelera.ion chromate gave slower burning times with cuprous
k Storage oxide, barium chromate, and iron oxide.

. , I Proees•ing The variation in hurning rate for the barium

",e 5-33
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TABLE 5-13
GASLESS DELAY COMPOSITIONS IN CURRENT USE33 34,3 5 50,51

Fuel, % Oxidants, % Inert, %

"Manganese Barium Chromate Lead Chromate None
30 to 45 0 to 40 26 to 55

Boron Barium Chromate Chromic Oxide None
4 to 11 S9 to 96 -

13 to 15 40 to 44 41 to 46

Nickel-Zirconin Barium Chromate Potassium Perehlorate None
Alloy 26 60 14

Nickel-Zirconium Barium Chromate Potassium Perchlorate None
Mix
5/31 22 42
5/17 70 8

Tungsten Barium Chromate Potassium Perchlorate Diatomnaceous earth
- 27 to 39 59 to 46 9.6 5 to 12

39 to 87 46 to 5 4.8 3 to 10
20 to 50 70 to 40 10

Molybdenum Barium Chromate Potassium Perchlorate
20 to 30 70 to 60 10

Silicon R1d Lead D)iatomaceous earth
"20 80 Max 8 parts

by weight
Zireonium Lead Dioxide

Vp.28 72

-" chromate-boron system as the pereentage of boron 5-1 ,_S3 indicates that eompositionix with less than
"in the composition was increased to 50 pereent is I1 percent boron burn slower than those contain-

-. summarized in Table 5-16.33 As indicated by thv ing more than 13 percent boron when the amount
data presented in this table, a sharp drop in umrn- of heat evolved is the same.

*• ing time is obtained initially as the percentage of
* boron is increased. At approximately 10 lpercenl 5-5.1.3.2 External Pressure

boron, the burninig rate levels off and remains near- As shown in Figure 5-19 for a 95.4% barium
r., ly constallt to apprwoxim~ately 2,5 lpcreent boron, lr at..,1"• coitutt p oitth 2 ecn oo, crna 4.6,,, boron cOnipsition, an increase in

.wheni it begins to decrease quite rapidly. The lie external press cre resulte *i a increase in

- heat of reaction reaches a maximum at approxip.resa Ite d inhdecrase

_" mately 13 percut boron, wihich is a somewhat lower elar iois ieP (a ivpr, amo, it br rat Te

p"reentage I han that coinposition (19 percent by till ihyl 4 010 be r
producing the ntaximium, burning rate. A plot of by an cti ,)1 tue formu
"total heat evolved against burning times, Figure i otp" (5-11)

= . .€-0
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TABLE 5-14
BURNING RATES OF GASLESS DELAY COMPOSITIONS8 3 -3 6'5 1' 5 2

Invers'. Burning Rate,
Cornposition. sec'in.f

BaCrO4/B (amorphous) 3.5-3.5
95/5 1.5

* -90/10 0.6
BaCrO4 /B (crystalline) 9-12.5
BaCrO, /KC10 4/Zr.Ni (70.30) /Zr-Ni (30-70) 3-11
60/14 /9 (70-30) /17 (30-70) 6
60/14/3 (70-30) /23 (30-70) 11
BaCrO4/PbCrO4/Mn 2.5-12.5
30/37/33 9.45
35/33/42 12.5
Red Lead/Si/Celite 4-11
80/20/3 to 7 added
Zr/Ni/BaCrO4 /KC10 4
5/31/42/22 6.5
5/17/70/8 17.5
BaO2 /Se/Talc
84/16/0.5 added 2.3 (approx)

8b,2~/Zr4.8.

l3aCrO2/Cr 2Oa/B 4.58.
44/41/15 4.5 (approx)
44/42/14 6.5 (approx)
BaCr04/KC104/'W
40/10/50 12.5 (approx)
60J/10/30) 31 (approx)
32/5/58 1
41/5/49 10
58/10/27 40

-Whlere t is t ho billIiiiig t iou't ill setttiids, p' is pres- slightilv withi Ilereusilig pressure above atinosphier-
SUIrT Iii ~lllpt isi t'rs01, l ilil(-I, and a alld it are ie. Rtesuits withi iix t i ris whiei ch ontainied man-
vollstailits. it iillolf-iuold vllik's of tile ('ilistalits Coeeebalt and1( it lit-kt'I-Ar'oniiiininixture as

lilt 0 .13 and a 2.52 Itor tilt- 95.4- 1;6 hzu'iuni I li' flel iniitiated tiittt It t'1iaiigt ill vtiifpositioll

ek11otoiiat.-htrou voulillositioul. of fliv aitmlosphlere did ukot haive it signifivanit effeet.

K:No .iglijititlit hliange :I.; totijid, set-i Figure (il tilt burning .lIt(e,V,

* blhai-iiiil villwoallte-floli tttilttsit ion ftr ptessulres 5-5.1.3.3 External Temperature
IvN t~laltl lit Ilspthlltrv. As .showni inl P'igur, 5-20, thet horninv timies for

obiit',tttilwd't with itliti'o dt-tlaYtlixitiirtes iilst (Iclaý '-onlyoititos were foundlt to det-rt-ase withi
illdivtrItit fluit tilt, btlililig11 raltt, \ttilti illt'rtast' iocertasillg too'irll atrutrt. Ior 901 "i0 bariumn ehro

2 rouindo ziot igztited. Jioatt-horonll ai plot of btirning ritev agains~t tlii
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TABLE 5-15 .1j,

HEATS OF REACTION OF INORGANIC MIXTURES
CONSIDERED FOR DELAYS

Sitocr Oxide Silreh Chromate Barium 'eroxide Lead Chroma
t
e Cuproua Oxide Barium Ch•ro"e Iron Oxide

""Mtas --AH° -A•AH/n -All' -All°/n -Al° -AHl/n -Lit'
0 

-All°/n -AH° -AlH/n -AM' -AllH/n --AH -AH°/n

MAGNESIUM 139.1 69.6(1) 6F8.5 68.9(I) 120.7 63.4(T) W0.7 56.1(I) 103.6 51.8(5) 292.9 48.8(5) 239.8 40.0 k.

ALUMINUM 378.0 63.0 1869.0 82.3 340.8 56.8(1) 1485.6 49.5 271.5 45.3 253.6 42.3(N) 2W.6 33.4" ZIRCONIUM 244.1 61.0 1206. 60.3 219.7 54.901) 950.9 47.5 173.1 43.3 483.5 40.3 377.3 31.4
TITANIUM 211.0 52.8 1041.0 52.1 188.2 46.6(l) 785.4 39.3(5) 140.0 35.0 384.2 32.0 278.0 23,2
SILCON 187.0 46.8 921 46.1(N) 164.8 41.2(l) 665.4 33.3 116.0 29.0(N) 312.2 26.0(12) 206.0 17.2(N)
MANGANESE 89.5 44.8 440.5 44.1 77.1 38.6(4) 312.7 31.3 54.0 27.0(10) 144.1 24.0(23) 91.0 15.2(N) -
CHROMIUM 252 42.0(N) 1239 41.3(N) 214.8 35.8(5) 85.06 28&5 145.5 24.3 63.8 21.3 74.5 12.4
ZINC 76.5 38.3 374.5 37.5 63.9 32.0 247.7 24.8 41.0 20.5 104.6 17.4 52.0 8.7
TIN 124.1 31.0 606.5 30.3 99.3 24.8 350.9 17.5 63.1 13.3 123.5 10.3 17.3 1.4 -

- IRON 177.5 29.6(g) 866.5 28.9(8) 140.3 23.4 483.1 16,1(11) 71.0 11.8(N) 53.1 8.9(N) 0 0
CADMIUM 58.2 29.1 284 28.4 45.8 22.9 10.2 15.6 22.7 11.4 50.2 8.4 -2.9 -0.5

. TUNGSTEN i74.7 29.1 852.5 z8.4 137.5 22.9 469.1 16.6 68.2 11.4 50.3 8.4
MOLYBDENUM 155.5 25.9 759 25.2 118.3 19.7 373.1 12.4(17) 49.0 3.2 31.1 5.2
NICKEL 50.5 25.3 250.0 25.0 39.0 19.5 122.2 12.2 15.9 8.0 29.8 5.0
"COBALT 51.4 25.7 245.5 24.A 38.1 19.1 117.7 11.8 15.0 7.5 27.1 4.5
"ANTIMONY 145 242 704.0 23.5(10) 107.8 18.0(6) 320.6 10.7 38.5 6.4 20.6 3.4
BISMUTH 116.1 19.4 544.0 18.1 78.9 13.2 176.1 5.9 4.6 1.6 -8.3 -1.4
COPPER 31.5 15.8 150.5 15.1 16.4 8.2 22.7 2.3 -29.9 -5.0

NONMETALS
PHOSPHORUS 195 39(l) 192.4 38.5(I) 487 3 48.8()) 128.4 25.7(2) 213 21.3 662.8 18.4(6) 35.3 7.1(15)
SULFUR 142.1 23.7 682.5 22.8(4) 158.2 20.4(4) 101.2 16.9(9) 95.9 4.8 28.8 4.8 -15.1 -0.5

* SELENIUM 67.9 11.3 311.5 10.4 86.6 14.4 31.3 5.2 -6.2 -0.3

,,-A__H° HEAT OF REACTION.
-AHO/n EQUIVALENT HEAT OF REACTION (HEAT OF REACTION PER ELECTRON CHARGE).

(N) NO REACTION OBSERVED.
(1) VERY FAST BURNING RATE.
()BURNING TIME, SECONDS

logarithm of the absolute temperature results in a The magnitude of this reduction in burning time

straight line. For the 95.4/4.6 compositions, this for several bariumn chromate-boron compositions -

"" is also true for most of the temnperature range; is a function (if the burning rate of the composi-

however, for some 95.4/4.6 compositions, there is tion. (See Table 5-17.) As shown in Table 5-18 the
a departure from this type of relationship at the reduction in burning rate is less for the more L, ý
lower temperatures. Over the narrower tempera- rapid burning compositions. Obturation of the
ture range (-60'F to 160'F), the burning rate is delay column substantiaily increases the magni-

essentially a linear function of the loglo tempera- tude of the anticiPatory effect. The anticipatory
tore. effect is reduced by barriers, between the delay

column and the thermally-sensitive terminal

5-5.1.3.4 Terminal Charge, Anticipatory Effect4  charge, which woald reduce the flow of gases. The

The burning characteristics of pressed delay importance of gas permeation in the burning of
""l t r fr w l e opressed delay compositions is indicated.[... COnlposiition.S are different when loaded above at•..

"ltherrnallv-sensitive terminal charge. The overall
"burning time and the reproducibility are both de- 5-5.1.3.5 Particle Size
creased under these conditions. This anticipatory The effect of particle size on the inverse burn-
"effect has been observed with a variety of thermal- ing rates of delay compositions follow a nearly
ly-sensitive terminal chargee for both gaseous and direct proportionality. In addition to increr-sing

"nonlgaseouls delay compositions. The offect has also the burning rate, reduction of the particle size

been observed for typical end item delay ele.:aents tends to reduce the effects of temperature and

having a lead styphnate-lcad azide relay, pressure. This effect is shown to a marked degree

The extent ef the reduction in burning time by tungsten delay compositions, as is shown in
" that occurs with delay elements having thermally- Table 5-19. Although tho percentage compositions

sensitive terminal charges, compared with ,,imilarly arc not identical, they are close enough that little

pressed dhlay columns without a terminal charge, difference iii burning time would be observed if the
appro•,hles a constant value as the length of the tungsten fuel had the same surface area. The

dehly colhmn 'ibove the termninal charge increases. weight, average diameter, and the surface area %

5-36
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TABLE 5-16
EFFECT OF PERCENT COMPOSITION ON BURNING TIME,

HEAT OF REACTION, AND IMPACT VALUES
OF THE BARIUM CHROMATE-BORON SYSTEM

No. Heat Ef Reaction•J.4"
Results AvgI Total Impact .y

Charge Avg and Burning Range, Volume Cal in Test
Wt, Range Time, Range, sec/sec gas Loaded PA,

% Boron mg Based on see see B.T. Cal/g ml/g Fuze Cal/sec inches

3.0• 2130 5 7.56 0.469 0.620 Incomplete reaction 40+
3.5% 2150 4 3.54 0.070 0.020 278 5.0 597 169 40+
4.0% 2140 4 1.72 0.031 0.018 354 5.0 768 446 40+
4.5% 2125 5 1.44 0.040 0.028 400 4.0 850 590 39
5.0% 2130 5 1.09 0.035 0.032 420 8.0 895 821 40+
-. 0% 2110 5 0.767 0.021 0.027 231 8.4 909 1186 37
7.0% 2000 4 0.653 0.010 0.015 453 6.4 906 1387 38
8.0% 2000 4 0.560 0.001 0.002 462 7.9 924 1650 28
9.0% 2000 4 0.539 0.002 0.004 474 7.5 948 1758 29

10.0% 1975 4 0.465 0.015 0.032 515 7.3 1017 2187 21
11.0% 1925 4 0.432 0.020 0.046 536 6.9 1032 2388 18
13.0% 1--140 4 0.397 0.006 0.015 .556 8.9 1056 266] 20
15.0% 1875 4 0.382 0.027 0.071 551 7.0 1033 2704 16
17.0%, 1800 4 0.375 0.027 0.072 643 11.6 977 2606 13
19.0% 1750 4 0.366 0.021 0.057 535 8.8 936 2558 16

S21.0% 1685 4 0.375 0.007 0.019 526 8.6 886 2363 34
23.0% 1650 4 0.407 0.002 0.057 503 4.2 830 2703 40
25.0% 1625 4 0.433 0.025 0.058 497 10.2 808 1865 40+
30.0%7 1611 4 0.574 0.025 0.044 473 10.4 762 1328 40+

7 35.0% 1500 4 0.965 0.115 0.119 446 12.7 669 693 40+
40.0% 1430 4 2 19 0.110 0.050 399 14.1 571 261 40+
45.0% 1360 3 5.25* 0.210 0.040 364 15.0 495 94 40+
50.00 1290 2 14.5* 1.000 0.069 Incomplete reaction 40+

*2 rounds not ignited

were determined on the micromerograph. Under charge of an igniter composition on top of the _

these experimental conditions, a fuel with about delay column, which is easy to ignite and is cap-
twice the surface area will have a linear bu.ning able, in minimum quantities, of igniting the delay
time of about one-fifth of the former, column. The complex interactions between initiat- %J

For the 90/10 barium chromate-boron composi- ing source and igniter and, in turn, igniter and
tion, the use of boron of 1, 13.5, and 53 micron main charge are yet to be determined. For the
average particle size resulted in an increase in the most part, igniters have been and still are selected
inverse burning rate of 0.45, 6.61 and 9.53 se.ýonds on an arbitrary basis. Compositions of some of
per inch, respectively. Similar results were ob- the ignition powders which have proved relatively
served for manganese delays.35 satisfactory are given in Table 5.20. These mix-

In addition to the ave-age particle size, the tures are also gasless

"particle size distribution and blending of de!ay
mixtures is important if reproducible burning 5-5.1.3.7 Column Diameter
rates are to be obtained.' 7 For the barium chro- Radial losses of heat can retard or extinguish

mate-boron composition, the-e aTrnears to be little the reaction in a delay column. Such losses be-
"difference oetween delay mixtures produced by come more serious as the column diameter, burn-
iwet and dry blending methodv. Wet ble:tding is ing rate, and ambient temperature are reduced.

O preferred for safety reasons. These effects Comnbii.e to result in a failure diam.

eter associated with a given delay mix for a given
5-5.1.3.6 Ignition Compositions ainbieiit condition. Yor manganese delay compo-

"Some gasless delay compositions are difficult sitiops ,t -C51F. thi- failure diameter for a three-
to igite. It is the usual prctice tc press a small sc(.ond per inch composition is less than 0.109 inch;

r. -- - -- ,-
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TABLE 5417
EXTENT OF ANTICIPATORY EFFECT AS A FUNCTION OF
BURNING RATE OF VARIOUS BARIUM CHROMATE-BORON

Average Burning Time, msec
95.15 00/10 86/14

Delay composition alone 464 167 132
Delay composition above terminally

pressed 100-mg increment of SI-98 158 124 116
Burning time reduction, insec .306 43 16

SI-98 squibs were empolyed for initiation of columns. Oomposition, loaded in M112 fuze
housings at 36,000 psi.

SI-98 Composition:
MoOg-26%
KC1O4 -21%

* Zr-53%'

*COMPOSITION CONTAINING 11% B AND BELOW.

16.4 COMPOSITION CONTAINING 13% 8 AND OVER.

* ENT VEN 5.6

* FIVRING / / \ STAB PRIMER AND o
PNBLACK POWDER u4.8

STARTING CHARGE

BLACK POWDER 4.0
x TRANSFER PELLETS

3.2A

BLACK POWDER0.

BOOSTER (LOOSE

LOADEO)CALORIES

Height of 0.79 Inch in MI FuzG dousing at 36,000 psi

0 INGOft RAINthat of a ten-second per inch mix is between 0.125
and 0.156 inch, while for a 12.5-second per inch

comipositian, the failure diameter is between 0.156
andl 0.203 inch. As shown in Table 5-21., the cffect

0 of column diameter was found to be significant for
all 95/5 barium chroniateboron delay systems and
for obturated 90/110 bariumn chromatc-boron de-

SFCTION X ay. 4

NI Dy Fype* Ray o, Ti,.. V"Id. W,I4,,8-fI S-5.1.3.8 Loading Pressure
L..di.g: Burning rates of delay mixtures will decrease

-- ~Upp., R-a-3.185 G-%..
N ~L-., R.ag - 3,640 G-v,. as the consolidation pressure increases. The rather

A-?B~d o.... L~dd a~aa a nobIa,.nta? 8 00p.sniall and systemiatic changes witli loading pres-

Figure 5-17. Time Delay Ring or Train, Vented sure for baritum ch roniate-borouil composition are

5-38
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TABLE 5-18
EXTENT OF ANTICIPATORY EFFECT AS A FUNCTION OF

COLUMN LENGTH 55/35/10 TUNGSTEN-BARIUM CHROMATE.
POTASSIUM CHROMATE COMPOSITION*

Average Burning
Burning Time Length of
Time,*** Ranje, Percent A Burning %o Column

msee msec Range Time By-passed By-passed, in.

One 1000-mg increment
Without terminal charge 2348 411 18

" With terminal charge** 1473 462 31 875 37 0.07

Two 1000-mag increments
Without terminal charge 4291 259 6
With terminal charge 3404 583 17 887 21 0.09

Three 1000-mg increments
Without terminal charge 6082 328 5 15
With terminal charge 5192 1042 20 890 0.09

Four 860-mg increments
- Without terminal charge 6914 337 5
- With terminal charge 6173 990 16 741 11 0.08

SI-98 squibs were employed for initiation of eolunis. The compositions was lcaded in
M112 fuze housings at 36,000 psi.

"" SI-98 terminal charges were used.
Average burning time values have been reduced by 6 msee in order to take into ac-

cou-f the burning time of the terminal charge itself.

summarized in Table 5.22.40 These effects might
_be used to ,,.ompensate for the differences in burn-

ing rate from lot to lot. However, this metho4 has
.140 _-.not been used due to the established practice of

20 loading delays at l)ressures between 30,000 and
-.- 40,000 psi in order to withstand the forces to

0" o. .which it is subjected in use. Yielding of the delay
00 9A% SoC0,-4., % 3 - O 4U6 clement while pressing the delay compojsition will

0.6 - 85,% oC,C6--46 ý 8- DP--409
, 95.4 % SoC,-4.6 %B- D P- 4o cause erratic delay times. '-4

0- 0 * 90% 8oC,0'- 10%B-DP-479
' 861% BoCtt,- 19"% 06P-02

0,__-____o4__---.___4 5-5.1.3.9 Housing Material
020.The body into which a delay composition is

000 loaded serves aw; a heat sink, as metals in general
-0 20 30 40 0 so o0 TO so are muohl bettxr conductors of heat than delay

..P..ssUR cm, MEcOAY comipositiois,. Dclay columns close to their low-
- temperature failure diameters tend to have larger

"Figure 5-19. Burning Time uf M112 Fuze Versus External t•,mperat re coefficients as the surrounding wall
"" Pressure thickness i.i iunreased. For materials well above

5-39 .'
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TABLE 5-19 *

EFFECT OF SPECIFIC SURFACE ON BURNING
TIME OF TUNGSTEN DELAY COMPOSITIONS

Typc of
T; ngsten Composition MIO ND 34.99 k

SSurface Area
Femuig 1377 709S~~Fuel :

S(',hClaraeteristies -CrctrtcsWeight Average

Diameter, microns 2.3 4.9

D)elay Tungsten 40 33.0
Composition,

BaCrO4  51.8 52.0

KC10 1  4.8 4.8

.Diatomaeeous Earth 3.4 5.2

Burning Time,
see/inch 4.17 21.5-=-""

TABLE 5-20
IGNITION POWDERS FOR GASLESS DELAY ELEMENTS

Ficl, % Oxidants, %, Iwert, %

Zirconium Ferri- Oxide Diatomaceous Earth
65 25 t0

"Boron Barium Chromate
10) 90)

Zirconium Ferric Oxide
S33 50
Titanium
-1.7

Zirconiurm FIrric Oxide Diatomaceous Earth
51 39 10

Boron Lead Peroxide-
.__ -30 70 ..

-" 5-40
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T"-, - tion or a subsequent charge and extinguish the
220~ 00 425 r reaction. Quantitative data regarding the resis-

tance of delay compositions to this type of failure
"are not available. "Slag retention," i.e., the

0

0•• .5 ,.-o.4o LOGo T + 37• fraction of the weight of the originial charge re-

0.4 maining in an open 'ended delay column after
0.3." ofunctioning, has been used as a possible qualitative

0 indication of the resistance of a delay element
0--to acceleration forcees. Slag retention for some

• .• $delay compositions is as follows: manganese,
0 .1 > 95%.; red lead, 90%-95%; tungsten, > 95%;

c _________ _ nickel-zirconium, 80%-90%1; boron, 59%-90%.34

2.34C 2.440 2.540 2.640 .0 2o Introduction of a binder will improve perfor-
LOoT, "K manee under high acceleration conditions; how-

Figure 5-20. Burning Time of M112 Fuze Containing 90% ever, binders tend to produce sufficiently large
Barium *Chromate-10% Boron Composition Versus Log- amounts of gaseous products so that the system

e arithm of Absolute Temperature could no longer be considered gaseless. Mechanical

* support of the delay column at both ends tends
Ir their failure diameters, the effect of wall thick- to reduce variation in burning times by minimizing

ness becomes less important.32 As shown in Table slag flow.
5-21 for the 95/5 barium chromate-boron composi-

*-•.., tion, the wall thickness had a significant effect for 551311 Storage
• -both vented and obturated items; however, the

differences observed were small and had no ap- The effectiveness of an item of ammunition
.-*" .'""-,' parent trend. No •ignificant dlifference due to may depeud greatly on accuracy of the delay. Be-

"wall thickness was noted for the 90/10 barium cause it is necessary to store ammunition for a

chromate-boron compositions. 48  long time, it is important to know the effect of

As also shown in Table 5-21, the material used storage on the b)urning times of delay compositions.
fiaaIn gereral, dry storage for relatively long periods---.•,.for the housing (lid not appreciably affect the n

"burning rate o mmof ie results in little change in burning time.
obuhtions.ab For example, barium chromate-boron composi-

D y cn htions loaded and stored over a desiccant show little-IDelay compositions have been loaded and con-
solidated into lead tubing by a swaging technique. change after time intervals up to two years, as il-

The accuracy of delays prepared by the lead-tube lustrated in Table 5-23. For loose powders stored
-- ,,•..up to two years in unheated magazines and then

method depends on many factors associated with P
loaded, a slight increase in burning time has beenthe composition, application, etc. However, it observed Storage under dry conditions prevents

- '.may be said that ill some application:s it is more obevdStrgunrdycniinspvns
mayuae said that in so accurate t ime further ineret.se in burning time and may reverse

*. accurate and in others less accurate than the ihe trend as shown in Table 5-24.
• ";•conventional inethod of filling.49o i e f nWhen manganese delay mixtures are kept dry,

their burning times will not increase more than five

5-5.1.3.10 Acceleration percent during eight weeks' storage at +165'F.
Some mixtures containing manganese did not

Delay elements are often subjected to very high 'hanige their burning times when stored without
Saccelerations while the delay composition is burn- sealing at 100 percent relative humidity and

ing, as in skip bombing. If the structure of the ±1655F. Other manganee mixtures deteriorate
material at or behind the reaction front is too rapidly under tle same conditions. This wide
weak, the accelerations may cause the hot products variation ili Mtorage stability is due to differences
to lose contact with the unburned delay composi- in the manganese powder used in preparing them,

5-43
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TABLE 5-23
EFFECT OF STORAGE ON FUZES LOADED WITH

BARIUM CHROMATE-BORON COMPOSITIONS

Zero Time Stored 19 months

Mean Mean
Comp., B. T.,* % Coef. B. T.,* % Coef.
% B Sec. Std. Dev. Var. Sec, Std. Dev. Var.

10.0 0.514 0.013 2.5 0.515 0.025 4.9
10.0 0,590 0.012 2.0 0.579 0.012 2.2
"10.0 0.519 0.015 3.0 0.476 0.010 2.2
10.0 0.574 0.004 0.8 0.522 0.012 2.2

5.0 1.590 0.015 0.9 1.587 0.020 1.3
5.0 1.075 0.016 1.5 1.059 0.015 1.4
5.0 1.294 0.026 2.0 1.264 0.019 1.5
5.0 0.818 0.016 2.0 0.785 0.016 2.0
5.0 1.192 0.036 3.0 1.277 0.016 1.3
5.0 0.986 0.033 3.4 0.955 0.014 1.4

-- % M112 Fuzes loaded at 36,000 psi, stored over desiccant

* E. T. burning time.

TABLE 5-24
BURNING TIMES OF FUZES LOADED WITH 93/7 BARIUM

% ,CHROMATE-BORON COMPOSITIONS STORED LOOSE
"UNDER VARIOUS CONDITIONS

Initial Conditions Storage Conditions
S. Mean B. T.,* % Coef. Mean B. T.,* % Coef.

Sec. Var. Temp. Time See. Var.

150 0 C 4 hours 0.707 1.1
8 hours 0.722 1.0

0.694 2.7 105 0 C 1 week 0.723 1.8
50% RH 1 week 0.720 1.5

""- Desiccated I week 0.685 1.7
0.647 2.3 150 0 C 4 hours 0.685 2.5

* Compositions loaded in Ml12 ruze Housings at 36,000 psi.

B. T. burning time.

and, apparently, is associated with the manganese For zirconium-nickel delays, four weeks' dry
.- erystallite size and surface oxidation. Protective surveillance increases burning times up to 16 per-

treatment of the manganese fuet against corrosion cent.. Wet surveillance for four weeks results in
---oxidation of surface by dichromatiou and coat. unreliablo performance. Delay compositions of
.ig with a thin film of stearic acid -d&d not im- ,ilicon and red lead exhibited increased burning
prove the dry surveillance lproperties of manganese tiins of up to 10 percent after Four weeks' dry
"delay powders but did improve the wet surveil- surveillance and were unreliable after four weeks'
lance eharacteristics. %wet surveillance.

S....•'"-" 5-44
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In general, results of tests indicate that gasless compositions are relatively difficult to ignite, an
delays wi)l exhibit changes of up to 15 percent in explosive train similar to that used in other ex-
burning times after four weeks of dry surveillance. plosively loaded items is used to produce the ig-

" Wet surveillance appreciably affects performance nition stimulus required to initiate the main pyro-
of most delay mixtures, in some cases sufficiently to technic composition. Such a train can be con-

_ make the mixture unreliable. sidered as divided into three parts. The first
part contains a sensitive initiating composition

5-5.2 HEAT POWDERS30  that can be initiated by a relatively small, me-

The majority of pyrotechnic heat powders have chanical, electrical, or chemical stimulus. This

been developed for thermal battery applications initiating composition, on burning, produces suffa-
cient heat to initiate intermediate explosive or

"to melt the solid electrolyte and activate the electro-
"clheinical system. In general, the heat powder- pyrotechnic composition(s) in the second part

of the explosive train. The output of this secondwhich generates between 350 and 500 calories per p-- gam-is mxedwith inorganic fibers and made part wiill initiate the main charge in the third part
gram-is mixed using anic fiber made of the explosive train.29,3i.32 In many cases, a de-
into heat paper using conventional paper making lay train (see Paragraph 5-5.1) can be included

4 techniques. The heat paper can be stamped into in the second part of an explosive train, Emphasis
---A:•, r.rquired shapes and easily assembled with the other in the folong paragraphsx willibe o initatorbatr opoet.Ohe.ssicld amn in the following paragraphs will be on initiator,

battery components. Other uses include warming first fire, and starter compositions used in pyro-
of battery electrolytes, melting of soldered joints technic items.

* to activate spring loaded mechanisms, and furnish-
ing eatfortheral elas. any aslss eat Work on the development of initiators, first

i-powders and gfsless delay compositions can be fires and starters for military pyrotechnics has in-
used interchangeably; however, the electrical con- dieat:d that ignition is a complex phenomenon.

"%- usducivty of the ededuring buni Ignition failures of pyrotechnic items emphasized• .-•-•'. ductivity of the products formed during burningii • " "the need for more research and the need for more
-. is important in the ability of heat powders to satis-

"factorily perform tieir function, understanding of the ignition and combustion
eis of prime processes. The available compositions, with de-

The heat output of a hea1 t powder iofpme scriptions of their applic~atio)ns, arc discussed in the
significance and the burning rate is important only prraphs whic follow.
"to the extent of its influence on the heat output of
"the mixture. Other important characteristics in-
"elude: 5-6.1 PRIME IGNITION50

a. Heat of reaction. Basically determines the Prime ignition is the starting of a fire without

heat output per unit weight of heat powder. the use of another fire and includes methods based

b. Gas evolution. The gases evolved must be on friction, percussion, concentration of the sun's
• ra:,,s by mirrors or lenses, and an electric impulse.

*,- controlled because i+ is possible they will affect r
the behavior of the heat battery. Many materials and mixtures of materials

"* e. Burning rate. Basically determines the rate have been found which produce heat as a result

- of heat release by the heat mixture powder. (The of chemical reaction and which require relatively

burning rate of heat papier has been suggested as little )hiysial effort for initiation. Chemicals, such

a means of obtaining a controlled delay time.) as white phosphorus and phosphorus-containing
compounds, burst into flame on exposure to air.
Other materials, including many metals which com-

5-6 INITIATORS, FIRST FIRES, AND mnonly will niot ignite in air, become pyroplhric
"*I STARTERS when finely ground; while other materials are acti-

'flThe initiation of combustion of a pyrotechnic vaed by exposure to water or acid, to a spark
composition| requires that a portion of the coniposi- with a small energy content, or to very slight im-
"tiol. be raised It, its ignition temperature. (Sec pact. Still other mixtures require only a small and
also Paragraph 3-3.t.l) Since sone pyrotechnic l)-t'ditahl, amount of energy to be initiated. This
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last group, which includes matches, is of im- airplane flare contains 14 parts pota;sium chlorate

portance as initiators for ordnance items. and 1.6 parts charcoal hardened with 0.3 part

Development of modern matches made fire- dextrin. Ignition is effected by pulling a loop of

making a commonplace act. A safety match head is, braided wire coated with red phosphorus and

essentially, potassium chlorate in a matrix of shellac through a pellet of the composition." Modi-
animal glue. The striking strip is composed of red fled scratch sensitive mixtures containing some
phosphorus in a similar binder. Use of additives thermite produces very high temperatures and can

and adjustments in the manufacturing process ignite some smoke mixtures without an intermedi-

results in a safety match which ignites easily when ate starter.8

rubbed on the striking surface. The friction and In addition to matches and other scratch sensi-

i contact of potassium chlorate crystals with red tive materials, prime ignition of pyrotechnic muni-

phosphorus results in the ignition of the match tions, like other munitions, is accomplished with:

head which, iii turn, causes the ignition of paraffin a. Percussion (or stab) primer which contains
impregnated in the match .plint. A typical match a mixture that is relatively sensitive to impact and
head formula, and that for the striker, are given friction, or
in Tables 5-25 and 5-26.5O b. Electrically ignited primer (or squib) in

L 5which the heat produced by the flow of electric
TABLE 5-25 current in a bridgewire ignites a heat sensitive

COMMERCIAL explosive. For certain applications, especially

SSAFETY MATCH COMPOSITIONI those involving initiatioi of high explosives, a

Ingredient Percent* bridgewire may be exploded by application of a
high current pulse causing direct initiation of some

Animal (Hide) Glue ................. 9-11 less-sensitive explosives. 2 9 ,3 18,• 2,

Extender (Starch. Dextrin) ............ 2-3 Certain chemical reactions have been used for
Sulfur (Rosin) ....................... 3-5 ignition of explosive trains. As has been indicated
Potassium Chlorate .................... 45-55 earlier, some materials burn when exposed to air.
Neutralizer (Zinc Oxide, An example is white phosphorus. It has been used

Calcium Carbonate) ................ 45-55 in bursters for jelled gasoline incendiaries where
Infusorial (1)iatomaceous) Earth ....... 5-6 it serves the dual purpose of igniting the incendi-
Other Siliceous Filler .................. 15-32 ary, and the reigniting jelled gasoline which has

been extinguished. Diethyl zinc, or triethyl alu-
* 'raetional perecuitages of a soluble burning rate ninum, contained in a glass via], has been used

catalyst, such as potassium dichromate, are added, also
solulek' dye stuffs. Lead thiosulfate or zinc ferrocyanide to ignite a match mix in a silent igniter. Some

nan be used if the match head is to be white. mnaterials, notably the alkali metals, react very
Present ''strike-anywhere' (SAW) matches vigoiously with water, liberating hydrogen which

have, a small, easily ignitible tip composed of is ignited by the heat of reaction, Bursters filled

-- tetraphosphorus trisulfide (phosphorus sesquisul- with sodium have been considered for igniting oil

fide) affixed to a larger bulb composed of a rather slicks on water.5 The vigorous chemical reaction

insenisitiven modified, safety match head eowposi- resulting from bringing iron powder, potassium

tion. Tabhl 5-27 gives the formulation for two such peJnnanganate, and sulfuric acid together is an-

comnpositionxs.-" other method of prime ignition.
The imatch mixtures iseu( in munitions are gen-

orally muclh less comldicated in composition and 5-6.2 CHARACTERISTICS OF IDEAL

manufacture than the commercial match mixtures IGNITER, FIRST FIRE, AND
whi, h req uire a special striking surface. Con- STARTER COMPOSITIONS

positions which have been widely used in friction Ti'he compositions used to ignite any burning.
primers fo' artillery are given in Table 5-28. A type pyrotechnic should have the following char-
conqmositio;, used in the friction prime, for an act eristies :33
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TABLE 5-26
SAFETY MATCH STRIKER COMPOSITION

Formula 1,1 Formula 2,t Formula 3,t
Ingredient % %

Binder 20 16
Red Phosphorus 53 50 50
Antimony Sulfide 42 - -
Charcoal 5 - -

Carbon Black - - 4
Neutralizer (ZnO, CaCOs) - -5
Sand - 30 -

Powdered Glass - 25

SIn NC laquer, Dextrin, Casein, Animal Glue, plus hardener of U.S. Pat. 2,722,434 129.
f Formulas 1 and 2 are 'one-strike" military or firework strikers. Formula 3 is a

commercial formdla. Antimony sulfide and charcoal act as extenders to the phosphorus.
Antimony sulfide also seems to fulfill the role of "i neutralizer and preservative for red
phospho-us.

TABLE 5-27
SAW ("STRIKE-ANYWHERE") MATCH COMPOSITION

' Ingredi-nt Formula 1,* Formula 2,*
"•' "" •"Ingredient % 0

Animal Glue 11 12
Extender 4 5
Paraffin - 2
Potassium Chlorate 32 37
Phosphorus Sesquisulfide (PISO) 10 3
Sulfur 6
Rosin 4 6
Dammar Gum -3
Infusorial Earth - 3
"Powdered Glass avd Other Filler 33 211/2
Potassium Dichromate - 1Y/2

* Zinc Oxide 6 1

* Formula 1 reprejents the tip formula whiih ignites oni any hard surface. Formula 2 is
the match comlposition's base, loaded with combustibles for strong billowing flame but of low
friction sensitivity.

a. Be ignited by the primer, fuze, or match The specific nature of the ignition composition
"O employcd in the munition. is primarily determined by the particular ignition
C 1). Igrite the main pyrotech'ic composition. problem since it involves the nature of the filling

c. Be sufticiently insetsitive for safe handling to be ignited and the method by which the ignition
d in manufacturing and loading operations. composition is ignited. The wide variety of fillings

d. Be resistant to the effect of moisture. used in burning-type munitions makes it impossible

* .5-47
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TABLE 5-28 be ignited appears to be the most practical basis *-r

FRITCTION PRIMER COMPOSITIONS for differentiation of the various compositions.
Ignition compositions may be classified as those:

* Ingredient Parts by Weight a. For munitions containing thermifte-type fill-
___________ _______ ____________ inigs or illuminating compositions, the reaction

Potassium Chlorate .............. 56.2 44.6 should be very hot yet evolve little gas.

* Antimony Sulfide ............... 24.6 44.6 b. For munitions containing JIC smoke fillings,
Sulfur ........................ 9.0 3.6 the reaction should be hot and preferably produce
Meal Powder......................... 3.6 some slag; some evolution of gas is acceptable.
Ground Glass .................. 10.2 3.6 c. For munitions containing colored smoke mix-

tures and toxic smoke mixtures, the reaction prod-

to develop one composition for all purposes. A iitm vrfom asuslatoigygses
comnpositioni prot'licing at slag and a high tempera- thnsag
ture would be desirable for ignition of a thermlite- Jnto opstoswihaeue srce
type incendiary or most illuminating coimipositionls. mrotor igniters are usually ignited by the output

but oul beunsaisfctoy fi- initon f a of a black powder which was commonly used for
tit wouldse hes bnetfctr fopace igito ignte aom

colored sinoke since the high temperature would .proehabenelcdbyiitro-

causeflamng o thedye.positions composedi of a powdered metal and in-

Requirements for ignition compositions, there- oraioxdz.
- fore. niust be varied depending on their use. Ig-

nition mixtures cali bc classified as slag-producing 5-6.3 TYPICAL COMPOSITIONS
or g-as-prio1uchiiig mixtures. As some compositions The compositions of typical igniter, first fire,

- produve bo0th sl:ig and gas, the ty pe of filling to mnd st~arter mixtures are given in Table 5-29.
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TABLE 5.29
SOME FIRST FIRE, STARTER, AND IGNITER COMPOSITIONS

Composition (Percent by weight)

Aluminum 13Boron 10

Charcoal 4
Magnesium 25
Silicon 20 25 26
"Titanium 25
"-Zirconium 20

Zirconium Hydride 15

Barium Chromate

Barium Nitrate 50 90 75
Iron Oxide (Fea0 4 ) 25
Iron Oxide (Fe 2O3 ) 25
Iron Oxide (Scale) 22
Lead Oxide (PbO2 ) 80
Lead Oxide (Pbs0 4 ) 35
Potassium Nitrate
Tetranitracarbizole 5
Laminac Binder 5* ** **

*;i*.1' -.. , * Laminac binder: liaminac 99%X Lupersol 1%.
Most of these compositions can be used as a loose powder mixture or with binders such

as celluloid, nitrocellulose or NC lacquer.
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CHAPTER 6

PRODUCTION OF LIGHT

6-1 HISTORICAL SUMMARY prepared in 1786 and first mentioned es an in-

Military pyrotechnic items used for illumina- gredient in a pyrotechnic composition in 1823.6

tion aund signaling by the military share a corn- By 1830 several formulas containing potasoiuln

mon origin with the spectacular white and colored chlorate had been developed for firewerk displ.ay,

flames prf)duced by fireworks. Tracing the de- military signaling and signaling at sea. While

veloprnent of these compositions is relatively easy most colors could be produced in a more or less

since there was little progress made in the develop- satisfactory manner by 1850, it was several years

ment of flame producing compositions untii the later before a s.tisfactory blue flame was pro-

introduction of -ootassium chlorate pyrollechuic duced. This was accomplished by adding copper

mixtures near the end of the 18th century.1  salts to compositions containing potassium chlorate.
The color was enriched by the usi bf calomel,

6-1.1 CONSOLIDATED ILLUMINANTS 1g2Cl02 . During this period colored flames pro-
duced by adding color-emitting salts to potas-

6-1.1.1 Flares and Signals sium chlorate and sulfur compositions were found

Modern fireworks, with a few exceptions, can to be very satisfactory. In spite of their good color

"be divided into two types, those designed to pro- quality, these compositions were abandoned be-

.-- ~ duce force and sparks, and those producing a cause o' their sensitivity to impact and friction.

flame.1' 2 Early efforts were directed toward the Sulfur was replaced first by powdered shellac and

development of spark and force producing corn- later by other gums and resins.
positions. At that time, there was no known way Magnesium was first produced on a commercial

of imparting color to a flame. As a result, there scale in 1860 and was used by European pyrotech-

was little difference to the eye between a flame nicians several years later. In the United States,
produced by a pyrotechnic mixture and one result- possibly because of its cost, magnesium was nol;
ing from the burning of pitch, petroleum, (r used in military pyrotechnic mixtures until aronnd
resinous wood. Sparks could be varied in form and 1926. Aluminum was not used appreciably in pyro-
brightness, although not in color, so that spark technic compositions until near the end of the 19th
compositions became, and remained for centurie-, century when it bcame commercially available.
the main consideration of the fireworks maker. Illuminating compositions for military appli-

"The fete flame compositions available in the cations were, basically, the same as those used in
17th century usually included a flammable liquid firework displays over two hundred years earlier.

• in order to ensure combustion of the rest of thc A primitive type of light producing item-.whose
mixture consisting of gunpowder, antimony sul- composition consisted of saltpeter, sulfur, resin,
fide, and arsenic sulfide. Appierl 2 was far in aiid linseed oil--was included in British military
advance of his time when he suggested the use of stores until at least 1870. Most important of the

% acetate of copper to give a green tint te a flame. few inventions i, military pyrotechnics during the
By the early part of the 19th century, a pyro- latter part of the 19th century was the parachute

- technist, Claude-Fortun6 Ruggieri, 3,4 ,5 suggested light which appe.rs to have originated about 182G
the ase of metal salts and ammonium chloride in in Denmark much in axdvance of its widespread use
the production of a colored flame, in the Wori Wars of the 20th century. Another

"The modern era in pyrotechnics began with the invention, the Veny Pistol which was patented in
introduction of potassium chlorate which was fist 1878, originated as a civil signaling davice. Ini-
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tially, the pistol had a one-inch bore; this was The range of the crude guns ir.troduced after . =
later increased to one ayd one-half inches during the invention of gunpowder was so short that the

. World War I. Improved illuminating and sig- point of impact of the I:.rojectile could be noted
naling devices were developed in the 1914-1918 by the eye. However, this was no longer possible
period becausb they weie required ir, the trench after the introduction of we-apons which fired
warfare of World War I to a much greater extent small-caliber, high-velocity bullets over ranges of
than in prior wars. The growing importance of more than a thousand yards. During World War I,
air warfare 3poned a whele new field for the use the need for tracers was intensified by the wide use
of illuminants and signals. Simulators and decoys of machine guns. The need for tracers became
were developed for the purpose of misleading enemy acute, coincident with the enormous expenditure
observers, of ammunition by infantry and. air smrviee. At

Most of the illuminating and sigr.aling devices long range, in the air and on the ground, it was
produced in the per:od between World Wars were almost impossible to estimate range and correct

, developed by empirical methods. The limited elm by oberving the point of inpac• of bullets
amount of work performed in this period necessi- which did not incorporate tracers.
tated a hurried attempt to put the pyrotechnic During World War I, the air services of both
field on a scientific basis at the start of World War the Allied and Central Powers urgently demanded
II. This attempt v;,s hampered by the necessity
of producing items for immediate use on the battle- an efficient, accurate tracer bullet and, as the re-

field. Most of the research and developriteit con- sult, tracer ammunition was soon developed by all
of the belligerents. A German tracer coi.iposition- tinued to rely upon empiricism. However, a lim- -containing a mixtare of magnesium, strontium

S ited amount of basic and applied research, much nitg a mix ide adnesum notS of it directed toward the developr.1 ent of better nitrate, calcium hydroxide aiid rosin*--w~as not
"ligt prod tompositin was startedt sev very satisfactory because it was difficult to ignite•' light producing c!ompositions, was started at sev-

•" eral of the Government installations and continued and produeel a very di and i:dmtiuct trace.
after the war. Results of the work done after the The French tried several tvaecr mixtures which I'
war w xcontaiii.'d a small amount of linseed oil as a* war were extremely rewarding. At the end of binder. These tracers were ouite brilliant and de-
World War II some opinion was expressed that

•', little improvement could be made in flare and pendable but were unstable in storage and bccame
practically useless soon after manufacture. As a

-- ". photoflash compositions." Contrary to this opinion, result, French tracers were made immediately be-
- major improvements were made, some of them in hind the lines so that the ammunition corld be
. time to be of great service in the Korean Conflict.8

Current research and developmeit effort is placed in the hands of the troops as promptly as

beig dreced owad te eveopmnt f avened possible. If the ammunition could not be usedbeing directed toward the development of advw'ced within two or three weeks, it was scrapped and

f lare compositions, for both illuminating anO sig- repilacedi.

naling purposes, to function at altitudes where After the United States entered the War, a pro-

little or no atmospheric oxygen is available. g r of dev e dop tatet ter the W a fo-
grram of developing better tracer ammunlition for
the American Expeditionary Forces was activrted.

4 6-1.1.2 Tracers The rcsult of this work was the development of
Before the invention of gunl)owder and the use M1917 tracer ammunition, which consisted of a

of bullets, there was no need for tracers. The jacket of cupronickel surrounding a container of
projectiles used, namely spears and arrows, were gilding metal and a lead shot. The tracer composi-

* large in size, and traveled at a low velocity, so that tiin wa.A a mixture of barium peroxide and mag-
their line of flight could be readily fol:owed. Ar- nesium in grain alconol, which was dried and
rows tipped with burning gri•ss inigLt be con- pressed into the container at 48,000 pounds per
sidered the first tracer,;. Thongi) the prinm: icason square inch. This tracer was quite satisfactory

"* for iusing these burning :irrows was io start fires, and proluced a trace-which was not especially

"thu, course of )he arrow couid be followed at night. brilliant-for about 500 yards. Another tracer

,p.. •
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was dev eloped in cooperation with the British, vestiggated as a means of improving color, of the
using a mixture of barium nitrate, barium perox- flame and buring. During this period, calcium
ide, and magnesium loaded in a hollow brass bul- resinate was introduced as an improved composi-
Jet. An igniter mix of barimn peroxide and mag- tion binder. By 1929, there was concern as to the
tnesium was required with this tracer mixture. effects of incorporating mercury compounds such

The using services were not satisfied with the as calomel in tracer bullets because, under certain
status of tracer ammunition at the end of the War, conditions, it was observed that the jackets split
and again studies directed toward the production in storage, probably due to the liberation of the
of a better tracer bullet were resumed. Many mercury from the calomel. Investigation proved
mixtures were tried during this period and it was that the cracking of the jacket was due to the pres-
found that calomel would increase the brilliance ence of free mercury, and elimination of tracer
and luminosity of che trace produced; this resultd vompositions followed.

in the introduction of the M19213 tracer bullet, In addition to this work, a limited amount of

icaliber .30, and the design of an M1.924 prototype. research and development effort directed toward

During this period, tracers were developed for the development of red tracer compositions for

caliber .50 and also for caliber .45 weapons; these arrmaunition larger than caiiber .50 was iiitiated.
-w,'e used prinmrily as red, green, and white sig- During this same period, the Navy had developed

O nal rounds. It is also interesting to note that the and adopted fatisfactory compoEitions for red,

1M1923 tracer was evaluated as a small arms in- white. gren, and orange tracers.

cendiary bullet and found to be superior to the About 1934, study of ttst records showed that

then-available small arms incendiary ammunition; Army tracers became unsatisfactory after five
•'-:'• years' storagye, The tracer composition had been
for some time thereafter this tracer also served as y
it small ars incendiary. By December 1926, mili- wet-processed to obtain good storage 3tability; i.e.,

tary re(luirements brought about standaidization the cahliuni resinate was dissolved in carbon tetra-

of the red tracer as the only one approved for chloride, mixed to a paste with the other ingred-

general military use. The designation was "Bul- ients, baked dry, and pulverized to a powder to

let, Tracer, Caliber .30, MI." The tracer coinposi- render all ingredient-, moisture-repellent. Poor

tion contained strontium peroxide made by the storage stability was apparently due, not to the
,dry l)rocess and a higher-density calomel. tracer composition, but rather to the dry-blended

The igniter composition contained barium per- barium pf)roxide-magnesium-red lead igniter com-

oxide and fine magnesium. Tracer Ml was also position. Red lead, although aiding bonding and
!oaded with a subigniter consisting of three parts identification of the igniter composition, was found
igniter and one part tracer composition to insure to be chemically incompatible with barium per-
Signition ,f the tracer composition. These changes oxide and, therefore, was removed from tie formu-

resulted in an increased length of trace to 1300 la. The magnesium was pre-treated with water to

yards for caliber .30 tracers, and to 2200 yards form a protective oxide coating and one percent

for caliber .50 tracers. Research and development zinc stearate was added as a water repellent. This

6 concerned with small arms aniauunition continued igniter blend proved to be more stable under high-

at a very limited rate resulting in changes such as humidity testing and was adopted for use in 1937.
the developmewnt of m gil(ling metal bullet jacket During the period from 1935 to 1941, develop-
Sto replace the C~lproniekel jacket. The bullet de- ment work on delay action and dim igniters for

sign of the caliber .30 MI tracer wav standardized small arms tracers was active.1° 0 Two composi-
" in 1929, based upon the MA1924 prototype round, tions were developed which were standardized.

O however, the pyrotechnic compositions wer 9  These eomp)ositions form the basis for all delay

- changed significantly during the period between actioi and dim igniters used in small arms am-
\VWorld War I and 1929. For example, many munition. The basic composition is designated I-
siroiitium compounds such as strontium peroxide, 136 Delay Action and is composed of 90 percent

strontiunm ox.date, and strontium nitrate were in- strontitmn peroxide and 10 percent calciumn resi-

m w. :6-3
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inate. Dim initial trace is controlled by the quan- metal particles of 98 percent metal content. Dur-
- tity of magnesium added to 1-136 composition. ing the war, magnesium powder was used which
* Standard 1-194 Dim Igniter contains 6 percent ranged from dark gray to almost black with a

magnesium. Compositions incorporating "delay metal content as low as 80 percent.
action" function so as to produce no visible trace Another example was the immediate change
up to some prescribed distance along the trajec- from wet-processing of tracer compositions to dry-
tory; then the tracer composition is ignited. This processing, or simple blending of the dry in-
action is desirable to avoid revealing gunl positions. gredients. This was a faster and less hazardous
-I)im ignition provides a dim trace and has the method but it produced compositions that were
advantage of providing fire control directly from more difficult to load, less uniform in ignition and
the gul muzzle for somni prescribed distance, at burning, and more susceptible to attack by mois-
which distance the bright tracer composition is tare. For several years the technical effort ex-
ignited. This type of ignition is particularly de- pended in both the Government and industry- 4-
sirable for firing at planes and other fast-movingn when conducting chemical, engineering, and func- T
objects at night since the dark-adapted eyes of the tional tests-had the purpose of assuring a con -_"

, guner would be seriously affected by the stand- tinuous supply of ammunition which was intended
ard, bright igniter composition used for daylight for almost immediate expenditure by the troops.
conditions. To insure proper functioning and As the war proceeded, it became apparent that
storage .Atability of delay and dim igniters, it was much of this war production would not be used
necessary to develop a high assay, wet-processed immediately and would probably remain for rela-
'or precipitated) strontium peroxide. Unconverted tively long periods in storage depots.
strontium hydroxide (always present in this com- A review of the overall situation aimed at
"pound() had to be reacted with the free abietic improving quality of pyrotechnic ammunition was
acid of the calcium resinate which had previously

then initiated, and research programs for this -biceen dissolved i. carbon tetrachloride. This wet-
- rsi tenupvd ac psi mr purpose resulted. In addition, the continuous de-S processing techniqtue provided a c'omposition more • •:

sensitive to ignition and less affected by moisture. velopment of many new types of tracer ammuni-
During the 1935-1941 period, the Navy again tion continued. These developments included col- 0

became interested in the development of dim and ored snoke tracers, tracers for caliber .30 M1;caliber .30 carbine; caliber .45; caliber .50; caliber
dark types of tracers for use with the 40 mm gun h

because of the self-destruct requirements for its .60; 20 m; and the larger artillery rounds (most
ammunition. of which included the combination types, i.e., arm-

imneitiately prior t and during World War or-pierceing tracer, and armor-piercing incendiary

11, demands were suddenly made on U.S. industry tracer).

to supply huge quolwtities of pyrotechnic chemicals The surge of effort for improved tracer pyro-
which had previously been supplied in very lim- technics, begun during World War I, included -

ited quantities by ohly a few manufacturers. These research and development programs to investigate
dninands resulted in large production of such higher purity chemicals, effect of chemical im-
chemlicals as the alkaline earth p~eroxides, per- purities on functioning and stability, critical mrois- 2
(hilorates, nitrates, and magnesiiml powdler by es- tlure content permissible for long term storage, de-
tablishments with relatively little experience in vehopmcnt of metal and plastic types of base
their manufacture. Because of the urgency of closmre seals to prevent moisture entry, and water
maintaining peak l)roduetion schedules, specifica- pre-oxidation and dichromate treatment of mag- .
tioms defining the quality of raw inaterials were nesium powder for improved stability. In addi-
often waived to the detriment of overall ammuni- tion, many new kinds of materials were developed a.

tion function and stability (huring storage. A not- for use in pyrotechnic compositions. These include
able example was magnesiumn powder, which had new grades of alkaline-earth peroxides, atomized
been produced during peacetime as clean, bright (consisting of spherical particles) magnesium, .
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magnesium-aluminum alloys, and titanium and States after World War I, when commercial flash-

boron powders. light powder was exploded in 25-, 60- and 100-
More basic studies have included investiga- pound containers with only partially satisfactory

tions of threshold visibility and its relationship to results. In 1925, the Air Corps tested commercial

background, distance, candlepower, and color val- photoflash powder, carried in towed gliders, as a

nues; the relationship between impact sensitivity light source. About this time, attempts to pro.

of the composition and reliability of tracer igni- duce a suitable photoflash powder followed two

tion, and the effect of cavity geometry and high general lines of investigation. The first was to

"speed bullet rotation on the candlepower and burn- develop a fast burning flashlight composition and
ing time; and particle-size measurement and the the second involved the development of illuminat-

effect of particle size on burning characteristics. ing materials which could be detonated. Essen- .>'-

termination of the reaction kinetics of pyrotechnic period through World War II were of the first ,Z `

compositions by such methods as differential type. Development of an illuminating mixture
thermal analysis and differential gravimetric anal- which could be detonated was not completed until

ysis. Use of pyrotechnics at very high altitudes after World War II. AD

presents new problems. These problems have re- The hazardous and unsatisfactory system using
suited in studies of the mechanisms of reaction at the towed glider, which limited a mission to one
low pressure and/or in the absence of an oxygen photograph, was abandoned in favor of a para-

"atmosphere and the development of pyrotechnic chute-suspended cylindrical bomb. While other %

* compositions designed from the data thus obtained, shapes were tried later, this shape, in general, 0

=• proved to be most efficient. An important require- fv-•+7+
6-1.2 NONCONSOLIDATED ILLUMINANTS ment was for a flash powder that would produce

mainly of various types of photoflash devices in- shutter was open. This resulted in the develop-
Noncosoidte iluin"tsarscmpisdteak ligh ouput. during reuthed time the caerao- '

.~ eluding photoflash bombs and cartridges, and spot- ment, by 1930, of a photoflash mixture consisting

ting devices. They consist of loose-loaded pyre- of 34 percent magnesium, 26 percent aluminum, -:
technic compositions which react rapidly to pro- and 40 percent potassium perchlorate. This was

duce a brilliant flash of light, when confined, established as the Standard Type I photoflash

similar to that produced by the common photoflash powder.
bulb. In the early part of the 1930's, two photoflash

6-21 htfhDees)bomb designs were in use: one, a rectangular ply-•.] 6-1.2.1 Photoflash Devices

SThe use of photoflash powder to provide ati- wood box designed to be carried on external racks;
the other, a paper tube seven inches in diameter

ficial illumination for photographic purposes was and 32 inches long, which contained about 25

fairly common long before the military use of air- pounds of flash powder. This latter type became
c(raft for reconnaissance purposes. Toward the end the first standard photoflash bomb and was later %
of World War I, when the importance of aerial k sh oof mb-__ ~~~known as the T1 or M12 Photoflash Bomb."l It .7.•-

photographic reconnaissance during the day hal
been widely recognized, the military advantages was carried within the fuselage of the airplane,

used a parachute to retard its drop; and was satis- ,"".,.
of night aerial photography also became apparent factory for use with aircraft operating at 200 N
and attempts to provide devices for this purpose miespr hor at aitudes upeto50 ft The :.-.
wereiles per hour at altitudes up to 5000 feet. The
" were mdbybtAlid CnrlPfinal modification of this bomb produced a peak
S 6-1.2.1.1 Photoflash Bombs intensity of 325 million candlepower and an aver-

"age total radiation of 22 million candlepower-

6-1.2.1.1.1 Composition Type seconds. The M12 Photoflash Bomb was used for

The study of artificial light sources for night training purposes only.

aerial photography was continued in the United The M23 Photoflash Bomb12 was clevwoped in .
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order to increase the number of photographs ob- the requirement that it should be no more sensitive

tainable on a mission. It contained about seven to projectile fragments and bullet impact than a

pounds of flash powder in a cylindrical paper- general purpose bomb.

board case. Later it was placed in a streamlined Work on photoflash compositions continued

steel outer case to improve its operational char- with, considerable emphasis directed toward the

"acteristics. Development of the M46 Photoflash devc!opment of flash mixtures containing calcium,
Bomb was started just before the United States which were more effective at higher altitudes than

entered World War II. This bomb contained up other photoflash mixtures.
to 25 pounds of photoflash mixture in a stream-
lined metal case and was widely used in World 6-1.2.1.1.2 Dust Type1 4

"War II for photography from intermediate alti- The need for night illuminant safer than the
tudes. sTanda d f or bom b (which sa eanily

% In an attempt to increase the intensity of the standard flash powder bomb (which was easily

% light from pyrotechnics, scientists under National detonated by bullet impact) led to a requirement

Defense Research Committee auspices at Wesleyan for a less-sensitive powder composition. This ap-

lTniversity and at the California Institute of Tech- proach was considered to be preferable to armor-

nology conducted a more fundamental study of ing the bomb. By 1943, British reports of the de-
l 0o velopment of a safe metal dust bomb, using either

photoflash powder. Both groups reached the co n--•.'.'.aluminum or magnesium powder detonated by a
clusion that no real improvement in flash output tetryl burster, had been received. Initial tests

could be gained by changing the standard mag- n"ade in this country of the metal dust type were
tiesiunm-aluminum-potassium iperehlorate mixture iot encouraging. It was found that the "safe"

then in use. Consideration was then given to pos- iotwencouraging. asouthat the''sfe'
p~owder produced only about 20 pereelit as much

sible methods of obtaining a more efficient dis- light as the standard photoflash bomb. Further
tributioti of the light from the flash. Further work resulted in the T8 bomb, which was a cora-
study, however, indicated that a larger honib was plete failure. Instead of dispersing as a dust to
an easier way to obtain higher levels of illumina- explode in a short bright flash, the milled mag-

tion. Because of "ortages of aluminum and mag- nesiuml powder used in the bomb apparently com-

nesium powders at the start of World War II, a pacted into large adhering masses which burned
mixture using a magnesium-aluminum alloy as a nrogressively.

fuel instead of a mixture of magnesium and The TSE1 bomb, containing 70 pounds of flake
% aluminum, known as Type II, ('lass A, photoflash aluminum and weighing over 200 pounds, reached

powder was developed. Later, barium nitrate was a peak intensity of one billion candlepower in
adopted as the oxidizer. This mixture was known about 12 milliseconds. This was little more than

as Type i1, Class B, photoflash powder. Later, the peak candlepower of the 50-pound M46 bomb.
a new standard 1photoflash powder, Type Ill, ('lass A ring-shaped flash with a characteristic n:n-

2.• A, consisting of 40 percent alumniinti, 30 percent luminous core was produced, presumnably caused

haritini nitrate, anmd 30 lperetent potassium p)er- by gaseous decomtpsition of the high explosive

chlorate was adotpted." It was found that the lat- burster. The samne dark center was also noted in
.- ter mixture, when confinedt in a heavy-walled eas. the British (lust bLombs, Mark IIl and Mark IV.

ing, would produce more light output from a By the end of the War, small scale tests of a

smaller and safer l)hotoflash bomb. These results variety of metai dlusts, bursters. annd casings showed

led to the caiwellation otf fitrthher work on thin- that a conical burster eliminated the (lark core.
%-alled l)hototlash bombs for high altitide, night (,'ontinuing. research on hmetal dust bombs

*! aeria l)lphotograp)ily, anti led to the devihojnietit showed that a satisfactory bonib was unattainable

of tile safer heavy-wailed bonhis. These bomnbs with iuiagnesiuin (lust. The sninahr the burster, in

w.rv i lirodtlliction in late 1951 awld were us(d in pirolportrion to w\eight of dust, the -reater the effi-

-•I the Koreati Conflict iii 1952. \Vhile much stafer chcncv in terms of catlhpower-seeomids per gran,
thain the M46, this tyvpe of boniib still did tot meet bint the slower the flash. No satisfactory point of
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comprontise could be found. The use of atomized 6-1.1.2.2 Photoflash Cartridges16

n"magnesium-aluminum alloy was then suggested While most of the night aerial photographs
because of its nonhygroseopic nature. It provided during tl'e early phases of World War I were
twice the peak candlepower of magnesium dust obained at relatively high altitudes, the need
aecompanied by relatively little change in total for low level night aerial photographs during the
light output. latter phases of the war %as anticipated. There-

A separate development project was started in fore, development of suitable photoflash mixtures,
, 1948 and led to the standardization of the M122 as well as cartridges and ejectors for this purpose,

(dust bomb in 19 52.• The M122 was eight inches was started but the work prcgressed slowly because
in diameter by 54 inches in length, with a total of low priority.
weiglt of 110 pcunds. The bomb achieved a peak In 194.1 when the need became acute, the
of 0.82 billion candlepower, although the average Cnited States' designs were not complete and a
of several tests was about 0.70, and in the best 40 photoflash cartridge designed mid developed by the
millisecond period it produced 31.9 million candle- British was used. This cartridge was based on
power-seconds. It was slow to peak, requiring the case used for the Very paraehute flare. By
about 42 milliseconds. The flash was so long in 1945, the first low altitude photoflash cartridge
duration that on one oecaoion two photographs developed in the United States was based on a
were taken with a single camera using the light staodard signal flare case and contained about
of a single bomb. Under ideal conditions of clear f of Typa 11, Class B flash powder.
atmosphere and nigh reflectance terrain, it was Its light output chareteris tiCs were poor and,
possible to obtain usable photographs at altitudes poor
of 16,000 to 20,000 feet. Good photos under normal hence, it was not standardized or used daring
conditions were possible at altitudes of 5000 to World War sL
12,00 feet. The bK)mb was stable from an airspeed The first United States stadardized photoflash

.-. of 185 to 400 miles per hour. The RB-26 aircraft cartridge was developed by 1949. It contained the
carried a load of ten M122 bombs; the RB-45C then new Type III photoflash powder and could be

--- carried twenty-five; and the RB-50 carried fifty- used to obtain satisfactory aerial photographs up
xtwo. Procurement was initiated too late for use to an altitude of 400C feet. These cartridges were
"in the Korean action, used extensively in the Korean Coiaiict for low

altitude night reconnaissance photography. As the
"* tactical situation in Korea often required night

6-1.2.1.1.3 Segregated Oxidant Type photographs at higher altitudes, the M46 bomb
in 1950, the development of a segregated oxi- was also widely used. However, due to the greater

Ldant type photoflash bomb was begun in an at- weight of the A146 bomb, fewer dnits could be
tempt to obtain both the safety froim impact carried, resulting in a demand for smaller unito
,iiitiatioa assoeiated with the dust type bomb and having adequate candlepowe;'. This requirement
"the high peak light intensity associated with the bad been anticipated and tests using the Type III,
photoflash powder type bomb. In addition, this 30/40/30 formula (potassium perchlorate 30%,
typ)c homob--iin which the burster, oxidant, and aliuniii-an 40%, and barium nitrate 30%) had been
iietal dust are loaded separately iii coaxial cylin- made as early as 1947, using charges ranging in
(lers--also should be reilaively insensitiA, to alti- size from 1.7 to 7 pounds. The 1.7-pound charge

"•- rtude as compared to lhe dust which dep-'id en- was founn to be entirely adequate up to 8000 feet
tirely on atmosplheric oxygeni. Considerable effort a sd lao; loaded as the M123 cartridge with an ob-

Wits ilrete - twoM2 fourtg, or i six seonds";was dire,.ted tow',ard the development of a bomb turated delay fuze of two, four, or six seconds.
of this type however, the results ebtained (lid not Work on photoflash cartridges continued after
prove to be markedly superior to those obtained the Korean ('onflict.

*. -: with the newer oiisegirgated types. As a result, In 1951 an atempt was made to obtain an in-
tle segregatod oxidant photoflash bomb was not creasd light output together with safe charac-
d(evloped into a standardized item. teristi(,s for use in phototlash cartridges. A high
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metal content mixture (70 percent aluminum signals of differing intensities which allowed more
* and 30 percent potassium perchlorate) was used flexibility in programing of flashes along the tra- "

with massive bursters of RDX. This mixture gave jectcry of the missile. Flash signals also have been

twice the total light of the Type III 30/40/30 developed to evaiuate the functioning of the mis- _.
formula and was ielatively insensitive to both fric- sile warhead frequency system.
tion and flame initiation. Since that time, a limited Further information and references on non-
amount of work has been continued op. photoflash consolidated illuminants may be fomnd in compre-
cartridges and associated high rate ejection systems hensive reports %vailable.,17',•1 9",
for night aerial photography and other purposes.

6-2 THEORY OF LIGHT AND COLOR

6-1.2.2 Spotting Charges 6-2.1 BEHAVIOR OF LIGHT
For many years, the flash and smoke, produced In a strict physical sense, light is that electro-

by the functioning of a small explosive charge, magnetic radiation which affects the eye and pro-
usually black powder, was used as an aid in spot- duces vision. The wavelength range of visible
ting the point of impact of practice ammunition. radiation extends from approximately 3800A to
Occasioially, these charges were also used in con- 700OA; the angstrom unit, A, is equal to 1.0-8 centi-
nection withl certain items of service ammunition. meters. Other units used for indicating the wave-

During and after World War II, the develop- length of eleetromagnetic radiation include the
ment of large caliber weapons for use in tanks micron, jt, which is equal to 101 angstrom units.
created a need for simple and reliable target ac- In a less strict sense, the term light is also applied
quisition for these weapons. One of the more satis- to electromagnetic radiation whose wavelengths
factory systems developed employed a subcaliber are longer (infrared) or shorter (ultraviolet)
spotting rifle aligned with the major weapon. This thaii those for visible light, '4
rifle fired a projectile having a trajectory closely All forms of electromagnetic radiation, in- _>-.",
matching in the critical range, that of the major eluding light, are absorbed and emitted as integral _
weapon so the location of the flash and smoke pro- inimbers of energy quanta and are transmitted by
duiced by the pyrotechnic charge in the subealiber particles knowi as photons. The amount of energy,
round indicated where the major round would hit. E, associated with each photon is:

High precision tracking data is necessary in
the development of initrmediate- and long-range E hv (6-1)
missile systems. To obtain this data, brilliant !ight where v is the frequency of the radiation, and h

S flashes must be produced of sufficient intensity to is Planck's (,onstant. This equation is often ex-
be recorded c by a tracking c.amera and also be of pressed in other ways, such as:
a short enough duration to provid,, accurate posi- h h2
tion information. Early sources ')f light used E-- h,(6)
for this lpurpose were of the gas discharge type. where c is the velocity of light in centimeters per __"__

To obtain sufficient light intensity without the second; X, is the wavelength in centimeters; i is
iweight penalty aisso i.iated with elcectonic flash the waenumber, the reirclof the wavlenth-yth waveculbr h reciprocal oftewavelength

systems, pyrotechni, light sources were developed ili tit and t is Plaick's constait.
for this [~m'tpose. While the. first pyrotechnic sys- All electronmagnetic radiations, including light,
""•t( l devehlped, the 1)aisy Photoflash Cartridge, was-• ' have 1,oth particle and wave properties. This ...
a satisfactory ýight source for a trmeking aid, it lit nature is also applicable to matter. Ac-,'ohialite nture ishalsro lieeuation the wavdelength
created otherr problems, the most serious of which ' o e'nt l
was the production of met fragments and at- asso(,iated with it particle of mass 'm moving at a
tenmation of' radio signals, which resulted from the velocity v is given by:

finetioning of the flash signal.
In addition to minimiizing thes: ' problems, It

fP|rther developmen e|t, resulted in a series of flash n- (63)
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Many of the effects of light may be simply sist, In the optical region, of colored lines, colored
explained by assuming that light, in a uniform bands, and colored regions on a dark background.
medium, will travel in straight lines at measurable Absorption spectra are produced by white light

- velocity. This assumption, which is the basis for which has been passed through gases, liquids, or
geometric optics, is very nearly true in most cases other light-absorbing materials on % brightly col-
of interest in pyrotechnics. The direction, or path ored background. Both types of spectra can be
of light, is often represented by a straight line observed in wavelength regions outside the visible
called a ray. Other effects, which cannot be ex- by special techniques.
plained by geometric optics, must be discussed in Depending on the appearance of the spectra
terms of the wave nature of light, while still others produced in a given wavelength interval, both
must be explained in terms of the particular nature emission and absorption spectra c.n be further
of light. classified -s discrete or continuous spectra. The

A knowledge of the properties of light is irm- spectral distribution of the light produced by
portant in pyrotechnics due to the need for mea- pyrotechnic light aources for both illumination
surements and instrumentation required for eval- and signiling is important; therefore emphasis in
uation, and to carry out the necessary research the following paragraphs will be on emission

aimed at improving light and color sources. Some spectra.
-.-, of these properties include reflection, transmission,

absorption, refraction, and the optical character- 6-2.2.1 Discrete Spectra
istics associated with mirrors and lenses. These Luminous gases and vapors under moderate or

subjects will not be discussed in detail as standard low pressures y:eld emission spectra which consist
-physics texts cover them and may be consulted of &finiteiy placed bright lines or closely placed

when required.2 0 One of the most important char- groups of bright lines called bands. The energy,

acteristics associated with the electromagnetic spec- E, associated with a quantum of light having the
.. trum of radiation is spectral distribution; analysis same frequency, v--i.e., a spectral line--is:

.'-.~ of this distribution provides an excellent tool for
- determining the emitting species in flames and E = hv = E2 - E, (6-4)

other light sources. For this reason, several of where h is Planck's constant. This energy is the
the subsequent paragraphs are devoted to this area. difference between two quantized energy levela in

the atom or molecule, designated above as E, and

-- E 6-2.2 SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION E., so that. the wavelengths of the spectral lines

-.f aare characteristic of the radiating source. TheS~~~If a narrow beam of white light is passed nubrfliean thrrlaienestesn

through a prism, each wavelength is deviated in number of lies and their relative intensities in
an emission spectra also depend on the method of

direction by a different amount and the light beam exitaion.

is spread out into an array of colors. The array line

* "•',' of colors is called the visible spectrum, and extends s fo te tas it ion om ecule
from about 0.4-micron to about 0.7-micron. This

*:• visible portioit of the spectrum represents a very from a higher, E2 , to lower, E1 energy level;2 i.e.,
small fraction of the electromagnetic radiation the transfer of quanta of energy is evolved. If

.... ommonly er itted by radiatiotr sourct s, andi liesn the line is observed in an aborption spectrum , the_.•_iiiicommonly emitted by radiation sources, and lies atmo oeuei ased from a lower to higher

between the longer wavelength (infrared) and the atom or molecule is raibe fro ablowrpton ighe

* shrte waelegth ultavilet porion ofthe quantized en~ergy level by the absorption of a lightshorter wavelength (ultraviolet) portions of the

electrumagnetic radiation spectrum to which the quantum of the proper frequency.
*O eye is insensitive.

pectra of two Veneial types are observed, 6-2.2.1.1 Line Spctra,2

-emissiom spectra and absorption spectra. Emission Line spectra-consisting of a series of sharp,

spectra are produced by light which is emitted brightly colored lines on a dark background-are

from luninous and incandescent bodies and con- produced by single or chemically uncombined

6-9
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0S 00 0 -
0_-..- 00 constant; and ki and k 2 are integers. The Lyman ;':

-X ',- " 1A series found in the ultraviolet, and for which

"i'"IiII AJ, - I and k2 =- 2, 3, 4, ---, is caused by transi-
-0 -1-" , -' , 12 " tions from excited atomic states to the ground state

° or lowest atomic energy state, as is also illustrated
%I __+- - in Figure 6-1. The Balmer series found in the vis-

293 L6le ible spetra for which k, i 2 and k2 -_ 3, 4, 5, ---, is

. 27, caused by transitions from excited atomic states- If•*-*•' 2 -- 5 Z /V[l]lH •a- to the first excited state. Other series--inelud-
2-' j~ •• ing the Paschen series, Brackett series, and

0 Pfund series--are found in the infrared. The
spectral lines for materials of higher atomic num-

Figure 6-1. Emission Spe.ctrum and Energy Lavels of ber rapidly become so complex that they cannot
Hydrogen Atom be represented by a single simple equation.

atomr ind, therefore, are often called atomic spec-
tra to distingnish them from the band spectra char- 6-2.2.1.2 Band Spectra23

acteristic of molecules (Paragraph 6-2.2.1.2). The The emission spectra in the visible or ultra-
"complexity of the line spectra produced by emis- violet region, due to molecules, consist of a rela-
sion depends on the particular atom involved and tively large number of regularly arranged, but
the method of excitatior. Normally, more lines complicated, groups of lines called bands. These

0 appear in a sparh spectrum than in an arc spec- line sequences are called bands because they ap-
trum and both exhiit more lines than a spectrum pear as structureless bands in low dispersion
produced by thermal excitation in a flame, spectrographs. Each band spectrum shows, in gen-

:•..- The term "lint spectra" can also be con- eral, a threefold structure. It consists of a num- .-
sidered a collctive term including both atomic and ber of similar but separated groups of bands mak- &'-.

"ionic spectra. In +is context, atomic spectra are ing up the hand systems. Each band system is "-
produced only by neutral atoms while ionic spec- made up of ;i number of bands, sometimes ar-
tra refers to spectra produced by ionized atoms, ranged in seqi:ence, consisting of a number of
Less energy is required to excite an atomic line than regularly arranged lines.
is required to ionize an atom and excite an ionic This threefold structure is due to the partition-
line. In genera], therefore, only atomic lines are ing of the total internal energy of the molecule into
found in the spectra excited by arcs and flames, three parts resulting from: the electron conflgura-

n Lines due to ionized atoms are found in spark- tion, the vibration of the atoms in the riolecule
excited spectra where excitation is due to high with respect to each other, and the rotation of the
velocityv electrons and the energy is sufficient to molecule. Therefore, the location of the band sys-
excite spectra corresponding to large differences teni in the visible or ultraviolet region of the spec-
in energy. trum is determined by the magnitude of the energy

Because the energy levels in an atom are re- changes associated with these transitions. All
lated to the configuration of the extra-nuclear bands of a band system are associated with the
electrons, the simplest line spectra are produced change in electron configuration. The position of
by atomic hydrogen (note that the spectra for band in a baud system is associated with .t change
ionized hielium will be similar) where the observed in vibrational energy; changes in the rotational
spectra (Figure 6-1) can be represented by: energy determine the location of the different lines.

Changes in energy of a molecule due to a•i:;.::: •)-R I_•....k-;• (6-5) change in rotational ene,'gy are an ordeor of inag-
i.--.nitude simaller than those d]ue to vibrational

where ; is the wave nuibet, the reciprocal of changes which, in turn, are an order of magni-
the is twhitr ihe Rydberg gide sualler than the vicrey changs due to a

%a %-0 i i
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" wmvN19g1 A 90oo 4000 Smo 2oo0o(ao/s) 6-23 RADIATION SOURCES

X-rays ultravioIlt Visible Near InfrOred For Infrared Kintic Radiation sources can be classified in terms of
_ the spectral distributions of their radiation and

---- I in terms of the manner in which this radiation is
Calories

per mole 149000 71,0o0 35,000 1400 (0 excited. Continuous radiation is generally pro-
0: O oduced by hot solids (Paragraph 6-2.2.2). Although

&e. 0. Ob62 o.70 light produced by certain lasers is very nearly
monochromatic, there is no source of strictly mono-

Pigure 6-2. Various Types of Spectra and Corresponding chromatic radiation. A narrow range of wave-
Electronic, Vibrational and Rotational Motion lengths can be obtained by isolating, with a

monochromator or filters, one of the bright lines
change in electronic configuration of the molecule
(Figure 6-2). The relatively small amounts of produced i emission by certain elements. A wider

- energy corresponding to emission or absorption in range of wavelengths (however manifest in the
. the far infrared and microwave regions are due visible spectrum to give the sensation of a color)

to changes in rotational energy of the molecule. cana be isolated by similar methods from sources

The spectrum associated with these changes is producing band or continuous spectra.,2

called the rotation spectrum. The energy changes 6-2.3.1 Therml Radiation Sourcescorresponding to the spectrum found in the near
"infrared are associated with changes in vibra- Many radiation sources are based, at least in
tional energy. The superimposition of the effects part, on the emission from a material heated to a

- due to rotation, on those due to changes in vibra- high temperature. The radiation produced is con-
tional level, result in the more complex vibiation- tinuious in nature, resembling that of a blackbody.
rotation spectrum. As al.eady indicated, the band

-, &.'-. system found in the visible and ultraviolet is due 6-2.3.1.1 Blackbody
to the superimposition of energy changes due to A "blackbody" is an idealized body which will
changes in electron and configuration in vibration absorb all the radiant energy falling upon it. A
and rotation. blackbody can be approximated experimentally by

.ian enclosure having a very small opening in one
6-2.2.2 Continuous Spectra-2 1

,
24,2 5  wall through which radiation may enter or leave.

A continuous emission spectrum in the visible Acording to the Stefan-Boltzmann Law, the total
- region is a continaous brightly colored baud ex- radiation E emitted by a blackbody at an abso-

tending from color to color. Incandescent solids, luto temiperature 7' is:
liquids, and gases, under high pressures, produce E aT1 (6-6)
a more or less continuous spectrum which may
extend without interruption from the extreme where a is a constant equal to 7.56 >X 10-5 erg
ultraviolet through the extreme infrared. The c(1- (deg-4 . rhe intensity of radiation from a
energy ini any range, ), to (X + d?.), of wavelengths blackbody at a given temperature varies with the
of a continuous spectrum is a continuous function wavelhegth according to Planck's, Equation:
of the wavelength so that the radiation is char-
"acterized by a continuiu of wavelengths. EX 27c h

W\hile continuous spectra are generally pro- ).., ]( (6-7'

"duced by i,.ahdesceunt solids, liquids, and gases:
*'sm regions ot ct inmus emission or absorption may where E x is the radiance of wavelength X, c is the(c'1lt in gases at co w lntinuo when at least one vel(c itv of light, A is Boltzmann's constant, and h

.f the Iji ergry states iInvIIk'ed in the transition is is lPlanck's c(nstant. This cqlation;, which is
OunquIiotized, Ioscssing free kinetic energy. These pIh)t ted at various constant temperatures in Figure
_'IcIntimlil, therefore, c(orr-spon(t to Irocesses Such as t;-:t, gives cl'lttl viltus which are in extremely

-+ W. ilonizatio(, recomIbination 1ln1 associationi. 5
•2- 114 agrt,,lnIIt with tit, intensity values deter-

"o 6-11
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Figure 6-3. Planck's Law: Radiance as a Function of TMEAUE A

Wavelength for Various Temperatures Figure 6-4. Radiant Energy in Different Wav~ilength '
Bonds as a Function of Temperature

- nined experimentally. The function has a single- for maximum effieiency decreases as does the value
valued maximum, for each temperature, which f inaxuamo eftwiency-'

* varies with temperature along curve AB in Figure
6-3. The wavelength of the maximum is given by 6-2.3.1.2 Graybody

-- ~the equation:
A graybody, or nonselectivc radietor, radiates

.. 2S97 at every wavelengtni an amount of energy bearing'(6-8) 1 constant ratio to the amount radiated by it black-

hdy at th- same absolute temperature. This ratio
and the radiatie at no,,• is given by: is calle-d the emuissivity and is less than one for all

1. 17 X 1 - 17)lid radiators, but may closely approach unity in
sour,, cases for an extended wavelength region.

As shown in Figure 6-4. the atnou'tt of energy Thus, the speetral distribution is exactly the same
- radiated in any given waveleiitiith region by a col- its that for a blacIbody but the total energy radi-

stant teamperature blackbody radiator increases ated i., less. Stveral ioliid materials, including
contiiuouslyv htit at different rates relative to the 1loativtli, iron, tuna gsten , and carbon, are very

4 Iincreas, ill the toto I amount of radiation, with ntatriy nonseleetive r-adiators over a fairly wide
. :.eii'iieratur1. Therefore, as shown :it Figure 6-5, r olge of wavelengths.

the efi.iency of t'onversioli of thermal energy into
radiation in a particular band varies wiib the 6-2.3.1.3 Incandescent Sources
ternperattare and exhibits a mnaxintum. As thi, Acttual soli,! ratiinttors aro reit "blackk" and
wavelength of tile h)and increast-s, the teniperature their total eviissioni is le"s thian that of a black-

6-12
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N 0 cerium oxides, have a low emissivity in the infrared.

* .~ When heated by a relatively nonluminous flame,
-~ a larger proportion of energy is radiated in thle

visible region. 'Phe efficiency of a Weisbach
manautle as a light source is also due, in part, to

.1% 0 530 1000 1500 ZOUO 2500 3000 3500 the catalytic activity of the oxides so that the
* ~.TEMERAURE *Kchemical reaction is faster aild, therefore, the heat

TEMPEATUR, OKproduction greater near the mantle.
Figure 6-5. lsothis.mal Efficiencies. Fraction of Energy Temperatures of incandescent sources can be
Emitted by an Msthermal Radiator in Various Wavelength etmtdfo hi oa aito yueo

Band as Fuctio of em~ieraureStefan 's Law, according to which the total radia-

')ody. In adIdition, their ciniissivity varies with the tion =- 5.67 X 10-5 T 4 ergs per seeond per square

wavelength and actual radiators are not gray- centimecter. Temrpeiatures determined in this way
*bodies. The radiation is thermal if Kirehoff's Law are called. radiation temperatures. If temperatures

-*applies, and the ratio of emoissive to absorptiv,3 are estimiated fromn the visible hrightnes.4 at a par-

powers is a constant for each wavelength and tem- ticular wa.'elength, they are ealled brightness temn-
perature. Application of this law dlistinguishes peratures. If temperatures iare estimated on the

* hbetweeni indiicdteseence oi' thernmal radiation, and basis of the best fit of their emission curve to a
lumninescence or radiation excited by oth~er blackbody in the visible region, they are called
metihods . 2 3  eol,)r temperatures. While it is possible that tern-

While there are materials, such as carbon, peratures determined by these niethods may differ
*whose emnissivity is nearl.N constant with wave- widely, in extreme cases, from the true templera-

length, the emnissivity of vertain other materials ture, the difference is usually leseý than a hundred
is strongly avlntdenet.If the omis- dlegrees for incandescent solids such as furnaces

% sivity is high in the visible region and relatively anid lamnp filaments (Figure 6-6).
low in other spectral regions (especially infrared),
at larger portion of the total radliationi will be in 6-2.3.2 Luminescence
the visibl. and the heat-to-light conversion effi- Lumiinescence results when a process leads
ciency is improved. As an examplJe, Welsbach directly to an atomn or wolecule in an excited state,
inwitics, which art- impregnated with thorium and from which it can return to a lower energy state

.' 0
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a particular light source is not an easy task. Theo- 6-2.5.5 Color Value
retically, this can be accomplished for the Y value A commonly used designation for describing the
by multiplying the ordinate of the Y curve in color of a pyrotechnic composition is the color
Figure 8-10 at each wavelength by the radiant value. This ir defined as the ratio of the apparent.
flux of the light source at the wavelength and sum- light intensity (through specific filters) to the total
ming over the visible spectrum. The X and Z (or unfiltered) intensity. This is usually accom-
values may be found by a like process and the plished through the use of two photocells, cue of
chronaticity coordinates x, y and z can be cal- which is equipped with a glass filter. The ratio " -

cuiate0. In practice, it is difficult to match ex- obtained iG a measure of the visual depth of color
actly the I.C.I. tristimulus curves; however, sev- of the flame.
eral methods have been suggested8  which give
fairly good reu-lts. The more widely used methods 6-2.6 ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS
incorp •rate barrier layer photocells and correction Absorption and scattering can change the en- I..'.
filters. ergy distribution of light passing through the at-

mosphere. While the absorption in parts of the

6-2.5.4 Munsell Color Systems' ultraviolet and infrared regions may be very
The Munsell color system specifies a surface large, the more important effects in the visibleSregion are due to scattering. A light beam passing '••

color by giving, for usual viewing conditions, its
positio.i on a more or less arbitrary hue (Munsell through atlengthux of thetatmosphere iS attenuated

hue) lihtnes (unsll vlue, ad sauraion from the initial flux F0, to a flux F, by an amounthue),which depends mainly on the scattering coefficient"t:: •.ursell chroma) scales having nearly percep- wihdpnsmilyo-h cteig ofiin i"-71.
£ •u.s!ly unhrorma) ses. havinunserl palue vrcep- a, even though individual layers may absorb light.

ýuwflýY uniform steps, The Munsell value varies
from zero for an ideal black surface having a F - Foe-a (6-13)
',,ninous reflectance equal to zero, to ten for an Fo- particles whose radii less than approxi-

ideal white diffusing surface having a luminous riately 1/0 the wavek.rigth of the light X, the \,, ,•a
reflectance equal to one. Munsell chroma is ex- scattering coefficient a can be approximated by:
presed in arb;- rary units intended to be percep- _777
tuall: of the san'e size rgardless of value and hue. A),4  (6-14) •-'-"

The trongest known pigment colors have cbromas where A is effectively a constant. The theory for
of about 16 neutral grays; black and white have a spherical particles comparable in size to the wave-
zero chroma value. Munsell hue is expressed on a length of light results in extremely complicated ex-
S scale intended to divide the hue circle (red, yellow, pressions for the scattering coefficient.

green, blue, purple, and black to red) into 100 As discassed in greater detail in Paragraph
perceptually equal steps. 7-2.1.1, smaller droplets preferentially scatter the

The pocket edition of the Munsell Book of Color shorter wavelengths so that the color of the trans-
has been widely used as a color standard. It con- mitted light will rhift toward the red. The pref-
sisi•s of forty constant hue charts where all color erential scattering of the shorter wavelengths de-
sanples making up a chart have the same hue. The creases with increasing particle size until the
color samples making up the chart are arranged in particle radii become slightly greater than that
rows and columns, the rows being chroma at con- corresponding to the maximum for red light. At
stant Munsell value and the columns being value this time the transmitted light appears blue or
scales at constant Munsell chroma. Comparison green. Tl.er- is little preferential scattering for

• of an unknown color with these two families of particles whose. radii are greater than one to two

scales gives, by interpolation, the Munseil value microns. Little or no variaticri in transmission
- and Munsell chroma of the unknown color. Inter- with wavelength is observed for fogs o:" thin clouds

polation between the constant hue charts gives the because their drop size distribution is broad. If
"M unsell hue. the scattering particle,, are polydispersed, but

6-14
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by tire Lunnssion of radiation. Und-,r these circumstances, The radiation from any system in complete
the radiationl produced at certain wavelengths may be thermodynamic equilibriumn wil! be continuous anJ ;he
mu,:h 8rcater than tile anio-nt expected iue to thermal samie as a blackbody at that temnperature; however, flame
radiation. Biroadly speaking, luminescence refers to the syst.-ks do flot fit in this category due to their
eroissiort of light for :ny re.,son other than high n onequjlibrium nature. In meat small flames, the
teropera t tre, emission of r'pdiation by the en~ting molecules and

particles is not balanced by the absorption of' radiadon
6-2.3.1,1 Chemiluiminescence resulting irý a steady deactivaton c~f excited molecules

It thle CXCircd atomn or molecule ;s formed dut ,ctly as and radiation cooling of solid particles. This er~ergy loss
the iesuit oif a chemical reactirin, the phenomenon is must be made up by collision processes in the flamt; and,
ULown its chemiluminescence. The emission of if not cfficienrt enough, the diq~ribrtior of en~ rgy
I()rinldlikdehd bands from th.ý "coo~l flames" of ether between the excted mole,;ules or solid particles may
aldehydes and certain lhydrocar~ons, at ten'pecatures differ from equilibrium conditions. in addition, chemnical
liet wceni 2000 and 400o'C, are due to equilibrium may not be obtained.
cclienrihrmincsccnce. Radiaýýon from the reaction zone of The small particles that are foirmed in matniy flamres,
it i3LUn~il burneir, the inner cone, is stionger than call b: ,includin~g most pyrotechnic flames, definitely influience
ý,coonted for thermally, and is dlue to (lhe radiation produced by these flames. The continuous

cii~nlu-riesene.Thle anioant of radiation produ~ced background is empr'asized aolA, in mary cases, most of
by a pyrotechnic flame which is due to (he radia~ii:. produced is continuous. This continuum
chemilurninescence is difficult to determinie and, under produced by particles in a flame diiffers from that
terlain circumstances, the amnount may be signifikcant. producad by a grayhcody or blackbodiy because:

(1) The emissivi'y of the material which makes up
6-2.3.Q.2 Phosphorescence and Fluorescence the particles varies with the wavelength.

Ce-rtran subjtanccs, including the stulfides of calcium (2) The scattering of light by the particles changes
anti h uiunm, when exposed to radiation, will continue to with wavelength even if the mat-riai making up the
gl)W alter tile radiation source is removed. This particle is black or gray.
pI.. iorunori iý known as phocmphorescence. In oiker While most cf the radiation produced by flames is
noitf--ials. rte glow )etsists only for a fracticri of a thermr-il in origin, sonme of the radiation is due to
ývewnd. In the later case, tile phenomenon is known as chemiluininescgrice where trde amount of light nemission
tiuurtcscencu. In general, the radiation er-wted by a ii much greater than that expected from 'aniemnal
phosphlOrescent o 1uOMS~cet material is of at longer emission. For premixed flames of the "Bunsen" type,
tsaveletigth than thle cxciting kadi;,tion. In all these cases, the cmissi')n from iptercandl gases is the-mal in origin.
absorption of thle exciting madiation causes the fOrm-Ltion For the reaction zone (the iinner cone) there ;,, more
oC an escinid molecule or atom. The louger wavelength radiation than can be accounted for thermally.
of the cmittd light is attributed to the -eturn of the Thle c!haracteristics of the radiation produced by all I
icx.it.ýd particle to the original nonexcited starte in two flames, whether they conrtain small particles or not, will
or ritore steps, rather thani by a single tra-isition. change as the flame size increases. Self-absorption

becomes more important and the radiation will a-proach
6-2.3.3 Flame Source 2 -1176 more nearly th~t of a blackbody.

T7re chieof distinction between combustiun and other
chemical reactiom- is the aippearan'-ce of nlame and the 612A4 IHOTUMETRY
emnission of light. Most flames produce an emnission Photomnetry is the science of measuring light. Since
spectra of discrete bandi which mnay, v~pecially for the eye is very Aensitivc and nonlinear in its response to
luminiouIs flames containing solid particles, be t'adiatiorm, an arbitrary unit, the lumen, is tused to:
suexnmp,)ed on a continuous background. evaluate radiant electromagnetic flux in[ -~ . 6-14U)
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"terms of its visual eflect. The lumen has the by collision can be utilized to increase the nunber
same dimensions as power. It has been found by of electrons reaching the anode for a given amount
experiment that, for the so-called normal observer, of incident light. Still more sensitive photocells,
one liumen is equivalent to 0.00161 watt of mono- known a- photomultipliers, use the phenomenon of
chromatic green light of a wavelength correspond- secondary electron emission to produce an internal
ing to the maximum in the visibility curve, 555 amplification of the order of one million. In all
millimicrons. The number of lumens produced cases, the respnse of the photocathode surface is

by cne watt of radiant power is called the luminous spectrally selective and is determined by the basic

efficiency of the source. For a monochromatic material and its preparation. Another type of

source, the luminous efficiency is obtained by mul- light-sensitive cells is the nhotoccoductive cell, in

tiplying the relative visibility for the wavelength n which the action )f light causes an increase in the
.':. questiot by 680 lumens /watt.a 2electrical conductivity of the device. The selenium

es b6,sw .cell is an example. A third type of detection uti-

lizer the photovoltaic effect in which a voltage is
6.2.4.1 Instruments for Measuring Light Intensity produced across the interface separating a semi-

Instrumentr used for the measurement of light conductor from a conductor by light incident on
intensity (can be divided into two geiheral cate- the interface. A common example of this type of
gories: (1) those which use the heating effect of detector is the copper-cuprous oxide cell. All of
the radiation, and (2) those wbich make use of these detectors-photoemissive, photoconduct ;ve, or

_-quantum effects of the radiation. photovoltaic-have a selective spectral response, as
In the first category, the radiation absorbed by io photochemical reactions, including photography.

% the receiver raises its temperature which is sensed The spectral response of photochemical reactions is
by some appropriate means. The thermocouple selective because enly the light which is absorbed
uses the therymoelectric effect while the bolometer will produce a photochemical effect. Aetiometers
""uses the bange in resistance of a resistance ele-hb in oI lse pyiotochemical reactions in which the quantum
ment, whicli may be a semiconductor, to sense this yield, which is equal to th., number of induced re-
temperature rise. Generally, both of these de- actions divided by che number of quanta absorbed,
"tectors are spectrally nonselective in their response has been accurately determined.
to radiation, i.e., they absorb like graybodies. In
another type of thermal detector, whicii may be

., selective in its response, tlk radiation is absorbed 6-2.4.2 Measurement of the Light Output of Flares
oy g fas. The temperature change produced in the Flare output measurements are usually made

-gas, which is confined to a very small volume, is in a photometric tunnel. This tunnel is a light-
.sensed as a pressure rise. tight structure with a fan to remove smoke and

The second category of detectors are the photo- with instriments to measure the brightness, color,
detectors which, in principle, count the number of and burning time of a flare. The inside of the
quanta of radiation. An example of a common tunnel is usually fiat black and bafed to eliminate
detector in the second category is the photocell reflections. The tunnel is usually built in three
which is a photoemissive detector. It depends for parts: a burning room, which contains the burni.g
its operation en the ejection of electrons from a table, ignition appnratus, and exhaust fan! a long
specially prepared surface by the incident quanta tube section from 50 to 100 feet long which heases
,of radiatin. In a vacuumi photocell the response the photometric transducers; and an instrument
to incident radiation is a linear function oi the room, which houses the recording instruments and

light intensity. The electrons emitted are drawn provides a place for the persotnel to work. More

to the anode from te sensitized cathode by a rela- complete measurement capability for a tunnel-
tively small voltage applied to the eleetrodes. Gas- would include the ability to determine 'le visible
filled photocells are nonlinear in their response spectral output of flares, ultraviolet and infrared
to incident light intensity, but are more sensitive outputs, and flam', temperatures, The tinnel must
than the vacuum type because ionization of the gas have ciibrating lights and color filters for calibra-
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tion of the instruments. Luminoas intensity mea- steradians. A unit point source, emitting light uni-
surements in terns of candlepower are often de- forinly in all directions, radiates 47c lumens. The
termined by an instrument which consists of % unit of luminous intensity--adopted by the Inter-
barrior layer photocell, filters, and a microammeter. national Commission on Illumination in 1948-is

' This illuminometer is placed at an accurately the candtla. It is of such a magnitude that a black-
kvown distaice from the point at which tie candle body radiator at the temperature at which pure
or assembly is to he burned and is then calibrated platinum solidifies has a luminance of 60 candela

- by means of P, standard incandescent white light per square centimeter.a An earlier unit of lumi-
source. During the bourning of the item, illumi- nous iatensity, the candle, is equal to 1.02 candela.
nometer readings are taken at predetermined time Another unit, candlepower, also has been widely

" intervals throughout the burning period and the used to express the luminous intensity of a light
. avewage of these readings is calculated. In many source. While the use of these unitý should be

cases the output of the detector is displayed an a discouraged, they have been widely used by many
- graphic recorder. In this case, the output of the pyrotechnic investigators. Therefore, the terms

phofocell is fed into the recorder which has been candela (preferred), candle, and candlepower will
calibrat-d so that the anticipated light output will be used interchangeably iri this handbook.
produce a nearly full scale reading. A graphic
rucord is supeiar to readings taken with an illumi- 6-2.4.4 Brightneas
normiter because all variations during burnings are The concept of brightness is required because
" recorded and thus are available for futur study. most sources are not points and the concept of in-
The area under the curve thus obtained represents tensity is not readily applicable to extended
the candlesecond value of the tested item. An inte- sources. The brightness of an extended source is
r'rat.o, which gives the candlesecond value of th1e expressed in candela per square centimeter of
composition directly, is coupled with the photo- emitting surface.
cdl, thus avoidiiig the time consuming and less
accurate method of estimating or planimetering 6-2.4.5 Illumination
the graphic record. The illumination of a surface is the amount of

, The state of the science in photometry is not light flux (lumens) incident upon a unit area ofyet prcsand measurement e~oswithin H 10%
ytrepise, a - 1 surface. An illumination of a lumen per square
.o flares are as good as can now be attained. Speci- foot is called a foot-candela. The illumination E
fication MIi-C-1.8762 cover general reqiirements of a spherical surface of radius r, enveloping a

*--- altlough later refinements have been made at each point source of intenrity I, is given by:
military instullation. Representative facilities for
"these measurements are to be found at Picatinny E = F 47rI I lumens (611)
Amnual, Dover, New Jersey; Naval Ammunition A - 7 r unit area
Le,-ot, Crane, IndAna; Navnl Ordnance Test Sta- for a plane surface at a distance , from a point
tion, China Lake, California; and Naval Ord-•. ' source of intensity 1:
nance Laboratory, White Oak, Silver Spring,
Madryland.yan.E =-- cos 0 (6-12)

6-2.4.3 Intensity wbere 0 is the angle between the source vector and

Tle intensity of a point source, in any direc- the, normal to the surface.
tion, is defined a:• the light flux in lumens per unit
solid angle (per steradian) in that direction, or

6'-2.4.6 Photometric Units

(6-10) The units employed in photometry are a con-
,dwo tinuing source of difficulty, espec;ally for the

where. I is the intensity in caude)a and dF is the novice. A strong effort is being made to secure
lunmms of flux within a small solid angle of dea greater uniformity, reduce the number, and pro-
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TABLE 6-1
CONVERSION FACTORS FOR PHOTOMETRIC UNITS

Physical Phycho Physical
Radiator-source of Radiant Energy Luminator-source of Luminous Energy

"Radiometry Symbol inks units Photometry Symbol inks u!nits

F Radiant Luminous

energy joule energy Q talbot
density joule/m 3  density q talbot/im3

flux watt flux F lumen
emittance W watt/M2  emittance L lumen/M 2

intensity watt/sterad intensity I lumen/sterad
radiance N watt/sterad-cm 2 radiance B lumen./sterad-m2

irradiance H watt/m 2  illuminance E lumen/m2
Spectral Luminous

reflectance reflectance r
Spectral Luminous

transmittance transmittance t

I-lluination
1 lumen/ft 2 = I foot-candle := 10.764 lumen/meter 2 = 10.764 lux
1 lumen/meter 2 = 1 meter-candle = 1 lux - 10-4 phot

Brightne8a
1 foot-lambert = 1 equivalent foot-candle
- lambert = 3183 candle meter- 2  296 candle ft- 2 = 2.054 candle inch- 2

"Exposure
1 meter-candle-second = 1 lumen-second meter- 2

vide more logic in photometric units.78  Some of tent of white light; only monochromatic colors are
the more common photometric units are sum- completely saturated. Brightness or lightness is a
marized in Table 6-1. The units of photometry are measure of the amount of light being ero'tted or
often applied, incorrectly, to measurements of in- reflected from the colored light sources mo colored
frared or ultraviolet radiation, or to describe the object. Brightness applies to luminout. sources
sensitivity of photographic emulsions to radiation, while the term lightness refers to color seen be-
Such usage should be avoided and radiometric cause of reflected light. These three aspects of
units used for these spectral regions,. color can be represented on a color solid (Figure

6-7) where hue changes around the circle, light-
,+- 6-2.5 COLORI82 ness increases upward, and saturation increases

S, In a physical sense, color is determined by the outward from the axis.
wavelength (s) or spectral energy distribution con-
tained in a light beam. Physiologically, color is the 6-2.5.1 Additive Color
sensation produced as the result of the excitation In principle, it is possible to produce any hue

% of the retina of the eye by these waves. Colors by a suitable combination of three primary colors,
are compared in terms of hue, saturation or purity, one from the middle of the visible spectrum, green,

* and brightness; all of which influence the color and one from either eild, blue-violet and red. As
sensation produced. tiue refers to the color, i.e., indicated by the additive color circles in Figure
red, green, or blue. Not all hues are observed in G-8, proper proportions of red and green light will
the spectrum of sunlight. The purples are notably produce yellow. If the proper amount of blue-
absent. The sensation is a measure of the con- purple light is added, white light is produced.
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White

Blue C n M Saua gnto

Purple Saturation White

;.Red Iw Yel l0RE

Black Figure 6-8. Additive Mixture of Primary Colors

Figure 6-7. Dimensions of the Psychological Color Solid
type. It was found that only the mutual ratios

Colors such as yellow and blue-purple, that pro- of three primary colors are of importance in de-
duce white light when added together, are called termining the "color according to the eye' of a'
complementary colors. The complementary color given light type. These ratios may be described by
for red is a blue-green (cyan), for green is a red- expressing each primary as a part of the total
purple (magenta), and for blue-purple is, as indi- impressio.i. of the light type obtained by the eye.
cated earlier, yellow.' Thus, for red, green, and blue, respectively, the

ratios are:

6-2.5.2 Subtractive Color r g b

The light incident on a nonluminous object may r + g + b ; r _ g -+- b ' r ± g + b
be partly reflected, partly absorbed, and partly
transmitted. If the incident light is white, the which necessarily total one, and, as a result, only

two need be designated to determine the lighttransmitted light will be the color which• is com-
transmittedtlighto wille the color which is se ct b- type. A particular color or ,lor point, therefore,Fo- may be displayed on an x-y plane, and, due to the
sorbed. For example, the light transmitted will be may be dp e on p lne, and deto th•- rd i blu-gren i seectvelyabsrbed Opque mutuality of the components, will fall within an

red if blue-green is selectively absorbed. Opaque area bounded by a 45-degree triangle. However,
bodies, which are seen because light is diffusely the actual area containing color points varies with
reflected from them, also appear colored because of the particular set of color sensitivities used to
-elective absorption of light which penetrates a determine tle color points of the various light
short distance beneath the surface before it is re-
fctedi e btypes. Each set produces a "color triangle" withfleeted.

its own shape.
In order to effect a standardization, the Inter-

6-2.5.3 Chromaticity Coordinates national Commission on Illumination (I.C.I.),* in
The tridimensional color stimulus required by 1931, recommended that all subsequent color data

the eye has been studied in detail and has led to a
N6 . * Now known as C.I.E., Commission Internationale de

precise method for expressing a particular light I'Eclalrage.
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Figure 6-10. C.I.E. Chromaticity Diagram
400 500 600 700

WAVELENGTH, MILLI MICRONS Since, as indicated earlier, only two coordinates
are required to describe the light type, the values

- -. Figure 6-9. Tristimulus Values of the Spectrum Colors of X and Y are plotted on a chromaticity diagram
.According to the 1931 .C.I. Standard Observer (Figure 6-10) and form a loci of monochromatic

be expressed in terms of the same tristimulus sys- spectrum colors. The line drawn between 380
b r millimicrons. and 700 millimicrons forming the
tern so that the results would be immediately com- ''base of the triangle is called the ''purple line''
parable. The Standard Colorimetric Coordinate along which no perceptible colors exist. The
System (X, Y, Z color triangle) was introduced center of the triangle (C) is the equal energy orwhich is based on the color sensitivity curves shown "white point" and hav been designated by the
in Figure 6-9. These curves are the result of color I.C.I. (or C.
(•ompar-ison tests conducted on niall observers and I...(rCI.E.; used interchangeably) as the
cop-sntsscnute nmu bevr n light produced by "Illuminant C" which corre-
compiled to produce those for the "standard ob-
, server.' The primary colors were selected so as to sponds very closely to average daylight. Comple-server. no Tepritmaryucolors wa e lessethanero astoid mentary colors will fall on a straight line passingproduce no tristimulu3 value less than zero (avoid- through Illuminant C. A.lso, any color can be con-
ing the use of negative values in computations). sidered as a mixture of Illuminant C and spec-

*Further, the eurve for the Y-factor is identified trmlgthvnawventhienbtei----- • ,tram light having a wavelength given by the in-
- with the eye-sensitivity curve for light, which forms tersection Gf a straight line through Illuminant

4- the basis of photometry. The values of X, Y, Z are C and the given color G, with the Chromaticity
the amounts of the three I.C.I. p)rimaries required
t ru u eCurve D (Figure 6-10). This wavelength D is/•.. to color match a unit amo)unt of energy having

kiaung called the dominant wavelength In addition, a
"the indicated wavelength. The chroiraticity co-
* ordinates for each wavelength are obtained from mixture of two color points anywhere on the

the values of X, Y, and Z by means of the ratios: diagram will produce a color which is located o• a
line between the two initial colors. Other useful

- aspects of the Chromaticity Diagram can be found
X Y Z in the references.82

" +-Y - ZF Z X ± Y + Z I -4- Y -f-Z The assignment of chromaticity coordinates to
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a particular light source is not an easy task. Theo- 6-2.5.5 Color Value
retically, this can be accomplished for the Y value A commonly used designation for describing the
by mltiplying the ordinate of the Y curve in color of a pyrotechnic composition is the color
Figure 6-10 at each wavelength by the radiant value. This is defined as the ratio of the apparent
flux of the iight source at the wavelength and sum- light intensity (through specific filters) to the total
ming over the visible spectrum. The X and Z (or unfiltered) intensity. This is usually accom-
vaines may be found by a like process and the plished through the use of two photocells, one of
chromaticity coordinates x, y and z can be cal- which is equipped with a glass filter. The ratio
culated. In practice, it is difficult to match ex- obtained is a me'asure of the visual depth of color
actly the I.C.I. tristimulus curves; however., sev- of the flame.
eral methods have been suggesteds' which give
fairly good results,. The more widely used methods 6-2.6 ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS
incorporate barrier layer photocells and correction Absorption and scattering can change the en-
filters. ergy distribution of light passing through the at-

mosphere. While the absorption in parts of the
6-2.5.4 Munsell Color System3' ultraviolet and infrared regions may be very

The Munscll color system specifies a surface large, the more important effects in the visible

-* color by giving, for usual viewing conditions, its region are due to scattering. A light beam passing
"position on a more or less arbitrary hue (Munsell through a length x of the atmosphere is attenuated

u) lfrom the initial flux F0 , to a flux F, by an amount- hue), lightness (Munsell value), and saturation wihdpnsmil ntesatrn ofiin

(Munsell chroma) scales having nearly percep- which depends mainly on the scattering coeffiient
u, even though individual layers may absorb light.-* tually uniform steps. The Munsell value varies

from zero for an ideal black surface having a F - (6-13)
luminous reflectance equal to zero, to ten for an For par'ticles whose radii are less than approxi-"
ideal white diffusing surface having a luminous .niately /O the wavelength of the light ),, the
reflectance equal to one. Munsell chroma is ex- scattering coefficient a can be approximated by:
pressed in arbitrary units intended to be percep- AX 4  (6-14)

* tually of the same size regardless of value and hue.
The strongest known pigment colors have chromas where A is effectively a constant. The theory for
of about 16 neutral grays; black and white have a spherical particles comparable in size to the wave-
zero chroma value. Munsell hue is expressed on a length of light results in extremely complicated ex-
scale intended to divide the hue circle (red, yellow, pressions for the scattering coefficient.
green, blue, purple, and black to red) into 100 As discussed in greater detail in Paragraph
perceptually equal steps. 7-2.1.1, smaller droplets preferentially scatter the

The pocket editiou of the Munseli Book of Color shorter wavelengths so that the color of the trans-
has been widely used as a color standard. It con- mitted light will shift toward the red. The pref-
sists of fort3 constant hue charts where all color erential scattering of the shorter wavelength& de
siamples making up a chart have the same hue. The treases with increasing particle size until the
color samnples making up the chart are arranged in particle radii become slightly greater than that
ro. 3 and eclunins, the rows being chrnomra al con- corresponding to the maximum for red light. At
stant Munsell value and the ctlumns being value this time the transmitted light appears blue or
scales at constant Munscll chroma. Comparison green. There is little preferential scattering for
of an unknown color xvith these twe families of partichs whose radii arc greater than one to two
.oales gives, by inte•'l.,)Iation, the dAnsell value microns. Little or 1o variation in transmission
and Munsell chroina of the unknown color. Inter- with wavelength is observed for fogs or thin clouds
polation between the ,onsiant hue charts gives the because their drop size distribution is broad. If
Alunsell hue. the scattering particles are polydispersed, but
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S-smaller than optimum size, the transmitted light TABLE 6-2
.'1 %will be more red than the ineident light, account- CANDLEPOWER REQUIREMENTS VERSUS

ing for the deep red of the transmitted light from HEIGHT OF ILLUMINATING SOURCE
the setting sun,

• ~~Ground Brightness, --

6-3 CONSOLrDATED ILLUMINATING Height Above Ground 0.1 1.0
DEVICES
A consolidated 'iluminating composition is 100 ft 1,000' 10.000

formed by mechanically pressing, extruding, or 500 ft 25,000 250,000

casting finely divided illuminating composition 1000 ft 100,000 1,000,000
into some solid shape which often has a candle-like VI.

* Candlepower requirements necessary to providu speci-
form. When auch an item burns in a propagative fled illumination (0.1 and 1.0 R) on the ground from given

.r., fas•hion, the flanme radiates energy in the u ltraviolet, heights above the ground.

visible, and infrared region of the spectrum. In
imost cases, less than 10 percent of the radiant above 1.0 foot-lambert will generally require ait i

energy is in the visible region. The distribution unreasonable amount of illuminant.) Although it
and relative intensity characteristics of the radia- is often difficult to produce, white light providesi
ticii produced, in any given region of the sl)ec- the best illumination for the greatest range of pos-
ti um, are determined basically ly the Froducts of sible conditions in the field. Since illuminating .
the burning reaction which emit in that region and flares are, used under field conditions where the
the temperature reached by the emitting species. locatiou and recognition of unfamiliar objects are 4

Light-producing pyrotechnic devices are char- important, sufficient duration and intensity are -
acterized for military purposes by luminous in- required to complete the visual observation and to

- . tensity, color value (hue and saturation) of the distinguish objects in the field from their back- 'K

"flame, and buinitag rate. Sensitivity of the corn- ground. Candlepower requirements necessary for
position to impact, static electricity, and friction adequate illumination, 0.1 to 1.0 foot-lambert, fl, -
shou!d be a minimum for safety. The ignition tem- when the flare is suspended above the ground, are
peraturt, ignitibility, stability, and hygroscopicity 4ivcn in Table 6-2.33

are important in determuiiing tho certainty of A diagram of a parachute suspended flare is ,'
functioning. shown in Figure 6-11 indicating the manner in

which grounJt illumination E may be approximated --
6-3.1 IL.,UMINATTNG FLARES from values of h, the height if the source; r, th , -

An illuminating flare produces a single source radius of the desired illumination; and I, the-•-:':ntesit An ilumnaie soure Intensits cuve fore orc
"of illumination which is generally of high candle intensity of the source. Intensity curves for:'• -. ," ~various heights to produce a minimum value for ,.",
power and substantial duration. Flares may be f %

V )arachute-sulpporte!l, towed, or stationary. While E of .025 foot-candle are shown in Figure 6-12.

4 their primary function is illumination, they may be
. used fo- identification, ignition, location of posi- 6-3.1.1 Aircraft Flares

tioh, or warning. Flares for aircruft t. rovide illumination for
In geoeral, a pyrotechnic illuminating fla'e reconnaissance, observation, bombardment, land-

should.: I (1) product, essentially wvuite light, (2) intg. and also targets for practice firing of anti- %.'"
S-, have an intensity iin foot •.andlcsi adequate to pro- aircraft guns. While detaims of flares vary with ,..->

" duce a brightness level from 0.1 to 1.0 foot-lambert their purpose, flares for illumination have cer-
on areas or targets %ith minimum reflectivity, and tain characteristics in coin mon in that they all
":() burn at peak intersi'y for a miniinim of thirty produce high-intensity wvhiie or colored light for

. eroids and, lpreferably, iin excess of one minute. an appreciable length of time. Most air,!raft .9ares
i(Thoe values are desirable; however, where neces- are t)arachute-supported to retard their speed of

sary, lower levels may be adequate. Illumination fall and thus provide illumination over a given
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TABLE 6-3
CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS ILLUMINATING FLARES

Time lapse e
from IMax speed

actuation of airplane
to full Burning Candle- Max at time of

function, time, power, Fall, Max L, dia, Weight, release,
Item Method of actuation iec see 103 fps ZIn. in. Ito mph

FLARE, AIRCRAFT.
guide, 1 mlin
T6E1 (white) 650
T7E1 (red) Electricity 6 to 7 45 to 60 700 5.4 5.46 ................
T8E1 (green) 90

FLARE, AIRCRAFT:
parachute

M8A1 (w/o suspension
bands) (emergency night Release from 3.0 to 5.0 165 to 195 350 8.0 25.42 4.25 17.6 200
landing) airplane

M8A1 training) (w/o
"suspension bands)

M9A1 Fired from PIS- 2.5 60 to 70 60 7.0 15.05 2.0 2.11 200
TOL, pyro-
technic, AN-M8

M26A1 (AN-M26) or 150
M26 (M26)

M26A1 (AN-M26) or 5 to 92 195±15 800 11.6 50.0 8.0 52.5 350
M26 (w/blue band) 575 (fuzed) (M26A1)

Released . . . . ... .
M138 (T1OE4) from 360 1,500
M139 (T1OE6) airplane 5 to 92 180 3,000 10 45.6 6.25 6o2 440

Mk 5 and Mods variable 180 600 ...... 27.0 4.75 18.0 .........

Mk 6 Mod 5
ik 6 Mod 6 variable 180 1,000 ..... 35.75 5.37 30.0

AN-Mk 8 Mal 1 90
AN-Mk 8 Mod 2 120 180 500 8.0 25.12 4.75 18 250

3 minute, electrically . ............... 1 /Y 180 200 9.1 28 4.5 22 ........
operated

3 m inute , W iley SA 8 ........ . . . .. ...... .. .. .. ....... ... .. .... .. ..... . ..... ...... . ........

FLARE, AIRCRAFT:
tow-target, M50 0 360 65 ........ 22.8 2.62 7.13 120

FLARE, AIRCRAFT: towed Tow cable
Red, M77 (TI8) attached to air- 0 360±30 225 ........ 23.34 4.55 21 200
Amber, M78 (T19) plane 70
Green, M'9 (T20) 90

FLARE, SURFACE:
Airport, M76 Hand or 0 300 to 420 60 to 850 ......... 31.33 4.26 27.6

electric squib

, 6 Parachute, trip, M48 Pressure or trip 3 20 110 3 9.75 5.5 5.0
wire

Trip, M40 Trip wire 0 55 40 6.75 3.0 1.

area for a greater time interval. Aircraft flares for bombing purpose,, are provided with shades
also have some form (of delayed ignition so that to shield air-crew members from glare. Data for

they will clear the aircraft and function at a de- several aircraft flares are presented in Table 6-3.

sired altitude below it. Certain flares designed A typical aircraft parachute flare for night born-

for use below the aircraft, such as those intended bardment is shown in Figure 6-13, and its opera-

C-22
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single parachute-supported star or from one to
five freely falling stars, with or without colored
tracers. To be effective, any signal must be recog-
nized in addition to being detected. Characteris-
tics of illuminating signals which are important
in determining their effectiveness include intensity,
duration, and the hue and saturation of the color.88

Illumination signals are used during the day
as well as night. The brightness of the daylight
sky requires a signal of increased intensity to pro-
"vide adequate contrast. Depending on the location,
of the signal relative to the clouds and sun, and t/hf
"brightness of the sky; the intensity of a signal
adequate for night use must be increased by a
"factor of ten (twilight) to over 100,000 (bright

d daylight). Relatively little is known concerning
h the effects of flame duration on the detection and

recognition of pyrotechnic illuminating signals.
However, the burning time should be of sufficient

S* ": duration that the signal can be detected, and the

color should be of sufficient saturation so as to be

%- E recognized in a relatively short period of time.
r Since color differences are often the basis for

Figure 6-11. Illumination Diagram for Parachute communication by signal flares, the relative ef-

v,,J.• Suspended Flare fectiveness of the various color hues and their
saturation is important. Since a signal used

tion is shown diagrammatically in Figure 6-14. A during daylight must often be observed against
typical tow-target flare is illustrated in Figure a sky (blue) background, red signals, even though
6-15. requiring slightly more intensity at night, are most

visible and most easily recognized in general
usage.83 Of the other methods, such as multiplicity,

6-3.1.2 Surface Flares differen, shapes, sizes, patterns, or flashing of the
Flame-type surface flares are used for illumi- signal--vhich could be used for communications

nation during airplane landings in ease of power -only multiplicity appears to be flexible enough
failure at airports, or to outline boundaries of for normal combat use.
emergency landing fields. Mine- or grenade-type
surface flares are used to illuminate targets and

4 objectives, to aid in detection of intit tration or 6-3.2.1 Aircraft Illumination Signals

*O . surprise attacks by enemy troops, and for recog- Aircraft signals used directly in connection
nition and signaling purposes. Data on several of with combat operations were originally intended

these flares are presented in Table 6-3. A surface ;or signaling front air to air or air to surface.

flare which is primarily used to give warning of Since the introduction of the p)yrotechnic pistol

* infiltration by enemy troops is shown in Figure and hand pyrotechnic projector, aircraft signals

6-16. have also been used by ground troops for ground-
*0 to-ground and ground-to-air signaling. The sig-

nials, are generally of one piece, rimmed case con-
6-3.2 ILLUMINATION SIGNALS struction with a steel ,losing cap. Aircraft sig-

[ight-produning signais arc much smaller and nls art, fired from t•je pyrotechnic pistol or hand

"" faster burning than tlares and may conisist of a pyrotechniv projector.

r,.. ,
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ENLARGED SECTIONAL VIEW

S i

ABC D E F 6 --

S - JKLMNOP QRSTU V W

- ASSEMBLEP WITH FUZE AND.
ARMING WIRE- A...A.IOw

A Shipping plug I Flare charge Q Releasing cup disk
B Shade retainer support J Relay charge R Cover releasing cup
C Rib retainer K D*lay element S Cover
"D Stem L Base block assembly T Stabilizing sleeve
"E h.ower spacer M Shock absorber assembly U Hangwire
F Rib* N Shrouds V Handle assembly
G Shade 0 Thrust spacer W Fin stiffener
H Guickmitch P Parachute

Figure 6.13. Typical Aircraft Parachute Flare

. .ince traer compl)ositions are relati ,Vly dif, prttct the tracer compo•pition from the effeeth of

cult to ignite, a more easily-iguitibh. ignition coin- moistu re. If the brilliant light front the igniter
.psitiou is loaded on to1' of the tracer coinpoqition. Vt0l)poNition dazzles the gunitet ind betrays the

""'he ignition composition, which usually contains Inc, ton of the weapon, it so-called "dim igniter''10
"a binder. along with a tjhinj metal seal, serves to c0.1tposit ion may be used.
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L

A-ARMING WIRE J--PULL-CoUT CORD
B-HANCWIRE r.-RELEASING CUiP DISK
C-COVER L-THkUST SPACER
D---TEAR WIRE M-SHADE RETAINER SUPPORT
E-SLEEVE N--S),AFETY DISK
F--DETACHABLE COVER LOCK P-SHOCK ABSORBER
G---COVER RELEASING CUP Q-FRICTION WIRES OF IGNITER
N-DETACt-ABLE COVER ft-LOWER SPACER. AND RIB RETAINER

Figure 6-14. Operation of Typical Aircraft Parachute Flare

The pyrotechnic be1 ~avior of tracer coinposi- tiorn.i should, ii. general: (1) produce maximum

Lions is sii'iiiar to~ Lhat exhibited by other con- light output and saturated color for maximum
,. solidateco ccmeulpositions, and the same characteris- visibility, (2) burn long enough to permit the

tics are imiportant. Tracer pyrotechnic composi- projectile to be followed to the target. and (3) .

. 6-26
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T M L K N H FEDC A

A- CA3LE RING G- RETAINER N- IGNITERS
B- PULL COVER H- BASE BLOCK P- FIRE CLAY TOP SEAL 6

C- SLEEVE J- QUICKMATCH Q- FLARE CASE

D- SAFETY DISK K- ILLUMINANT CHARGE R- CLOSING COVER (TOP)-.
E- SHOCK ABSORBERS L- FiRST-FIRE CHARGE S- SEALING STRIP
F- F FRICTION WIRE PULL WIRES M- PRIMING COMPOSITION T- CLOSING COVER (BOTTOM)

Pigure 6-15. Typical Aircraft Tow Target Flare ~-

ignite easily front the igniter composition but re- (2) Bfinders which include resins, waxes, elas-
sist ignition by any propellant gas which may totners, plastics, and oils.

p~enetrate to the tracer composition. Most tracers (3) Waiterproofing agents which usually are *

are miade to 1110(1 le redl light because red light resins, waxes, plastics, oils, andl diebromating solu-

- ~ is the. most visible color under daylight conditions; tioiis. (They are usedl as p~rotective coatings on
hiowever, wvide use of white tracers had also been mnetalis suct- as magnlesiumt to reduce the amount of
m.tiade by the Germans anti Japanesie. At times reaction with atmospheric moisture.)

* thcre may be leouirenicnts for several dlifferent (4) Retardants which are usually inorganic - -

colors Ito indicate origin of the projectiles. salts, p~lastics, resins, waxes, and oils. (They are ~-
* ~ Smo~ke tracers ( Paragiaph 7-1.3) have been used to decrease the rate of the reaction between

proposed anit (developed to previde a more visible the fuel and the oxidlant so as to obtain the desired '

trace in di ylighit ;however, the advantages do not overall burning rate.), Some retardants behave ________

justify providing two types of anmmunition with merely as inert diluents while others participate .

dlifferent t rac'ers. in the reaction at much slower rates than the main
con stituents.

6-3.4 TYPICAL COMPOSiTIONS Typical illuminating, signaling, and tracer --

Pvrotechnlic illuminating compositions, like compositions are given in Tables 6-5 (A) and
0 ~ther p)yrtttev'ilic conmpositions, are basically a 6-5 (B).

- r~nixtulre of alt o~xidizintg agent and a metal fuel.
(Otler mateia~als are addedl to this mixture to 6-3.5 FACTORS AFFECTING PERFORMANCE

- mtodify the burning rate, color, and radhianit out- As intdicated in Figure 6-22, three zones ar ý

* pitt,-as welli as to increrase handlinig safety. im- etsIablished when a consolidated illuminating com- ~ ',

* Iortamit additixvis ittelnle: pos.'tion is ignited and burns propagativel iy. In
* 1)Color' intrensifiers which are iniinly highly Zone A, essentially the burning surface both exo-

- - chlorinated organic comp~ounds, e.g., hexachioro- thermal arid endothernial reactions take place re-
* ~ethante (>C( 1C ), trexachlorobentzene ( C~(IC6 ) , De- satltinng in the fornmation of gaseous fuel and oxi-

clltiatte ( ,Clt 11) .a i polyviny lehioridfe ( 12 dizer initermnediates. These int ermiediates reactex- '

0101.thentally in the flame zone, U1sually, the pyre- Ný

6-27 ~
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TABLE 6.4(A)
CHARACIERIST!CS OF VARIOWTS AIRCRAFT STGNAL FLARES

TimtwapseI
from

actuation
"to full Burning

function, time, Candlepowev, i',ul, I Max 1,, Max dia, Weight,
_ 12em Method of totuation see see 103 __e in. in. lb

"SIGNAL ILL UMINWA TION,
IACRAFT. Fired

Double star: from
Red-red, AN-M37 PISTOL, 5 1.54
"Red-red, AN-M37Ai pyrotechnic. 10±3 25 (ea atav) Free 3.85 1.57 0.35
Red-red, AN-M37A2 AN-M8 1.

" -- - or . . . .. .-.

Yellow-yellow, AN-M38 PROJECTOR, ... 12 (ca ster) 1.54 0.42
" Yellow-yellow, AN-M38Ai pyrotechniz, hand. ......... 10±3 20 (ea star) Free 3.85 1.57 0.35

N Yellcw-yellow, AN-M38A2 M9 5 20 (ea star) 1.57 0.35

Gre.a-green, AN-MV2ý ......... 1.54 0.35
Green-green, AN-IviS9A1 10 ±-3 20 (ea et6 ) Free 3.85 1.57 0.39
Green-green, AN-M39A2 5 1.57 0.39

Red-yellow, AN-M40 25 (R star) 1.54 0.39
12 (Y star)

Red-yellow, AN -M40A1 Fired 10 ± 13 25 (R star) Free 3.85 1.57 0.35
from 20 (Y star)

% Red-yellow, AN-M40A2 PISTOL, 5 25 (R star) 1.57 0.35
pyrotechnic, 20 (Y star)
AN-MS -. .-....

Red-green, AN-M41 or 25 (R star) 1.54 0.35
Red-green, AN-M41A1 PROJECTOR, 10±3 20 (G star) Free 3.85 1.57 0.39
"Red-green. AN-M41A2 pyrotechnic, 5 1.57 0.39

hand, I -.. . . .. . . -.
Single star: M9NT

Red, AN-M43I 1.54
Red, AN-M43A1 10±3 25 Free 3.85 1.57 0.27
ReJ, AN-M43A2 5 1.57

Yellow, AN*-M44 0 15 1.54
Yellow, AN-M44A1 10±3 25 Free 3.85 1.57 0.26
Yellow, AN-M44A2 5 25 1.57

Greec, AN-M45. 30 1.54
Green, AN-M45A1 10±3 25 Free 3.85 1.57 0.32
Green, AN-M45A2 5 25 1.57

Tracer, double star:
Yellow tracer, red-yellow star,

A N -M 5 3 ..... ... . . . ...... ....... ..
Yellow tracer, red-yellow star, 0 T, 2.5 to 4 T, 30 F 3
AN-M53A1 Star, 3 to 4.5 R star, 48 Free 3.85 1.57 0.40

- Y star, 36
"-" Yellow tracer, red-yellow star, 5 3 to 4.5 R atar, 48
"AN-M53A2 Y star, 36

"Green tracer, red-red star, ........
AN-M5. T, 2.5 to 4 T', 25 "

Green, tracer, red-red star, 0 Star, 3 to 4.5 Star, ea 48 Free 3.,5 1.57 0.38
AN-M54A1 5 3 to Star, ea 48

Green tracer, red-red star, 5 3 tc 4.5
AN-M54A2

Green tracer, green-,-ed star,
AN -M 55 ........ .... ..

Green tracer, green-red star, T,2.5to4 T, 2
AN-M55A1 0 Star, 3 to 4.5 G star, 20 Free 3.85 1.57 0.38

Green tracer, green-red star, R star, 48
"AN-M55A2 5 3 to 4.5- G star, 20

"_" R R star, 48

6;-28
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"TABL7 6-4(A) (coht'd",

-' ~~~~eime lapse -

from
actuation

"to fuil Burnzng
offt.uincn t ime, 6-andlepover, Fpa, Max L, Max dia, Wei4hA,

_ _ Item Method of aztuaiion see ado 101 p in. in. lb

Red tracer, green-green star,
AN-M56 .........

Rcd tracer, green-grean star, Fired 0 T, 2.5 to 4 T,.30
AN-M66A1 from 5 Star, 3 to 4.5 Star, ma 20 Ec3 3.85 1.57 0.38

Red tracer, graen-green star, PISTOL, 3 to 4.5 Star, ea 20
AN-M56A2 pyrotechnic,

"AN-M8 .......-..
Red tracer, red-red star, or
AN-M57 PROJECTOR, . ..

Red tracer, red-red star, pyrotechnic, ". . I .. I . . .. - ..
AN-M57A1 hand, 5 3 to 4.5 Sta, 'u 48 Free 3.85 1.57 0.39

Red tracer, red-red star, M9
AN-M57A2

Red tracer, green-red star,
AN-M58 ..

Red tracer, green-red str,
AN-M58AI 0 .............. ......... .. ±Y 3.8K 1.57 0.39

Red tracer, green-red star,
AN-M58A2 5 ,3to 4.5 G star, 23

£ technic composition is frei rich and the excess by these emitting species. The rate at which a
fuel* reacts with vxygea from tho atmosphere. pyrotechnic mixture burns depends on tb.ý amount
Some of the energy required to fern, tl".se gaseous ,Jod rtte at which heat is evolved. Sufficient heat
intermediates results from the energy re. ased in must ',, prnduced to raise the temperature of the
exothermic reactions on the ,turning surface (Z&ie ingredients tc a point -t whiA. an ei-othermal
A) and some from the ilame :one. Energy fr(,m reaction will be initiated, and the reaction rate
Zone A is also transferred to Zone B which may must be sufficient to more than compensate for heat
be considered the pre-igr~ition zone. D;.rce.ly below losses in order for the composition to burn propa-
Zone B is the remainder of the unreacted pyro- gatively. As are common to all corrhbstion pro-
technic con'position, or Zone C cesses, the rate of burning, .the products formed,

Figure 6-23 shows a typical isothermal dia- and the flame temperature are affected markedly
gram of the leiperature distribution of a pyro- by the composition of the mixture, as well as by
technic flame." The tempe.ýature is not constant the physical condition of the materials and the
throughoi.t the flame, the hottest portion occurring ambient conditions under which it is burned. Some

-, approxii mately two inches above t;:e burning sur- of the more important factors which affect the per-
face in the middle of 'he flame. formance of light-producing pyrotechnic items

SThe flame produced by most. pyrotechnic corn- include: (1) heat of reaction, (2) composition,
positions is heterogeneous 'n nature, containing (3) emitters, (4) color intensifiers, (5) binders,
solid, liquid, and gaseous product of combustion. (( ) particle size and distribution, (7) consolida-

" As most of the radiation produced is of thermdl tion, (8) flare diameter, (9) case materials and
"" origin,' the distribution of radiation in any spec- toating, (10) temp)erature and premssre, (11) ro-

tral region is determined, basically, uy the chemical tational spin, and (12) moisture. In addition to
nature and physical state of th? products which thb above factors, t.ýe igniter or first fire used may
Semit in that region and the temperature reached also influecet the output of a py'otAechnc device.

See exaople Paragraph 3-5 Any changes in the pyrotechnic composition, the

6.29
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TABLE 6.4(B)
CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS GROUND SIGNAL FLARES

Time lapse
from

"actuation
* to full Burning

Io t funcdion, time, Candlepower, Fall, Max L, Max dia, Weight,
item eMeod of actuation Be1eP fps in. lb in.

SIGNAL, ILI,.UMINATION,
GROUND:
Wbite star, c'uster, M18-1 18 (for es.
White Ptar, cluster, M18A2 5.5 4 to 10 of 5 stars) Free 10.14 1.88 1.09

Green star, cluster, M20AI Fired from 7 (for ea of
Green star, cluster, M20A2 LAUNCHER, 5.5 4 to 10 5 stars) Free 10.14 1.88 1.09

-. --- ------ grenade, ..... . .. . ..
Amber star, dnluster, M22A1 M7 series 2 (for ea of
Amber star, cluster, M22A2 5.5 4 to 10 5 stars) Free 10.14 1.88 1.06

Red star, duster, M52A1
5.5 4 to 10 35 (for ea Free 10.14 1.88 1.09

" " Red star, cluster, M52A2 ........ of 5 stars)

Green star, cluster, M125 (T71) Hand-held rocket- 5.0 4 t- 8 9 (for ea of 4.5 10.14 1.64 1.3
propelled launching 5 stars)

a., mechanism

White star, parachute, M17A1 Fired from 5.5
LAUNCHER, 20Oto 30 20 7 10.40 1.88 1.04

White sta&, parachute, M17A2 grenade, .........
M7 series .- - - -- -

" " Green star, parachute, M19A1 5.5
G s 20 to 30 20 7 10.40 1.88 1.02

•, Green star, parachute, M1QA2 ..... '•

Amber star, parachute, M21AI 5,5 20 to30 4 7 10.40 1.88 1.00

Amber star, parachute, M21A2 
.........

Red star, parachute, M51A1 5.5'-20Oto 3O 20 7 [10.40 1.83 1.02

%',. Red star, parachute, M 51A2 .........

'I _ _ - - - - -- - ._ _ _ _ _ _ - -- 8_ 9.64 1.6

Red star, parachute, M126 (T72) Hand-held rocket- 50 5 8 9.64 1.64 ......
'a White star, parachute, M127 pcopelled type

(¶73) launching 5.0 25 50 10-15 9.64 1.64 1.3
Red star, parachute, M131 mechanism

(T66EI) 30 10 10.0 1.63 1.21

:' igniter, the container, etc.---which might be caused combustion should be high and products formed

by storage conditions--may also markedly affect must be stable at the high temperatures necessary

g the output of light-producing pyrotechnics. to produce the luminous intensity reqvired for il-

. luminating and signaling purpc.ses.

6-3.5.1 Heat of Reaction The heats of reaction for the &toichiometrie

One of the important factors in. determining reaction between several oxidizers, and aluminum

4 • the luminous intensity of a. light-producing pyro- or magnesium as the fuel, are summarized in Tables

technic device is the temperature readied by the 6-6 and 6-7. In generail, for both fuels, the per-

4 emitting species in the flame and produced by the chlorate oxidizers are the best solid energy pro-

burning of the pyrotechnic miatture. The tempera- ducers on either a weight or volume basis; how-

ture reached depetds, in turn, on the amount and ever, some of tho aitraites are almost as good.

rate at. which energy is released by the reaction. Physical data and burning characteristics of

in genera!, therefore, the energy released during stoichiometric mixtures of the alkali and alkaline-

S 6-30
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Figure 6-19. Armor-Piercing Tracer ..

6-3.5.2 Cumposition oxidizer used, ranging from about 10,000 candles
The luminous intensities of flares containing per square inch for potassium nitrate to around

binary mixtures of magnesium and the oxidizers 800,000 candles per square inch with sodium ni-
L*:'." listed in Table 6-8(B), change with increasing trate as the oxidizer. The difference is due to --

in - magniesinnm as shown in Figure 6-24. For a given several factors, one of the more important of
oxidizer, the luminous intensity increases with the which is the metal in the oxidant. Sodium is a
"amount of magnesium until a maximuni is reached strong emitter in the visible region while potas- c i
at 70 to 80 percent magnesium. A further increase silm is not. " 0
in the aitount of inagnesiun results in a reduction The elements used to color pyrotechnic flames
in luminous intensity. The burning rate also is for military uses are strontium, producing red; .

.-,• a inaximunt at 70 to 80 percent magnesium, as is barium, producing green; and sodium, producing .. ,c '.4

illustrated in Figure 6-25. yellow. Copper (blue or green) has also been . '

As seen in Example 5, P'aragraph 3-2.5, the used.?-'2 Litlhium (red), boron (green), thallium - A
aniotci t(4niagnesitm which will produce the mnaxi- (green), rubidium (red), and cesium (blue), are
nnit luiminotis intensityl van be estimated if it is also strong color producers, but their use is not

assunie,f that only that amount of magnesium, in practical because of cost, toxicity, or nature of $>.;'
-excess of the stoichiometric atiomiiiit, whiclh can be their compounlds. 6

val)orized by the stoiehionietrie reaetiti will react The chromaticity coordinates for a large mum-
wtit tfhe oxYgeii in the air. It requires about 1.5 I1er of yellow (sodium containing), green (barium
kiloealories to vaptorize oi0,, grain of magiesiui; containig), and red (strontium containing) t i -therefore, fthe ailloiant of el('n', re'eha-se! tby olne flares, when p~lotted on it vhroniatieity( diagfrain, ,..

grain of a stoiel.iottetrit, iixture of inagiesiiliii forit three straighit lines which ronverge toward am,
and sodium nitivtt, will vaporize about 1.3 g1rains mt)i on poiit, a7s shown in Figure 6-26.ar

of igisiuti. This corresp~onids to a in ixttire con- T'h dominant wavelength for the yellow flares -
laining about 75 pwrcent itagnesium. iiidicated by dtv, intersection (;t the straight line

with the perimeter of the chroinaticity diagram) ",
6-3.5.3 Emitters is a•ilrau5l9St)0 tillitnicroits. Results of some yel-

"As shown in Figure 6-24, the light, intensity at low l•at-es did not, as imlieatnl in Fig ire 6-26,
"tihe optit11u1i1it magnesium rcontent varies wi' h the fall oi, the stright line. rThis is believed io be dCue -.. ,.

* I0
6-33 %- -N

r 4' .. -'N

'N -N
-3~ ....

,-- .4 .- . . .' , . " .- ... .. .' . . , .. .-. .,, . ...- .- ,-. . .. '-', ,, ." .- ... ......--- ..- ..-.- .-.. -...-..... .. o. ... .,
v_% %.........* • • . . • • • • --

• % "= % % . % . . % • % % % " . , % . " t. " • % . "% . ,, " " , " ' , ". . . % . " . • = . " " '• • . - = ""j-= -
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Thipackgfte Isreprortchr at thfer
reproduction methoiY to provide
better detail.

Figure 6-20. Artillory icý Eiem~nt in Projectile

S to measulrenieit, trr as lateri neasurirernm. oi diatomnic, andJ ~sil triatolini emnitters which
4 flares vil il vsserit ~i the ssunte composition fel c-an exisi ,it thi high teinperatures in at pyro-

close to . : stra n linle. I'm, thei riet flare, an techniv flamie." SeC11(ary emitters, including
grei ni flarv, hot.' whliich contain 4 SOUTice th part ioulato m tatter-, will influence the dominanit
ý,hlw inv, the doli. ;Ialit wavelengths are, ap4proxi- wav,-iong!', the colorifli~rie. purity, the saturation,

640 ~ill: Jroiiý, nd ýjwo i-a;ýiv- 5.24 and the rtive initensity of the ih rdcd
.1' tinlitC1501, 1*.J otively. T N pic. qwvetr riained Thv t. qsvetioseopiv studies indicated that the red

i or at red, yel a ni I g-reen signal flare art- giveni light pr-Iidied by flares containing strontium and
- in Pigurt, 6-2', a SotIre' 1)f (!1lo'i neý iS duet tL1 the diatomic mole-

I Spetrson 't i liesi 'ieS'~Uo iost of vide whichl eminis strongly near 640 inilli-

P the light proe z-ý d 1Yv ill 'ij Oiation and signari I irolls. For flares; which d id not contain chlorine,
- flaresý Is (1m i hoited nunt her ofitntoiat~oniic, buri prodiite"ia red liglAt it m is conicluded that

* 6-34
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Figure 6-21. Artillery T.-acer

the red light was, most likely, due to strontium emission of cuprous chloride (CuCI), macoh of
oxide (SrC). which is radiated in the 420- to 460-millimicron

Green flames are produced by the band system region of the spectrumi. The blue-green and green
of barium chloride (Ba Cl) in the 505- to 535- systems which are also produced are usually much
millin-,cron regioni of the spectrum. Most green walher.

-flamnes show, in addition to the band emission from Yellow light is prii. arily dueý to the D lines of
bariumtt chloride, emission in the orange and red sod.'im and associatedI continuum. At high sodium
region, band emission from.. calcium chloride (CaCi)% concentrations, there is strong continuous emission
and strontium chloride (SrC1) formed from stron. in at region whi,, I ext-nds front50 to 700 milli-
tium and calcium impurities in the bariun.. In inicrons.

*addition, there are contributions fromt ant -xtensive As shown in Figure 6-28, which is the Ppectral
harium oxide (Bat)) hand system (400 to 800 distribution of energy from a gree:n flare,89 the
millimierons). specific eintissioa, approximately 525 millimicrons,

Other studies indicate that the triatoinic miole.- is suiperimnposedi on a continuous b~ackground.*'
cule Sr (011) (strong emtission near 64() inilli- This resuilts inj a less saturated greer. An increase
ilicrdus ) ma'.' contribute to thev production) of red in inagieiic~it contenit, as shown i-a Figure 6-29 for
f ight and( that bariumn hydroxide Ba( 011) (strong it y ellow flareY:1 resuilts in it decreased saturation
emilssion fromt 487 to 527 niillimicrons') miay con- of the c-olored light p-oducedl. The continuous
tribute to the produlýltion fl green Ught. There is background nuay b(- due, uy part, to incandescent
Soim1 evidence that part of the radiation from the ivarboii ( fromn binder) as a binary mnixture (cý mug-
cliiit~t hi' jN iiivCh (IlI, to cht,1i- lyni nescenceeY2  Ut"e0,pl allot e anl oxidizer show Somlewhat, le v on-

Blu flmesar uori.ay jvoketiced by thc t inuous background, It is also due. in part, in

6-35
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TABLE &-5
TYPICAL ILLUMINATING, SlIGNALING, AND TRACER COMPOSITIONS

FUEL OXIDIZERS Binder

Stron- Oil
Mag- Alumi- Barium Sodi Sndium tium Linseed Wax

SOURCE COLOR nesium num Misc. Nitrate a Nitrate Nitrate Misc. ICastor Paraffin Misc.

' A White 26.9 38.3 25.2(d) 2.9 6.7
A White 28.5 6.5 57.0 8.0
A White 36 4 43 12.5 1 2.5

A White 48 21 5 21 1 3

(C Yedow 52 35 1
C Yellow 58 37 5(k)

0.5(1)C Green 23 53 2(m)
20(n)2(0)

C Red 40 18 22(e) 61n)
76o)

,% C 21 68 5 2 4ýp)
D 58. 37.5

".•'. -(29) (k)

B Red 126.7 33.3 26.7(f) 16.7(q)
5(g) 1. 6 (q)B Red 28 55 I17(r)

B Red 26 52 16(r)
- .D 90,a)

10(a)
D Dark 34(b) 28(h)

D Dark 20(c) 50 15(t)
_ _ _ _ I... .. _

A. Na-,ai Ammunition Depot, Crane, Indiana
,•.q B. Frankfcd Arsenal

"4" . Picatinny Arse.nai
"N. D. NOL White Oak, Maryland
%, a. Pyrotechnic compositions

!,. Manganese
c. Silicon
d. Potassium Nitrate
e. Potassium Perchlorate
f. Strontium Peroxide

Sg. trontium Cxalate
h. Bariumn Chromate
i. Lead Chromate
"j. Thiokol
rk. Laminae
1. Pluronic
m. Copper Powder
n. llexachlorobenzene
"o. Asphaltum

pj. Sulphur
q. Clciuni Resinate
r. Polyvinyl Chloride
"s. Binder Compoaitioo
"t. Zirecuzum llydride
u, 'Petronitroearbszole

Note: Details of preparation and wnterial specificatioins should be obtained ftom source installations.

"6-36
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TABLE 6-6
HEATS OF REACTION OF ALUMINUM WITH

STOICHIOMETRIC QUANTITIES OF VARIOUS OXIDANTS

Heat of Reaction
Composition Products

V.; . Oxidant Density, g/cc* Kcet, Total Cal/g Comp Cal/cc Comp* Assumed

A1 (CIO'), 2.70 est 1,603 est 2,966 est 7,990 est A12 0 3 -A1C13

Mg(C10 4 )2  2.64 3,230 2,930 7,750 A12 0 3 -MgC92

LiCIO, 2.53 1,590 2,976 7,520 A12 0 3-LiCl
Be(C10 4 ) 2  2.38 est 3,200 est 3,030 est 7,220 est A1203-BeCI2
KC10 4  2.58 1,598 2,530 6,540 A1203 -KCI
TBe (NO 3 ) 2  2.51 est 1,880 est 2,810 est 7,070 est A1203-BeO-N2
Pb(N0 3 )2  3.90 691 1,585 6,190 A1203-Pb-N2
NaNO3  2.39 1,624 2,080 4,980 A12O3-Na2 0O-N2
F 2 0 (liq) 1.95 1,038 3,850 7,510 A12 03-A1F3
0 2 (liq) 1.64 798 3,910 6,430 A12 0 3

F. (liq) 1.37 622 3,700 5,070 AIFP3
CuO 5.11 288 984 5,030 A 2 0Oa-Cu

MeO3  3.81 219 1,105 4,210 A12 0 3 Me
Fe2O3  4.18 203 948 3,960 A120 3-Fe
W0 3  5.46 198 693 3,780 A1IO 3-W
V 2 01 3.19 876 1,075 3,340 A12 0 3 -V

H 2 0 (liq) 1.46 194 1,800 2,620 A12 0I.H2

Based on calculated true density.

the visible, to the volume emission resulting from chloride, or Dechlorane are generally used as color
scattering by the solid particles of MgO which are intensifiers because they are a ready source of
- ,essetially transparent in that environment. chlorine. As shown in Figure 6-30, the addition

- White lightt can be produced by: (1) developing of increasing amounts of polyvinylchloride reduces
an extensive continuum, (2) exciting an extensive the candilepower of a magnesiumnstrontium nitrate
-discrete baud system, and (3) exciting two nearly flare; however, its color value (see Paragraph
co emplehmentary baud systems. The light produced -tw iii Figure"e"mleel t carban systes. the lg tenrive 6-2.5.5) as a red flare increases as slowit in Figure
by incandescent earbon particles, or the extensive .6-31. Red color values of greater than 0.40 are

sodiul conl tiniuu produd by the magnesium- impossible to obtain unless the color intensifier or
"sodium nitrate illuniunatiug flare, are good ex- binder is a chlorine containing compound. As al-

9. amples of method (1). The extensive band system ready indicated, in the absence of a chlorine coin-
of har iumi oxidev ( Ba( W ( 400 to 80"0 n1ilhizilicronls)

)ound, the re-d color may be due to strontium oxide
is al exaimlh of ii method (2). Suitable blending of

whil i the presence of chlorine, strontium chlo-
the emission from st ro tnitium 01 c.lo ie ( Sr( % (red), ride appears to be the emittitii species."
"ahcini chloride ('aCl.,) (.yellow), amd barium

-chlloride (lBa(l ) (green) is an ,xiti~iph. of method Tie production of a saturated green light b)
S3) ~pyrotechuiv means is more difficult thian prodlic-

t'ion of a red light of relatively high )aturation.
6-3.5.4 Color Intensifiers Ili most )pyrote(hoic. items, the produotion of green

W llighly chlorinated organic (onlwin.is sutc) as light appears to depend on the green emitter,
"hexachloroethalle, hcxachlorobenzene, polyvinyl- barium chloridc, formed front the (hcomp)isition

6-37
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TABLE 6-7 "
HEATS OF REACTION OF MAGNESIUM WITH

STOICHIOMETRIC QUANTITIES OF VARIOUS OXIDANTS

Heat of Reaction
Oo, nposition Products

Oxidant Density, g/cc* Lcal, Total Cal/g Comp Cal/c. Comp* Assumed

Al (C104)8 2.14 est 1,732 est 2,810 est 1 910 est MgO-A1Cls
Mg(C10 4 ) 2  2.11 1,163 2,785 5.380 MgO-MgC12

LiCOlO 2.04 573 2,810 7 740 MgO-LiCl
NaC10 4  2.10 est 581 2,650 5,560 est MgO-NaC1
KC104 2.13 576 2,440 5,200 MgO-KC1
Be(NOs) 2  2.04 est 681 est 2,675 est 5,420 est MgO-BeO-N 2
AgNO3 3.00 804 1,656 4,970 MgO-Ag-N2

LiN0 3  2.03 631 2,430 4 940 MgO-Li 2O-N 2
Pb (NO) 2  3.03 756 1,584 4,800 MgO-Pb-N2
Ca(NOa) 2  2.04 647 2,265 4,620 MgO-CaO-N 2

Sr (NOs) 2  2.38 627 1,880 4,480 MgO-SrO-N2
NaNO3  2.00 594 2,035 4,070 MgO-Na2O-N 2

Ba (N03) 2  2.54 616 1.610 4,080 MgO-BaO-N 2

KNOs 1.95 570 1,760 3,430 MgO-K 20-N 2

F2 (liq) 1.29 264 4,230 5,460 MgF 2
.02 ( li) 1.44 288 3,570 5,140 MgO

Pb0 2  5.37 222 770 4,140 MgO-Pb
Ba0 2  3.53 137 630 2,220 MgO-Ba

SBased on calculated true density.

products of barium nitrate and an orga.lie chlorine proved the green color, but to a lesser degree.
containing compound. Ethylcellulose, the one nonchlorinated organic ad-

Magnesium also combines readily wit- chlorine ditive tested, improveC the color of the flare slight-
and, therefore, will c(mpete with the barium for ly as a larger percentage of it was used. This
the avvilable chlorine. There is also competition slight improvement in color is believed to be due
between chlorine and oxygen for the barium. To to the decrease in luminous intensity. The ira-
select the best chlorine donor ((W.2 is ideal but too provement in color of the compositions containing
difficult to handle), several cumpositions were chlorinated organic additives resulted from an
tested which contained organic chlorides having increase in the amount of barium chloride formed
different werventtage:ý of chlorine. These coml)ounds as well as from decreased luminous output.
lowered the eaudlepow,-r, with generally improved It has also been suggested that the addition of
color, and iier(ased the aninomt of barium chloride a chlorine containing compound to a flare mix-

formed. The best resuilts were obtained with a tire may, by shift of equilibrium, result in the
eoinlosition containing .40 percvot magnesium, 45 formation of barium hydroxide which emits strong-

percent barium chlorate, 10 percent polyvinylifine- ly in the green.2"

chloride, and 5 percent lamutnac The chlorine.to-
barium ratio was 3-, to 1.0; the. xnaguiesiu'n-to- 6-3.5.5 Binders

bariunm rat io wmis 11.8* to 1-0, wnd the .h lorine- Binding agents-- inchiding certain resins,

(vailahbhit to barium)-to-barium ratio was 0.27'2 to waxes, plastivs, and oils -.serve mnultiple purposes

1.0.All other chlorine coittaiiming additives iTO- ini pyrotechluic comnpositionis They art- added to

6,38
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catalyzed, they undergo a transition from liquid
V gel tc solid as they cure.,4 2

The results of a series of tests involving poly-
ester resins, presentel in Table 6-9, led to the
conclusion that the majority of these resins would

~..~yrotchnc Flmebe satisfactory and that mixtures containing these
materials would be as stable and have the same
burning characteristics as mixtures containing
Laminac as o binding agent.

Zone "A" The luminous intensity fcr all mixtures tested,
r including a binary mixture riot containing a binder

'"ý_ -Zone "B" of any kind, varied greatly during the first month
Pre- Ignition Zone of storage. This strongly indicates that the binder

is not the cause of this variation. There is, how-
ever, little, if anly, criange in burning rate asso-

.~..-Z ne C"ciated with this elhange in lum-inous intensity.
Unreocted Composition

4 6-3.5.6 Particle Size

The rate of reaction of a pyrotechnic composi-
tion is related to the. specific surface of the in-

greients. Factors such as size, shape, distribu-
tion, and surface of the particles affect the proper-
ties of the particulate material and must be ac-

Figure 6-22. Zones in Flame Propagatiun ',uratoly t'ontrol!ed. These factors affect the pack-
ing propertiesý of the ingredients which, in turn,

prevent, segregation and to obtaiin more iiiiiformly itffeet the weight-volumie relationship of the par-
bWended compilositions. lIn addition, they serve to ticles.
miake the finiely divided p~articles of metal and Asý Iles beeni indicated inl the discussion of prop-
oixid~izer ad here to til cl other and help to obtain ag(f iv -uning (P'aragraph -. ),the burning
maximuini densit 'y anid, therciore, efficiencey in rate an'd candlepower of a pyrotechnic composi-
bi urnig. B indercis also i'reque'ntly deseniistize lli\ t ion depend on the particle size of the metal pow-

tures which wonuhI othecrwise be very sensitive to tder ftit(-. This effect is shown inl Figures 6-32 (A)
imiwi~t, f rict ion, antI stat it- electrieity anid, its and 6-32 (BH), anid rable 6-101 for an illumfinant

binder conte'nt is inc(reased, burning rate is de- mnixturt' containingT niana''itinsd itae
eeastIaIend ii dl t'power, redlii e I. polv vii iy -Ichi-i dt, anid Lain iinae. A decrease in

*.M ater'ials stchas i is inseed oil, iisted earlier inl particle Size for the( spherical particles results in
niost stana mrdI pyrotet'h nit compujosit ions as binders, ani t inrease ili the spetqifie surface.--the surface area

oxidizt'd an hiiardetne'd dhiring. storage caiiiing at isstoviated with (tile grain oif powder--an increase

7 change inl tilt- bnriiiii rbarnterist it-s The re- lin tint candlepower, linl kil inmcrease inl the burn..
jt.11t11-t1i1 itt I iist't't oil bylailiiinae, IL polyester -u iate. Tlhlis is inl agr''ieiiet with the theory prne-

- -'tsiill, gre(atlY icttillttI thIns pirobhltii.8 It was stiltitt inl l~ai'graiph 3-3.6.

* outttil thbat sol t-iaidtiviiii ptdvt'-sttr -eim'il tended('t The abo\ve i esalts wtert tobtainled for eoulposi-
to Itillinlilliz the titti for high ctisolitdatiton pines- tbons Ill whith theIltiitg~iltsillii was essentially a

',li.I.. Motst oft ill- potI 'tsti-'r I-Isilis lisetI arte es- stiitrt. anly othter p ricit it 11111o will resuilt ill ia

"tnt iahiv rstirs imniiiiita11t Iltl intfril gl3-cols anld tin- lai i sttcifi' suiitact thani that of at tvompirable

1' ~~t ves sitch ;t" >tN'ricio and t4illlI1'I phit hliitte whichl tit simiilar compojsit ion., 1ttprvptd with ground anld

art' Iltiliitti to tilre tilt isil. Wholil lit'e resii, il't, with dlttmizeItl inllliilsillli iiaviiig tie samte siieve

% %
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Figure 6-24. Luminous Intensity as a Function of Magnesium Content of Binary Mixtures ContoininV Various Oxidizing
Agents

sizes are compared.4 3  The ground magnesium 6-3.5.7 Consolidation"
"(which for some sieve sizes will have the greater The degree of consolidation (loading pressure)
specific surface) gives a higher luminous intensity has a varying effect on the burning rate and lum-

S. anti a faster burning rate. An increa:e in burning inous intensity of a pyrotechnic mixture, depend-
rate and luminous intensity generally follows the ing on the physical characteristics of the coi-
increase of .pecific surface of the ingredients. It ponents. Increased consolidation pressure results
is to be uot4-d, however, that an increase in burning in ,in increased pellet density which approaches a
rat(, and iuminous intensity may ')e accompanied maximnum, whih is usually five to tAn percent less
"by it reduction in the overAll effieiency. than the theoretical value. In Figure 6-33 and

r The hurning characteristics of pyr,)technic Table 6-12 are shown the effects of loading pres-
- nI.l)ositions are also affected by the specific sur- sure on burning rate, luminous intensity, and

.16' face of the oxidizers and other ingrredients. While other characteristics, between 2000 psi and 25,000
relatively little data are mvailable on the specific psi for magnesium-sodium nitrate flares. The lin-
effect produced in a particular system, it is im- ear burning rate shows a slight decrease with load-
portant that they be considered. ing pressure wh,'e the mas burning rate and hurm-

6-41
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TABLE 6-8(A)
PHYSICAL DATA AND) BUTRNING CHARACTERISTICS FOR STOICHIOMfI TRIC

MIXTURES OF VARIOUS OXIDANTS WITH ATOMIZED MAGNESIUM

Stoich io- Calculated Luminous
metric Heat of Reaction Intensity Burning Rate, Efficiency,

SOxidant Ratio Kcal Cal/g Candle/sq in. in./min candle-secg

SLiNO 3  53.2/46.8 631.0 2430 109,000 13.9 17,500
NaN0 3  58.3/41.7 595.4 2060 102,000 13.1 15,500
KN93  62.5/37.5 569.8 1760 27,500 6.9 8,000
Ca(NO3) 2  57.5/42,5 647.1 2260 64,000 6.8 18,000
Sir (N08) 63.5/36.5 626.8 1881 50,500 7.7 12,500
Ba(NOs) 2  68.8/31.8 615.5 1606 45,000 5.1 14,000
KC10 4  58.8/41.2 515.8 2441 37,000 5.2 15,000

inous intensity show an increasing trend. These other cases the results have varied considerably.
data have been found consistent with the trends With certain compositions, investigators have ob-
observed it most pyrotechnic compositions con- served an apparent maximum in linear burning
taiming magnesium although they are not as con- rate associated with a particular flare diameter."'
sistcvt 'or compositions containing aluminum. Investigations of typical yellow, green, and red

Insufficient consolidation of tracer composition flare compositions with diameters varying between
• in the tracer cavity may result in the tracer ma!- 0.6 inch to 1.1 inches indicated that the luminous

function known as "blow out,' whe-e the pyro- intensity could be expressed mathematically by an
- .- technic composition is ejected from its cavity. This equation of the form :6

' ,sually happens shortly after the projectile leaves y-=ax* (6-15)
the gun. In ammunition depending on tracer func- (for diameters less than approximately 4 in.)
tioning for self-destruction, this usually results where y is the luminous intensity (candela), a
in a premature projectile functioning. is a constant, x is the flare diameter in inches, and

The required loading pressure or extent of n is a constant. The value of n, which was ob-
-2consolidation depends on the setback forces and tamed when the results were plotted on log-log
amount of rough handling to which th' item is paper, indicated that n is slightly greater than 2.0

Sto be subjected. Generally, the greater the setback which may be due to some change in the flame
forces, the g-reater the required loading pressure. geometry, or to an increase in the flame tempera-

"ture The flame area tended to exhibit a direct
6-3.5.8 Flare Diameter proportionality with the square of the flare diam-

"The influence of flare diameter on the linear eter. Yellow and green flares showed an increase
-- .and mass burning rate, luminous intensity, tern- in luminous effiliency with increased luminous in-

-.erature distr'bution, colh.' value, luminous effi- tensity; however. cheir flames appeared to become
""..I ,i-hey, adl flame geometry may vary cons.iderably less saturated with increasing flare diameter. Red
depending oni general vonfiginration of the system flares exhibited maximum luminous efficiencies for

-''. anl the pyrotvthniv (,omposition. A basic end. intermediate values of luminous intensity and the
bi''ni•• fig lare, free from the iifinenies of case color characteristics (did not appear to change with
gt(oVletry and comnpositimo and associated mate- an invrease in flare diameter.

rials, should possess a linear buirning rate essen-
. ally intwlweident of the flare diameter. This hia 6-3.5.9 Casu Materials and Coating

"" 'en thel case in many investigations conducted floth the physical and chemical characteristics
"ot'cr rather limited diameter raniges; however, in (f pyrotechnic case material and associated coat-
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4500A 5000 "M0 6000' 1 -

1BNO3  EMISSION (GREEN FLARE)

5,.: SrCI2  EMISSION (IN CARBON ARC)

Figure 6-27 Typital Spectra of Signal Flares

. ing may affect the burning characteristics and the steel case may more than compensate for the
',..e ~ luminous output of flares. Steel cases with high increase observed with red and yellow flare corn-

thermal conductivities, as compared to those con- positions. Some compositions also have been ob-
structed of paper or other materials, may preheat served to burn more rapidly and produce a greater
"the com7.osition and thus tend to decrease the time luminous intensity in laminated plastic cases than
to ignition and increase the burning rate. In addi- when loaded into paper eases. In this case, the
tion, the increased wall temperature may affect character of the adherence of the compooition to
the coat ng material and promote side burning, the wail may be important; however, a completely
Both of these conditions tend to increase the lumi- satisfactory explanation is difficult.
nous intensity; however, they can cause unpredict-
able performance. 6-3.5.10 Temperature and Presure

"In studies of colored flare illuminating compo- Ambient pressure and temperature have been
% sitions," it was found that red and yellow flares found to have varying effects on the operating

had higher burning rates and luminous intensities characteristics of illuminating flares, depending
6. when using steel cases as opposed to paper cases. on the composition. In a study"8 made on yellow,

When paper-lined steel cases were used, luminous red, and green compositions it was found that at
intensity values were midway between those for a reduced temperature, -- 65°F, the candlepower
steel and those for paper, although burning rates and burning time of the flares, except for green,
were comparable to those obtained for paper cases. decreased. The color value was found to be affected
In contrast, the relatively cooler-burning green differently, depending on the composit;,a at this

" composition gave lower luminous intensity values temp(trature. (See Tables 6-13, 6-14, and 6-15.)
in the steel case than in the paper case (for which At high simulated altitudes, the burning time in-
intermediate values were obtained) even though creased while the candlepower decreased for most
the burning rates remained essentially the same. flares tested in this study. Color values were in-
In tilis case, the heat loss to the surroundings from creased at the higher simulated altitudes with the
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1- TABLE 6.8(li)
CHARACTERISTICS OF BINARY MIXTURES CONTAINING OXIDIZING AGENTS

AND ATOMIZED MAGNESIUM, GRADE A

Parts Wvi4 Joriuntal Pendulum Friction MOT'
Luminous "PaJd Test Rsetion pit. Vacuum lFkieicy,"-Atom Gr.AA latsnuio , Burnbi, Ylow 1"nior, Iaalvbal Tai ...-..... "a..S... ils Candle-

Sodium (1051&) Candleape" Rade, Caoe Temerature At Black B if. A pp,, Stecl Fiber Tet, cc, Density &v"oda
Nitrate ma, ,nuim in/es Value 'N Power", v 0111 ..... Shoe, -- ./40 hrs. W,/5/cc " pv grain• !' m m •-'q -.'.-'.-• - --'-.---•. - -- - - - - + -.--... - "- -.- ---... 1•3m++

801 20 4,500 2.4 - 35 >5 88 ýn 0.30 1441 3,W43
70 3) 38,500 7.7 - >0b >3 None 0.35 1.87 9.700
58 42 102',CO 13.1 0.025 630 0.5 10-I3 None -- 0.32 1.82 1i,500 Al
54 48 155,000 15.8 0.024 835 0.1 10w+ None -- (.31 1.70 20,000
50 00 180,0C0 1.5 0.03020 835 1.26 100 Noio - 0.36 1,74 20,000
40 00 388,000 26.7' 0.020 M2 1.216 lO0 Non.' 0,432 1.71 31,0M
30 70 885,000 30 0.038 610 1.16 100 Nonv- .....- 0,32 1,8 38,000
25 28 785,000 43 0.033 - >5 100.-. Noe .1 62 41,000
20 80 570,000 43 0.038 670 2.75 1o0+ None - 0.13 1.,o 30,000
1- 85 445,000 32 0.041 57)0 >5 100+ None C. .23 1.61 3,0w)

Barium Acin.Gr.A
Nitrate Mansim

8 0 20 8,00 2.9 green 840 5 100+- Noe - 0.2.1 2.48 3,300 ,'
88 32 45,00G 8.1 p reen 0713 .5 100+ N.e C, 1.25 2.24 14,000
84 38 83,000 8.7 ,, geen 840 >101+ None 12.21 13,000
80 40 1 -:!9,05 10.7 Pale green 83 >5 1()0+ None 0- 0!8 2. 08 0,800
50 80 184,000 16.8 pie green 813 1.26 14 a)+ Noo (1.2i 1.90 13.000
40 80 348 000 38.1 We reen 825 1.25 100-•- None --- 1 1.b 17,500
30 70 360 000 40.3 pale green 6:5 >5 1II'.i- N.e -- 0 0,10 A.84 17,500
20 80 tiretic Burning 625 >5 1(i-+ None -- 0 22 4.83 -

Strontium Atm.(r.A Red Cdork
Nitrate Magnesium Valhc

80 2 10,600 2., 0.20 815 >6 , Non, 0.13 2-32 8,500
70 0 34, 0.0 0.19 >5 1,00j: None 0.16 2.:4 10,004 .

83.5 38.5 50,500 7.7 0.18 0 >1 510f. None -- 0.18 1.15 12,800
60 40 68,500 8.9 0.10 6w > 3 10k4+ Ncjw 0.14 1.9.2 12,000 . it
b0 80 152,000 21.1 0.22 610 >6 M1 None 0.14 1 .7T 14,600

- 40 60 250,500 24.8 0.24 600 >' I(0 None - 0.10 1.7. 22,000
30 70 307,000 28.0 0.26 615 >5 100+ None . 0.27 1.01 24,000
25 78 286,000 24.0 0.31 620 >5 1034)+ Noue - 0.18 1.87 27,500
20 80 250,000 20.4 0.27 010 >5 13001- None .. .-- 1.02 33,000

LitAium Atom .Gr.A Red Color

Nitrafe Magntaium. Value
80 20 Erratic Burning AM30 -
7-.0 21,000 '1.01 0.17 1.77 7,200 .. ,,-.% e',.
80 40 78,85k 13.3 0.16 1,08 12,500 .W,, .
53 47 100,000 13.9 0.18 182 17, 500 *" ", "$¶.,, '}
40 80 238,000 27.0 0.20 1.04 20,000 0 2-
30 70 350,000 41.6 0.21 1.49 20,400 .4..Z ,2..-
20 80 370,000 45.1 0,26 1.43 22,000

Calcium Alm .Gr.A Red (Clor
Nitrate Magne ium Va,.I
80 20 3,500 1.8 0.22 1.99 3, 00
70 30 25,001 4:0 0.16 1.96 11,500
57 43 64,000 688 0,116 1.88 I8,0 w
_2 48 80,000 8.4 0.19 1.81 20,000
40 50 188,000 12.5 .20, 1.73 32,000
20 7 382,00 22.0 0.2e 1.M0 40,0oO
25 78 400,000 23.3 0.29 1.51 41,000
20 go 382,000 21.5 0.30 1.50 41 ,0D

Po~tassium AtouGr.A e
Nitrate Magnesium

80 20 900 2.3 White 850 >& 80 'Nome 0.10 1.81 0C
*70 30 1,100 4.7 White ow5 2.714 80 N one 0,13 3.78 6191

82 38 27,50 6.0 White . t.5 10 None - 0.1 1.73 4, (4
'8 42 38,000 8.5 White r54 2 71 None 0,11 1.72 9,M)

.0 50 55,000 13.3 whive 8M5 1.70 90 Non,,I 0.11 1.4 0,0•-
40 80 88,000 21.8 White 045 1.75 70 None 0.4 1.0.2 00 0
30 70 119,000 29.3 WhitOW 82 J.5 100 None - o3 I 1 .,N , Al
25 78 116,000 31.1 White. 4 100-if N One 0,1) 1.53 9,l0OO
20 80 70,000 28.4 White 830 >5 0'04. Noe - 0 V4 1.53 8,300

Potassium Aomn.,ir.APerchlorat Map segum ...

s 80 20 2,800 2.k White 70U >5 1(1t+ waile L) (30 1.91 2,100
70 30 17,800 3.4 White 710 >5 100+ Nixie 0, 1••4 1.78 9, 6m
--49 41 37,000 5.2 White 708 > 5 100(+ None 0, ^ti 1.73 41, 000
50 50 4ODD00 7.0 White 715 >5 100-+ None - M0.,40 1 .8 14,004 ,
40 80 54,000 10,i White 700 > 5 .00+ Neoe 1421 1m,0 12,010
30 70 171,000 28.1 White 700 I K00 Nn - 04.34 1,54 14,500
20 80 240,000 48 White, -I g0++ Nonk, 0.3 1.51 12,500
15 187,000 47 White S t-I N(ft t 1.80 8,0 .

*Lakfiaj Prowuau 10,000 pose in 1.4 Square Inch 03andkI Cte-ie.
tBurmiu bt Mina Apgncatue,

-- ,~ %J
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TABLE 6-9
CHARACTERISTICS OF PYROTECHNIC COMPOSITIONS

CONTAINING VARIOUS POLYESTER RESIN BINDERS

Total Integral CIE Coordinak
Candlepower, Burning Rate, Light, 10'

Polyester Resins 1000 Candles inch/minute Cand&eecoy:d x

Hetron-92 84.0 4.4 3.7 0.52 0.35
Paraplex-43 70.3 3.5 4.0 0. 54 0.35
Paraplex-444 65.0 4.2 3.2 0.50 0.35
Laminae 4116 64.5 3.8 5.3 0.5, 0.36
Paraplex-13 62.5 3.3 3.7 O.5. 0.35
Paraplex-47 "12.0 3.4 3.5 0.52 0.36
Glidpol-1001-A '31.2 3.5 3.4 0.52 0.Z5
Interchemical-401 60.5 3.9 3.5 0.57 0.32
Pleogen-1150 60.3 4.0 3.2 0.54 0.34
Aropol-7120 60.0 3.8 3.5 0.56 0.33-- •=•Polyfite-8001 59.3 4.1 3.3 0. 5C 0.33L

Interchemical-937 59.0 4.0 3.3 0.57 0.33
Polyfite-8007 56.8 3.8 3.2 0.55 0.34
4116-85%:4134-15% 66.6 4.1 3.2 01.55 0.33
Aropol-7300 56.4 4.3 3.0 Q.b 0.33
Pleogen-1006 56.4 4.1 3.0 0.55 0.34
ED-199 56.2 4,1 3.2 0X57 0.32
PLL-1262 56.0 4.1 3.1 T.58 0.32
Vibrin-1088-B 54.5 3.4 3.4 0.56 0.33
Paraplex-49 54.4 3.4 3.1 0.52 0.35
Laminae-4134 53.7 3.9 3.0 0 .-65 0.34
Vibrin-117 52.9 3.9 3.0 0.55 0.43
Interchemical.312 51.7 4.1 2.9 0.1% 0.32
,Ceianee-MX-314 51.4 4.0 2.8 0.56 0.34

Interchemical-U191 51.4 40 2.9 0.56 0.33S o nterchemical-730 51.4 3.'7 3.1 0.574 0.32

Interchemicil.-1154 50.2 4.0 2.9 0.56 0.33
_ Stypol-4051 49.5 3,8 2.8 0.55 0.33
-'i . Stypol-405 49.1 4.0 2.7 0.55 G.34

Aropol-7110 4^.0 4.2 2.7 0.56 0.33
Selectron-5027 48.4 3.7 2.t 0.55 0.34
Ce6tnese MR 28-C 46.0 4.0 2.6 0.55 0.34

E 'Poxy Rtwi'i
hakelite EltL-2795 81.2 5.1 3.8 0.5W 0.11)

exelittion of green which renmained essentially con- resistance offered by t01?e air molecules. JIter-
--- •tait. mediate reactions occur further away from the

.Thlw ratig"( of altituidvs at which pyrotechnic flare surface and, in many cases, a "dark zone'"

itttuis may be used is from zt:ro to approximately Cair be observed just above the flare surface k•nJ

25tothK) feet. The effects prodtced under reduced inittil reaction zones. If the pressure becomes lotw

-iresiire:• eaxi be attributed to both the reduction enough, a point will be reached where the reaction

ii oxygc.n awid wo.biert pressure. The effects of will not be self-sustaining.
-ox,��'e radtii o ay be greater when fuel-rich The invers- relationship between candlepower

ut .. ,.tires are tcbiirn(. [lor stoichionetrie , :r r near- and color value is attributed to the increasing im.-

.1"(0 ,iei oyntric' t r '0tiisitiotts, the vl(ft is mnainy porta nce of the color line and band cutissi ) tt front

Oi. of prcsstrire. It hasi been show: that by main- exited atoms andi molecules at the higher altitutices.

-titini•g a pre('Msure over the flare si rfacv through

_.,.1rtaI .oi;fivnint by use of a nozzle, the burning

it',at high 5m uit.lev I itt de eiId be raised to C 3.5.11 Rotational Spin
,th,, sa50e level w, that at sea lc. The effect of rotational spin on the buirinui,

.Largtr fhika ltUnwst awre prodted as the am- (.iaravteristicsi of compositions has been in•\esti-

bicit pressiire is red c:ý-d hio to the delrease in gated. It has been found that the rotational ,ipiri

*, S
0.-
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Figure 6-28. Spectral Energy Distribution of Grem Flarm

of a 105 mm illuminating projectile canister con- ated by the fact that flares which are rotated at
siderably shortened th,- burning tiy.,e of the il- the slowest speeds (which have the longest burning
-luminant. The effect of rotational sin on flares times) show much less slag residue than those ro-
S ,•ade( in l.5l()h 0.). steel flare enses was also tated at higher speeds. Flares tested at speeds
shidiod. Examination of burned out flare cases of 3,00M) to 5,000 rpm, however, all contain ap-
indicated thoat the rs'lting centrifugal forces pre- proximately the same amount of slag.
Weilts the txpulsion ot iuih of the slag. The slag In another study, the trace duration of a tracer
builIs up awl effeeti -elIy decreases tte internal was found to be shortened, as shown in Figure
disineter of thw ,oase. This decrase in in' *rnal cw- : 6-34,11 by rotational spin. Burring rates for tracer
di jeeter prev(ents the effiient expulsion of gases uompositions increased with an increase in diam-
foroed and thus causes an incre-se in the internal tter, or length of tracer column and this increase
pressurv As a result of the pressure increase, the was more pronounced as angular speed was in-
"illuininants hurn mor,, rapidly. This is substanti. ereased. In geaeral, for each composition the per- ^ 'a

6-414W
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TABLE 6-10
EFFECT OF PARTICLE SIZE ON BURNING RATE

AND CANDLEPOWER FOR MAGNE3IUM-SODIUM NITRATE-
POLYVINYLCIILORIDE-LAMINAC MIXTURE

Average Particle
Ingredients Size, mnicrons Percentages

Magnesium, At., 20/50 437 48
Magnesium, At., 30/50 322 48
Magnesium, At., 50/100 168 48
Magnesium, At., 100/200 110 48
Sodium Nitrate, DR, TJLP 34 42 42 42 42
Polyvinylchloride 27 2 2 2 2
_Laminac Resin 4116 8 8 8 8

Time-Intensity Data

"Candlepower, i03 candles 130 154 293 285
"Burning Rate, in./min 2.62 3.v1 5.66 5.84

o
0 U 35400.000-

430-

25 o 0

"La.) o 30"3,000
° 20- 

o

15 . i i i I i I I j

68 88 70 72 74 76 78 30 52 84 0

PERCENT PURITY aoooo 9
Figure 6-29. Magne~ium Content Versus Excitation Purity

•'•'tfor a Yellow Flare/

ventage loss of slag decreased for each diameter I o.oo0 -
with an increase in rotational speed. Total light 1'

.*__•. output expressed in candlepower seconds decreased
with an increase in rotational speed."0

1 to 30 40 do 6o 70 so S06-3.5.12 Moisture and Stability 0 20 MAGNESIUM.* PARTS

"One of the important factors in determining Figure 6-30. Effect of Polyvinylchloride on the Candle-
"" the stability and shelf life of a pyroteeliic item power of Mixtures Containing Strontium Nitrate and

is the sensitivity of the pyrotechnic composi'on Ground Magnesium, Grado A

to atmospheric moisture. In the presence of
inoisture, the oxidant will react with ther metal hvydoxide, or both. This nonreactive layer changes

*., particles to form a layer of metal oxide, metal the ignition and propagative characteristics of the

6-49
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-- "TABLE 6-11

EFFECTS OF CHANGE IN SPECIFIC
SURFACE OF MAGNESIUM PARTICLES

0.50

.3 Ground Aromized
Magnesium' Magnesium

COMPOSITION, o
Ground magnesium 66.6 - ,
Atomized magnesium - 66.6

"Sodium nitrate 28.6 28,6 >
Resin 4.8 4.8 0

-j

CIAACEISlS (10(.0) (100.0) 0 oso0' CHARACTERISTICS

Candles per sq in. 200,000 178,000
Burning rate, in./min 9.4 .57,
Density 1.56 1.65 0.20

Candle-seconds/gram 50,000 69,200

-pyrotechnic mixture so that reduced luminous
intensity or nonignition may result. 0.0, L A

.0 20 30 40 50 00 70 1O
The critical relative humidity is a measure of MAGNESIUM, PARTS

•': the sensitivity of' .xidants to moisture. It is deter-t-niiiFigure 6-31. Effect of Polyvinylchloride on the Color Value
* mined by exposing samples of the oxidizers, to at- igr-mosnhedy, sises of k relativ e h oxidities and deter- of Mixtures Containing Strontium Nitrate and Ground• '•' mospheres of known relative humidities and deter- Magnesium, Grade A

mining the change in weight of the oxidizer. The
critical relative humidity is that at which, with re- In some cases, it has been found expedient to

' speet to moisture content, the oxidizer is in equi- . .mpromise due to an oxidizer's excellent oxidizing

librium with its surroundings. Roughly, the higer ability. This has been the case with sodium nitrate

the critical relative humidity, the less soluble the that formerly had a critical humidity of 50 percent

" " oxidant. Small traces of impurities may lower the for the specification grade, The use of U.S.P.

, critie;.l relative humidity of a compound. double-refined sodium nitrate with a critical

TABLE 6-12
EFFECTS OF LOADING PRESSURE ON BURNING CHARACTERISTICS

OF MAGNESIUM-SODIUM NITRATE FLA"ES

Luqninous butnot#o. Composition

. Loading Intensity, Total Light, Burning Burndng Chromaticity Ffflieumjy, Detsity,
"Pressure, 10o0 IX 10f Candle- Rate, Inches Rate, 0 Color Cordinates, 1X0 C-See Graow

"Ps6 Candles seconds Per Minute Per Second Ratio z P, ?er Gram Per CG

2,000 278 7.2 6.20 6.54 0.036 0.48 0.46 42.6 1.54
.- 4,000 292 7.0 6.33 7.20 0.036 A.48 0.46 40.7 1.64

7,000 262 7.1 5.62 6.75 0.037 A.4S 0.46 38.7 1.74

1o,000 270 7.3 5.47 7.12 0.035 0.48 0.46 37.9 1.90

15,000 286 7.4 5.63 7.69 0.035 0.48 0.45 37.2 2.03

20,000 291 7.6 5.67 7.55 0.035 0.48 0.46 38.6 1.95
%' 25,000 290 7 5 5.92 7.69 0.037 0.4S 0.45 37.8 1.88
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J .: TABLE 6-13
EFFECT OF SIMULATED ALTXTIDE AND TEMPERATURE

ON ILLUMINATION CHARACTERISTICS OF YELLOW SIGNALS

LOT Y-1 LOT Y-2

Average Average
Simulated Luminous Burning Yellow" Luminous Burning Yellow*
Altitude,* Temperature, Intensity,. Time, Color Intensity, Time, Color

Feet OF Candles Seconds Value Candles Seconds Value

0 70 53,300 19 .038 124,000 9.3 .052
10,000 70 39,200 21 .047 113,000 11 .062
20,000 70 19,200 24 .058 91,000 9.5 .062
40,000 70 6,650 49 .064 55,000 12 .072
0 -65 44,500 16.5 .055 78,000 9.5 .074

" Pressure reduced to simulate condition at altitudes shown.
* The color value was determined using the procedure given in PA Tech Report No. 1385.

TABLE 6-14
EFFECT OF SIMULATED ALTITUDE AND TEMPERATURE

ON ILLUMINATION CHARACTERISTICS OF RED SIGNALS

- LOT R-1 LOT R-2

Average Average
Simulated Lutminous Burning Red" Luminous Burning Red"
Altitude,* Tempcrature, Intensity, Time, Color Intensity, Time, Color

Feet 0 F Candles Seconds Value Candles Seconds Value

0 70 26,400 18.3 .44 48,000 14 .56
10,000 70 17,200 22.5 .47 30,000 19 .59
20,000 70 14,500 27 .53 25,700 22 .60
40,000 70 9,300 41 .62 15,500 35 .69
0 -- 65 25,400 16.5 .40 38,000 14.5 .60

Pressure reduced to simulate condition at altitudes shoTn.
* The color value was def,,rmined using the procedure given in PA Tech Report No. 1385.

"*. humidity of 75 l)ereent partly alleviated this mospheres of nitrogen and oxygen exerted only a
% problemn. 4

8 slight influence on the corrosion rate whereas hy-
The eff,,.,t of inoisture on u finely powdered drogen and carbon dioxide were observed to have

niretal v.an be determined by placing a sanmple in retarding and accelerating effects, respectively.
distilled water and maintaining the system at a Further, the rate of (orrosion increased with an
"specified constant teml)erature. By collecting the increase in specific surface.
gas evolved at constant pressure, the rat,. of cor- One way that the deleterious effect of moisture

rosiou of the metal van be established. For on niagnesiumn or other metal can be avoided is
-", atorized nrragnesiurr,5' it was found that the rate to ,oat the metal with a thin chromate film. Pro-

of corrosion increased with time but only slightly tection of the atomized magnesium in consolidated
.between the temperatures of 30'C and 65'C. At- illuminating and signal compositions may also be

" 6-51
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TABLE 6-15
EFFECT OF SIMULATED ALTITUDE AND TEMPERATURE

ON ILLUMINATION CHARACTERISTICS OF GREEN SIGNALS

LOT G-1 LOT G-2

%%Average Average
Simulated Luminous Burning Green* Luminous Burning Green**
Altitude,* Temperature, Intensity, Time, Color Intensity, Time, Color

Feet OF Candles Seconds Value Candles Seconds Value

0 70 14,300 16.5 .36 38,700 16 .35
10,000 70 14,300 21.5 .39 20,500 15 .36

* .) 20,000 70 11,500 26.5 .37 20,500 17 .36
40,000 70 11,000 30 .41 19,500 26 .35
0 -65 27,800 20 .36 35,700 15 .35

* Pressure reduced to simulato conditiov, at altitudes shown.
• The color value was dotcrinoin'l using hc h procedure given in PA Tech Report No. 1385,

400

',.'. • . -5

-V... 2

0
4JO. o 300

Xo..

______________________3A ______ 121 1 275 0 35 375 4035
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Figure 6-32.1. Burning Rate vs Particle Size of Magnes.um Figure 6-32,2. Candlepower vs Particle Size of Magnesium

accomlipushed by tli htso of bihder. and water- n iH,, ts because they (10 not contain binders and
proofing, agests, tiually Ntit oil, wax, or plastic are loose-bailed which chaunges the, manner in

re4-sin. ('oittiti'lirs iUnd ,o)niygrosvoitv first-fire %%hich they react to produtce light. Consolidated
1 ,,1ilposition ae iitei -,,, to keepl moisture from the .oi) osiious hurn coin paint ively slowly while tic.-

;•=" main ill•,intitiatij)g ,,positioits. i.iisobate n nixloures, under confiientent, react

rapitidly producinit a bright flash of light.
6-4 NONCONSOLIDATED ILLUMINANT mit hajor tio,, for tuoinousolidhuted illuminant

CHARGES (iiargts are in ,botofltasi bombs nto cartridges for

As p)yrothitni• reactions, in general, tare basod ntightt ,.rit- l thologrut;hy. and in spotting charges
(toi the ,heijctal rieaction of it fiel with an o\xidizer, for Il•ctki tg and aL(.ttisitiott lurlpt)Ms. Nononsoli-

-ti the tt,. in whic'h tOs, two basic ingredients dated fillers itcluilc: (1 int iiate mixture of a

are iuncortlated into a lyrotechni• device will powdered mciial and lttiwdvit oxidlant, (2) a pow-

treatly influenice its perforinanie. Noi .,ico i,.* I roit(l llet'0 , titch ias AIt initt, tinagltiesiuni, or

dated illutittints differ fron .consolidated ill'u- tlhir alloy,;, and (3) a powdered imetal and a

|,t,• 's,'. ',, i* ." . .,-4.. •* ." *** .• # . . ." . 2... , n." . •, s* •.. ., '¶. , ,P.,i'. E'., _" . _ ,- 4 - - - - -?' . • -• . ,-
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4.1 0
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4.0 L __________
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* Figure 6-33. Effoct of Loading Pressure on Burning Rate of 2 __

Pyro technic Compositions

powdered oxidant segregated from each other 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10

in concentric cyidr.10,000 RPM

Figure 6-34. Effect of Spin Upon Tr~zce Duration c; Vasrious

6-4.1 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC Standard Tracer Compositions When Loaded Into Caliber
ILLUMNANTS.50 M1 Jacket

The mission of aerial photography is to obtain tioui of the light reflected from the area to be
information regarding the static content of an area photographed which reaches the photographic film,
(buildings, roads, etc.), and the movement of per- aind
sonnel and equipment. At niight, this requires a v. Exposure time which, for night aerial pho-

S light source that will produce sufficient illumina- tography, muay be the duration of illumination and
~ ti on to obtain usable negatives. High intensity i~ot the shutter speed.

light sources for ntight aerial photography may The intensity of the light source and its, rela-
be broadly (divided into t~wo classes, pyrotechnic tive location determine the illumination received
light sources, and the electronic flash tube.5 2 As by the area to be p~hotographed as well as the uni-
fl'il, tubes are- unable to lproluee ats much light as fomt of tlit( illumination produced. As shown
pyroteehmiie light sources, their use is limited to ini Figure 6.:35, the lacation of a pyrotechnic light

low altitudei. At higher altitudes, photoflash ear- source can be spec itbd by giving the trail aingle
tridges and Jphotollash 1)01111) atrt the only practical and the burst a ltitude. The trail ang~p must be
sources of intense ill utnination for night aerial stifltiv'iet ly greater th11n the canera half-aiogle to
photography tising con%,emtionmul nerial cameras assuore that only the reflected light from the area

* and photographic film. heing photographed will reach the earnera lens.
The himn speed, basically, detortninues the amount Fior at normal trail angle value, th,ý optiaumm

of' light w hich mnust fall on flthe film in order to burst alItituode has been determined to be about 0.6
4 tt~btain at :.it istu~vtory negati%-e. Th'le amiount of light of the flight alt itudle, when thte required intensity

which reaches the photograph ii filmi depends on: of the light sour('t isi a wnininifllu." At the opti-
it. Amonnit of light refletctd froin t In area to be notni burst height the amiount of light required for

* I Illtttograpjho'(, which detlel'os on the illumination it sat isflwo'try negati ve is itpproximattly :1
'Ijd the terraini refiect anee of the urea,

* ~b. lt'lat ivt' aperture of flthe ('aera lens which is;I--- (6-16)
notoi nal II x p ress'-d by f values on at letns barrel are 7

the diamtet er of the' lt'Ls aperture divided b,7 the wh,'rt I is flthe candlcpowt'r of the' light source, T
* ~focal lt'ngtih of t he lenses. The trauinsuiissiont char- is the explosur ue timie, f is thle effec-t i e f value for

acterist its oIf the atniospllhre determiine the p)or- the lens, is the slant distance from the camera

'p -.. 6-53
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"pelling charge which ejects the inner charge. At
the same time, the delay faze is initiated and, at

"the end of the delay time, a relay explosive charge
is initiated and, in turn, initiates the photoflash
mixture. As the delay time determines the location
of the burst behind (and below) the aircraft, the
"proper delay time will depend on the speed of the
aircraft during the photographic mission. For this

H reason, photoflash cartridges are furnished with the
different delays indicated in Table 6-16 which sum-

" h marizes the characteristics of some photoflash car-
-j|tridges. Characteristics of a typical photoflash

--- j_.._composition are shown in Table 6-47.

e - TRAIL ANGLE H - FLIGHT ALTITUD. 6-4.1.2 Photoflash Bombs
S- CAMERA HALF-ANGLE h - BOma BURST ALTITUDE Illum ination for high altitude night photog-

iioA raphy is provided by photoflash bombs which are
Figure 6-35. Diagram of Bomb Burst and Trail Angle released from the aircraft during the photographic

run. A typical photoflash bomb is shown in Figure
lens to area being photographed, and U, is a fac- 6-38. Descriptive data and characteristics of photo-
tor best determined experimentally. However, as flash bombs containing photoflash powder are sum-
shown in Figure 6-36 (which is a typical charac- marized in Table 6-18.

. teristic curve for black and white negative ma- Photoflash bombs containing a relatively large
terial), it is impossible to estimate the exposure Ut amount of flash powder can be very dangerous

* required to produce a negative of satisfactory since they can be exploded by impact. Because of "
"* uhotographic density. Military specification for this danger, dust-type photoflash bombs were de- ' "

film is based on the reciprocal of twice the ex- veloped. The characteristics of dust-type photo-
* posure of a point on the curve at which the slope flash bombs are summarized in Table 6-19.

of the longest is one-half gamma; for this film In 1950, the development of a segregated oxi-
the military speed is 300 ASA. A satisfactory ex- daknt bomb in which the burster oxidant and metal
posure would correspond to about one-half way dust were loaded separately in coaxial cylinders
up the linear part of the characteristic curve, i.e., was started. Such a configuration appeared tc.
"for this material aii exposure of approximately offer the possibility of safety from impact inutia-
"0.05 log E units. tion, and also of producing the high peak 'candle-

power of the flashpowder bomb, along wi" h the
64." 11Ct ebroad peak associated with the metal du I-type

Ili6-4.1.1 Photoflash Cartridges photoflash bomb. No photoflash bombs of this e
Illumination for relatively low altitude night were standardized. Results obtained with s me

aerial photography is furnished by photoflash car- experimental segregated oxidant bombs are sa -

tridges. As shown in Figure 6-37, these cartridges mari!ed in Table 6-20.
contain a photoflash charge and a delay fuze assem-

- bled into a charge case. This subassembly is put
into an electrically primed outer cartridge case 6-4.1.3 Other Photographic .uminant Systems

"- along with a small expelling charge. The cartridges Attempts have been made to increase the output
are loaded into specially designed ejectors. Ejec- of the standard flash bulb by a factor of 100 so that
tion and functioning of the cartridge arc initiated it could be used as a night aerial photographic il-
by an electric pulse which causes the electric luminant. Unfortunately, it was found that this
primer to function which, in turn, ignites the ex- increase could not be obtained without incurring '.r.

6-54
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TABLE 6-16
DESIGNATION AND DESCRIPTION OF PHOTOFLASH CATRIDGES

Powder fnegwal Lg*
______ Time 108 Cardeeea'VTotal Yorrnua Peak to --- Duration

SSize, in. WetU5A, I"a'n"i~ Ptak, CPS 3adn of Flash,

Carl ridgn D~esignationL-XDis lb oz Type l(oll 10- Can1 ennec Total CPS40 MUCe Casipg Fuss
1,l0 7.71X1.56 - 5.25 1) B 24 5 0.77 - -- St~andard M11 Tinmedelay

signal cue I tofiseW
TI 2 7.73X1.57 0.72 5.5 I I 5 ~ * 3 oiidM!Tm e&yAS, &4

M 112 7.73 x 1. 57 1 11- .ll 110 3 1IA - 30 Modified M1! Timie delay

M123 JT89) 8.37,ý2.9 7 27.2 111 A 240 4 5 4.8 40 ýAl Obtuirated delay lose.

2,4, or 6 seec
T90 About same About -- Each stan:N 8.6l 2 5 690outrcs Obturated delay fuze.

as N1112 same as NaNOI/atoni uimilar to I or 2 seec
M112 medi M~g bind- M 112; Coll-

-__ __ ~ r30/70/2 tanus5 tars___

T102 8xl.75 1.25 12 Ill A 16) 4 2.4 31(a) Al, 0,051 in. Obturated delsi fuse

T103 I IX2.375I 5.5 27.2 111 A .325 4 7.2 6.6 47(a) Al,0.051lin. Simnilar to M123
wall

(a) to 0. 1 Max.
(b) Contains a high intensity illuminating compouition, iuot photoflaah powder.

(Iisadvalltagcn~s wliicl essentially nullified any gain as well as the useC of small ari-i projectiles as spot-
ill output. tilng rounds for mlajor- caliber weapons, led to a

Other- pyrotel(lnie lighit sources have been tried requliremnent for niore effective spotting charges.
which wvere designedi to producee illumination on a
cOilti IlollOs, basis rathler than in sliort bursts for 6.4.2.1 Small Arm Spotting Rounds
use with strip)-typwecameras whiich do not contain Snmall caliber spotting roun~ds tall be used to

ashutter. The film is moved continuously ecross a aimi a nli.jor caliber weapon. Inl operation, the
slit at a speed which matches tliat 01 the inlage sm~ail caoliber spotting rifle, which is rigidly at-
motionl. One, of tile early atttemlpts was the use of tachetl to the main weapon, is fixed and the point
the T90 pliototlare cartridg-e. This c!onsisted of the of inipact is indicated by a flash of light and a puff
same casing a1s tile Ml 12 withl a charge of five stars of ,mioke formed by the functioning of the small e
which were mal~de of -- hig,-h intensity consolidated caliber spotting projctile. As the tiajectory of
illunminating composition. The light output was the sma~ll armi spotting projectile and that of the
not Ldle((late as 11o vis~ible image wa4 obtained on nail roumnd arc irearlv identical at the critical
thc nlegatives exposed iln flight test at 100(0 feet.5  rangre, tile burst pr'ovidecs information for qdjr~st-
Another attenipt wýas a burner for niagnesium &ist mnerit of aimu. A hit withl the spotting, rounid means
whichi was developed for, use oii a~ircraft.5 5

,56 that theý Yain p)rojectile will also strike close to the
target.","'5

*6.4.2 SPOTTING CHARGES A typical 20 mtm spotting round is shown in
- , Spottinlg (4ilarges ai-e umsedl for- locating point of Figure 6-39. rTliis rou~nd contains ab~out 6.5 cubic

- -impact, for target acquisitionl, for tracking, and for (t'tlilneters of a flash1 mixture and canl produce a
N' lIlciil fitlltrrnpmitfntoig o flashl of 1.5 million candlepowder with a tduration of

niamly years, spottinig charges of black powder were 700( mllilliscon01ds.

* ~ilsed ill practice bombs. amnd projectiles to locate
poinlt of impact. Because tile observation distances 6-4.2.2 Tracking
wýere relatively short anti because a relatively (,ihl curate trajectory information is re-
large v-olumoe was pvailable for tile spottin~g chlarge, tjumredl ill tile devtelop~ment of a mnissile system.

*all atleqiate flash could be produce4d with black ( )ne method of' obtaining this information for a
p~owder. The developmient of long ratnge inissil", missile at. high atltittides is ton photogrraph the flash

ne 6-55
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Figure 6-36. Ty-pical Characteristics of Black and WVhite Negative Material

produced byV a 1)h~toflash cartridge ejected a dis.- van be accurately determined.~6c' A typical flash
talnee sufficient to preven4 ' damage to the missile charg-e for this purpose is shown in Figure 6-41.
in flight,. Flash cartridges of the type shiown in
Figure 6-10 (whi.+ are of the samne general type 6-4.3 TYPICAL COMPOSITIONS
discussed in Paragraph 6-4.1.1) were developed Typical nonconsolidated illuminating eomposi-
for this purpose. Modifications to reduce weight tions use-d as photoflash and spotting charges are

- and simplify mounting problems resulted in a flash summia, I in Table 6-21. -

device whi,!h produces a series of flashes with a
known tirnit interval between them."" 5-4.4 Light Production

As has been indicated, nonconsolidated illu-
6-4..3 Idicaion f Fuctioing inants differ from consolidated illuminants in

*PFlash charges are used also to provide a visible the manner in which they re-act to produce light.
indication of the functioning of an item or corn- Consolidated compositions propagatively bu~rn in
ponent such as a warhead fuze. The flpsh signal a relatively slow manner while nonconsolidated

* provides a brIlliant light flash and can be photo- compositions react rapidly producing a bright
* grajphieally recorded by~ remote cameras, providing fla:,,h of liAght. iBecmuse of the rapidity of the reac-

data so that the tineý and location of functioning tion, functioning of devices containing noncon- ~

6-56
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TABLE 6-17
"CHARACTERISTICS OF TYPE Ill PHOTOFLASH COMPOSITI01O

"1,n.redients: Sgpcý;ification M4;rons Pe.c ewno

Aluminum, atomized JAN-A-289 15 40

Potassium Perchlorate PA-PD .24 24 30

Barium Nitrate PA-PD-253 147 30

Physico-Chemical Data:

Heat of Reaction, cal/g-2 7 74 (calc)
Reaction Temperature, C -approx. 3500
(Gas Volume, cc/g-24 (cale)
Tapped-1.67
Vac. Stab. 120'C, cc gas/40 hr--4).16

Sensitivity Data:
Impact: PA, incles--40+
Friction Pend: Steel -Crsckles; Fiber-No Action

Ignition Temp, 0C: 5 sec value-61G, ETA--No Ignition

Hygroscopicity: 57% IMI, room temp; lirs 24; % WL Gain < 0.1

Electrostatic
Sensitivity: Joule, fir. 2.t4; 50% Pt-3.5; 100% 1-t-4.5

Temp-65'F; % RH-40; Unconfined-Yes

solidatcd illuminants can cause disruptive effects ration of the flash (milliseconds). The total amount

in their surroundings similar to the effects pro- oF light produced determines the maximum ex-

duced by high explosives. posure which can be obtained at any altitude,
using open shutter techniques where the duration

"6-4.4.1 Light Output Characteristics of the flash determines the exposure time. Unless

The light produced by the functioning of a image movement compensation techniques are used,

device containing a non-onrolidated illuminant is the speed of the aircraft must be low enough that

characterized by its relative high peak intensity image relative movement will not result in unac-

and the relatively short flash duration. ceptable photographic definition. Until the develep-

went of image motion compensation techniques,

6-4.4.1.1 Time Intensityu,•3 many night aerial photographs were made with

A typical time-intensity curve for the light an exposure time of 1'1- second (40 milliseconds).

produced by the fui~ctioning of a photoflash device In this case, the exposure obtained depended on the

containing a flash powder (intimate mixture of amount of light produced in 40 milliseconds, and

Wý powdered metal and oxidant) charge is shown the maximum photographic exposure was obtained

. in Figure 6-42. The curve for most spotting with the shutter open for the best 40 milliseconds.

charges wouid be similar. As indicated in this (See Figure 6-43.) Peak candlepower is important

figure, the important c:haracteristics of the light as it greatly influences the amount of light pro-

"output of a photoflash device are: (1) total amount duced in the best 40 milliseconds. The time-to-peak,

of light produced (candleseconds), (2) amount of and the variation in the time-to-peak are important

light prod, .ed in the best 40 milliseconds, CPS,, for syneb-onization of the shutter open time and

( (candleseconds), (3) peak intensil. (candles), (4) the best 40 milliseconds of the light flash.

time to peak intensity (milliseconds), and (5) du- Dust-type ,Ihotoflash devices produce flashes

3-57.. .
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SE.. F LASH
•-'i__., POSITION EXPELLINGcH G

SCHARG1 CASE M59 PRIMER -

- . , - - ~ ~ ~~8.4 5 M t A X., - . .% _

:, Figure 6-37. Typical Photoffash Cartridge

•. which have lower peak intensities and longer dura- 6-4.4.2 Nature of the Photoflash Burste7,68
S tions than those produced by devices containing new light-produ I ing characteristics of a flash

__, flash powders, as shown in Figure 6-44. Image itein depend princ'ipally (as discussed in greater
Scompensation techniques are. normally required detail in Paragraph 6-4.5) on the composition, the

when (lust-type photoflash bomb% are used in order ainount and shape of the explosive which is used
-•• to efficiently utilize the, light produced. to initiate the composition, and the ease. Flash

-- " radiographic studies show that when a relatively
• 6-4.4.1.2 Spectral Distribution smiall amount of high explosive--centrally located

As shown in Figure 6-45, the spectral distri- in a v•ase containing photoflash powder or metal
Sbution curve of the, light produced by a photoflash dust--funetions, a bubble of explosion products

•. device consists of ail intense continuous back- is formed in the first few miciroseeonds of the
- ground onl which a discrete spectra is s'uperim- initiation of the explosive. The shape of this

posed."• The spectral distribution of the radiation bubble and the rate, at which it expands are de-
. produced by a dust-type photoflash bomb is similar. pecndent onl the properties of the' iaterial sur-

•-• While the niore effivient photoflash vompositions rounding it, as well as that of the explosive initi.
Sat low altitudes produce light whic-h is mainly ator. For example, the shape of the bubble pro-7

(-" ontinuous, the more ,,fficient compositions at. high duced by a smiall quantity of explosive in flake
---- attitudes 1,l10,000 feet) oare those which produce alumninumn which has a low density tends to be in- "

' anl extensive discrete spectra in the visihle.11.• (See flueneed more by the nature of the explosive and •:
•- also Paragraph 64.5.) its confinement than the bubble produced in an- , -

• 6-58,'
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STABLE 6-18
"DESIGNATIONS AND DESCRIPTIONS OF FLASH POWDER PHOTOFLASH BOMBS

Powder Inleoral Ligid
106 Candlesecon4 liurdion

Bomb Total Formula Peak Timeto - - - of F;ah,
sDeos- Size, in. W1, WI, - Intensity, Peak, CPS Best Iluec to

1atihn L X Diu. lb lb Type Class i06 Candles reset Total CPS4o 0.1 max. Carsig

N112 (TI) 32X7.25 32 25 1 - 325 10 - - 250(e) Paper tube divided into 2 compartments;
powder filled 4/5 of volume; pywcod
partition; 2 grenade fuses and parachute

in 1/5

1M23 (T2) 25X4.25 10 7 E - 100 to 300 - 13.5 -- Fiber cylinder; later fitted with steel outer
one fo improved ballistics

N146 (T3) 48X8 50 25 I1 A,B 770 18 50 26 140 Inner fiber charg container; outer steel
case 0.03 in. wall

T4 Enlarged M46 - 50 If B 970 20 05 36.4(c) - Light weight sheet metal cae, powder inm• -',, tbet- container

T5 Enlarged 146 -- 100 It A 1670 20 132 71.5(c) -- Light weigt sheet meta cae, powder in
- ___o .. .. fiber container

T6 (M60) 31.72X4.92 25 10 I B 300 11 15.4 8(c) - 0.0239-in. wall. Thin metal cawe
TEI - - -.. . 0.026-in, wall
T6E2 5000 -- - I - 0.048-in. wall

"NDRC s0 Best Best

Tyk¢- 58XI0.75 200 to Various 17 00(b) 15(b) 118(b) 60.6(b,.) 25lb TI casing
1-8 88

TO 145 70 11 B M50 2 00 30 270
TgEI 36X8 115 35 1II B . .. . .. . 125-lb demolition bomb, tase, 0.19 in.
TOE4- --- Vrious . .. .. wall

TOEO 35X8 107, 70 [Ii A 2100 5 140 65 153 M70; 0.19-in, wall

M120 52.25X0 150 70 11i A 3490 6 165 75.0 153 Modified M70 chemical bomb body, box
_._____,typefin, 0. 189n. wall

M120 li R 52.25X8 165 85 111 A 4490 0 223 95.5 188 Same as M120

T92 39XIl 200 138 1i B 5840 5 290 140.5 226 Optimum design to fit in RB-4 aircraft;
shallow, wide fin

T93 59,16x14.18 496 224 1II A 4000 5 373 108 25 500-lb G.P. bomb casing, AN-M46;
M109 fin assembly

T94 69.5X1I8.8 926 450 111 A 5600 05 666 163 299 1000-lb G.P. bomb rasing AN-M65

"T99 4
.25 or 13 95 70 .. . .. .. . 42 T- Thin copper casing, or •teel 0.0625 to

to 160 0.5-in. wall

i .T104 04 III B (End on)
or 104 29M0 4 189 82 163 Modified M30AI 100-lb G.P. bomb body;"(thin 3570 or thin case model. modified M47A3
case) (thin case) 6 284 88 228(s) chemical bomb body

(a) Total duration (b) With Type 11, Class B powder (:) During 0-50 me

"odized aluminuin. The subsequent shape of the inder of metal dust. II all cases initiaticn ai

bubble in til' metal dust depends on the resistance burning of the dust takes place in the air after co
--encountered in ditferent direction,,. If the con- breakup.

* ,fining case, deformns 4lowly without rupture, the If the surrounding material can react rapie.,
shapel• of the explosioxi products will tend toward gases resulting from the vaporization of the ..a-
the ]1)ape of tlte deforned case. If the ease rup- tive material at the outer surface of th,.
tnres qui('kly at one p)oint, th, (lust may be forced bubble of explosive products will t
thrioghi this o)p)enting wlile' sonic of the (lust will rate at which the bubble expands. Th

reniain in the vase. For sinall quantities of ex- this contribution depends on the reactiN.
• plosive, the shap'e of the explosive is of little im- mixturi,,. The piston action of the expanding bub-

portance. For larger quantities of explosive, the ble formns a spherical shell of 2ompressed flash
"-bshap' a( Its itnethod of initiation nlust be con- comlposition. Rapid chemical reaction starts at
sidered. All extrene example is an end-ilnitiated the shock front when it reaches the case and the
line charge axially located in a surrounding cyl- increase in pressure results in case rupture. After
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TABLE 6-20
SEGREGATED OXIDANT PHOTOFLASH BOMBS

Integral Light
Total Powder Peak 1O'Candieec8,

* 4," Bomb Size in. Weight, - Central Intensity, Best 4Orns.
De.eignation L X Dia. lb Outer Shell Inner Shell Burster 101 Candles Period

"0-69 4x27.5 18 8.4 lb 3.1 lb TNT burster 672 20.2
Al dust KCIO4

0-70 M46 casing 95 Al dust 70 lb KCIO 4  TNT 3490 130
total chg.

T115 M47A3 110 Al dust KCIO TNT 1470 48.9
Chemical 84 lb
bomb case total chg.

X52 10 x 30 175 Atomized 36 lb TNT 4890 130
Al 78 lb KCIO 4

X53 8x22 50 Atomized 12 lb TNT 2200 74
- Al 25 lb-3% KC1O 4  (expected) (expected)

silica gel

ARMING

WIRI 4 _4 -44

"BURSTER B OM P•OTOFLASH M120 CQWoTION
WITH MI125 FIN WEIGHT 160LB AFOX

. Figure 6-38. Typical Photoflash Bomb
P.

case rupture the ch)ud expands against the at- Some of the more important of these factors are:

"" mospheric pressure, resulting in cooling of the (1) charge weight, (2) composition, (3) particle
cloud. The cloud must contain fairly large sized size, (4) burst diameter and shape, (5) igniters

Sparticle aggregates (approximately 2,0 microns)1 5  adl bursters, (6) confinement, and (7) ambient
so as to reach the size observed experimentally, pressure.
The light output reaches a peak value and then

•- slowly decreases. 6-4.5.1 Charge Weight

"•"Generally, flash powder in items which produce
"6-4.5 FACTORS AFFECTING PERFORMANCE a burst approaching a spherical shape (see also

"The light output of bright flash-producing de- Paragraph 6-4.5.4) develop a total light output
, vices is dependent upon many interrelated factors. which is proportional to the charge weight (as is
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TABLE 6-21
TYPICAL COMPOSITIONS FOR PHOTOFLASH AND SPOTTING CHARGES

. Type Class Nominal Composition Remarks

PHOTOFLASH POWDERS

-- : I - 34% Magnesium Used at start of World War II
26% Aluminum in M46 Photoflash Bomb
40% Potassium Perchlorate

II A 60% 50/50 Magnesium- Developed because of shortages
Aluminum Alloy at start of World War 11 of

-.1 10% Potassium Perchlorate Aluminum and Magnesium Powder

B 45.5% 50/50 Magnesium- Later development led to
Aluminum Alloy substitution of Barium Nitrate

54.5% Barjum Nitrate for Potassium Perchlorate

"" III A 40% Aluminum, Class C
301% Potassium Perchlorate
30% Barium Nitrate

B Same as 111-A except that the
Potassium Perchlorate is coarser

-. IV 80110% Calcium Experimental Efficiency at
20'X Sodium Perchlorate 100,000 feet is 45.7 X 10' .-.

eanidlesee/g

A'POTTING CHARGES

-- 30% Atomized Aluminum Developed to give short time to
"10% Flake Aluminum peak but with less brisance than
60% Barium Nitrate photoflash powders

the light produced in the best 40 milliseconds, gives bettet results in nonconsolidated illuminat-
" CPS4o). The duration of the flash increases as the ing compositions.

--. cube root of the charge weight, while the peak in- Thermodynamic data for stoichiometric mix-
_.,. tensity increases as the two-thirds power of the tures of aluminum and various oxidizing agents

charge weight.69 ,7117  The efficiency and light out- are given in Table 6-23.73 The trend is similar to

-,- put for a given weight of charge, therefore, decrease that for consolidated illumninants. (See Paragraph
with charge weight. 6-3.5.1.) As the molecular weight of the oxidant

increases, the aluminum content of the stoichio-

6-4.5.2 Composition metric mixturE decreases so that the iHeat of reac-

A As indicated in Table 6-22,66 aluminum and tion also decreases. Of the oxidizers listed in this

magnesium are the best fuels for use in photoflash table, potassium perchlorate produces the hbghes.t

. mixtures at low altitudes.1 7,7" While atomized mag- heat of reaction with atomized aluminum. Lumi-

_. nesium gives higher luminous jitensities than nosity values for -arious nitrates with atomized
_, other fuels in consolidated illuminating composi- aluminum and atomized magnesium are given in

tions, it has been found that atomized aluminum Table 6-24. As indicated by this table, which is

6-62
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XMl01 Spotting Projectile

Figure 6-39. Typical 20 mm Spotting Round

J.-

Figure 6-40. Photoflash "Daisy" Cartridge

for hmel-rici copsitions, the 1i4 It output of ~iuciili and1 atoinized m agio siuin-alurniirnu a]-
.stoicliiouietri I iix ire are relaitivel clow; and I vs Atomnized alurnintim is (difficult to ignite and

* ;ilkaliite carlti metal nit rates arv much1 morv 'atis- has noit beenii use eflit tly :n metal (lust photo-
aeotory lhan alkali me tal niltrates iii norn 0115(1- flashi bomb,;. Fla~ke almniinum, which re~quires a
dated iii uni iiiatimg con) posit iolvi,. weight vf ho rster approxiata ely equal! to thait o~f

For dust-type boynbs, there are mnarked differ- Hie dust, produces a flash of rehttiveiy short dura-
eneeI(s ill bhea vior of flakeý a! nimimum atoinized inag- I ion and a rapid time to peak. Atomized matg-

6-63
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TABLE 6-22 ,'
- LUMINOSITY CHARACTERISTICS AT SEA LEVEL OF PHOTOFLASH COMPOSITIONS

CONSISTING OF HIGH-ENERGY FUELS IN STOICHIUMETRIC AND FUEL-RICH
COMBINATIONS WITH POTASSIUM PERCHLORATE

Time to Integral Light, Duration, Efficiency, Increase
Type of Peak, Peak, 103 candlesec, msec 103 candlesec/g in

Fuel Composition(a) 100 candles unsec ('Ao max) 'Ao max Total Fuel Efficiency, %

Aluminm S 41 1.2 147 9 14 10.3 35AuiuX 41 1.7 226 11 16 13.8

ia.iS 18 1.2 142 16 24 10.0Magnesium 15
"X 20 2.3 189 17 25 11.5

Zirconium S 38 0.7 92 7 14 2.8 147X 55 0.9 278 11 23 6.9

Titanium S 18 0.4 65 9 15 4.9X 16 1.3 80 12 21 5.1

Calcium S 12 1.2 75 13 16 5.7 30X 13 1.7 115 15 19 7.4

* Boron S 0.5 23.0 1i 68 89 3.5 85-- X 2 14.3 51 55 92 8.5 5-:

Silicon S Did not ignite
X Did not ignite

(a) S Stoichiometric, X 149ý excess fuel.

ntsium, which requires a much smaller burster, eral, indicate that these addities do not increase
gives a flash of much longer duration and has a the out put of those photoflash items which are near
longer time to peak. The magnesium alloys are optimum. conflieting results have been obtained.
intermediat, in their behavior. The difference in ,Some earlier investigators obtained results which
the metal dust-to-burster ratio may be due to the indicated improvement with some additives."
relative ignitibility of the metal fuels. Powdered
magnesium is easier to ignite than powdered alu- 6-4.5.3 Particle Size
Iniallnul; as a .onlseqlletee, atomized aluminum has Much otf the research and development concern-
lnot teen used efficiently in a metal dust bomb. ing photoflash compositions has centered around
The longer tim(' to peak and flash duration of the, determination of the optimum particle size
-- t magnesium ean be explained by the reaetion be- and shape. While it has long been known that

". tween magnesium and nitrogen whieh p)reeedes the the average particle size and particle size range
reaction with oxygen, are iml)ortant plrazneers in determining the lumi.

Small amounts of additives, principally metals nosity vharaeteristi's of pyrotechnic flash mix-
and silica gels, have been tried to invrease the light tures,,s detailhd relationships were difficult to es-
output from photoflash devices. Results, in gen- tatlish until methods became available to classify

"6-64
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sysems;nwhich tealuminum was in the 22 :± 8

micron particle size range would produce enough
light for pyrotechnic applicationS. 74  Regardless
of the oxidizer size, system containing coarser alu-
minum -8.4-40 microns and 24-62 microns--did
riot produce a usable amount of light. *When the
aluminum particle size was held constant, de-
creasing the oxidant particle size resulted in an

6U." POWMincreased efficiency (candle seconds per gram')
OCTOM NK 3 OW 0at both sea level and at, 80,000 feet simulated alti-

SAMT VWtiide. (See Figure 6-46.) At high altitude, the

is* ON 0peak and integral light intensity vary similarly.
At sea level, however, the composition with the
coarse oxidizer p~roduced the highest peak and in-

sw*ý16 V019WA&W F ACFT"tegral light intensity, due to the greater tapped
'OL 'Ww'"'V~m WAM W density with the coarse oxidizer fraction, so that a

greater sanmple weight could be loaded into the
test cartridge.

The marked differences, in the behavior of the
(lusts used in (lust-type photoflash bombs (Para-

Cl grap~h 6-4.5.2) result in the existence of an opti-
unimi particle size for each metal or alloy and each

3"W" method of dispersion.73 Excessively large particles
cow Wronwill not igfnite after dispersal. Efficiency tends

-- ~.to decrease, in the case of magnesium and mag-

iiesium-aluntinum alloys, if there is too large a

Figue 641.TypcalPluh Carg fo "Idictio of percentage of fines in the dust. As a consequence,

Figue 641. FunctioninhChag" o Idiano the use of ''run of the mill,'' less than 100 mesh,
Funcionng"atomized mnagnesitum is preferable to the use of

TABLE 6-23 iniixtures containing a large amount of 325 mesh

THERMODYNAMIC DATA FOR STOICHIO- ~~ frils 1

METRIC~~~~~~~ MXUE OFOIIIGA NTIn order for the diameter of the burst produced

AND ATOMIZED ALUMINUM by~ tlhist-type photoflash bombs to be as large as
_______________________________________________ observed ex perim ent ally, calculations indicate that

C'alculated the metal dust particles must "'clump'' together

Sto~chictrnetru! Heat of (possibly due to the p~ressure p~roduced by the ex-
Rati Reatio, Ce£/g plosive burster) in fairly large particles, at least

- _____ ______________-_______- --- 250) mii('rns, in diamieter. These "'clumps,'' due to

*Sodium niitrate' (6.4/34.6 1955 air-drag breakup, as they move through the air,

llotas;ium niit rate 69.2/310.8 1766 leave' small pairt iees (particles having the initial

Strontimui nitrate 70.2/29.S 1899 size dlistribution of th~' metal (lust) whieh burn i

10triuin nitrate 7 4. 4/56 1598 the air. 8

Pot assituim perichlorate 65.8/:34.2 2529

6-4.5.4 Cloud Sb~,ne

the fuel aniil oixidanlt po~wders inito narrow partichl Sinvet mo-tt phototlash bursts are essientially

Size ranges, spherical in shapte andi essentitailly opaque to visible

For potitssiuml ~'t~(rieai~~i n (60/40 by riolhat wa, the anmount of light radiated i,% propor- -

Wi-ighlt thjSli vomloposit ionls, it waLS fouind thatt ouly t ionail to the- squi~re of the hurst radlius, p~rovided,

d -6-65 7
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TABLE 6-24
-r UMINOSITY VALUES OF VARIOUS OXIDANTS WITH ATOMIZED

ALUMINUM AND ATOMIZED MAGNESIUM TESTED
"IN M112 PHOTOFLASH CARTRIDGE

Time Total
% Peak to Integral

I Intensity, Peak, Light,
Oxidant 108 Candles wse.^ 106 Candle-Seconds

Aluminum Compositions__-

Sodium nitrate Burned without detonation
Potassium nitrate Burned without detonation
Strontium nitrate 124 3 1.61
Barium nitrate 139 3 1.64

Magnesium Compositions

Sodium nitrate 4 -

Pota&-ium nitrate F- ;led to ignite
Strontium nitrate 21 5 0.33
Barium nitrate 42 5 0.65

-PEAK CAN-M CWhER siderably by enlarging the effective surface area of *

the burst. Theoretically, an optimum system, as
long as the temperature remains high, consists of ."'' ,.-

"an infinite number of infinitesimally small point -,.
sources.7

5

Line photoflash charges, as well as a large
number of small photoflash charges have been at-
tempted with some success. Both methods, which $6
effectively increase the amount of radiating area

I'€ I for a given charge weight, are difficult to use
_________ _____ "practically.1s As a result of recent improvements

% in aerial photographic techniques and equipment,
timeTIME TO t15mlscd)plso

PEATK J which permit the utilization of light over longerI U[ST CPS,, .,.'L • " periods of time (up to 250 milliseconds), pellets of <.,%,
------ TOTAL FLASH DURATION pressed illuminating composition have been used in

Figure. 6-42. Typical Time-Intensity Curve place of short duration photoflash charges. Results
"indicate that efficiencies are much greater than

the temperature of the surface of the burst re- those obtained with photoflash compositions.75  
'

mains constdnt. Since the volume of the sphere is
""iproportional to the charge weight, and the maxi- 6-4.5.5 Bursters and Igniters v,.
mum temperature is limited to about 30000C, the A great many explosives have been tried (Table
"peak intensity should, as has been verified experi- 6-25) as bursters in dust-type photoflash bombs.
mentally (Paragraph 6-4.5.1), very as the charge In general, the most. owerful or brisance buster
weight to the two-thirds pow r. The efficiency of seenis to perform best. RDX is better than tetryl

%-.e, the larger charges is, therefore, less than that of which, in turn, is better than TNT, other conditions
%S the smaller charges but could be increased con- being equal. Aluminized explosives at optimum 4..'-

o.

% 6-06
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•-4 ----- SHUTTIfn OPERATION

k1

TIME INTENSITY 2

M120 PHOYOFLASH BOMB - f.

0~ 1* 0

[ XPPR0 20 40 0 60 00Q 20 4ý0 6;0-- -- . •TIME. MILLISECONOS

"TIME Figure 6-44. Time-Intensity Curves for M120Al Flash

Figure 6-43. Synrhronization of Shutter Powder and M122 Dust Photoflash Bombs

concentrations have greater power than the pure appreciably influence the output. of the dust bomb. a..
explosive and, therefore, perform better as Centrally located bursters, all Factors considered, r -. k
bursters.'8  gave results comparable to those for any other lo- 1

As has been indicated, there are marked dif- cation. The shape of a relatively small amount of
ferences in the behavior of flake aluminum, explosive in an essentially nonreacting metal dust .
atomized magnesium, and atomized magnesium-, should have little influence except to change the •
aluminum alloys when dispersed and ignited as a center of the gas bubble formed. (See Paragraph -

%AA dust cloud. Flake aluminum requires a weight of 6-4.4.2.)Gs
burster approximately equal to the weight of the For a reactive photoflash mixture where the "
metal (lust. Atomized magnesium requires much reaction contributes to the growth of the gas bub-
less weight, approximately 1/100 of the weight of ble, the effect of location, shape, and amount of
the metal dust.7 3 The maximum radius of a muag- initiator are important. The use of an initiator .. N
nesium dust flash depends, approximately, on the too powerful for a particular case and composition .•-'-
cube root of the dust-to-burster ratio for the lower might cause too rapid expansion of the gas bubble,
ratios and on a somewhat lower power at the higher resulting in case rupture before a desirable initia-n .

dust-to-burster ratios. At a constant dust-to-burster tion of the photoflash mixture. For a long column
ratio, the radii of magnesium dust flashes increase, of flash composition with an initiator in one end,
roughly, as the cube root of the quantity of dust. a stage can be reached where reaction in the
In general, for magnesium and magnesium-alu- photoflash mix will propagate through the mixture
minum alloys, an increase in the dust-to-burster resulting in some measure of independence from the •
ratio results in an increase in time to peak, an in- mode of ignition. I"-" During this process, the case
crease in flash duration, along with an increase in must continue to maiutain confinement in order to
integrated light values, and, to a lesser extent, an have adequate ignition of the balance of the photo- :-
increase in light intensity. l3ecause of the large flash mixture. ,/----
anmonuts of buirster required for flake aluminum,
variations in the dust-to-burster ratio within the 6-4.5.6 Confinement
useful ranges seem to have little effect. The characteristics of the case surrounding a

Other factors-including shape of the burster, reactive photoflash mixture affect the amount of 0
loading techniques, and confinement-have been time available for ignition of the mixture as well &q
studied. Most dust-type bombs that have been the way the mixture is released and disseminated.
studied use a cylindrical burster or a truncated A case of excessive strength, requiring an ap-
cone. The method used to load a burster did not preciable amount of energy to rupture, may divert -

6-67--
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l --ENERGY AINEGTIATEO THROUGHOUT ENTIRE RO -4ATER AT
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'* Fgur 6-5. Sectal nery Ditriuti', Crveof 120 Figure 6.47. Size and Light Outpu of Flash Cloud vs Time

Photoflash Bomb

sufficient energy to reduce the light output. Too TABLE 6-25-4 thiiu a case may allow the mixture to be released HIGH EXPLOSIVES TRIED AS BURSTERS
%~ before adequate ignition has taken place, thus IN FLASH BOMBS

reducing the effectiveness of the flash. This effect,
which would be emphasized at low ambient pres- No'wmetallized Metallized ntie

~ uews illustrated in tests conducted with metal Comp. A-3 Al/KClO 4 /eellulose ir ,
Cs: and plastic cases. With the metal case, the ex- comp. C 49/49/2

pected light output was obtained at ambient con- Gunpowder CTomp. A-3/AI,30/20
ditions and 80,000 feet and with the plastic case Photoflash Powder' Comp. B/Al,80/20

-~at ambient conditions; h1owever, a sharp drop oc- Type III, Class, C' HBX-3
curred for plastic eases at 80,000 feet. Variations IPrimacord HBX-6 1

.. in thickness within narrow limits. for metal cases Pyrotechnic Compn. Minol 2
-. were found to cause negligible changes in light IIDX RI)X/A1/wax
* output.6 8  RDX/TNT RDv TNT,/Al,

Sodatol 201, 6

Tetryl RDX/TN ,/AI/Cnrbon,
'4'---.-Tetry!/TNT, 30/70 20j55 -/25/2.5

TNT RDX/AI/PIB,

* ATetryl/Al 6
.~ 4 6-

ZTNT/Al -

Tritonal: TNT/Al

%SEA LEVEL * .. 0/0A.
80,000 FEET 75/25

0 AVERAGE ALUMIN4UM PARTWLE SIZE. 5 0 MICRONS 80/20

7;ý a - 12 1 20 4 28For dust-type photoflash bombs, the casing ma-

AVERAGE PARTICLE SIZE POTASSIUM PERCIRLORATE. MICRONS tra a eaieyuipratifuneo

N.. Figure 6-46. Effect of Particle Size of Potassium Perchio- tiPih.upt.Tetikesoftecs a
rate on Luminous Efficiency of 60140 Potassum Perchlo- limited but not critical effect on the output, espe-

rat-AumiumCopostinscially with large bursters .78.7

6-68
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TABLE 6-26
* LUMINOSITY CHARACTER, 'CS OF PHOTO FLASH COMPOSITIO)NS CONSISTING OF'

HIGH-ENERGY FUE""S IN STOICHIOMETRIC COMBINATION WITH
POTASSIUM PERCHLORATE*'

Composition Time to Integral Light, Duration, Efficiency,
Weight, Peak, Peak, 103 candlesec, -. Iwse 10-'l candlesec/g%

Fuel g 106 candles masec (ho max) hAo max Total Composition Fuel

Sea Leve,

347o Aluminlum 42 41 1.2 147~ 9 14 3.5 10.3
417c Magnesium 35 18 1.2 142 16 24 4.1 10.0
57%o Zirconium 58 38 0.7 92 7 14 1.6 2.8
41%o Titanium 33 18 0.4 65 9 15 2.0 4.9
58%o Calcium 23 12 1.2 75 13 16 3.3 5.7
17% Boron 31 0.5 23.0 18 68 89 0.6 3.5
29%o Silicon 35 Did not ignite

100,000 Feet
34%c Aluminum 42 49 1.3 103 7 14 2.5 7.3
41% Magnesium 35 16 0.5 10 1.2 33 0.3 0.7
57%o Zirconium 58 65 0.7 92 3 11 1.6 2.8
41%o Titanium 33 29 0.6 49 4 13 1.5 3.7
58%7 Calcium 23 26 0.5 176 21 29 7.7 13.3
17% Boron 3Nodeflection
29%T Silicon 35 Did not ignite

STest vehicle, M112 charge case reduced to 1.72-inch lengthi.

6-4.5.7 Ambient Pressure of light results because the flash diameter at alti-
As indicated by the data in Table 6-26 the ttude- (F~igure 6-47) is greater than at sea level.68

light output of most possible photoflash mixtures The effectiveness of photoflash mixtures con-
is less at an altitude of 80,000 feet than at sea taining calcium depends on the formation and
level. Of th?ý high energy fuels evaluated, alu- energy content of discrete bands.78 The phenome-
minum and inagnesi, ni were most efficient at sea non of increasing light output observed with com-
level and calciumn was most efficient up to 100,000 positions containing calcium metal, calcium alloys,
feet.66 As the boiling point and extent of dissocia- calcium perelhlorate, and calcium nitrate also re-

*tion of the reaction products depend. on the am.- sults when adding an inert calcium salt such as
birnt pressure, the final flash temperature will valcium oxide or caleium fluoride to a composition
deci-oase with increasing altitude. The radiation producing a high temperature such as aluminum-
prod~uced by most photoflash itemns is continuous potassium perehicrate. The magnitude of the in-
(see Paragraph 6-4.4.1.2) approaching thet of a erease in light output, however, is considerably
graybody with a high emissivity and lower light less thani for other calcium-containing composi-

*values obtained. Some compenisation for this losis tions.6 6

-~ 6-69
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CHAPTER 7

PRODUCTION OF SMOKE

7-1 HISTORICAL SUMMARY, GENERAL filters for industrial purposes, dispersion methods

The military use of smoke for screening and/or for chemicals used in the control of insects,3 and

- signaling is probably as old as warfare itself.1 ,2  cloud travel and contamination behavior for use

Before ganpowder and other pyrotechnic mixtures in the solution of industrial pollution problems.

were available, smoke was made by the burning
of natural materials such as grass. The wide- 7-1.1 SCREENING SMOKES
spread, planned use of smoke in military opera- The tactical possibilities of using smoke to
tions may, however, be considered to be a develop- screen friendly troops and terrain from enemy
ment of World War I. Durif~g this period, smoke observation were comparatively late in being ap-
was used extensiwly for signaling, screening troop preciated. Isolated tactical uses are recorded, such
movements, and as a fear mechanism due to the as the screening of a river crossing with the smoke
resemblance of screening smokes to certain toxic produced by the burning of damp straw by Charles
chemical agents.",3  XII of Sweden in 1700.1 However, for the century

The research and development concerned with prior to World War I, the dense clouds of smoke
the military use of particulate clouds started d'ur- incidental to the use of black powder had been a

-,-. ,, *- ing World War I and was continued at a limited growing nuisance; and methods for the artificial
rate in the period between the two World Wars. generation of smoke for military purposes were
The tactical significance of the planned use of neglected until just before World War I when the
smoke, which was not fully realized until the close first experiments of this type were made in con-
of World War I, was strongly considered early in nection with naval operations.
World War II where the requirements for smoke- The German Navy performed with ship-borne
pro.ucing devices were much greater. Consequent- generators using sulfur trioxide and chlorosulfonic
ly, extensive research and development programs acid from 1906 to 1909 and used these methods for
were established early during World War II to producing smoke in exercises carried out in 1914.
obtain the information necessary to develop the At about the same time, the British and American
tactically required smoke-producing items. Navies inve'tigated the use of "funnel smoke"

After World War II, research and development produiled by restricting the air supply to the fur-
programs on particulate clouds of military interest naces. The naval use of screening smoke developed
were continued again at a reduced rate. In spite rapidly enough so that the German Navy employed
of this limited effort, information obtained from it with great success in the Battle of Jutland.
"these programs proved valuable during the Korean Screening ariokes played an increasingly impor-
Conflict. Since that time, work has progressed tant role in later naval engagements.
in the development of improved smokes and in During World War 1, the dense clouds pro-

fulfilling new requirements for aids in the tracking duced in damp weather from chlorine gas also
and acquisition of missiles and aircraft. werved to mask other activities and clearly demon-

The research and development in exploiting the strated the tactical value of smoke in land war-
-usefulness of particulate clouds for military pur- fare. The British, in 1915, were the first to make

poses have also proved to be of great value for use of smoke on land to simulate gas attacks and

%' civilian applications. These include the physics to screen advancing troops. The material used to

of atomization, the production of high-efficiency generate this smoke was the British type-S smoke
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mixt r'e of pitch, tallow, black powder, and salt- rial or a suitable method for p~roducing large-area

K peter. The obscuring power of the smoke was due screens.
to incomplete combustion of the solid particles in The smoke munitions available in 1940 included
the pitch. Screening smoke wass used on a large projectiles, bombs, smoke pots, grenades, and air-
w'sale by the Canadians in their attack on Messines plane spray tanks, which were sufficient to enable
Ridge in September 1915. During the following ground tactical unit-, to conceal their movements
year, the use of smoke continued to increase as its by laying curtains of smoke across the battlefront.
value became apparent to all of the major bellig- The taotical employment of small, smoke-produc-
erents.1 ing munitions was established as a result of actual

-Both red and white phosphorus were soon intro- experience. in field mnaneuvers and demonstrations.
* duced as smoke-producing materials. White phos- The principal screening materials available in-
- phorus proved to be the more efficient of the two and iluded sulfur trioxide-chlorosulfonic acid (PS),

was by far the most efflcient smoke-producing ma- a liquid solution for use in projectiles and airplane
terial introduced( dluring World War I. Sulfur spray tanks; lhexachloroethane-metallic zin~c mix-
trioxide was the next most efficient smoke-produc- ture (HC), a solid in~xture used in burning-type

-- ing material used, in spite of the fact that humid munitions such as grenades and smoke pets; and
air was required to form the sulfuric acid fumes. white phosphorus (WP), used in grenades, pro.
Other materials whichi produce sulfuric acid fumes jetesadbm.Themteilwreueir
on contact with humid air, such as oleum, chioro- to similar materials developed and used during .~

sulfonic acid, and sulfuryl chloride, were. also World War 1.
widey l'e(. Te to lttermatrias aso ro- The effectiveness of German air operations

duced hydroebloric acid fatmes. Metallic chlorides, aantBiihcte uig14-1wscnie
incldin ti te~raclorde Briish .J. Frnch ably reduced through the use of large-area smoke

Opacite), titanium tetrachloride (German F-Stoff; sreswihpvntdacaeamng Te
Unitd Sate FM, an siico terachorie, ere British protected important industrial c~enters with

alonsted .S ae M ,a d slco ercl rd ,w r smoke pots of an oil-burning type similar to the
ansothserd ru.fmaeilpodcn h smudge pots usedl in U~nited States orange groves.

(alld znc moke, wre asicllymixuresof inc Lines of smoke pots were laid out in such a manner

dust and an organic chlorine-containing compovaid. ththeialrawssrenduerny id
The ergr mxtue, sed y te Fenc duing direction. The operation of this type of stationary
Worl Wa Iwas ompsedof inc ust cabon smioke pot line required an extensive supply system

WetradhWari1, waiucomosiead kf inedusr, carbnim since, all important areas needed protection. As a ___
tetrchlrid, znc xid, an kiseluhr Anim- result, the British developed truck-mounted mo-
proed ixtre as leVl~pd i .117 y te I. ~ bile generators, the most suitable of which was
Bureu o Mins ad wa knwn a th BM ix- known as the "Haslar'' which produced a gray-

- ture. This mixture consisted of zinc dust, carbon bon~nk ybrigadvprzn rd
tetrachloride, .odiumi chloride, aninmoniuni chloride, oil.4

.
5

and( mag-Tivshim carbonate. In the United States, the Defense D~epartment
- ~Thic introdirr'toi of milhit~ary aircraft, especially and the National Defense Research Committee,

bombrs hic coud atac imortat rar-rea along, with several universities and industrial con-
targets, created a definite nieed for large-area cerns, cooperatively embarked on a research pro-
smoke screens for protection. Consequently, mucht gramt to p~roduce lurge-.irea smoke screens. Fnrly

* of the effort between the two World Wars, was di- in 1942, the optimum particle size for a hydro--
me~'ted toward developing techniqucs for producing Vlrhln smnoke was determined and mechanical
these large-area anroke screens, including, the use smnake greterators were developed to prodluce this

* of ai-craft for this purpose.4 -'~ At ths begrinning type of screen.6 Work on smoke pots; based on the
of World War 11, however, neither the United venituri princil)~e was started at this time using

* StatANs nor GIreat Blritain hand at satisfactory mate- fuel blocks to vaporize volatile materials; however,
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these devices were not fully ready for production by the Services. [ittle information on the znanu, "
during World War II. facture and application of colored smoke sigflA "

The smoke-producing materials such as WP, was available in the United States at the beginning
FS, and 1(1' had disadvantages which at times, of World War I due, mainly, to the curtailment in

limit(,d their usefulness in World War I1. All of fireworks manufacture. Investigations were started %
*-.. the smokes produced from these materials were by various civilian and military agencies. Various

irritating. FS smoke was corrosive in the presence types of smoke signah;--ineluding both parachute
* Of moisture. WP smoke tended to rise rapidly, or and nonparachute rockets, iifle grenades, Very
*w' •to pillar, due to the heat given off by the burning pistol cartridges, hand grenade signals for avi- -__

phosphorus. IIC, and similar smoke compositions, ators, submarine reeognition signals, and smoke'"
produced zinc chloridc which was toxic. In spite pots for ground use--were developed in a variety

- of the disadvantages, these items were used, along of colors, Inasmuch as the tAmerican Expedition-
with the newly developed, mechanical smoke-pro- arv Forces were to operate in a sector held by the
.(hiing devices, in advancing the strategic and French Army, it was found expedient to adopt the
tactical use of smoke during World War II. For entire French Army system ef pyrotechnics. 0
the first time, large areas, including whole cities, The French used colored smoke signals which
'ould be screened from aerial observation for rela- consisted of red and yellow smokes in signal para-
.tively long periods of time.• chute rockets, rifle grenades, 25 mm and 35 mmIT

Screening smoke again proved to be of value Very pistol cartridges, and a messerger signal.
in the Korean action in which the United Nations' The only French smoke manufactured in the _._

Forces operated without the benefit of air superi- United States was 7ellow smoke, since this item
* oritv for much of the time. Hence, large-area could be produced from available ingredients; the

screens were employed to protect vital port areas other colored smokes, such as re,;, could not be

"as well as forward combat areasi. In addition, manufactured because necessary dyeatuffs were in
m- .. uch of the Korean action was a st-uggle for dom- short supply at that time. The United States did
inating terrain, and smoke was constantly used in not develop mortar or artillery projectiles produc.

relatively small-scale operations. C'olored smoke ing colored smoke during; World War I. •
* was also used for screening personnel withdrawal The British Army also recognized the need for - ..

operations because it persisted longer than the colored smoke signals and developed a number of - .
-- white ph~osphorus smoke normally used for this sch munitions early in World War I. Red, yel- :.-•

""-purpoc' 1,6,h low, blue, and violet smokes were developed for

use it rifle grenades (with or without parachutes),
7-1.2 SIGNAL SMOKES in Very pistol cartridges, and in 3-inch mortar

"The neced for methods of signaling when neither projectiles. A red and blue smoke filling for the %

hand signal nor flag is visiblh, nor the sound of 4.5-inch projectile was developed for artillery spot- _-
"voice or horn is audible, has long beeni recognized. ting awd aviation signaling. Dummy drop bombs ý.:.6

"Smoke signals have been used for this purpose since or subcaliber bombs containing colored smoke fill-
a.•cient times. However, the thick haze of black ings were developed for training purposes. By the •
powder smoke which enveloped battlefields vir- close of Worlh War I, the Allies succeeded in de-
.tnalv, clinfinated smoke as a signaling agent for a veloping experimental colored smoke rifle grenades ,
time. The introdmhctioh of smokeless powder again as well as rockets and Very cartridges in a variety

imdaeh smoke signals a valuable method of corn- of colors. They also mad. some use of colored
inninuication in military operations. In spite of the smoke for artillery spotting. Virtually no informa-

* omany improvements in communications methods, tion is available concerning the use of colored •
signal smoke continues to have an important place smoke by the Germans and Italians during World
.in modern warfare. War I.

"Prior to World War 1, a limited -iui.umler of Although the research and development effort
S pyrot('chni, items, mainly colored flares, were used in the United States proceeded at a reduced rate %
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in the period between World W ars I and II, a sultd in a decrease in the flame color and intensity. .

consideraibk number of munitions for producing Since the -ame tra(!er was considered most im.'
colored smoke were developed. Ifcluded amorg p'Irtant, the work was not pursued. After World
these items were colored smoke hand and rifle gre- Wai, I, a requirement for smoke tracers was re-
nades, canisters containing colored smoke fillings established, and improved smoke tracers were de-
for various calibers of projectiles, colored streamer yeloeped based on the use of organic dyes,10 the
smoke bombs, colored smoke markers for aerial best of which were of the anthraquinone series
delivery containers, and colored bursts for the 4.2- producing orange-red smoke. These smoke tracers ,:.
inch chemical mortar projectile. All of these were were developed primarily for training pilots to
produced in a variety of colors. The British Army impr(.ve their gannery score with wing-mounted
also developed colored smoke rifle and hand gre- guns. Die to the pilot's extreme forward position
nades, and colored smoke fillings for most (of their in the aircraft, flame tracers coming from the wing
artillery projectiles. The German Army limited guns in the rear were difficult to pick up and fol-
their colored smoke signals to various small hand low visually as they passed. Smoke tracers, on the
signals. other hand, left a lingering trail which was easier

Extensive use of signal smoke in WVorld War II to sight and point at the target. However, since
and the Korean Conflict proved that the rse of they could not be seen readily at night they were
colored smoke for iignaling purposes has an ir- not considered all-purpose tracers and, consequent-
portant place in the communication. system of ly, did not become standardized.
modern warfare. Four colors-red, green, yellow, In 1950, development of spotting bullets as an
and violet--were found to be the most suitable. additional aid for fire control and target acquisi-
Smokes were also of value in marking a specific tion was undertaken.' A smaller caliber spotting , - '
operations area or target They also played an bullet was designed to match the trajectory of the "

important part in antisubmarine warfare and in major round at the critical range. Upon impact
air-sea rescue operations. In many instances, espe- with the target or nearby, the spotting bullet ex- , .
Cially in the Korean Conflict, the use of pyrotech- ploded to give flash and smoke. Since the flash was __ -
nie signals, including smoke, was much faster and of extremely short. duration (30 to 50 millisec- -
more effective than more modern communications onds), the smoke puff became of greater impor-
methods when the tactical situation was degen- tance because it rose and lingered over the point ,-.

crating.9  of impact for a longer period so that the gunner
could readily correct his aim. This development

resulted in the standardization of the caliber .50 . .-.- 'S 7-1.3 TRACKING AND ACQUISITION
M48 combination spotter-tracer round and the de-

SMOKES
velopment of a new family of spotting rounds.

Smoke has been found to definitely complement Another use for the smoke-producing devices
thobservance of tracer projectiles and, more resulted from the increasing speed of air or space

recently, has been used as a space vehicle tracking vehicles which were developed after World War
aid. Tracer bullets, while developed as a light- II In order to assist test personnel in the optical
producing device for improved aim and fire con- tracking of these vehicles, it was necessary to de-
trol for automatic weapons, emit distinct amounts t n h i t es o'• ~~~~velop snmke-producing trackin•g aids, some of which ,., e".
"of white smoke which is composed essentially of w kt, so4m .'."were required to function at extremely high alti-
metal oxide particles. Under certain atmospheric t . " ' "t i t d e s %• % °

conditions, such as firing into bright sunlight, the

"sr.,oke trail is easier for a gunner to follow than a -4.

"* red flame tracer, although the flame tracer is the 7-2 PROPERTIES OF SMOKE_0

best under most other conditions. In 1923, studies The value of a military smoke, wiatever its use,

were undertaken to develop a smoke tracer. It is re*lated to the scattering, reflection, and absorp-

" ' was soon apparent that attempts to increase the tion of inci(denut radiation by small suspended paz'- .- "

"volume of the smoke trail along the trajectory re- tites. These properties are associated with the

* -0
•o ..a .~. -,
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Figure 7-1. Approximate Size Range of Airborne Particles

numer sze ad ntue f hesuspended par- D~usts are particulate clouds made up of solid
fee.The number of particles, their size. and particles formed by the mechanical disintegration
iiilbehavior depend upon. the. smoke agent, the of matter. The diameter of tile particles in a

particular munition, and the method of release. dlust range from about 0.1 micron to greater than

The density, persistency, and subsequent behavior 100) microns.

of the smoke cloud also depend on meteorological Mists are gaseous suispensions of liquid droplets

cond~itions5, such as humnidity, wind speed, wind di- produced by the condensation of a vapor or atom-

rection, and air stability. ization of a liquid. Mists, especially those occur-
ring naturally, consist of relatively large particles

7-2.1 PROPERTIES OF PARTICULATE ranging in size from around 5 microns to larger

CLOUDS 3'12  thani 10 microns. If the concentration of droplets

The classitication of types of suspensions iii is great enough to interfere with vision, it is calleda

terms of their nature, origin, and particle size has a fog.

not been complletely successful due to their indefl- A smoke is a suspension in a gaseous medium,

n ite characteristics antd because of the dlifferences, su('h as the atmosphere, of small particles which

not always clear-cut, betw~een descriptive terms in lua%,' i, relatively low vapor pressure and which

4 scientific ando conimion usage. A gaseous susp~ension settle slowly under the influence of gravity. Al-

*of liquid or solid particles the5 diameter of which though smokes arc often characterized by their

is less t han 100 hluicronhs is commonly called at par- itiode of formation, the main criterion is one of 7

ticulate cloud. There aire three broad classes of p~article size. While, at, one tiine, anly clouds

particula te clouds: (I1) (dusts, (2) mists, and (3) formimed by combustion and] destructive (distillation

smuokes. If the pai'ticles, in any particulate cloud were classified as smiokes, at p~resenmt any gaseouti

- a~tre letss t han appiroximately 10( microns in dIi- su1spenlsionl of lpart icdes ranging in size from ap-

*ameter, t he '% art' cal led aerosols. Trhe termn aerosol proximately 0.01 to pierhiaps 5.0 mhi('rtnS in diam .

Nas nt rod micd to cover only fine, aerial suspen- et tr, and which cannot be cliassified as a dust or

-~ sios. It has, howeveNr, been applied in r.Icent years mnist, is considered to be at smiole. InI many cases -

to alImost any itcrial suspenlsion of ptarticles. III t he smuoke part icles are aggregates of many ex-

somue ca~ses, especia lly iti t ht, I 'ii d 4tattes, the t reiely snub II. pri mary partioles. C arbaon Smiokes,

term aerosol is ushed histeatl of particulate cloud. for examilple, arc domlposttl oi extremely small,
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primary particles of approximately 0.02 micron in scattering of vehicle light will occur when the

.diamitter which coagulate into irregular filaments droplets are about 0.3 micron in diameter.

that may reach a length of several microns. In The angular distribution of the scattered light

"Figure 7-1 is shown tne approximate particle is also a function of r/),. For Rayleigh scattering
size ranges for typical airborne particles, by small particles, the forward and backward scat-

tering is the same. With an increase in the particle

7-2.1.1 Optical Properties of Particulate Clouds radius, the forward cattering becomes much
P l p i a m s greater. For a particle whose radius is equal to or-:.P articles suspended in a gaseous m edium scat- 1'----ha:h:wv le g h"fl gh ,th s fa o

ter, reflect, and absorb radiation in a manner which greater than the wavelength of light, this fator
S depends on the nature, size and shape of the may be 1000 or more in favor of the forward scat-

S"." ~~tering. .'.
particle, and the wcvelength of the incident radia r ....
tion. These factors, in turn, determine the effec- Smoke clouds, which have a distribution of

"-" tiveness of a smoke for screening and its visibility particle sizes, exhibit the scattering which would

"When used for signaling or similar purposes. be observed for a mixture of a large number of

The scattering of light by a particle can be different uniformly sized smokes mixed in varying
tad te tao bw te cr proportions. No completely satisfactory analysis.. '• treated as the interaction between the electro-• ,.

•.magnetic waves and the particle. When light of the amount of scattering that may be expected

strikes a particle which is comparable in size to, or from such a polydispersed smoke cloud has been

smaller than, its wavelength; reflection and re- made, o h ce f
fraction, in their normal sense, no longer occur. The theoretical treatme ot

-- ". Interaction between the radiation and particle light by particles which also absorb is a difficult ,'--.

,.sier bi re v fo t wv problem, especially when absorption is selective... .. results in energy being rem oved from the w ave W e h n i e t l g t i h t , t e s a t r n
front. Some of this energy is degraded to heat but When the incident light is white, the scattering

•...- .'.' much is re-radiated as scattered radiation. Each by each of the particles will remove some of the
light selectively absorbed so that the light finally"particle becomes, in effect, a self-luminous source. tteredtieloud so be the

The theory of scattering by spherical particles scattered by the cloud will be colored.
,,,was developed from Maxwell's equations by GJus- 77

was Mie.velop r fhrom M axwells euion ay 's-l 7-2.1.2 Properties of Particulate Clouds Affecting
tave Mi. 3 For spherical particles which are small I

compared to the wavelength of light, this theory Their Stability
gives results, which are in complete agreement with Smoke clouds and other particulate clouds are

the results obtained from the less-general Rayleigh espentially unstable and will eventually disappear

theory which states that the amount of radiation with time dble to: (a) motion of the particles, (b)

scattered is inversely proportional to the fourth evaporation and/or condensation, and (c) eoagu .

power of the wavelength. As the particle radius lation and agglomeration.

irncreases in size to approximately the wavelength %WV:
of the light, the scattering becomes a complex fune- 7-2.1.2.1 Motion of Smoke Particles

tion of the particle radius, the refractive index of Movement of smoke particles under the in-

the particle, and the wavelength of the incident fluence of gravity and as a result of rtndom bom-

light, The scattering coefficient, i.e., the scattering bardment by gas molecules (Brownian motion)
"index, is aii extremely complex function of the may cause particles to disappear by sedimentation

parameter r/X, where r is the radius cf the particle or diffusion. Sedimentation effects are important VS

and X. is the wavelength of the incident light, and for particles one micron and larger, while diffusion .-.

exhibits one or more peakq before approaching the effects are important only for much smaller par-. "'-

- limiting value of 2.0 as is shown in Figure 7-2. As ticles.

the refractive index of the particle increases, the
% peak in these curves moves toward smaller radii 7S

particles. For screening smoke made from fog oil An individual particle settling under the in- .

which has a retractive index of 1.50, the maximum fluence ,of gravity will reach a terminal velocity

7.7
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when the aerodynamic drag on the particle is equal collisions between particles and resulting in coagu-ii , '
-to the effective -eight of the partie. If the par- lation or agglomeration of the particles.

_•• ticle is a rigid sphere which is large with respect

"to the mean free path of the gas, but not so large 7-2.1.2.1.2 DiftyuiionS".. that inertia effects are important, Stokes' Law is Diff-usion of particles, due to Brownian motion 2..'
-•" applicable, and the terminal velocity v is given

a c ,n e mo iresults because the particles are impacted by the
"by: gas molecules of the suspension medium. The mu-

_ _-- gd (p-- ')(7-1) tion imparted to the smaller particles is greater
1811 than that imparted to the larger particles so that

. where d. is the diameter of the particle, p is the the amornt of diffusion is inversely proportional

density of the dispersed phase, p' is the density of to the diameter of the particles.3 Diffusion effects

- the gas, 7 is the viscosity of the gas, and g is the ac- are relatively inimportant for most particulate

eeleration due to gravity. Particles which are small clouds of military interest.

with respect to the mean free path of the gas fall
somewhat more rapidly than this equation indi- 7-2.1.2.2. Evaporation and Condensation
cates, while large particles settle somewhat more The evaporation rate for a given material de-"

slowly. pends on the difference between the vapor pres- ' •
The rate of sedimentation for sonic particles is sure of the dispersed material and the actual

given in Table 7-1. It is to be noted that the sedi- partial pressure of its vapor present in the air.

AAt a given temperature, the vapor pressure of a
"TABLE 7-1 liquid increases with the degree of curvature of

TERMINAL VELOCITIES AND DIFFUSION its surface; this increase becomes marked as the
. COEFFICIENTS OF RIGID SPHERES OF droplet size decreases. Hence, a critical droplet .

UNIT DENSITY IN AIR AT 760 mm Hg exists for any temperature and vapor concentra-
PRESSURE AND 200 C tion. Droplets smaller than the critical size will " --

evaporate because their capor pressure is higher
Diameter, Velocity, Diffusion Coefficient, than the partial pressure in the vapor phase, while
microns cm/sec cm 2 /sec those larger than t!:c critical size will grow as a

-____________ - result of condensation. The same considerations
"* 0.1 8.71 X i0-4 6.84 X 10- apply to the sublimation pressure of a small, solid

0.2 2.27 X 10-i 2.02 X 10-s particle

0.4 6.85 X 10-4 8.42 X 10 - particle,

1.0 3.49 X 0--3 2.76 X 10'-
2'" 1.19 X 10--2 1.28 x 10'- 7-2.1.2.3 Coagulation and Agglomeration

4 5.00 X 10-2 6.16 X IC- The process of continuous and spontaneous for-
10 3.06 X 1(0- 2.41 X 10-s mation of larger particles is one of the striking

- 20 1.2 ---- characteristics of any particulate cloud and can

S 40 5 ---- be a major factor in the diminution of a smoke -. 0
100 25 ---- cloud; liquid particles coalesce while solid par-

" ________________________-ticles agglomerate when they collide. As this
process continues, the smoke become- coarser and

mentation rate of a screening smoke which has a finally settles out. It has been found experi-
particle radius of 0.3 micr-i is about one mile per mentally that the rate of decrease of the number of
year.Noshrelpr~sgnrlyati oe (-dd,- 777"..

yparticles, -- ). is proportional to the square of

terminal velocity; however, this effect is not corn- the concentration n, or:
pletely pre'di(table. If the smoke is heterogeneous, jadn ,n2

the particles will settle at different rates causing \ dt n(:x " .-
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"where C is the coagulation constant. In integrated motions of from one to many feet in diameter are

form: observed. The amount of atmospheric diffusion

e (7-3) (÷is indicated by the angle of rise and angle of spread
n - ( - Ct (73) of the cloud as it travels downwind from the source.

"The initial angles of rise and spread usually will
where n0 is the number of particles at t- 0. be different than those measured farther away

While it is difficult to calculate the exact de- from the point of generation.
"gree of polydisperity, it can be sh'wn that the
probability of collision between particles of un- 7-2.2.1 Meteorological Factors
equal size is greater than that between particles of While the initial behavior of u particulate cloud
equal size. Hence, polydisperse smokes coagulate i'ormally is due to the transient effect of the heat
faster than those which are monodisperse. More- and turbulence resulting from the process by
over, differential settling also increases the prob- which the particulate cloud is generated. the be-

ability of collisions between particles of different havior of the cloud at a distance from the gen-
"sizes. The coagulation rate of smoke is increased by erator depends on the meteorological conditions
stirring, since eddies and swirls result in particles prevailing. The principal meteorological factors
havnig a higher relative velocity which increase affecting travel of this type of cloud are wind speed,
chances of collisions resulting in an increased co- direction, turbulence in the lower atmosphere, and
agulation rate. thermal gradients.

7-2.2 TRAVEL AND PERSISTENCE OF
PARTICULATE CLOUDS 8 1 2  7-2.2.1.1 Wind Speed and Direction

The behavior of a particulate cloud is strongly To obtain a cloud concentration in an area

influenced by the diffusive properties of the at- from a limited number of stationary sources, a
" oh F a t swind velocity of fixed speed and direction is de--- •'-+mosphere. For example, the persistence of screen-

.. , ing smokes, which are composed of particles too sirable. Too high a wind speed requires an ex-

- •,',' small to fall out appreciably by Stokes' Law and orbitant rate of production in order to maintain

which have oo low a vapor pressure to evaporate, proper coverage, while too low a wind speed re-
is almost completely dependent on meteorological quires excessive time to develop the cloud. If there

factors which tend to dilute the cloud. The form is no wind, good results can only be obtained by

. of a particulate cloud in the atmosphere depends producing the cloud from a moving vehicle such as

upon the location, type, and configuration of its a plane or boat, or by the projection of smoke

source. When a cloud is emitted from a jet at a generating munitions into the area. The latter

considerable velocity, mechanical turbulence and method is feasible only in offensive operations.

rapid mixing with the air results. This initial con- Conditions of very low wind speed are likely to

V dition of turbulence disappears by the time the be accompanied by sudden variations in the wind,

cloud has traveled a short distance from the gen- carrying the particulate cloud into areas where it

erator. Also, the formation of particulate clouds is not desired.
of military interest is accompanied by sufficient When a particulate cloud is emitted by a sta-

heat so that the cloud as a whole will rise. As tionary generator in a steady wind, the plume
the cloud becomes more and more diluted with travels down" .d wi.., the speed of the wind and

cooler, air this effect will be less observable unless the ax: of the plume is parallel to the wind di-

there is a very great initial rise in temperature, ap, rection. The density oi the cloud at any point

is the case when smoke is produced by the burning downwind will be, in general, approximately i

of white phosphorus. (See Paragraph 7-3.3.2.1.) tersely proportional to the wind speed.

The process by which smoke is diluted and mixed

with air ih called "atmospheric diffusion " This 7.2.2.1.2 Turbulence

process is also termed "eddy diffusior," to distin- Wind speed and direction are subject to rapid
guish it from molecular diffusion since eddy-like and violent fluctuation. This unsteadiness in wind
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velocity and direction can be consideied to be due per 100 meters, there will be no tendency for the '."
to pulsations taking place in three directions; air to rise because the air mass carried upward
namely, in the general direction of the wind, and will become colder and heavier than the surround-
in hiorizontal and vertical directions at right angles ing air. This decrease of temperature with alti-

thereto. The total of these pulsations in the dif- tude of 1PC per 100 meters is termed by the meteor-
"ferent directions is a measure of the gustiness or ologist the adiabatic lapse rate for dry air, and the
turbtilence of the atmosphere. degree of stability or instability of the atmosphere

One obvious cause of turbulence is mechanical. will depend upon the extent to which the tempera-
The higher the wind velocity, the greater the tur- tare gradient departs in one direction or the other
bulence, particularly over rough terrain. Over a from this critical value. An extreme condition,
smooth surface of water there will be no turbu- when the temperature increases with altitude, is
lence produced by mechanical causes at low wind knowi as inversion, which causes extreme sta-
"speeds. Wind speeds greater than 10 to 11 knots, bility in the lower atmosphere. The meteorological

. however, will produce waves which, in turn, pro- factors described contribute to the degree of sta-
duce mechanical turbulence in the lower air layers. bility of the atmosphere which exerts a consider- -___

Another important factor in producing turbu- abie influence on the performance of a smoke cloud.
lence is thermal instability in the lower atmosphere. Extreme conditions of stability or instability will
During the day in bright sunshine, the ground influence the effectiveness of the smoke cloud in a
surface receives a great deal of heat from the sun particular tactical situation.
and, since the earth is a poor conductor, the tern-
perature of the surface will rise many degrees. 7-2.2.2 Stability of Aerosol Clouds Under Various

ý- The layer of air in contact with the ground is Meteorological Conditions
seated and, since it becomes lighter by expansion,
the layer rises. Since the warm lower layer of air 7-2.2.2.1 Stable Conditions
cannot rise everywhere uniformly, it must break .-,.- --.

"Under inversion conditions over smooth ter-
through the upper cooler layers somewhat as hub- ra. I-te
bles burst upward through a liquid. The actual ran such as calm water, the o~ily tendency shown ,. .
drivi,•g force is the weight of the cooler air, which by a smoke cloud to rise and spiead is due to the

initial transient effect caused by the heat and
settles toward the ground displacing the warmer, 6

$: lighter air. These upward, convective currents turbulence produced by the smoke generator. The

,"-" cause the bumpiness of the air which is noticeable turbulence is quickly damped out but the heat .
in an airplane. The passage of a warm or cold prtuccd may be sufficient to cause a very pro-
front may completely alter the temperature rela- nounced rise, as is the case with white phosphorus
. tion between the ground surface and air and pro- smoke munitions. In the case of oil smoke, where

duce stability or instability regardless of time of the amount of heat produced is small, the tempera-
(lay or sky conditions. ture of the snmke at any dilution is only slightly 4..

greater than the temperature required to produce
a buoyancy sufficient to offset the increase in

"7-2.2.1.3 Thermal Gradient density caused by the presence of the smoke ma-

Stability conditions in the atmosphere are de- terial. As the smoke rises, the temperature falls

"temined by the teml)erature gradient therein. If because of two effects; namely, further dilution
"the temperature decase with height is more than with cool air, and adiabatic expansion due to a de-
I 1(, per 100 meters, the air will be instable; i.e., crease in barometric pressure. Since, in an in- '.'.-

the !ower layer of air will tend to rise and con- version, the temperature of the surrounding air
"" tinut to rise as long as this condition prevails. This increases with increasing altitude, an elevation is 4

is caused by the rising mass of air, expanding and soon reached at which the smoke is stable, possess-
Sb-. cooling as it rises, becoming i warmer and lighter ing a density identical with that of the surround-

than the surrounding air. :f the decrease in tern- ing air.

perature with altitude is between zero and 1°C Oil vapor smokc is often observed to level off

7-10 ~
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at an clevation of approximately 100 feet under wind velocity. An instantaneous view of the cloud
stable air conditions. Certain types of smoke ex- woild show that it is furrowed and broken by
hibit an erratic behavior because of abnormal den- variations in the wina direction and sudden up-
sity. Examples of these are: (a) the smoke pro- werd convective currents.

- (lured by burning oil in an orchard heater ii., which The lower air is thermally unstable when the
carbon particles and carbon dioxide gas are pres- negative temperataire decrease with altitude is
ent, and (b) MC smoke in which large particles of more than V°C per 100 meters of elevation near
"zinc chloride and other heavy materials ai, formed. ground level. This negative gradient may con-
IWhile a substantial amount of heat is produced tinue indefinitely upwar,1. Thus, in thunderstorms,
in the formation of these smokes, much of it is cmunlus clouds often rise to a height of several-- m, quickly lost by radiations, particularly at night.

---. l rmiles; a smoke cloud would be carried to the same
- Since the heat produced in the generation of the heigit.

smoke will usually cause the smoke cloud to rise Utnhd-r other eircursi.ances, a current •f warm-. Ven under the most stable conditions, it may be
antiiIate(r that the cloud will lift entirely off theof a fewhundred fee! so that the temperature gradient
grouni after a short distance of travel, If, how- ao, or exen positive, giving an in-
ever, a wind of eor'sidcrable velocity is blowing, version at this elevation. There is no tendency

----'" this lifting fron, the ,round will not occur.tonfor the l)wer air to rise through this warmer light-
Although the heat produced in the smoke gen--. "er layeeo, and a definite ceiling will be established

,_ (erator promotes a rise, it has iittle effect upon the e y
S spread of the smoke cloud. The spread that oe- for the convective turbulence. Within this layer•'' spea tof thes~hr turne cloud Tire sprer, tand thsok

"" curs is due to initial turbulence and this soon the atmosphere turns over and over, and the smoke:•'• maY become diff,ised th-roughout the layer before(lidamps out. Consequently, if it is desired to pro- m
I.V'. (Iduce coitinpous clouds of smoke from a series of it has traveled very far. However, eddy diffusion

individual generators, it is necessary to place always occurs at the boundaries of the upward
"the geitcrators very close together; otherwise, the convective Lurren1s, causing some smoke to diffuse
individual plumes nay 1(ot merge for a long way throughoit the settling layer of cooler air uven
,downwind. Thi, situation holds for smooth ter- with ai high convective ceiling. an-gle-o
rain. llowevtr, if the terrain is covered with Thet rate of rise of the convective current in-

"" shrubbery, for example, the laterai spread of the cr,,ases with thermal instability. The angle of rise
cloud is greatly increased as a result of the me- of the smoke cloud (as a statistical average) is in-
ehanical turbulence produced by the wind flowing versely proportional to the wind velocity. With
through the shrubbery, zero wind, the eowvective crrrents rise directly

upward. As the wind increases, the direction of
7-2.2.2.2 Unstable Conditions the convective oirrent is inclined increasinglyaway fromi the vertical.--

When the air current is turbulent because of a r t ti
thermal instability, atmospheric diffusion takes
place to such an extent that the initial, transient 7-2.2.2.3 Estimation of Atmosphnric Diffusion 3

• behavior of the cloud, due to the heat and turbu- Two expressions were derived which enable the -77
lence from the generator, is of little signifiteance. comcentration x (grams per cubic centimeter) att
The aerool c0lou0 montinues to rise and spread as a given point in a ,mnoke cloud to be predieted from
"it travels downwind until the cloud becomes so knowledge of the rate of emis:sion of particulate
"thiln that it• bomudaries are no longer (listiiguish- matter and of certain meteorological properties of
able to thle eYe. If a time, exposure were to be the atmnoslphere, These equations for predicting the
"takein of the cloud, it would appear as a cone with (,omeeutration from contimius point and line

*!i its apex at the generator anid its, axis rising at aIn S( eat gIound level are **.A

_- angle froni the horizomtal, the aighle of rise de- ('o0i:ktiouis poinit som'e emitting Q grainy per -
pending mi)omi the degree of instability and the second: %

* * . - .7-11. 0
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,. (xz) ce. Be persistent when disseminated, i.e., it will
2Q eft [ 2Y'Zx not evaporate, fall out or coagulate rapidly.

-C'C Y2-,p kC -' ) d. Be effective at a low concentration of ma-

(7-4) terial.
" owne. Be substantially nontoxic; noncorrosive to•.r Continuous erosswind infinite line source emit..

• ting Q grams per second per centimeter: equipment, and, except for control agents,
nonirritating to the eyes, throat and skin.

_ exp - 2 (7-5) f. Be suitable for large-scale mantfacture,
C/C7x1z) ,•,U2- storage, and transportation, without hazard

where the space coordinates .', y and z (origin at or deterioration.

the source) refer to the downwind, crosswind, and

vertical directions, respectively; U is the mean 7-2.3.1 Screening Smokes
wind velocity; C• and Q are generalized eddy Screening smokes are usually white and can

diffusion eoepicieiits; and n is a parameter refer- be used to:
ring to the stability of the atmosphere, the nu- a. Conceal movements, intentions, equipment,
merical value of which varies between zero and and installations of friendly forces from
unity. These equations indicate that the concentra- ground observation.--'" tion varies directly with the swirep strengIth Q and
tr-gth b. Blanket friendly positions and installations
approximately inversely with the mean wind ve- iS..... 'in order to conceal them from air observa-

locity U. The distribution of concentration in the tion and attack.
erosswind direetion and in the vertical direction is c. Prevent aimed fire on approaching friendly
approximately (laussian; however, due to ground aircraft, i.e., to screen the landing of air-
reflection, the vertical distribution corresponds to borne troops by parachute and glider.
only one-half of the Qaus::Ian curve. If the terrain d. Provide an extensive, thin haze for conceal-
is level and there is oidy a small temperature ruent of friendly areas without seriously i
gradient, i is approximately 0.25. Under these impeding close-range vision,
conditions, the peak concentration downwind fromE hera• pon orewl eras sx-6 n o . Establish dummy screens to deceive observ-

la point source will decrease ers .175, and for a e
l ef. Communicate.

"g. Form a thermal radiation attenuation screen.

7-2.3 SPECIFIC PROPERTIES OF MILITARY There are three types of smoke screens. A
SMOKESSMKSm s asmoke screen laid over friendly areas to hinder

S•mokes are used for four basic military pur- anmy aerial observation and visual precision bomb-
poses: (1) for screening, (2) for signaling, (3) for.,.. ing is called a blanket screen. Thi• type screen is
tracking and acquisition, and (4) for disseminat- formed by the gradual merging, downwind from
ing (se,, Paragraph 7.3) of agents in riot control the source of generation, of individual smoke

and ether applications. While smoke may be pro- streams. A smoke haze is normally established in
""due,l from a large nniuber of chemicals in a a battle area to conceal friendly activities from
varlety of ways, only a few of these meet the spe- observation and ground fire. It is formed in much

cific reqaircoienits for a military smoke. The ideal th, same manner as a blanket. screen. Usually,
-military snmokf, naterial will: however, a smoke haze is less uniformly dense than

a. Be available in sufflcient quantities for large- a smoke blanket. A smokr curtain is a dense,
scaie production of the mixture at a rela- vertical development to conceal objects at ground

- tivelv low cost. level from nobservers at grount, lc ,e].
SBe easily. and efieiently disseminated with- Under many circumstances thcse distinctions

out the nse of elaborate equipminnt, disappear. For example, a smoke cartain may in-
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*.--:- terfere with aerial observation or a blanket screen dissemination, measurement, etc., of co!ored smokes
may settle to the ground and become a smoke is contained in Paragraph 7-3.4.
curtain. These distinctions are imnportant for de-

" fensive screening only, inasmuch as offensive use 7-2.3.3 Tracking and Acquistion Smokes
of smoke has the primary objective of blinding Smoke-producing devices such as generators or
unfriendly forces by enveloping them in a dense tracers are used as an aid in the optical tracking
blanket of smoke at ground level. Due to the re-•+=• ' f projectiles, high speed aircraft, and missiles
quired subsistence of smoke screens, large quanti- both at sea level and high altitudes. These devices
ties of near optimum materials must be used. optimize the ability to locate and track vehicles

. Of the large number of available smoke-producing along the flight path and minimize the possibility
chemicals, only a few have been found suitable for of losing signifieant lata. requirements for optical
use in the production of military smoke screens. tracking aids vary considerably because of the

wide range of conditions encountered in the track-
7-2.3.2 Signal Smokes ing of test vehicles operating over a wide range

It is a prerequisite that smokes used for sig- of altitudes and speeds. No single smoke agent or
%('reiterating system| will. satisfy all requirements

"naling and communications be clearly distinguish-;•,; and numerous smoke-producing methods are neces-
able from other smokes (and other clouds) pro- and Erous smoked methodsar nece-duced for different purposes. Thus, the use of sary. Each is (designed for a particular applica-
white, ray a for sgnaengis tion, emphasizing certain ideal characteristics.
w eh y limited and bloret smokes are iormally used While the value of a screening smoke is due

ve! liite an colredsmoes re nrmaly sed to its absorbing and light-scattering power, thefor this p)urpose. fn addition, the use of several oibilits of ab smoke tracking aid is due, chiefly,
d different colors allows more information to be vis

t ato its light-scattering power. The ideal tracking
transmittwed and also results in a clearer distin-c and acquisition smoke should have the following
tioni between the snioke signals and a varying back- characteristics:
,ground. Effective methods for thel production of
colored amoke, including explosive dissemination, a. Be efficient on a weight and volume basis.
involve the vaporization and condensation of a b. Have the ability to function and perform
d ; tat altitudes where pressure is low, and water

dyeapo theenre thege dyenmustrbeiheat-stablelso
"that it can he rapidly vaporized at a relatively vapor and oxygen concentrations are small.
high temperature without appreciable thermal e. Have the ability to function through the

egradatio. In addition to its colrange of temperatures encountered from
daioits color, iportant ground temperature to the minimum high

characteristics of a oolored smoke include: altitude temperature.

a. Visibility (the conditions under which the d. Require little power for generation and dis-
cloud can be seen and its color recognized). persion.

b. Duration (the time period during which e. Be as nontoxic, nonexplosive, and noncor-
c. smoke is evolved from a munition). rosive as possible with regard to both smoke

c.Persistence (the total period of time during chemicals and products.
which a cloud is visible).

d. Volume (the quantity of smoke emitted; for 7 4 e for D monu fAet"'" oloed moks, olue hs aso eende- 7-2.3.4 Smoke for Dissemination of Agents
colored smokes, volume has also been de-
"fined as the cross-sectional area of a cloud Agent smokes for riot control and other pur-

* presentd to an observer). poses arc produced in much the same way as col-
ored signal smokes. In many cases, a vaporization

" Although not as important as in the case of process; is followed by a condensation process in
screening smoke, the smoke cloud should be as which the agent condenses to form the disperse

- . nontoxic, moiiirrilatiwg, and noncorrosive as pos- phase of the smoke. Agent smokes may be dis-
sible. Information on the composition, method of senitilated by explosive means as well as by some
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of the other methods discussed in Paragraph 7-3. librium is reached. The production of a super. -. .

, The physiological effectiveness of materials dis- saturated vapor and formation of a dispersed phase
seminated in this way dependa; strongly on the by condensation are complex processes and pro-
particle size. While visibility of the smoke may or ceed essentially simultaneously. Consequently,
may not be important, the volume of smoke and its little direct information has been obtained on the
duration i.s important. It is also necessary that the ear'ly stages of particle formation.
vaporization and condensation process be efficient Condensation of a vapor is facilitated by the
and produce a minimum of undesired changes in presence of foreign particles. Insoluble foreign
the agent being dispersed. particles can absorb a thin film of vapor on their

surfaces and behave as liquid droplets of equal size.
7-3 DISSEMINATION TECHNIQUES If the foreign particle is soluble in the condensed ..-.

Dissemination refers to the process by which a liquid, the vapor pressure of the liquid is decreased
,.hemical agent is converted into a cloud consisting and, consequently, the supersaturation required for
either of vapor or fine particles, susl)en(led in the rapid condensation is reduced. Charged droplets,
air. For agents such as smoke, which are dis- which are formed due to the presence of ions, tend
seminated as a particulate cloud, the process to have a larger surface an(d, hence, a lower vapor
usually involves the formation of small particles pressure which result in condensation at a lower
of the dispersed phase and the distribution of these supersaturation. If condensation, in the absence
particles in the air. of foreign particles, were to start from a single

molecule, the theory indicates that a much higher
7-3.1 FORMATION OF THE DISPERSED supersaturation wo:ild he required than that ob-

PHASE served experimentally. Therefore, it is postulated
The dispersed phase can be formed in two that small aggregates of molecules, of approxi- .

- ways: (a) by condensation processes in which nmately the (ritieal size, are continually produced -"•
* molecules of a vapor unite to form the particles by raihdom fluetuation in the vapor. Molecular ag- -.

of the dispersed phase, and (b) by dispersion gregates smaller than the critical size will disap- .
processes in which the particles are formed by pear, while those larger than the critical size will E
the breaking up of a solid or liquid material. In couttinte to grow.

the first ease, the specific surface (the total surface ni many cases of military interest, the super-
per unit-volume of the material) decreases, while satmuated vapor is produced by the evaporation of
in the second case, the specific surface increases, a simbstamce, follohwed by the mixing with cooler -"

air of the relatively warm vapors produced. Con-
7-3.1.1 Vapor Condensation Processes (densatiol thei follows, resulting in the formation

The (dispersed phase of most particulate clouds of the dispersed phase. The particles in a smoke
is produced by condensation from the vapor phase produced as the result of ,omlustion are also due
S and i oh'es th,, uniting o>f vapor molecules to form to vapor condensation. In this ease, due to the =,A

larger particles. The formnation of a dispersed higher teu!)iratnri's involved, it is impossible to
phaso byv this, Il,,thod involves two steps: (a) pro. ammalyze the process in detail. Chemical reactions,

- du'cing the(. vapor ill a supersaturated state, and inluiding sev'eral for producing smokes of mili- ** .+ (h) ,'oimhsiig the supersaturated vapor The tary interest, often involve a component of the at-

su penuaturatedI vapor is usually obtained by: (a) mnosphere (such as water vapor) as one of the -. -

Ihe cooling of a warmn vapor, or (b) a chemical rotints.
revtioti which results itn the formiation of a super-
saturated v'apor. Ii either case, the ix(.ess vapor 7-3.1.2 Dispersion Processes

\\,ill eolmidmee to formIl the particles of the dispersed The formation of a dispiersed p)hase by disper..

p)llasc. TIe, comledemsatio , of a snlporsatilrat d \'apor siýoll neotomds imvohes the sidmlaivision of a solid or
is a,(,oopamied bY Iyl, liberation of heat so that this liquid into tiII. particles. The actual mechanisnms
p)rocess will otitimi, omow initiated, until equii- by which the fine particles are prodluced and dis.
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-. persed inl the suspending medium aro intimately hIe venturi nozzle type, where the smoke-produc-
related and niot, always completely unid~erstood. ug, miaterial is atomiizedl prior to evaporation.
lii the case of a liquid, energy appliedl to it causes Ther~e are two other important types ofatm
the liqluid to assume an unstable configuration izers which are of somiewhat lesser military im-
which theni breaks uip jinto small dropleits. A soi portajice. The first of those types is the ceiitrifua
substance may be disrupted and dispersed into fine atomizer in, which the liquid is fed onto the cee' ýr
particles by ap~plication of energy, or the solid of a rotating disc, conle, or top and centrifuged
call be lpreground~ to the desired size and then dis- off the edge, produeing droplets of relatively uni-
liersed into the suspeniding niediumi form size. Ini thet second type, the hydraulic

Ini the atomization of liquids, the energy is ex- atomizer, liquid is forced through a nozzle and is - *

panded muainly in: (a) forming new surfaces, broken tip into droplets. Ini this latter case, the
(b) overcoming viscous forces in changing the aitomiizationi depends more oni the physical proper-
shape of the liquid, and (c) meeting losses due to ties of the liquiid and the conditions of ejection
iiwfficicnt application of the energy to the liquid. fo h ozeta nteitrcin ewe
Devices commonly used to disperse liquids are of the liquid and the s~urrouiiding gas.
three mnain types. Dusts canl be formed by the disruption of solid f-:7

One type employs a high velocity gas or air material or by the dispersion of a material, finely I~ -

jet to break up a liquid emerging from a nozzle. plregrolllil to a dlesiredl size, soidma
Atomizers of this type produce a very wide range The forces meqiiired to disrupt thesoima
of droplet sizes which can be, somewhat reduced tei-ial may be applied rather slowly by milling,
by trapping the larger droplets within the atomizer. etsiio rnlno ail hog x
The degree of atomization ob)tained by this method plosioii or impllact. In either case, the appllied forces
is infltwnmeed by the following factors: allise dlisinitegrationi by splitting or cracking' along 1.

a. The relative velocity of the air patthe planmes of weakness in the material, The result is
past the( formation of small fragments and fine particles -~ -. droplets.

b. The physical p~rop~erties of the liquid, in- released froni the freshly formed surfaces by
eluding surface tension, viscosity, and den- craicking onl a muicroscale as the material is torn -

apart.1
sity. 1a .

e. The relative quianitity of air expressed as the

ratio of volumne of air to volume, of liquid. 7-3.1.3 Combined Processes
Witlhin a limited rang-e, the `ýukiyayma Tanasawa Since. mist dis-per.sion methods will not pro-
equaition aplies)11, even though it is dimniisiomnally duce particles of the correct size, inl many cases the
n (-0 rrceet dispersed phase for smnokes of military interest is 7ý

obtained by condensation from a vap~or phase which ~ '

5S\/ 59 (-n'~~--- 7- is formed by evaporation of the smoke-producing 4,.'VP it~ 'gent. hlowever, inl ore to facilitate the trans

* where d,. is thle diamieter'i il ilerons, of a sinigle drop fer of hecat, to and the remnoval of the vapor fromnt-
with thf saitle ratio of sur-face-to-volumlle as a repre- time surface of' the agenit, it is, oftel. atomized be-

* ~seiltative samplel ofa the atomized droplets; 1 is fore it is evaporated. Parti~:ulate' clouds can be
the veloeity' of the ;ai I ill etlitimiieters per' sevonld developed by the atomlizationl of a soluition eon-

-rlaieto that oft lie liqulid : Q, 'QA is' the vo1lun- lamingl) a imoit'Olat ib or slightly volatile solute in
flow-rate of lij ii it to the volumoce-flow-ra te of air; a volatile solvent. The solvent evaporates and leaves
p is the leuisit v of the liquidi~ inl gramis per cubit, thle solute whlich voiideiises to forin the dispersed

veitlole: J.is thl- eloi of' the liquid ill poises' phase ofi a part ieiilit e cloud. The explosive dis-

alm] I k il( heSit'tmce tenisioii ill dyioll)(r co ent i- jiersioit of volatile materials, somehitas the dyes used -

mieter. [This oequationl Is u1sed ill estnloat ilig- the per'- tor colored siiohie, is also ii ,omitiifm-il process. T[he --- ,2

t(Iiiiihiiev ot pl~ rt ic.ij inte i " eilerat nis "Itchi as eIxplosion mebn dly(ispersesý, vaporizes, kind-
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S mixes the material with cooler air, resulting in the materials tihe proper references should be con- .-

formation of a particulate cloud. sm It ed' 4"15 ,1 6"17 and if little or no inw'ormation is
available, extreme, caution should be exerted.

7-3. MIITAR PRDUCION F SOKEThe remnaining sections, of this chapter em-
Pyrotechnic munitions for producing smoke, paie1rdeiuo mk yprtcncmas

however, the samne principles are applicable to
whether for screening, signaling, or other purposes, otemthdfrpoucgsnkesmefwhh
ai'e usually one of the following general types: aebifydsusd

a. Venturi Thermal Generator Type. The
smoke-producing material and the pyro- 733W IESOE
technic fuel block required to volatilize the White smokes are widely used for screening, ac-

smok maeril ae i seprat copar- (uisitioli and( tracking, fire control, and signaling
nients. The smoke-producing material is
atomnized and vaporized in the venturi noz- 'upss hy aberoudfom anch -ile by the hot gases formed by the burning icals inl a variety of ways and, in general, are more

of te ful blck.efic(ient onl a weight basis than colored smokes.
1Relatively few of the miethods for producingb Burning- Type. Burning-type smoke comt- wiesoeaeo au o rdcino h

*positions are intimate mixtures of chemicals. wiesoeaeo au o rdcino h
Smok isprouce frm tesemixure by large amount of smoke required for screening

purl .se which is one oi! the important uses for*either of two methods. In the first method, white smnoke. Because of the. large amount of .6

ah product of ct combu eostioni t form the smoelo sok(- req Itred, it is imp~ortant that the maximum
theprouctreats ithcontitent ofthe effect be obtainjed per uinit-weight of smoke-pro-

atmiosphere to formi a smoke. In the second (lliiaeil fi ildpn n a h
- ~ methodl, the heat of combustion of the pyro- weighlt of' the aiaterjal available to form, smoke .~ 2

techinic serves, to volatiliz.e a component of arlswehrthis was origin~ally present in %
the mixture which thent condenses to form I rceswhti
the smoke, thet mixture or is contributed from the atmosphere,

e. xplsiv Disemnaton ype Th smke- alid (h) the effleiency of conversion of the smoke-
prduin matria into smok artieles having -,pieoducing material is pulverized or atomnizedl I ((l&i~niraiit no~ .vn h

- ~~and then vaporized, or a preground solid is~ i r g -satri~ nlo~cru aaiiy
Formiat ion of snioke particles by condensation

dispearsed by thet explosion of a bursting fi'oiu thle ivator phase is the only pracitical way to
vilargI prod ace, the large anniomit oif white smnoke required

It is to be inoted that smioke is also produced for for inilitavv screeniing ptiit'oses. TPhe hot, vapor is
m nilita ry pur-poses by other than pyrotechnic means. usuially p roduced by volat il izatii or by h chemnical
For exam ple. certain screening-smioke materials react-ioits wh oel on roactaint is niormally a coin-
(-,ian be d issetiniuat ed by nmechanicial smoke genera- 11(0 iuit of' ifie i30051s)here ic. xamplte; of the threeS
tors andi othei's by t ile use, of airplane spray tanks. most wideh- wiued sereeuim, ;moke are :

* Sinal an I ackng idscanbe eneate bya. Oil smoke, whidi i8 produced lby the volatili-
-' Izsing hot hawisgsstriiareato tn n zation anid condenisation of oil.

gw,~it' to -a porize the smoke-j rodltciitg materials. b. White phosphorus smoke, which is produced
The iiig-redil jihiw ill siwok('-prtoducing chern- Ilvx ohein i(al ['(action with1 tile atinosphere.

inkl" and( cottlilimstioli PI')rtIlit't, anid/or thle coil- V.Zijo' chlorid' smioko, which is produced
I;'isvd %iil)(hi paritio~le's jii'titecd lit a smoke, should by ai t'olybilttitioii of' volatilization and chetii-

I hi' (-((idervi~lt to be' ii'titatiiig and/oir toxic. Car('e

11lattoialdhan i;ttilt reiii Wii'kie smnlokes estievially re- Oil smokes aret, normall ~In-huiu by venturi-

-ardili 0lv itilaldat ionl of' high ('onvtt- tiatiols, and ty Is thermnal genuerators, althoughi initinate inix.
- lng N psu '11h1 et. .(e in Vet-st i gat i rig new -i rc uiitgtyv t na t:i o'be e
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.. veloped for dissemination of oil smoke. Zinc A pressure tube, connlects the ag(ent compartment
-V ~chloride smoke is produced by a burning-type and fthe fuel c'omlpartmenlt an(I permits the pres-

munition. White phosphorus smoke for screening sUre dlevelopeil by the fuiel block to aid in forcing
is normally produced by a bursting-type munition. oil throuigh an orifice into the venturi throat.

Here the oil is mixed with the hlot gas stream
7-3.3.1 Oil Smoke flowing through the. venturi. The high velocity .

A very satisfactory white screening smoke can of the gases p~romotes atomization of the incoming -

be produced by the vaporization and condensation oil stre~am and the droplets at- quickly vaporized.
of kin oil that has a high boiling point and a low The rate of feeding is g-overned by the pressure
volatility. The first successful generator for pro- differential betweon the agent compartment and I%

- - ducing oil smoke was the MI mechanical smoke the throat, the size of the feed orifice, and, to a '
generator. InI this generato- the smoke oil was minor extent, the resistance. to the flow through
flash evaporated at a relatively high temperature, the feed tube. Little decomposition of the agent L

*with water added to prevent coking. The equip- caused by the relatively high temperatures required
ment was heavy and complicated, including gaso- for rapid evaporation due to fhe short period of ex- r

litle engines to operate the necessary pumps and posure. The efficiency of this type of generator is -
blowers, coils for the evaporation of oil and hihsV hnteaeti etdt ahrhg

*water, and burners using fuel oil to heat the coils. temperature for the shortest possible time rather
in spite of their many disadvantages, these gen- thnalwrtmeauefralne eid he .

erators, along with similar types, were widely used p~artiele size of a smoke produced in a venturi ~
dilring World War 11. thermial-generator type of munition c!an be defined

in terms of: (a) the Nukiyarna Tanasawa. equation
7-3.3.1.1 Venturi Thermal Generators (Equation 7-6i), modified to include the effect of

Toward~~~~~~~~ teedo ol Wa II nohr sstem heat upon the aerosol, and (b) the thermo-
.*-. ~-/ smloke grenerator, the Hessien, was developed for dyaipretesobo heludan te

the I '. S. Navy inl which the fog oil wasaomzd pyrotechnic comibustioni prodlucts at the point of
inixeti with the hot gases. produced by the comN- mnixing, which controls the amount of liquid
bustion of a fuel, amid vap~orized ill a venturi \'aporized. Thus, fthe smoke formed can be con-
throat. TheI( (leý'cloplnieit of venturi-tylpc thermal- sidered to he made lip of two parts. the larger V
greucrato mu'nitaitons1 using pyrotechnic fuel blocks particles prod iiced predominantly by the attomiza- -

was also accomplished dutniig World War 11 ; how- tion priocess, aniu smaller particles produced by -.
ev-er, those items were miot fully ready for produc- vaporization wimd conidenisation.

tioli until after t ho War. The portion of the liquidI vaporized depends
oil the heat tranisferred froni the hlot gases. The

7-3.3.1.1.1 Operation of Venturi Thermal amotint va;)orize~l is signifiianatly atfected by mass
Generators flow rates, mean specific heat, andl initial gas tem-

Thie' operation of at venturi-typth thermal gen- lmerat ure. With proper design of the venturi,
o rator to produce I smoke involves the atomization t hertc is sufflm(icut tim1 o for the heat 'to be tranis-
of1 tit he 11iti~j , thle Vap~orizat ion tf lthe droplets fenried fromu thet gaises to the liquid. Thel( overall
lprIdiw(ed, and fti, dispeision oft the vapilor ili it lprt)'ss, in, the ucuitipi c-an he eomisideredl to be
streani (If ',lt gases. A typi,'Jai (ilit, shown sc~he- ess~ei~tiiillv adhiablatic'.

mat icall, ill Figtirt 7-:3, colisistN (It: (;oiill'litorsi of (It't . type regýilate particle size

* a. a fulel block whlich, oil hiiruiiiii, prdl'(.IIcws tillrollgh raplid dihittioin oIt the v~apor with cool air.
tlie I ot gatses. As mixilig andl coohiiig III'I'rs, the~ siit fioatIe vapol

[). it cllaiiiber vliJ~taiullig. t he liquid to be ('IIhicit'isc. For hil smoI(kes, at NVetr rap~idl coaiguila

%w:nI e '! i/t l a d Ihispo'ised, atu l t !,.I Il~oll)'s fIor it i l ,t'N', shil I pit l'li(Itl of tinac caulsing

a. htigii \,ehJoity- \itporiizer tlibe in th~e i:Iril of t1i,- ai it) ,( gow. I )itioyi ho(wev-I-, occurs so

a vN'tuirm. rapidly that the coagui llation is clvcked a:ft'.'r a few
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d. Supply the carrier gas to remove the oil
VAPOR GAS EXIT vapor.

- Ammonium nitrate-charecoal compositions have
-- _AFFLE p~roved to be a satisfactory fuel block for the

volatilization of fog oil.
The reaction between ammonium nitrate and

carbon can be written:

N114N03 ± C -~Co + 21120 + N2

if it is. assumed that all the carbon is oxidized to
AGENT carbon mtonoxide. If all the carbon is assumed to

lbe oxidized to carbon dioxide the reaction is:

2NHN03 + C -*C0 2 + 41H20 ± 2N2
AGENT
FEED HOLE The volume of gas, measared at O'C and 760 mmn

1ig, is about 0.97 liter per gram of mixture for the
\VENL--PULL WIRE first reaction and 0.92 liter per gramq for the second

THROAT 3sNTR reaction.

FUEL Analysis of the gases produced by the burning
ofa typical ammnonium nitrate fuel block (11

parts charcoal, 3 parts linseed oil, and 83 parts
Figure 7-3. Typical Venturi Thermal Generator -ammoniumi nitrate) gave the following:

* thiousandthsý of a second, and( at remarkably iiar- N1120 08.8% CO) 5.3.5%
row range of particle sizes results. If the generator 2H 0.% 10 5.2% 7"
is working well, it is piossible to obtain a roughN 2  6.%12 58
chie k on the particle-size range by a simple color w hich corresponds, approximately, to the reaction:

% et flt i' ie rayohrbih ih
test,1N. iff 4Ce sun11s dis or a+ oterbigtlih

source, wheni almiost obsti-aeil, aplpears, rea, the 61 4 0 -- 4 412 O+30
pa~rtjice size is somnewhat syialler thrin desirod; if + 6N 2 + 112

it. appears linagenta, the p~artice~ size is satisfac- As illustr-atedI iin Chapter ~3, this reaction should
toiv; if it a ppears blue, the particle size is Y iecnarly oil( liter of gas, measured at 0'C and
larger thant de~iirod for inaxininre sereen ing effee- 760 aim 11g. per gramn of mixture burned. Ap-
tkeiress. If the smlokie produced is not of a unliform11 proximattely 0).(;,5 kealories per gramn of mixture is
particle size, tit hStinl's diste will a ppeu r whlite and evolNved whent thle mrixtunre is burned.
no11 conluIisioni -ani be dratwnits1 to partic-le -lize be.- Fuel blocks tain be pressed using a binder, or

' Ing produced 1)3 the generators, they vant be east. In either case, the burning rate,
Whic-h (ltteIrinines the beat and~ gas evolution) rates,

7-3.3.1.1.2 Fuel BlockS4'18  is rough ly proportional to the area of the burning

The heat and product. gases produced by the bufae 0or a fied buriy: icit' aeo
buriiiing of at pyrotechlnicfel~ block 31uIt: Iulnecnb hagdb

ai. arv inig, tio, size tof't li charcoal, I1-
* a. lHaise the temperature of the oil to the Mo ~odi fyin iglit, stie riaec of the chlarcoal, a)1d1/

vaporizat ion t emperiature. on-
b). `-iiupiiy the latent heat of evaporatioit to theilteciiioiin f h ul lc.'

oil.
e.Supply tivh heki* lost its sensible heat in tOe Cairbon i, no rmalnly the least -ii iiforin iiigred-

hot gaises anid hot container, coo anl, thrirofore. caulses Illost of the variationi

4:! - A
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TABLE 7-2
CHARACTERISTICS OF TYPICAL OIL SMOKE POTS

Characteristic Type Devie

Floating (Fig. 7-3 Training (Fig. 7-4)

Size, ill. 1:3 high by 13 dia. 5.7 high (including
fuze) by 2.5 dia.

Vcnituri Orifice
I~ieei.0 .0890 0.076

Widght, lb 14.5 (oil) 0.24 (oil)
12.0 (fuel) (.22 (fuel)

Oil Afqcnt 8('F No. 1 or 2 SGF 'No. 1 or 2
hFiel Bloc!' Composiiion Fast-Butrniig Top Mix ture

86(%/, NHNO, 82% NHNO,
I1 1,4 Charecoal 11% Charcoal
31/, Linseed Oil 4 % KNO,

*3 Linseed.-... Oil

Sl() -Ru rnioqg Base Mixture

0 8%, NII4 Cl
7% Charcoal
:V1% Linseedl Oil

hi o it mI Bottiicoii fuze ()1 208 ) floti(loit I'tze (N1201AI)
'spits"' through (similar to

venturi ig-niting filoating" type)
qiiicknxiateh & starter

?ir)4inq Time', mini 12 :L 1.5 1. -!-- 0.25
I . pplwcatiol ascreeninig, usedI singly (, reiadt, type,

(ir in mult iple onl tsedI for tratining ~
* landI or watter plii ] oses

0hSlIs~r i)dq P~ower --- SigllA poit fills

it 13,000t enl ft.

'd's6 f 'eet 11vlyjt

Ili hilil'illliii- i slippjo'..vit ni'tiitivlil fuel lek. with rhlA-i'eul. 0 h1 thle Ithev,' hand, liddlig" 111-

Treatnsxinnl titi~llf i' nil 'al ilellli tliil i raab i'as fuiri leo sluck 1(41' ill. rl i�it pht1 '1lle (or

* ilili'itu' ~vihlilldl(i -1lit'l~ ' al kal hl l'liulg iclt' Ntl~ iti~h Iiit eu as t efic bof k fa 'orl chai a f willo e iv.

l'i'Illim i ili' i'Xjlllllliltvil li'o t- I l e r t(It' I ll salo mis ~ti l "hci,east' t illir I ig il ni o v4 SO I Ite r It, g a n'o itip i ( ) 1rIs-
ity-ite 'tiiujllh o to Ii iniivo, l'riiat'~ hium' h rlle Aui'iei .hIl' inie uisuivul Thsibuutilal cci
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Figure 7-4. Typical Oil Smoke Pot (Floating)

-- a

havior is probably due to variatiots in the charcoal _._A

Iv used inasmuch as surging is favored when a blend

of slow- and fast-burning charcoal is used to

hmake the fuel block.

- Because charcoal may cause undesirable varia-

, tions in the burning characteristics of a fuel block,

attempts have been made to develop a fuel block

which does not contain charcoal. A mixture of

- ganidinie nitrate, ammoniurn nitrate, linseed oil,

and anmaouniiit dichromate was found to be only
partially satist'acory. Reasonable success was ob-

S• tained using polysuifide atumitmoniun perehlorate

"as a binder and a sumbstitute for all or part of the Figure 7-5. Typical Oil Smoke Pot (Training)

"carbon in a ,astabhi, fuel 1)look. This reduced or
-- "' eiminatedl the swelliug wid crac.klm' ob~served in

i tnopots similar to those used in orange groves in the

standard atiinioium nitrate carbon fuel blocks. Iniied States, ani the . lasler generator developed

andi used by the British in the Battle of Britain.
2 7-3.3.1.1.3 Typical Venturi Thermal Generators In all csi smoke brownish-In al cisesthe mok produiced wasbrwih

Ciharacteristics of typical venturi-type thermal gray to black i, color beciause the o;l was partially
generators are gixea on 'Fable 7-2. Figures 7-4 aid ietrnnlrosttI this yielding free carbon. In general,

7-5 illustrate schiemmmutically two typles of oil fed the synoke tw'od'laed had poor screening propertieh%

--- 4smoke pots. aid limitod plcrsistence.
Two oil smnoke gennritor mixes which were

--. 7-3.3.1.2 Other Methods for Producing Oil Smoke Neastomnaly satislactory were T(,levlopedl during

BeforI t lie develomient, of thie M1 smoke gen- \Vorld War II. '['lt' first was a inixtui-;ý of saw-

" " 'ratorr c,'tioulllloetl thods for tlrolit'ilig oil-baseti ,lust MILi l:ntrclloul impregnated ýNitli a solution of

smo1ke sc.reens inoluded tue reduction ,!' air supply pi4tossian chlortt, amid a I igh boilimn poinit oil

._ I. to thIe boilers of inaval shlips, Iw I'se is' smiudge l)iol) whii li had been jelled by the addition of

_-2

*-. .'.,,..--.,....,. .... .. ,.....,.* * -. -.. ... . *.h>.';.. . ,,--- a¶ A ,t

*r0r' Ai- 0 '0 S a 0 0 0 S -.. , :-. . .. .. ... .. , .. .,. -,, .. .... ,.-, ,-- ,' , .. :-'. .. , -. -...O.......-. ,. ..a.A .% . .' .% -.- - •-
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a small percentage of soap. The other mixture smoke is formed. Phosphorus pentoxide and phos-

consisted of jellied oil and black powder. In each phr.ic acid are not toxic in small concentrations, ".-.. - -"

case, the ideal mixture was one in which all of the although they may be irritating to the eyes, res-

* fuel but none of the oil was oxidized, and in which piratory tract, and skin. Phosphorus smokes have

the amount of heat produced was sufficient to relatively little effect on metals.

vaporize all of the oil. The smoke exit orifice was

important in controlling the flaming tendency of 7-3.3.2.1 White Phosphorus
tue mixture, the particle size cf the smoke pro- White phosphorus is widely used in bursting-

duced, and the pressure within the smoke pot. type munitions to produce smoke screens for .

(. Considerable effort was directed toward the ground-combat operations, and for signaling and ,

,'* development of smoke generators, using the sen- spotting purposes. Slow-burning fragments of : "

sible heat in exhaust gases from vehicle and air- white phosphorus, produced and spread by an

creft engines for the evaporation of oil to form explosive burster, are incendiary while burning.

Sscreening smoke. Results indicated that the Since burning white phosphorus produces flesh

amount of smoke produced was not adequate for burns which are slow to heal, it is an excellent

. screening purposes but was adequate for signal- harassing agent.
, ing. In an attempt to increase the amount of White phosphorus is the most efficient smoke . A.%

-.- smoke produced. the exhaust gases were burned, in pro(lucer on a weight basis; however, the screen- . ,
* an afterburner, thereby increasing their tempera- ing effectiveness of white phosphorus in bursting-

tures andl heat content. With this modification, type munitions is slight. Most of the charge burns

satisfactory snmke screeuns were produced by air- within seconds following the burst, resulting in a

craft using internal combustion engines, smoke concentration many times that required for

7-3.3.2 Phosphorus Smokes effective screening. In addition, the temperatu.'e ..... -

" White smoke 'onsisting of small droplets of rise in the cloud immediately surrounding the

phosphoric acid have been. widaly used for mili- buist is sufficient to produce a strong thermal up-

tary purposes. These droplets result from the draft which rapidly lifts the cloud from the ground •

"reaction of p)hosphorus pentoxide, formed by the so that the snoke cloud pillars. This may be help- -' .' - .

burning of phosphorus or phosphorus-containing ful for signaling purposes but generally reduces ---. '•,. ~~~~ ~ ~ th hurningnes of phoshoru phshor asshrscntiig,"b a screen-','':-

compounds in the air, and the water vapor in the the effectieness of white phosphorus as a screen-
ing smoke. " " -,,

P4 r, or: 502 -- * 2P3 0Two general ways to improve smoke-producing ,-" .
P4 -+ 502-- 2PO efficiency are possible. The first involves reduction
H-PO H (dilute)of the heat of combustin, which can be accom-

plished only by using different phosphorus com- , ..

The concentration of phosphoric acid in the drop- pounds. The second method, which is more attrac-

lets is determined by the relative humidity. Meth- tive, involves controlling the rate of combustion ?- .1

5ods which have been used to form phosphorus pent- by reducing the fragmentation of the phosphorus. , -,

S•oxide for military smokes utili..ing phosphorus in- Several methods for controlling the fragmentation •

elude: of phosphorus h.-ve been tried, including the addi-

a. burning in air of white phosphorus (which tion of mechanical reinforcement such as steel

is spontaneously flammable), wool, " asbestos, plastic tubes, wire screens, and ,
b. burning in air of the phosphorus vapor (pro- other devices, causing ejection of the phosphorus • ,

duteed by the evaporation of red phosphorus in pieces of predetermined size. Other methods .

0 in a fuel-oxidant mixture), and attempted involve the alteration of the physical

e. burning in air of phospbine (produced by properties of phosphorus so as to produce: a plas- -7... %,

the action of a metal phosphide with water). tic mass with low shattering characteristics,

Phosphorus vapor is extremely toxic and causes Plasticized white phosphorus,20 PWP, was

bone deca/; however, it is not present after the found to be the most promising deveiopment for -......-',:

.'.. ' ~ ~~7-21 "'-•(*,4
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This page is reproduced at the
back of the rptbya different

reprductonrethodtorvd
repodutin ieth toproid3:0CaSO 4 + 19P?4 -* Ca(PO3) 2 + Ma2CP2O7  -.-

betrdetail.

The bout x-oduced by this reaction vaporizes the

.unmaining red phosphorus- contained in the smoke
mixture. The phosphorus vapor burns on contact
with aii% Some sulphur dioxide is formed when

* ~the P 4S3 , produced in the above reaction, burns
along with fltiw phosphorus vapor:

P423 + 802 ---- , 3202 + 2P 2 06

In the presence of moisture, there is a tendency
for red phosphorus to slowly oxidize due to the

presence of small quantities of copper anid iron.
Thiis mnay result in ignition diF~culty and an over-

4 ~all decreased p~erformance of the smoke item.
Stable reJ phosphorus has been produced by de-
creasing or eliminating- these impurities.2 1 ,22 ,23

7-3.3.2.3 M4etal Phosphides

Metal phosphides, especially calcium phosphide,
which was first produced commercially in 1920,

Figure 7-6. Typical WP-Filled Device (MI5 WP Smoke have beeni used in sea markers. In these markers .. *

Hand Grenade) the metal plhosphide reacts with water to form
phosphine, which then burns ill air to produce ~~

control of the fragmentation of phosphorus and phshrspnox% n ae.Fo acu -4

pillaring of the smoke. This consists of an intimate phosphide:
mixture of granulated white phosphorus in a vis-
cous rubber solution. Thnc material burns miore Ca.,I> +4 611:0 -~3Ca(OII)2 + 2PH3

slowly and the particles do not disintegrate by 2PH3 + 40.2 -- *P 20 5 + 3H2 0

melting. As a result, pillaring is reduced and the The rate of reaction is governed by the access of6
effective screening time is greatly prolonged. Test the water and by the back pressure of the gas
results have indicated that plasticized white phos- produced. Calcium phosphide has been the most
phorus produce,, distinctly better smoke screens satisfactory for this purpose. Aluminum phos- W
than similar phosphorus-filled rounds. The anti- phid,? is difficult to react and is slow-burning,
personnel Incendiary action of PWP is as good as whereas magnesium phosphide reacts too rapidly. -

that of ReWP... OhrRaton o rdcigSoe

* 7-3.3.2.2 Burning-Type Mixtures Containing Red 7.... te ecinsfrPouigSoe

PhsporisContaining Phosphorus n

Red phosphorus, the coniparative~y inert allo- Other methods for producing phosphorus-con-

tropic form of phosphoruis, is used in burning-type tamning smokes include:

* -; ~ munitions mainly for signaling pupss op- a. The dispersion of phosphorus in a solvent
"idtions ,-osisin of red phosphorus and certain such as carbon tetrachloride or carbon di-
oxidants or fuels are relatively slow-burning and sulfide. The solvent evaporates and the fine-

* are sometimes used in sea rnarken:,. The chemical ly (divided phosphorus burns in the available
-. reactions may be quite involved, For example, t~he oxygen and produces a dense wvhite smoke.

main reaction for a burning mixture of calcium b. The reaction of phosphorus trichloride with
sulfate and] redl phiosphorus appears to be: bases such as ammonia and amines. The

7' 722
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2.16 LO MP

0.33 L9. STABILIZED RED PHOSPHORUS IN EACH
OF TWO ALUMINUM SUPPLEMENTARY CHARGE
CONTAINERS. TOTAL SMOKE CHARtGE 0.66 LB.

Figute 7-7. Typical Red Phosphorus- Filled Device

reactions arc complex as illustrated in the 7-3.3.2.5 Typical Devices -

tollow illgc."ipc Tile characteristics of typical smoke-producing -

*PCi 3 + N1131 ------ > P(12NH2 + 11(11 devices contalajing phosphiorus are summarized in
PCI2 N ± il3 -- ~ CI(H 2 )2 ± ~Table 7-3. Illustrations of such devices are shown
l'CIN11)2 -- N 3 -* (NH)., JJ2~ in Figures 7-6 and 7-7.

11(11 + NH3, ---- NH4 C'lChoieS ks
P- 7-3.3.3 Mea ChordeSmke

Till smloke iscmoe fa mietal o
-~ i comosedof mxtur of A large* nlumfber of metal chlorides have been 2

innnohoplors ~ioriesan N14, he used to produce white smoke. All of the metal __

smoe podued s cnsiere iritaingbut chlorides react with water to varying degrees and
not toxic - phosphorus triehioricie is not ex- thscacertidtrme oa- .

ess~ively corrosive to any" metal affected by, lreetnt ?:-~-'ftheir efficiency as smoke agents. While the mnethods
h- dpwhilorii- acid1; either wvet or dry it is by which they are disseminated depend on the
quite corrosive to flesh. par'ti-.ulr metal. chloride, once disseminated the -

v.The diispersioni of phosphorus sulfides in metal chloride reacts with the wvater vapor In air.1
~'arou isufid. Te soven evportesand resultimg, in 'ýhe formation of hydrated oxides, or .

the finzely dlivided particles of phosphorus yrxisadhdohoi cd
sulfid- lhurnl readily ;t air; total combustion
of these suilfides yields phosphorus pcntox"(1e 7-3.3.3.1 Liquid Metal Chlorides

anolsul hiirdioxde:The liquid metal ehlorides can be disseminated

1'483 ± 802 ?~ 2P,(),, + 3SO2  by thermal vaporization followed by condensation, T

21'2'S5 + 150.) - 2l1'2()i, + 10S0 2  or by atomization. FM, a commlercial form of j-.

Bothprouctsretitanium tetrachloride, has probably been the most
V Boh poducs ract with water to piroduce-

sulfzro~s cid nd hoshori acd ;the widely used liquid metal chloride smoke agent.

sulfides of p~hosphorus aro harmless to both

6 ~~metals andl flesh. Tilbe smoke produced is also 7-3.3.3.1.1 FM Smokes______
velatively harmnles:i to meitals and p~ersonnel P'.1 smioke agent, TiCil, is extreme]3y reactive
wither normal conditions; however, pro- r-esulting, in thne formation of hydrated oxides, rr
longed exposurev to high concentrations wvithi atmospheric moisture and, wheni used for

sfhool d be avoided. screening, is often disseminated from aircraft

7-23
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"TABLE 7-3
"CHARACTERISTICS OF TYPICAL DEVICES USING

PHOSPHORUS FILLING

Characteristic Device

WP Smoke Hand Projectile
Grenade (M15) (T91 HE Water Marker) .

Size, in. 41/-, high 12-4 long
23/8 dia. 13/4 dia.

Charge 15 oz PWP 2.6 lb Comp B.
Weight 0.66 lb Stabilized

Red Phosphorus
Ignition M206A1 fuze M500A1 fuze

HE burster Comp. B
Screening Scatters WP Explodes on
Capability over a 20 yd impact-50 ft

radius high; 50 ft dia;
cloud duration

Applicato 3 min---25 mph wind
Application Thrown, bursting Used in 90 mm

charge explodes, munition
4-5 see delay. (white marker)

spray tanks." 4 Its reaction with water vapor is when dissolved in dichloroethane and similar ma-
relatively complex. First, the titanium tetrachlo- terials. The solvent evaporates and the titaniumn

- ride is hydrated. This reaction is followed by tetrachloride reacts with the water vapor in the
: further hydrolysis yielding, finally, titanium hy- air to produce smoke.

:..'€ droxide and hydrochloric acid. The smoke consists ': :
,.• of a mixture of finl particles of solid titanium hy-

droxide, Ti(01I) 4 ; the hydrated oxide, TiO2- 7-3.3.3.1.2 Silicon Tetrachloride

1120; intermediate hydroxychlorides of titanium; Silicon tetrachloride is another liquid metal

and dilute HCl droplets. The sequence of reaction chloride which has been used to produce smoke.

'- is: Silicon tetrachloride is, however, less reactivw than
titanium tetrachloride and, unless considerable

TiCL, + 5H1,0---> TiCI, • 5H1O moisture is present, little smoke is produced. The
TiCI 4 - 511-.) -*-). Ti(i(1) - 4112 0 + HC1 smoke particles produced from the reaction of sili-
TiCl:;(0I1) • 41120 ..... TiCI (OH)11 3H 20 con tetrachloride with water vapor are dilute hy-
..-.. " -12 - HC0 drochloride acid droplets and hydrated silicon

2T301 oxide. The reaction between silicon tetrachloride
+- and water vapor is similar to that for titanium

Li'1 uid FM is excessively corrosive to metal if tetrachloride.
I moisture is present. With m'nisture, FM forms a Silicon tetrachloride is less corrosive to metals

solid, gummy deposit that clogs equipment. a 0.2 than titanium tetraehloride. If dry, it can be
percent phosphorus iolution in CS 2 and CCI4 , stored in aluminum or steel containers. With
added to the FM, alleviates this problem. nioisture, silicon tetrachloride forms a gummy

"Titanium tetrachloride can also be disseminated deposit which clogs equipment. Flesh barns frorm . .

7-24
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silicon tetrachloride are similar to hydrochloric guhr. The last two ingredients served to absorb
acid burns, the carbon tAtrachloride and to slow down the rate

of reection. As the smoke produced contaiaed

7-3.3.3.1.3 Stannic Chloride some carbon in addition to the zinc chloride, it was

Stannic chloride will prodace a good Lmoke somewhat gray in color. An American improve-

from relatively small amounts of material. The ment, the addition of an oxidizing agent, resulted

reactions of stannic chloride with water vapor in a whiter smoke. Other changes were made lead-

are similar to those of titanium tetraethloridp. The ing to the development of the smoke mixture,
smoke is composed of HC1 droplets and a mixture available at the start of World War II, known in

of four stsjnnic hydroxy chlorides Li the presence the United States as HC. This mixture contained

of moisture tney are nearly as corrosive as titan- hexachloroethane as the chlorinating agent, zinc as

ium tetrachloride. A gummy deposit on metals the fuel, a perchlorate as an oxidizing agent, and

is formed by stannic chioreide when moisture is ammonium chloride as a retarder. The British

present. The smoke is corrosive to anything at- had a similar mixture containing hexachloroethane,
fected by hydrochloric acid. Stannic chloride pro- zinc oxide, and calcium s'licide as a ieducing agent.
hiuees burns similar to strong acid b-urns. Since neither of these mixtures was completely

satisfactory early in World War IT, the British

7-3.3.3.2 Solid Metal Chloides mixture was modified by replacing the reducing
• , agent, calcium silicide, with alumiwuk,

Solid metal chlorides are normally diss,ýminated
by thermal vaporization followed by condensation.
In most caes, the energy required to vaporize these
agents is provided by a pyrotechnic heat source. The basic reaction between a completely chlori-
The hydiolyses reactions for the metal chlorides nated carbon compound and metallic zinc can be
which have been used as smoke agents are: represented by the reaction:

"" CuC•+ 21120.- Cu (OH)2 ! + 2HC1 (,Cly- + y/2Zn xC 4- y/2ZnCl2
FeCl2 -+- 21120 -- Fe(011) 2 + ,HCG This reaction is highly exothermic with the evolu-
FeCI.3 + 310 -* Fe (OH)3 +- 3HCI tion of 165.3 kilogram-calories or 581 gram-calories
AlCl• -+- 31120 -* Al(OH) 3 + 31101 per gram of mixture if carbon tetrachloride is
ZnCl2 ± 2HO--O -. Zn(O11) 2 + 2HC1 used, and 244.6 kilogram-calories or 565 gram-
CdCl2 + 21120 * Cd(OH) 2 ± 2HC0 calories per gram of mixture if hexachloroethane
HgC,12 4 2H120 - HgO • 1120 + 211CI is used as the chlorinating agent. If zinc oxide is
SnCl2 + 21120 -.-- * Sn(OH),2 ± 2HC1 added, the mixture will burn more slowly. The

smoke produced is whiter due to the reaction be-
7-3.3.3.2.1 HC Smokes tween zinc oxide and carbon:

Zinc chloride is one of the most reactive of the
solid metal chlorides used as a smoke agent. Al-
though toxic, zinc chloride produced as the result which removes the carbon from the smoke. The
of a pyrotechnic reaction is widely used for screen- zinc produced by this reaction then reacts with
ing and signaling purposes." Inasmuch as hydro- additional amounts of the chlorinating agent, As
chloric acid is produced by the reaction between the reaction between zinc oxide and carbon is
"zinc Thloride and water vapor in air, the smoke is endothermic, early attempts to use zinc oxide in 6j

irritating to personnel and will react with any HC-type smokes vere only partially successful
materials affected by hydrochloric acid. since the temperature reached was not high enough I

The French, during World War 1, were the first to cause complete reduction of the zinc oxide.
to produce a smoke mixture of this type. The mix- As the result of modifications made during the
ture known as the Bcrger mixture consisted of early part of World War 11, HC smoke mixtures
zinc, carbon tetrachloride, zinc oxide, and kiesel- -- as normally compounded for screening purposes

74)nLi 7-25
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* owconsist of approxiaai-ety equal amounts by The_ amount of aluminum in thic foregoing reac-
j.4

weight of zinc oxide and a chlorinating agent 3uch tion car. v'ary from 3.6 to 10.1 percent by weight.
as hexachloroethiane or carbon tetrachloride, and a With the lowei aluminum content, only carbon
few percent of aluminum. The reactior. might pro- mionoxide is formed; and, as the aluminum con-

% ceed through the following steps, when hexachloro- tent is increased, free carbon begins to appear

2AI + C~Cl 6 *-- 2AIC13 + 2C upper limit ali the carbon is in the form of smoke.
ethane~~I ithchriaigaetalong itha th6ercerbnt oalmonouid unil ated bthe4.%

'. This reaction is exothermic, liberating around 280 i esta . ecn fauiu suebt
kilogram-calories of energy. The aluminum chloride carbon dlioxide and cavbon monoxide are produced; Z7:

formd thn rects ith he znc oideand, as the p)ercenltage of aluminum is still further
- 2AC13± 3nO ~ 3Z~l 2 + A 203 reduced, the ratio of carbon dioxide to carbon

nmonoxide increases. The heat evolved varies from
> This reaction is also exothermic, liberating 103.0 356 grami-calories per gram of a smoke mixture
.~kilogram-calories. The overall reaction obtained *oni ahining 3.6 percent of aluminum to 717 gram-

by combining, fhe. above reactionis is: calories per grain of mixture containing 10.1 per-
2A14- C2 016 + 3ZnO o~ 3ZnCl 2 -4- A1 20 3 +~ 20 cent alumninumi !onktenit. If carbon tetrachloride is

.~This reaction is highly exothermic, liberating 383.5 used (Type-E 11C mixture) instead of the hexa-
:-kilogrramn-calories or 717 grami-calories per gram chioroethatie, the enmount of aluminum for similar
-t. of smoke mixture. A second rcýaction sequence roections to take place ranges from 5.37 percent ~-
S leading to the samne overall reaction is po%,-ible. to 10.2 percent. The variation in burning time

This sequence, which to some investigators better wvith aluninuni content,, for mixture containing0
S repres ents the actual courmc of the reaction, is hexachiloroethane (Type-C HOC mixture), is illus- ~

2A1 -+ 3ZiiO -~3Zii + A1203  trated by the data presented hii Table 7-4.--

8Zn l 'l 1 3ZnC12 + 20CAL -
B~othi of these reactions are TABLEric th4 firs
to the extent of 136.6 kilogijam-ealories, and the VARIATION OF BURNING TIME OF TYPE- -~

second to the extenit of 219.8 kilogram-caloyies.HCSOEMXUEWT --

The overall reaction with aluminum is similar to AUIU OTN
the reaction:

(AN-AM8, IRI( SMOKE GRENADE)
:l~~i -- 5ZO +- C~b~-. 1Znl 2 Aluminum Content, Burning Time, %

+ 3CaO see
+ 6SiO, -V
+ 10C 9.0 55 ~.

for the earlier smoke mixture containing c-alcium 8.4 64
-isuicide-as lfie reducing agent. 8.0 65

-~ The eitent of the reaction between zinc oxide 7.5 71
S and carboii (ani Ilk varied by changing the propor- 7.0 84

tion of aluinninii ini the simoke mixture. If the 6.5 96
:: aluminumn conitent iin the smioke mixture is re-6.10
* duced, while the lproportiomis of hexaehloroethaiie 5.5 147
~amid zinc oxide are kept conistant, the amount of 5.5 200 -

S free carbon inl the smoke is reduced. This results
in at whiter sniloke and also reduces che buirning The character of the zinC oxide also has an in-0
ratte. The overall reaction where no carbon is pro- fluence )n the burning rate of the smoke mixture.

dlicedis; 1C smoke grenades which were loadfd with a
2A! +{ 9Zm) +- 3C2C(11 ---- A120t +. 9ZnCI2, smoke mixture containing 6.25 percent aluminum,

+ 600 46.9 percent hexachioroethane, and 46.9 percen;

7-26 t-.* N
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zinc oxide were found to have a wide range of Impurities such as chlorides, sulfates and nitrates

burning times depending on the moisture, car- accelerate the reaction.
bonate and sulfate content, and the particle size

* of the zinc oxide used, Very fine and very coarse 7-3.3.3.3 Modified HC Smokes28

zinc oxides form slower-burning mixtures than When a shortage of chlorine appeared imminent
those of intermediate size. Fast-burning smoke during World War II, attention was focused on

* mixtures result when moderately large-sized par- the possibility of developing inorganic chlorine
ticles of zinc oxide with a low moisture and car- carriers derived from hydrochloric acid. It was
bonate content are used, while slow-burning mix- found that anhydrous ferric chloride could be used
tures are produced when very small-sized particles in place of hexachloroethane in zinc chloride smoke

. of zinc oxide, or those having a high carbonate mixtures. The following reactions involving alu-
content, are used. A blend of a coarse and a fine minum, ferric chloride, and zinc oxide are thought C::
zinc oxide results in a faster-burning mixture than to occur at high temperatures:
would be predicted from the burning time of the 2A1 - 6FeCl. + 9ZnO - Al 208 -- 6FeO
individual oxides.

. The apparent density of the zinc oxide has no 2A- + 2FeC 3ZnO - 9ZnCl+ 2 _"

direct effect on the burning time of the Type-C HC-- Alc0a - 2Fe'" 4-~~ 3ZnC12 •• 2
smoke mixture containing zinc oxide. For Type-E + ZC
IIC smoke mixtures, the consistency of the filling The heats of reaition per gram of smoke mixture
varies from wet-and-doughlike to dry-and-powdery for the above reactions are 186 and 378 gram- ___

as the relative density of the zinc oxide decreases. calories, respectively. Because of the hygroscopic
SThe rate of burning of the mixture also decreases nature of ferric chloride, compositions containing 'XL

as the relative density of the zinc oxide decreases. this ingredient are difficult to prepare in moist
If the aluminum content is reduced below five atmospheres. To obviate this difficulty, the use %.i','•"' ~ I the" almiu content isord reducexe below fiveC4hs '•

p :" percent, the burning time becomes erratic. As a of ferric chloride complexes such as KFeC14 has
result, other means must be employed to further been proposed.

retard the burning rate. The substitution of basic In recent work, 29  hexachlorobenzene and -

zinc carbonate for zinc oxide, in a q'lantity not Dechlorane (perchloropentacyclodecane, C1 oC11 2 ) .- -.

"exceeding seven percent of the zinc oxide, is one have been used instead of the more volatile hexa-
method. The stoichiometric ratio of zinc to hexa- chlorcethane. The smoke volume and burning
chloroethane, however, must be maintained. Other time are comparable to the normal HC composi- -
retarders which lengthen the burning time of tions; its stability during storage is better. No "
the lIC, smoke mixture include urea and Monostral significant difference in relative toxicity was found;
blue dye. Naphthalene was found to have a re- both smokes are toxic and produce degeneration of
tarding action on the fast-burning mixtures but tissues in the respiratory system on long exposure.
"no definite effect on the slow-burning mixtures. Plastic bonding agents"0 were also successfully

Suirose, Vinsol resin, and anthracene were tried tried allowing the smoke compositions to be loaded
0 but were not satisfactory. into unusual-shaped containers. The filling and

IIC smoke mixtures are relatively stable ex- blending operations have been improved with im-
cept when there are soluble chlorides in the zinc provement in uniformity of the mixtures. Storage, / •.

- oxide or when water contacts the hexachloroethane. characteristics of plastic bonded white smoke muni-
. Although the sequence of events when water gains tions were also better, although corrosion has not

access to an IIC smoke mixture containing hexa- been completely eliminated.
* •• (,hloroethane has not been established conclusively, •

it is reporte(d27 that in the presence of zinc dust 7-3.3.3.4 Zinc Hexachlorobenzene-Potassium . .

and moisture C.,C16 is reduced and tetrachloro. Perchlorate System .

ethylene is one of the reaction products. Zinc Zinc hcxachlorobenzene-potassium perchlorate .
dust is oxidizcd to zinc oxide and zinc chloride, systems have been used in some cases for signaling -%

$
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'•'m * +•" e"++.+A?+ '+ +>+++:• ++Figure 7-9. MS HC Floating Smoke rot

A ++•x+•.' temperature above the transition point of potas-
___;:+ .. .,:+• :t y 7 ••+ sium perchiorate, reacts with the latter at the

-- :_--•," .... , i, ",.++••?••!• boiling point of hexachlorobenzene, according to
::: reaction 2. The latter reaction, together with reac-

+.': tion 1 to a limited extent, raises the system to a• .. Figure 7-8. AN-M8 HC Smoke Hand Grenade temperature albove 50000. At temperatures above
S~the melting point of zinc (41900), the preignition

* n akn upss Ha fcmuto n reaction 3 becomes highly exothermal and propa-
-•,' differential thermal analysis have indicated that gation ensues in the range of 52000. Therefore,

.4'•,. three chemical reactions are basically responsible the production of carbon by reaction 1 is an ira-
'C-. for the preignition, ignition, and combustion phases portant factor in the sensitivity of this composition

:-:+ of this ternary system.3 ' These reactions are: to thermal ignition.

1.." 1. 3Zn ±• C,,Cl• ---- 3ZnCl2 +! 60
__+••-•'• 2. 40 ± K0104 -* KCI +t 400 (and 002) 7-3.3.3.5 Typical Devices

en'.,

_,: 3. 4Zn + KCJO ---- KO1-+-tZnO Typical devices using HO type smoke mixtures
.' The agreement between the measured and calcu- are shown in Figures 7-8 antd 7-9. Details and"-•: lated heats of combustion based on these reactions specifications for these devices are contained inFigsoo Table 7-5.

The first of these reactions is a relatively slow,w-• exothermaj reaction which takes place ats, and 7-3.3.4 Sulfuric Acid Smokes
babove, the boiling point of hexachlorobenzene to Several white smokes are made up, at least

, : produce carbon. Carbon, which is produced at a in part, of droplets of dilute sulfuric acid result-

the melin pono ic 49C)"hepegnt

and m
d 7-28
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TABLE 7-5
"' - CHARACTERISTICS OF TYPICAL DEVICES USING HC MIXTURE

• - Characteristic Device

__•.HC Smoke Hand HC Floating

Grenade (AN-M8) Smoke Pot (M4A2)
"Size, in. 5.7 high 13 high

2.5 dia 12 dia
Four smoke emission Three vent
holes in top holes in top

Charge 19 oz Type-C 23.5 to 27.5 lb
Weight HC M ixture HC Mixture p

':Ignition M291A1 fuze plus M207AI fuze plus

Signition mix and first fire charge
starter mix and delay charge

Burning 105-150 sec 10-15 min
Time

Application Thrown, 1.2-2 sec Screening"-': ~delay--may be •
-•-•launched from A

rifle or carbine for
screening or marking.

ing from the reaction of the smoke-producing heat, sulfur trioxide vapors reacting with metals -e
- chemical with water vapor in the air. In a num- form metal sulfides and oxides. 'When the liquid

ber of cases, bccause of the presence of chlorine comes in contact with the skin, sulfur trioxide
atoms in the original compound or mixture, dilute causes burns that heal slowly. If water is present,

- hydrochloric acid droplets are also produced. In sulfuric acid is formed which is corrosive to metals.
this category, the FS smoke mixture of chlorosul- As has been indicated, the smoke formed is eor- '"
fonie acid and sulfur trioxide, which is used for rosive to anything affected by sulfuric acid.
screening, is probably the most important. Pro-
longed exposure to this type smoke can be in- 7-3.3.4.2 Oleum
.jarious and should be avoided. Oleum is a solution of sulfur trioxide in sul- ,-77

furic acid. The agent is dispersed in the same
7-3.3.4.1 Stide Trioxide manner as sulfur trioxide. The sulfur trioxide .

"This agent is usually dispersed into the at- reacts with water vapor in the air; the sulfuric
* mosphere in fine particles either by mechanical acid. thus, formed and the sulfuric acid solvent b- --

"atomization or thermal vaporization. The dis. sorb water to give smoke droplets of dilute sulfuric

----*. persed sulfur trioxide combines with water vapor acid.
in the atmosphere, resulting in the formatinL of
tiny droplets of sulfuric acid: 7-3.3.4.3 Chlorosulfonic Acid

S0'- 11This acid reacts with water similar to SO . "
* So 3 -4- t110 --- > H2 S0 4  Smok, is produced by dispersion of the acid into

The acid then takes on more water vapor to pro- the atmosphere by mechanical atoinization or
"duce particels of diluted acid which constitute thermnal vaporization. When the dizpersed acid". ":
"the smoke cloud. Dry sulfur trioxide does riot mingles with water vapor, sulfuric a(cid and hydro- .
attack metals at ordinary temperatures. At red chlorie acid are produced '

7-2-iiI •" • 6-%
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HC1SO3 + 1120 - 1 H 2S0 + LCI 7-3.3.5.1 Ammonium and Amine Salts of

"/ Both acid products take on further water to give neolatile Acids

droplets of dilute sulfuric and dilute hydrochloric Ammonium and amine salts of a volatile acid

acid. The smoke produced, therefore, is corrosive such as 11CI can be vaporized by heating. For

" to anything affected by sulfuric acid or hydro- ammonium chloride the reaction is:

chloric acid and is irritating to the respiratory NH4 CI -- N.I 3 -+-HCl
S system, eyes, and skin of exposed personnel. On cooling, recombination occurs. Amine salts,

7 4C such as aniline hydrochloride, may be used sim-
7-3.3..4 Sulfuryl Chloride ilarly. Ammonium or amine salts h.ave no effect on

Sulfuryl chloride is dispersed in the same man- metals when dry; however, the presence of water

ner as sulfur trioxide by mechanical atomization may result in some corrosion. These salts can be

. or thermal vaporization. It reacts with water handled without danger to personnel.

-' vapor from the atmosphere to give a smoke com-

"- posed of dilute sulfuric acid and dilute hydro- 7-3.3.5.2 Metal Chlorides and Anunonia

chlorie acid droplets. In the presence of moisture, Metal chlorides may also be reacted with am-

sulfuryl chloride is as corrosive to metal and flesh monia or amines to produce smoke. The base must

as is sulfuric acid. Dry sulfuryl chloride is eor- momb inew th elode s t afe mus-
ro:ýve o tosemateial afectd bysuluri or combine with the inetal chloride just after disper-

rosive to those materials affected by sulfuric or uion. Other bases such as hydrazine may be used

hydrochloric acid and will cause burns to the flesh inn place of ammonia.

similar to those of sulfuric acid,

7-3.3.5.2.1 Hydrogen Chloride and Ammonia

7-3.3.4.5 FS Smoke The reaction of hydrogen chloriee with %mmonia

FS smoke agent consists of a mixture of 45 per- is similar to the reaction of a metal chloride with

ceint chlorosulfonic acid and 55 percent sulfur ammonia. This two-gas system produces fine par- -. "

trioxide, and is slightly more reactive with water ticles of solid ammonium chloride. The smoke

than FM smoke agent (Paragraph 7-3.3.3.1.1). formed is considered very visible. Gaseous hydro-

The material can he dispersed by mechanical gen chloride is not very corrosive to metal con-

atomization) or thermal vaporization. For piodue- tainers when dry; however, when moisture is pres.

ing smoke screens, it is often disseminated from ent, it is quite corrosive. Ammonium chloride
spray tanks carried by aircraft. As the smoke smoke is not corrosive to metals. Hydrogen chlo-
consists of droplets of dilute sulfuric and hydro- ride gas is very irritating and, in moderate quanti-

chlori, acid, the smoke is corrosive to anything ties, it is toxic. Ammonia gas is also toxic in mod-

affected by these compounds. The smoke is very orate quantities; however, ammonium chloride

irritating to the nose and lungs and expostn.re smoke is harmless.

should be avoided. If moisture is present, FS

smoke agent is exeessively corrosive, and it will 7-3.3.5.2.2 Titanium Tetrachloride and Ammoaiia

cause skin burns. The reaction between titanium tetrachloride

"and ammcnia is somewhat complex. First, an am-

7-3.3.5 Smoke-Producing Reactions Involving moniate is formed. This ammoniate is hydrolyzed

Ammonia or Amines by water vapor from the atmosphere. Ammonia

"Most of thv' reactions described in this sub- reacts with the hydrochloric acid gas released dur-

"paragraph were at one time used to produce ing hydrolysis of TIC14 to give NH 4C1. Therefore,

"* screening smoke. For many reasons they are not the system withcut water vapor is less effective.

".presently so used. Some of these systemis do not The reactions for this process are as followe:

---., require atmosphere ,oertituents (such as water TiC 14 + 4N1 3  TiCI• 4N113

vapor) to he effective sniuk, producers and, there- TiC(I • 4NII j- 5H 20 - Ti(OH) 4 • H2 0
fore, may be ueful at high altitudes. ± 4NH,0I

St
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The smoke is a mixture cf Ti(OH) • H 20, inter- trioxide; other bases such as hydrazine, hydrox-

mediate hydroxy chlorides of titanium, and am- ylamine, etc., probably could be substituted. The
monium chloride particles, basic reaction is as follows:

7-3.3.5.2.3 Silicon Tetrachloride, Ammonia, ±ICISO + 3NH -- S0 2 (NH 2 )2  NH 4Cl
' -•- H20

and Water
The best proportions are two parts silicon tetra- Other reaction products might be formed in addi-

chloride, one part ammonia, and one part water, tiou to the products indicated by this reaction.
by weight. The reactions are quite complex; first,
an ammoniated silicon tetrachloride is formed 7-3.3.5.3.3 Sulfuryl Chloride and Ammonia

while at the same time hydrolysis of the silicon or Amines

tetrachloride occurs to give SiO.,, 21120, and HC1 ; Sulfuryl chloride will react with bases such as
and finally, NH 3 combines with the HC1 to give ammonia and amines to give a better smoke than is
NIJ 4C1. The reaction sequence is: formed with water vapor. The following reactions

SiCl, + 4N-13 -- SIC14 • 4NH 3  are for sulfuryl chloride and ammonia:
"SiCl, + 4H1O0--> SiO2 .211,0 + 4HC1 SOC12 + 4NI13  S02 (NH 2 )-2 2NH 4 Cl
SiCI4 • 4NHI13 + 411O --- SiO2  2120 2S0 2 C1I -+- 7NH 3 --- 4NH 4Cl

+ 4NH4C1 + NH(S02 NH 2) 2

11C1 + NIts ---- > NH 4Cl 3SO202 + 9NH, - 6NH 4Cl + (NH) 3 (S0 2 )s

F 7-3.3.5.3 Sulfur Compounds and Ammonia The first reaction gives sulfamide; the second,
• " aiinosulfamide; and the third, trisulfamide.

Sulfur compounds will also react with bases in- Whether theammdke a aid ithesthrd triselfaoide.
",luding ammonia and amines. These smoke-pro- Wheherthe smoke particles are those products

*• '.'.':'. ducing systems do not require atmospheric con-
,7:. -- stituents to form the smoke particles and, there-

fore, may be useful at high altitudes. 7-3.3.6 Sulfur Smokes

7-3.3.5.3.1 Sulfur Trioide and Ammonia Sulfur smokes consist of small particles of ele-
,dmental sulfur suspended in the air. Sulfur smokes

or Amines can be producd by methods similar to those used

The smoke is formed by supplying a reactive for the production of oil smokes. In addition,

gas to sulfur trioxide at the time of dispersion. sulfur smokes can be made by intimately mixing
Ammonia and amines have proved successful, and sulfur and a suitable fuel. Mixtures which have
other basic sabstances, such as hydrazine, hy- been used include sulfur, sodium nitrate, and char-
droxylainine, etc., might be satisfactory. IJ the coal; sulfur, potassium nitrate and charcoal; and
c."ase of sulfur trioxide and amnionia, the reactions sulfur, ammionium nitrate, and charcoal. The sul-
are: fur is present in much larger quantities than in

So, 4- 2NII: 80 2 (NH12 )2 + H10 black powder; the latent heat of vaporization and

SO, + NiI----1 HSONH1 fusion of the sulfur absorbs the heat produced by

"-SO f- 2NII3 -- N112t 3SONH4  the reaction and, hence, s!o(ws the burning rate.
"The burning rate for this type of mixture depends

All three reactions occur more or less simulta-
uously. As far as can be determined, the smoke on the percentage of sulfur.

., consists of particles of these products.

- 7-3.3.7 Orgadic Metallic Compounds
7-3.3.5.3.2 Chlorosulfonic Acid and Ammoaia Certain organic nietallic compounds can be used

%or Amines for the production of smoke. These compounds are
Ammonia and the amines react readily with reactive and wvill burn spontaneously in moist air.

"I"i (0'lS(): in much the ,name manner as wv'th sulfur The sequene of reaAtiori between an organic metal-

7.31 ~
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lie compound, water, and oxygen is a highly exo- TABLE 7-6
thermic reaction between the organic metallic coin- TOTAL OBSCURING POWER OF
pound and water vapor, yielding a hydrocarbon WHITE SMOKES

and metal hydroxide; the heat of this reaction re-
-' sults in the hydrocarbon's burning to form carbon Chemical TOP, ft2/lb

dioxide and water. This reaction for dimethyl White Phosphorus
zinc is:

TiCI•4 + NH 3  3030
(CH3) 2 Zn ± 2H12 0 2CH4 + Zn(OH) 2  SO3  3000
CH,-j- 202 - CO 2 + 2H 2 0 FS 2550

In this case the white particles consist of solid HC1 + NH 3  2500

* zinc hydroxide particles. TIC Mixture 2100
SiChl -+ NH3  1960

7-3.3.8 Comparison of White Smokes FM 1900
Oleum 1890

The total obscuring power, TOP,3 2 of a smoke Sli 1860

"is obtained by multiplying the product of volume, PCI4 + NH3  1600

* in cubic feet of smoke produced per pound of ma- PC13 ± NH 3  1800

terial, and the reciprocal of the smoke layer, in HCSO + NH, 1600

- feet, necessary to obscure the filament of a 40-watt SiCIS 1500

Mazda lamp. The TOP for some white smoke HCISO:, 1400
agents, at low altitudes where atmospheric con- BM Mixture 1400
stituents are plentifiul, is given in Table 7-6. Berger iv'xture 1250

The so-called "standard smoke" is a smoke of FMB +r ,2-Dieer,)Pthane 1235
such a density that a 25.candlepower light is just SO(CI 1200
invisible when observed through a layer 100 feet Cl 2 ± NH. 750
thick. A comparison of some white smoke agents at AsC13  460
low altitude, where atmospheric constituents are Type-S Mixture 460
'plentiful, in terms of the amount of smoke agent Crude Oil 200
required to produce 1000 cubic feet of standard
smoke, is given in Table 7-7.

All of the TOP and standard smoke measure-
ments were made at low altitude, where atmo-
spheric constituents available for reaction with the TABLE 7-7
primary smoke particles were plentiful. The im- AMOUNT OF SMOKE AGENTS REQUIRED TO
portance of atmospheric constituents is illustrated PRODUCE 1,000 CUBIC FEET OF
in Table 7-8 where the number of gramis of smoke STANDARD SMOKE
formed per grain of ,,vmoke agent used is tabulated.

• It is evident, for the agents compared, that WP ('ompolulld Amount Required, oz
yields the greatest weight of aqueous solution in

equilibrium with air at 75 percent relative humidity Phosphorus 0.060
per unit-weight of the smoke agent. The ratio for FM *- Nlt 0.090
fog oil is unity (1.0) since the fog oil is not hygro)- S()3 0.094
scopic and only the agent is available to form the FS 0.110
smoke partieles. The valuvs do not take into ae- H-IC Mixture 0.120
count ingredients which renlaia ',i Aipcf-as residues FM 0.150
"or other1vise cototribute little ,- he obscuring (Aleuni 0.1.51
power. The absolutet. values will vary with the ('rude O il 2.000
relative humidity, but change very little with air
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TABLE 7-8 the requisite purity of color when disseminated

AMOUNT OF SMOKE PRODUCED PER UNIT as a smoke. These properties are closely related
WEIGHT OF SMOKE AGENT AT to the chemical constitution of the dye. No dye

75% RELATIVE HUMIDITY was ever specifically developed for smoke appli-
cation; only those available were considered and

Agent Amount tested. In an early investigation of the thermal
"stability and volatility of dyes, it was concluded

Fog Oil 1.0 (does not produce that dyer containing amino or substituted amino
"aqueous solution) groups, but not sulfonic groups, were suitable for

Zinc Chloride 2.5 (water vapor absorbed) the production of colored smokes. These conclu-
Ferric Chloride 3.1 (water vapor absorbed) sions were confirmed and amplified by British in-

-* Aluminum Chloride 5.0 (water-vapor absorbed) vestigators in a systematic survey of common dye-
Phosphorus 7.11 stuffs. The constitutional characteristics which

render a dyestuff suitable for the production of

temperature at any one value of the relative colored smoke were found to be as follows:

humidity. Also, the relative results are not a. The molecular weight of the dye should pre-
changed. It is important to note that these measure- ferably be less than 400, but in no case
iments chiefly concern the obscuring or screening greater than 450.
power of the smoke and no consideration is given b. The dye should be a member of one of the
to other factors which might be important for a following series: anthraquinone, azine, azo,
signal smoke, tracking aid, or tracking and ae- quinoline, xanthene, or anthrone. 4

lquisition smoke. c. The following groups must be absent: sul-

fonic, hydrochloride, nitro, nitrose, quar-
>..-:-.. 7-3.4 COLORED SMOKES38  ternary ammonium, and oxonium.

•.4. Colored smokeý3, like other %mokes, can be pro- d. The following groups may be present:
duced by four basic methods: amino and substituted amino, alkyl, aryl,

a. Dispersion of finely powdered, colored ma- chloro, bromo, hydroxy, and alkoxy.
terials e. The dye must not tend to undergo auto-con-

. - b. Chemical reactions resulting in the forma- densation.
• .- ' tion of colored particles ,toocleprieNot all dyes which have the above characteristics

c. Detonation of an explosive, thereby seat-eDtion coford manterplo, t y s will produce satisfactory colored smokes, but some
teri.ola tored materiodal o or aof the many dyes which have been evaluated will

" d ta"o cproduce "excellent" colored smoke clouds. Some
material.

of the more satisfactory dyes are listed in Tables
r4" The first two methods have been found to give 7-9 and 7-10.

smokes of only small volume and dull color. The In general, the anthraquinone dyes have proved
last two methods, both of which involve the vapori- to be superior to all others in p)roducing colored

"- zation and ,ondensation of a colored material, have smoke clouds. The azo derivatives have furnished
been foudi feasible only when volatile organic only a few suitable dyes, despite the fact that

r-'" dlyes are used al; the coloring material. As a result, they constitute the largest celass investigated. In
all i-olored smoke signals (except black) are based, no case have the azo dyes been superior to the
iat present, upon the use of an organic dye. anthraquinont, dyes The undesirable qualities of -

the azo dyes are their temdency to flame and their
7-3.4.1 Dyes 4  tfranspareney. Among, the azine dyes, rosindone and

,.inc o'lored smokes involve vaporization and its eri 'atiyes givec ex lent, bright smoke clouds
condlensation, constituent dyes are re-quired to be withoot flaming. Their color range, however, is
-hermoallv stable and fairly vtiatih,, and to possess, limited to red and urangi'. This class of dyes offers

7.-33
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TABLE 7-9
SOME DYES WHICH HAVE BEEN USED IN BURNING-TYPE

COLORED SMOKE MUNITIONS

Red Smoke: Dye(s)

9-diethylamino-7-pheniyL-5-b~enzo (a) phenazinone.
Also known as 9-diethyvlainino rosindone

1-niethylaminoanthraquinofne
1- (2-methoxyphienylazo) -2-niaplithol
2-quinolyl-2-hidandione-1 ,3 (Rhodamine B3) plus

1- (4-phenylazo) -2-naphthol
2-aminoanthraqii inone plus b-inethylaminoanthraquinone.

% O-tolylazo-o-tolylazo.-n-iaphithoI (Sudan IV); plus
2-quinolyl-2-indandione-i ,3 (Rhodamine B3);
plus auramine hydrochloride

I~- (tolylazoxylylazo) -2-naphthol

-' ~~Green Smoke: 5-

1, 8-di-p-toiuidinioantit raquinione
*1,4-di-p-to lu idinoa tith raquiniron e

1-methylamino-4-p)-toluidinioanithraquinone plus
.55~)auraminc hydroehloride
'C l4-(Ii-p-toluidiiioaiitir'aquiioiie plus -

dirnethylainizioazobenzene
I.,4-di-p-toluidiinoathitraqjuiinone plus

auzramnin hydrochloride
1,4-di-p-toluidIiiioainthraquiniione( with quitiophithalone

5-- (quinoline yellow)

Orange Smnoke:

l-anihioanthraqui none
*1-a~iziiio-8-ehiloroazithryaq iniione( 1)1115 tjlifiizarin

9, lO-dianiilinioa ii t hraett~io phis pit haloperitione
1 (4. p!!eniylazo )-2-nupht hatlo phis 9),1 0-dIiai iinioantitracenýe

Orange-Red •mokf

1- (4 n it roph eniiy Ia zo) -'-I uaplith o)

Yellow' Nmke:

* ~Atraiiijic hyd rochll ride
I- (4- dimnethiylayiiin~inophNyhv~zo ) -2-tipphthol

1-~ ~ 22-iitphtiol ~i I) I pls tither atirmnune
hydrochlori(It or qjimiiophlthlont, ( qiiinohlite yellow%

N, N liwlut h N. I -I I pliel i v I OIzo l il ilit,

0- 1 0 0 0

.. % % S
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* - ~..< TABLE 7-9 (cont'd) .'

Blue Smoke: Dye (s) a

:;yrx---oiidnatiauin %'
Indigo
I-amino-2-bronio-4..p-toluidiiioanthraquinone
l-amino-2-rrnethyl-4-p-toluidinioanthraquinone i.

(Alizarin Sapphire, Blue R. Base)
I ,4-dlimethylamiinoanthiraquinone
1-hydroxy-4-p-tc~luidinoanthraqui none
1-rnethylaniino-4-p-toluidinvoanthiraquinonce

N- (p-dirnethylaminopheiiyl .) -1 ,4-naphtholquinonimine ,

Violet Smoke:

1,4-diarninoanthraquinone
W, 1,4-diamixio-2,3. dihydroanthraquiinone

I,5-di-p-toiuidinoanthraquiinoxie a2

* a - ~I -methylaMino-4-p-toluiidinoanthraquinone plus '

2-quinolyl-2-indaiidione-l ,3 (Rhodainine B)

I -nethylaminio-4-p-to'uidiniioaiithraquinione plus
1,5-di-p-toluid~noanthraquinone Rs

TABLE 7-10 . '-

SOME DYES WHICH HAVE BEEN USED IN EXPLOSIVE-TYPE r~~
COLORED SMOKE MUNITIONS

Red Smoke: Dye (s)
I- (2-ruethoxypheinylazo) -2-naphtliol
1 -inethiy lauiinoanithrt.quiinonie (Celanthrene Red)

24di Wow Smoke:zen (Chrysoidhie G, base)

0 Auramnine hyvdrochloride0

Gr-een' Smoke: QiizrnGen
I ,4-di-lp-toluditnoanithraquinjoiieý (QunzrnGen

p!us quinophithaiono (Quiiroliiie Yellow, base)

in the ratio of 651/35
I -4-di-p)-toluidinoanithraquinone))( plus auramine hydrochloride

W9 'a7-35

78 0'~ __ 01c -I _ _

a~ *a~aaa,.. a -. -.-- ~~>7 a-,aa,% ~ ~ %
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.•.•. SAMPLE TEMPERATURE, °C L

._•-•. • ~~NOTE: X- AX13 TEMPERATURE REPRESENTS SAMPLE ••.'. •
-•' FURNAC~~~~YEWTEMPE FOR TE WG CURVE " , '

100 300 51"00'
SAMPLE TEMPERATURE, °C Figure 7-11. Differential Thermal Analysis and Thermo-

gravimetric Analysis Curve for 1,4.di-p-toluidinoanthra-
NOTE: Y-AXIS TEWER:2ATURF, REPRESENTS SAMPLE quinone •'%,,.rEmPERATURE Fo TkE m• A.E ND P. .4

.7 FURNACE TEMPE.RATURE FORC ,HVETG CURVE
S Figure 74•0. Ditfferential Thermal Analysis and Thermo- ture and decrease the quantity of smoke available. ,-.

gravimetric Analysis Curve for 1,8-dihydroxyanthra- Although organic dyes have been widely used,•"""
quinone in burning- and burst-tý .)e colored smoke markers

and signals, very little is known about their chem- i
the most promis,ý for future investigation. Several ical, physical, and thermodynamic properties at

- dyes !ontaining i•ulfonie groups have been t.ested elevated temperatures. In making a choice of •:.:-
and, vith only one exception, found to be non- dyes, the thermodynamic properties of the com- p -

I! volatile; this exception is the ammonium salt pounds--such as heats of fusion, vaporization or

of 2-(2-hydroxy-l-naphthylazo)-l-naphthalenesul- sublimation, decomposition, equilibrium vapor pres-
tonic acid which gives a fair red smoke. Lakes and sures, rates of vaporization, and the temperatures ,•

S other pigments have )een found to give no smoke at which these phenomena oecur--arc important. .'.wheii used in pyrotechnic mixtures. For saisfae- For example, if the compound is thermally stable.

tory results, the purity of dyes used must be high, but has a relatively low vapor pressure so that '•:.
:__-4 since organic impurities are usually volatile and relatively high temperatures are required for its

,o tend to give a muddy-3olored smoke. Inorganic vaporization, the fuel-oxidart to dye ratio required .. •
- imptirities are generally e.ither sodium chloride for optimum vaporization of the dye will not allow,'..-
' or s(,dium sulfate and, while they in themselves the munition to contain the amount of dye neees- ,.•
:. do u,•,t change the color of the smoke, large quanti- sari, to produce an acceptable volume of colored '(.:

ties slow down the burning rate of the smoke mi;;- smoke. If the dye can be vaporized at a low tem- •

% .,I- . . .. I . . .- k . .. .... . . .. .. . . - . .. .. ... .... .. .. . ..

W %

% 1

%
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"perature but the differential between the tempera- 30 percent initial weight loK, during which a point
"ture for vaporization and the temperature for of inflection occurs. It is postulated that this ma-
decomposition is not large, the dye to fuel ratio terial reacts to form an effective culor product in .
increases but the possibility of decomposition of the temperature region of 350'C to 440T0. If,
the dye is also greatly increased. In general, there- however, the temperature of the dye in not care-
fore, the dyes utilized must be thermally stable and fully controlled, it decomposes further to form a
"vaporize without decomposition at intermediate volatile red product. In general, the dyes in
temperatures. Groups 2 and 3 do not perform satisfactorily.- ,,

"The volatilization properties of organic dyes They fail to vaporize app'-eciahly and the irregu-
proposed for use in pyrotechnic smoke mixtures larities in the differential thermal analysis curves
were studied by differential thermal analysis indicate the occurrence of reactions and/or de-
(DTA) and thermogavimetrie techniques.?5 - The composition. The temperature produced by the
dyes evaluated by these techniques can be classi- reaction must be sufficiently high to rapidly
fled into three groups. vaporize the dye but not excessive so as to cause ,'-*,-" *.'.

The materials in Group 1 exhibit an initial decomposition of the dye, or flaming. A conling
weight loss, the rate of which increases as a fune- agent such as sodi'irn or potassium bicarbonate
tion of temperature. They do not have an inflee- may be added to the fuel mix to regulate the burn- ,' -"
tion in their thermogravimetrie curves until -They ing, rate. Binders are sometimes used to produce
have undergone a weight loss of 65 to 100 perment. a composition that is easier to handle and process.
"A.n examination of the DTA curves for these ma-. The properties and structures of certain se- I
terials generally indicates an endothermal reac- lected dyes are as follows:
"tion followed by an exothermal trend, and, finally,
an endothermal region. Over these temperature

throlwigpaomn ee bevd Dyes Selected by the British as the Beet Agents.•"•, rages the following phenomena were observed: ,""..'''
.,-ranes Available for the Production of Colored Smokes

fusion, the evolution of small quantities of vapor, b Exoin Ung T.%t-rtit%'":•'•':':''--... andboiingtetanitateby ]Explosion,•o Usingth PETN (pentraerythritol ,i-..'.;.,
'~' and boiling. 

__________frtexposve

Compounds in Group 2 show an initial weight e Explosive:
loss of from 30 to 50 percent, followed by a sharp Red: o-methoxybenzene-azo-p-naphtho! (Brilliant

break in the therm.gravimetric curve, after which Fat Scarlet)
the rate of weight loss i., generally slower. The Molecular Weight: 278 .
"thermogravinietric curves for Group 3 materials p N
indicate an initial weight loss of only 2 to 20 per- C17H.14N20 2  - -,

* -, cent, prior to an inflection.

In general, the materials in Group 1 possess, • ocH 3 HOY-. '
the thermal properties of stability and volatility CH3 _.
required for satisfe.ctory functioning in pyrotech- N - N -,. .%

"aie smoke items. For most of these materials, as %
-*•" shown in Figure 7-10 for 1,8-dihydroxyanthra-

quinone, no weight loss occurs befo,'c fasion; once
the boiling point is approacied the rate of weight r eidp t-. - "- """losiice:, nfrlyvt tmeatrh Properties, De'scription: Red paste; separates from - --..
"- loss in~creases uniform~ly ,rith temperature The glacial aceic acid in red crystallite powder, "' '
absence of a break or point of inflection in the m.p. I80'C, 1120 ----insoluble. Alcohol--red ao

thermogravimetric curves for the Group 1 ma- mup. 1 8 o0C g L .•O--- bluilh-red su - -
lution on boiling. H 2S0 4 -bluish-red solution,

*0" terials, is indicative in this ease, of vaporization, red .recipitate on dilution. 0
"Group 2 materials do not iaporize appreciably. Comncrcial Names: Oil Vermilion (W), Sudan R
A, shtwi in Figure 7-11, 1,4-di-p-toluidinoan. (A). Priiant Fat Scarlet B j3Ci), Pigmen .

thraquinone, a -tandard dye rsed for the pro- Purple (M1B).

--*". "duction ot blue srioke, e:xhibits approximately.a a-. .

7-3
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Yellow: 2,4-Diaminoazobeuzene (Chrysoidine G, and paste (By), Alizarin Brilliant Green EF,
base) G cone. (LBH), Solway Green E, EF, GM.-

Molecular We~ight: 212 (SDC), formerly Kymric Green H, G extra0
Comtponents: Aniline-rn.Ph-enylexnediamine (SDC).

C121I13N4 Cl A mixture of 55%7 1,4-dimethylaminoan- S.

HNthraquinone (Brilliant Blue G, M.W. 266) and N
45% Quinoplithalone (Quinoline Yellow Base)

N N NH * HCL is also used to produce green smokes of an emer-
ald green color. The mixture of Quinzarin
Green and Quinoline Yellow (base) produces a

Properties, Description: Reddish-brown crystalline color approaching the green of the spectrum,
powder or large black shining crystals with a --- ______ ___________-

green luster (latter 'oontain the homologs from Quinoline Yellow: Mixture of symmetrical quin-
o- and p-toluidine). H2 0--orange-brown soin- ophthalone or 2-quinolylindandione, with small

insoluble. HCl to stqueous soluation: brown-yel- metrical quinophthalone or 2-quinaldyleneph-

low gelatinons precipitate conaisting of hait-like thalide. '

needles. NaOH-red-brown precipitate of chrys- Molecular Weight: 273
oide base, mn.p. 117'C, sparingly soluble in 1120, Components: Quinaldine and phthalic anhydride. .

soluble ini ether, alcohol, or benzene. H 2 SO4 - C1 8H, 1N0 2
brown-yellow solution, cherry-red to orange so-
lut-:cn on dilution.

(Commercial N'ames: Chrysoidine G (CAC), (DuP), ~ CH 0~A9
(Gy), (SCI), (MLy), (By), (GrE), Chrys- CO, C CHoN,7

oidine Base (CT{C), (CV), (JWL), (LBH),K- C-~/\

(W),(NA). _______Quinoplithalone iso-Quinaphthalone

Green: Mixturo of 1,4 di-pi-toluidinoamino-an-
thraquinone (Quinzarin Green) and quin- Properties, Description: Yellow powder, crystal-.
ophtIhalone (Qumnoline Yellow, base) in the lizes from boiling alcohol in thin golden-yellow
ratio of 65/35. needles, in.p. 240'C; iso-quinophthalone is more

Molecular Weight: 418 (Quitizarin Green) soluble in alcohol and erystallizeq in orange-
(Yompontnts: lcueo-Quinzarin (or 1,4-Diehloroaxi- yellow prisms, ni.p. 187'C. H 20-Insoluble.

thraquinone) and p-Toluidine, Alcohol-sparingly soluble with a yellow color. &
C 2sH 2oN 2 0)2Na 2  H2 S0 4 -Yellowish-red solution, yellow flocculent -

CO NH ~~precipitate on dilution. a.',CO H C 3  Cornmercial Names: Quinoline Yellow spirit-soluble
(11), (S), (RF), (A), (B), (By), (K), Bril-
liant Fat Yellow C (SCII). Quinophthalone

] N M CH A

Pro er~esDescipton:Blush-geen power. Dyes Selected by the U.S. as Satisfactory Agents
1120- --Y)luish -green solution. HCI-dark soluble foPrdin urigTpSmks
precipitate, NaOHl-dark soluble precipitate. Yellow: Auramiinie-Hydrochloride of tetramethyl- '

* ~~H2S0 4 - dull reddiih-blue solution, bluish-green djaminro-diphenyl-ketonimin.e. . .--.

solution on dilution. Molecular Weight: 267
Commnercial Names: Alizurol Cyanine Green R, Or Components: Tetramethiyldiamino-diphenyl meth-

itxtra, K (BAG), Alizarin Gy-anine Green F atic, amnmoniunm chloride, and sulfur..* ,e

paste and powder, EF, G extra, 3G, K powder (C1111 22NC1 + H,-0

4,%-
7-38
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Yellow: Be ta-naphthalen e-azo-dimethylanilin.Le and
N(CH_ Auramine CleH1 7N 3

HCI.HNNC .+ H 0Molec~ular Weight: 275

N(CH 3 )2  7-3.4.2 Fueh 33*37

The number of combustibles that are satisfac-
Properties, Description: Sulfur-yellow powder. toary in colored smoke mixtures is very limited and

H2,O-bright yellow solution, readily deconi- Inldssulfur, thiourea, and sugars such as
posed on boiling. Alcohol-3,ellow solution. lactose, sucrose, and dextrose. Dextrin, starch, and
NaOH--white precipitate of Auramine base, lampblack can be used, in part, to replace the
m.p. 130'C, soluble in ether. 1F2 S0 4-colorless above materiels but resuits have not always been
solution, pale yellow color op. dilution. satisfactory. Among the sugars, lactose has been

Commercial Names: Aaramine (Ii), (Gy), (S), found to be the most desirable. Sucrose and dex-
(SCI), (StD). (A), (B), (By), (C), (Ii0, trose (corn sugar) have the disadvantage of being
(MLB), (tM) ; somewhat hygroscopic, and a small percentage of
Auramine 0 (BDC), (DuP), (Gy), (S), starch is usually addcd to enable their handling
(SCI), (StD), (B) under coimditions of high humidity. Potassium

0 conc. (LBH), Du?) NO(CN) chlorate' and sugar are usually mixed in about
11 (BDC), (LBH), (S), equal parts. Although vameh a fuel mixture con-

(A), (B) 2 (StD) tains an excess of sugar, the excess has been found
NAC (NAC) OF (B) necessaymy to secure proper action of the smoke

00 etra one (SC), StD) exta coc. ngredients. For slow-burning colored smoke mix-
Fat ellw A(Sd)(MIB) urcs a ueicomposed of sulfur and potassium

chlorate, in stoichiometric proportions, has been
CamaryYelow(OrE)found to be highly satisfactory.
Capar Yefow (r E)With either sucrose or lactose as fuel, the

Gren: ,4-i-ptolidioanhrau~ronewit aua- gaseous products formed are carbon dioxide and
* 0 m inen h,4d i- -o l ui~d in a t rqeo e w t u a w ater vapor:

minehydrchloideC 121122021 + 8KC10 3 -~8KCI + 12C0 2

Red: 1-Methylaminoanthraquinone (Celanthrmne + IIH20
Red) Lactose woinld yield an additional mole of water

Mo.'ecular Weight: 237 when oxidized by potassium chlurate,

\ o NHH 7-3.4.3 Oxidants" 8' 7

a C IIHCHA 
large number of fuel-oxidant mi~rtures have

been investigated. The oxidizing agents studied in-
* CJ elude chlorates, percblorates, permanganates, ni-

trates, nitrites, peroxides, and oxides. However,
Commrcia Nae: Drano Re B (DC)the only satisfactory oxidizing agent found thus

far, despite its friction-sensitivity, has b'ien po-
Products Currently Used for Colored Smoke Coin- tavsium chlorate. Potassium nitrate might be used
positions: to replace potassium chlorate in -olored smoke

Green: 1-4-di io-toluidinioanthraquinone and Aura- mixtures if a very stable dye sucii as 1-methyl-

mine aminoanthraquinone is used. Even with this dye,
______ ___________ only slow-burnhig grenmades have been produced

fled 1-Mhylainoanthaquioneusing potassium nitrate. 'With most dy~m, a ni-
- --~-. trate is always less desirable than *a thlorate, and

7-39
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nitrates have been found unsatisfactory with aura- easily handled, (5) it is available at low cost and --

mine hydrochloride and indigo. Nitrates, there- in quantity, and (6) it eliminates the necessity for

* •:,.' fore, should not be substituted for the eblorates consolidation under pressure. Other plastics which

in colored smoke munitions unless a special condi- have been considered include various monomers

tion, such as a shortage of chlorate, makes it neces- and polymers of acrylic and vinyl plastics, poly-

sary. amines, and epoxy-type resins. ".
-"e

_ 7-3.4.4 Cooling Agents-',' 7-3.4.6 Evaluation of Colo-ed Smokes

'" Cooling agents may be added to regulate the Of the original colored smokes used; red, green,
burning rate of the fuel and to lower the tempera- yellow, and violet were found to be the most suit-
ture sufficiently to prevent excessive decomposition able. These colors were most perceptible against

of the dye with resultant decolorization or strong the various backgrounds and displayed optimum

flaming. The best cooling agents have been found visib'lity at a considerable distance. Further, they . -

to be sodium bicarbonate or potassium bicarbonate. w la fc bt i - t n p ewere least affected by the light-scattering proper- ••"'''

Potassium bicarbonate decomposes at a higher tem- ties of the atmosphere. Blue was found unsuitable

perature than sodium bicarbonate and is, therefore, fgcf__•. ~~for signaling purposes because of excessive effect ,, ,

more suitable for fast-burning types of colored of light scatter.

smoke mixtures. Sodium bicarbonate has been A number of different methods have been used
found better for the slower-burning mixtures, to measure the quality of a colored smoke. In
Other cooling agents which have been investigated many cases, they were merely observed at various

are the ammonium salts such as the chloride, distances. More quantitative methods involve the

-. bromide, oxalate, carbonate, sulfate, sulfite, thio- use of Munsell color charts40 and colorimeters. Ex-

, cyanate, and tartrate. These have been found to tended chroma Munsell color charts developed by

work with varying degrees of success but most of the National Bureau of Standards were success-

them have the disadvantage that, upon condensa- fully used in measuring the color of colored smoke
tion, they form white smokes which dilute the clouds.4 1 Munsell color cards were designed and

color of the dye smoke. Inert diluents-such as used in field measurements, The Munsell color -

* Fuller's earth, c!alcium carbonate, and kaolin-
heFtllen' benrth, addedtoasmokenmixtures toa rrd kdata were converted to the internationally accepted ' " "
have often been added to smoke mixtures to retard C.I.E. system of color representation for evalua-the burning, rate and reduce flaming. in z :•.

7-3.4.5 Binders

. Graphite, zinc oxide, and linseed oil have been 7-3.4.7 Sensitivity of Colored Smoke MXture•4 2  IF,

used for some applications but in most cases no Most of the colored smoke mixtures which have

binder has been used and the composition has been been used, with the exception of the yell- w smoke
consolidated under pressure. Because of the prob- mixture containing auramine, may be e,)nsidered

lems associated with the loading of smoke mix- satisfactorily insensitive to friction and impact _____,__

tures, some work has been directed toward the de- under the conditions encountered in normal load-
velopment of a plastic-bonded smoke mixture.38  ing operations. Yellow smoke mixtures containing

- None of the plastic-bonded smokes have been stan- auramine are impact-sensitive, and require more

" dardized. The use of a binder such as polyvinyl care in handling and loading. Smoke mixtures con-

- acetate31, would be advantageous because: (1) it taining 1-(4-dimethylaminoplhenylazo)-2-naphthol

contributes few undesirable qualities to the smoke, are markedly less sensitive to impact and friction

(2) it binds smoke mixtures into a hard, tough, than mixtures containing auramine. Ignition Ltst 0
nonbrittle mass having excellent water and shock results show that colored smoke compositions can ,

resista•ce, (3) it produces a formulation which be ignited by hot surfaces--and no doubt by open
%A withstands high and low temperature surveillance flames and other direct heat sources-of compara-

with negligible change, (4) it is safe, nontoxic, and tively low temperature. Following ignition, dust

7-40.-:1
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SMOKE CANISTERS

SHEAR ZJiECTION CHARMGEr

00

,•"-S.. ... ,%

Figure 7-12. 105 mm M84 Colored Smoke Projedile

"clouds or dispersions of these powders are capable Diethylamino Rosindone might undergo metabolic '

"of producing dust explosions. reduction in the body to yield carcinogenic P-
naphthylamine. Green smoke dye 1,4-di-p-toluidino- •

7-3.4.8 Toxicity of Colored Smoke Mixture anthraquinone is on the current approved list for

As standardized, the colored smoke clouds are drugs and cosmetics (Food and Drug Administra-

nontoxic in ordinary field concentrations. In gen- tion).

- eral, toxic materials should not be employed as Before experimentation with a particular dye is

ingredients in signaling and screening munitions, undertaken, it is important to gain all available

It has been reported4 3 that certain dyes exhibit information pertaining to the potential hazards in-

carcinogenic characteristics which should be volved in its use.

guarded against when they are used. The prob-

0..s 1.ý lem in determining whether or not a dye is a 7-3.4.9 Typical Devices .*':

,r.•., carcinogenic hazard is complex because the products Colored smoke mixtures have been used in hand
of metabolism of the dye must also be considered and rifle grenades, mortar and artillery projee-
for carcinogenic activity even though the original anderfle gnads, rtar and artillery arojec-
dye may be harmless. The hazards involved in tiles, float signals, rockets, smoke bombs, and similar

handingcarinognicmatrias ar no inthe munitions. As shown in Figure 7-12, a smoke corn-
hdig aionc ara arn inh position is often contained in a canister which is
quantities involved but in the frequency of ex- ejected from the projectile when the fuze fune-
posure no matter how small the dosage. tions. The ejection charge ignites the starter mix-

One of the smoke dyes of great interest to the tiosr e jction chrge ignites the starer mixt .ture which, in turn, ignites the smoke mGxtuore.
Army, aIndanthrenef Goldenb YelloGK, hasb been This device contains three canisters which are,
tsda fndoen caign bttI ejected from the base of the projectile on air burst.

.* closely related to 3,4,8,9-dibenzpyrene (Idanthrene Eh ne tsf 3"4g sEach canister contains from 380 to 410 grams of.,
Golden Yellow without the two oxygens) which is either yellow, red, green, or violet smoke mixture.
known to be a very potent carcinogen. If this com- eh-e y

pound should be l)re.;,n, or formed by a process of Many other smoke-producing items, such as gre-
nades, etc., are also based on the canister as shown

reduction as an impurity in even as small a quantity in Figures 7-13 and 7-14. Characteristics of these
as .01% it would present a considerable hazard.7-evicnda7-gienin Ta-es
Red dye, 1-metblamin',anthraquinone, has not dvcsa giein bl.71nd-2
been tested for carcinogenicity but has the possi-
bility of beiig a pot, ntial liver carcinogen. Two 7-3.4.10 Direct Volatilization of Dye

other smoke dyes, Sudan 'Orange R (1-phenylazo- Colored smoke clouds are also produced by
2-naphthol) and 1-(2-methoxyphenylazo)-2-naph- direct volatilization of dye in the thermal genera-,.-. • .•.

thoI are reported as carcinogenic. Blue dye, 1,4-dia- tor-type munitions (separate dye and fuel corn-

mino-2,3-dihydroanthraquinone, has not been tested partments). The dye should preferably be a

, but is expected to be relatively safe by its structure, crystalline compound and have a melting point .
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TABLE 7-11
CHARACTERISTICS OF TYPICAL EJECTION-TYPE COLORED SMOKE DEVICES

Characteristic 4.2-in. Colored M18 Colored Smoke
Smoke Projectile Hand Grenade K

• Dimensions, in. Overall-4.2 dia by 20 long 2.5 dia by 4.5 high
(approx.)
Canister-3.7 dia by 9.3 long Six smoke emission holes
(approx.)

Weight Projectile-23 to 24.5 lb 11.5 oz make mixture
Ejection charge-25 g Grade
A black powder
35 g infallible

powder
Fuze M54 Time and SQ M201A1

1.2 to 2 sec delay
Propellant M6
Loading Pressure 18000 lb/in.2

Smoke Duration 50-90 sec
-- Applications Time-fuzed for air-burst sig- Grenade is thrown or[--

naiing and/or base-ejected for launched from a rifle or car-
marking ground positions. bine by using a M2AI gre-
UI ses red, yellow, green or nade projection adapter.
violet colored smoke for sig- Uses red, yellow, green, or
naling, spotting, or outlining violet colored smoke for sig-
a position naling

Visibility Very good Easily identified at altitude
of 10,000 feet against back-
ground of green and brown;
clearly seen at a distance of
tbree miles.

under 150'C, or a melting point of 100°C, when Yellow N (N, N-dimethyl-p-phenylazoaniline) gives
n mixed with a small proportion of a melting-point a satisfactory color. The dye duPont Oil Yellow

depressant such as diphenylamine (less than 25 N produces a brilliant yellow colored smoke. Mix-
percent is necessary). The dye should be stable tures of blue and orange dyes, such as Calco Oil

* for three to four minutes at temperatures of 50'C Orange Y-293 and Calco Oil Blue NA (1,4-di-
' to 100°C above its melting point. The dye 1-(4- amylaminoanthraquinone), give a brown-orange or . n

"phenylazo) -2-naphthol---called commercially by a brown-rose cloud. Blue smoke results from using
variety of names, i.e., duPont Oil Orange, Sudan only 25 percent Calco Oil Orange Y-293. With a .:- -

Orange, Federal Smoke Orange-E, and 1-(0- 75 percent mixture of National Oil Scarlet 6-G
"tolylazo)-2-naphthol (Calco Oil Orange Y-293)-- and Calco Oil Blue NA, the color has the appear- 4...

- produces good orange smoke clouds but varies in ance of a mixture of orange and violet or tan and
quality depending upon the commercial source, violet. Larger percentages of scarlet result in a '77

The dye l-xylylazo-9w-naphthol (Calco Oil Scarlet rose-colored cloud and smaller percentages result
I1, National Oil Scarlet 6-G) gives a much redder in blue smoke. A mixture of the dye 1-(2-methoxy- -.

"cloud but the addition of 20 percent duPont Oil phenylazo)-2-naphthol (Federal Signal Red A) - "='
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with Calco Oil Blue NA gives a blue-gray cloud
for all proportions tried. The dye Monoazo Red
(duPont) gives much the same result.

7-3.4.11 Colored Smoke from Solution of Dyes3 2

A third method of producing colored smoke
clouds is by volatilization of the dyestuff from
solution, usually by means of the hot exhaust of a
motor. Early attempts to use colored smoke trails
from the exhaust of an airplane engine employed
a mixture of SAE-10 oil (flushing oil) and dye.
Carbon tetrachloride has also been used in place
of the oil, but is not recommended. Ten pounds
of dye are mixed with two gallons of the oil to a
smooth, pasty solution and then diluted with an
additional five gallons of flushing oil. The dyes
recommended are Oil Purple AB, Oil Blue-Green
0, Oil Red EGN, and Oil Orange 2311 [1-(4-
phenylazo)-2-naphthol].

"The principal difficulty is the low solubility of
the dyes in oil. A solvent composed of one part
of carbon tetrachloride to four parts of SAE-10
oil is not satisfactory due to congealing of the so-

A " • iIlution. The use of hexachlorobutadiene as solvent,
.- -. however, is considered succes ful in that the result-

ing mixture of dyestuff and solvent is extremely
fluid and has no tendency to congeal. Azo dyes are
found to be the most satisfactory. These are Oil
Yellow (4- (0-tolylazo) -2-methylaniline), Oil Scariet
6-G (l-xylylazo-2-naphthol), Oil Red 0, and Oil
Greeni Q-261.

Further tests indicate that solutions of dye in
hexachlorobutadiene, diluted with SAE-10 oil, are
unsatisfactory due to the gelling of the mixture
within a few hours after mixing. Solutions pre-

~ •pared with fifteen to eighteen pounds of dye, two
to three gallons of trichlorobenzene, and three gal-
Ions of SAE-10 oil are found to be satisfactory.

< •iNo gelling of the solution is noted after six to eight"AAi '•.- days.

Oil. smoke is also produced in a wide variety of
colors and shades using the following oil-soluble

A_ dyes either as such or in admixture:

Oil Blue NA (1,4-diatnylaminoanthraquinone)
This page is reproduced at the Oil Blue BA N-(p-dimethylaminophenyl)-l,4-
back of 1,e report b a different BaphthA inoniiniejrerou ,nmethodt 0vd naphthoquinonimine]
reprodiic on 7ethxo provide
better detail, Oil Red N-1700 [1-(tolylazoxylylazo)-2-naph-

Figure 7.13. M18 Colored Smoke Hand Grenade thol

AAA,
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SMOKE MIX
PRESSED AT 19,000 PSI

EJECTION CHARGE
QUICK f2316 GRADE A4 SLACK POWDER

/MATCH 356G. INFALLIBLE POWDER .A

-a.. 3N L L W - kI

STAS4R WAHE

CANISTE PRSUE/ LT

a. FIBER WASHER

STARTER MIX

figure 7-14. 4.2-in. Colored Marker Pro jectile, Cslored Smoke, E75

Oil Orange Y-293 [1-(o-tolylazo-2-naphthol] baziic smoke. All the dyes, with the exc~ption of%

Oil Yellow 7463 [N, N-dimethyl-p-phenylazo- Oil Blue RA and Oil Red N-1700, are found to
aniline] produce the best results betweea 450'C and 700'C.

Gas Green CG (1,4-di-p-toiluidinoanthraquiin- Oil Blue RA is used successfully at 40000 to
one) 550' C but shows a complete loss of color at 560'C.

Oil Red N-1700 produces th~e best results betwveen
Tb' maximum effect with the minimum quantity 50 n 20C ae ouin fArmn
of dye is obtained by adding- about five percent an e ur on.(aVllc acue fec

of the dye dissolved and/or suspended in oil tand tod YSprodc coloed (Sf moknes. Water uspdraye

dispersed through a point-type spray nozzle. The tvl opoueclrdo, mks ae pa

*dye is added at a point in the oil smoke exhaust adetoteilcudoe taparohv y

*where the temperature can be varied between 40000 inuiu ffc.Wtr ouiu o leFB
and800C.By onrolin th tepeatue jthii New Bloe N (Mletylene Blue), an~d Magenta ~XX.A

approximately 50'C . 'iits, a fairly constant shade fi opouecir'ne h odtoso ca
is obtained with Each dye. By using different tern- eprmns

perature bands, %ariations are obtained in the
4shade of smcke prodticed from a given dye, The 7.

efiipyof color prdcin however, aper to A~i4 ve satigactmiil,,

be eqai,%alent in all cases. The shade changes dense lulack 8mk~ ese? 'm~ are ,jenierally

which result from variations of temperature are produced by burning of h)d~rx.aboas such as

due, at least in part, to the changes in color of the phenaiithrewe or ktnthraceene. The qddltion of an-

Aw A

"a...-%
% % %I

% % % r a.
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SMOKE CHARGE SOURSTING CHARGE T\~~
CHARGE, FUZE

920JTLIIAGRYW/9OOSTER

lie,

J1.,

0~.

Figum~ 7-15. 105 mm MI Colored Marker Projectile

TABLE 7-12
BASIC DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE COLORED MARKER AND .-.

BASE-EJECTION SMOKE PROJECTILES FOR 105 tur GUN ~ ~
%-4

HIE Colored Marker Base-Ejection Colored Smoke ...

Build-up period o! T4ffective instantaneous Over a period of from 1-2 min
colored cloud

%Density of cloud. Highly saturated. Wispy '%

Duratio~i. of cloud Average 65-85 sec 75-120 see
Si' of cloud Approx. 40 X 60 ft Streamer approx. 4 f t across -

Lethality of round May bie lethal (fragments) Nonlethsl .0
* ~Fuzing of round MTSQ & VT fuzing MTSQ fu~ziug ýinly* 4...

Wcight of round Equal to 105 inm HE round Lighter than '05 mm HE
round

Ran~gingr of ro-and Similar to 105 mmn HE round Canister impacts up to 1'10
ft away from impact point of
projectile body

dimaý'ene. or napiithialene to fl smoke vnixtures also with an appropriate detonator or booster charge, .1
pi'..dues black smoke. The oxuizirlg agent geli- the resulting explosion giving a large puff of
er'ally used is potasdiiuw perchliorate. colored smoke. Colored smoke clouds are also ob--

tained fromn a mixture of a salt and a dye dis-
7-3,1_13 Explo'sive-Type Colored sominated by a central high-explosive burster of

SmokeB~rst45 '4 8 bai atol, ainatol, 60 mm~ iguition powder, Composi-
In addition to the eolorecd smoke dissemination tion B, or othes. Thle use of a salt dilutent is one

rnftlhokk discussed in the previous pai alraphs, provedu:-c tor p-roducingr controlled nuclei on which 4

lie!ei tbc itiethod that produces its c'.fec't through the dye mnay condense.. Cast or pressed dye, along
the eir fa xlsv -ustr -t poplaots With a eentral burster, is also used to produce col-
and high expilosives are usedt for this purp-ise. Fc'r ored clouds. The basic performance differences
Cxauiple, a oclored synoke burst cýan be obtained by between dissemination of colored smoke by- an

* usiug, a mixture of approximnately equoal parts of item using an -xiplosive burster and by a munition
dyve and E(,- ,,owder. This mnixture 'is detonated using burning-type smoke mi~xtures are tabulated

7-45
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in Table 7-12. The 105 mm Colored Marker Pro- acidity. For many dyes baratol has proved to be , ,
jectile, referred to in the table, is shown in Figure satisfactory. The method for determining the
7-15. weight of a burster used in colored marker pro-

The dyes that are satisfactory for dissemination jectiles was derived by assuming that the energy

by an explosive charge include the same dyes as of the explosive charge is proportional to the strain

those used in the burning-type colored smoke energy required to burst the projectile. In order to

munitions. Also, many azo-type dyes which do not simplify calculations, conversion factors and con-

perform well in burning smoke munitions give very stants are included in a dimensionless factor K. The r'--- -

good smoke clouds when disseminated by EC pow- weight of burster required is given by the empirical

der. Among the best dyes for explosive munitions formula:

are 1-(2-inethoxyphenylazo)-2-naphthol for red. w.,.-,W, ,eK.(-7

1-(4-nitrophenylazo)-2-naphthol and 1-(4-phenyl-
azo)-2-naphthol for orange, and 4-phenylazo-m- where

phenylenediamine for yellow. w- = weight of explosive required (including
7-..31Poeln uses7initiator), g .. •.

7-3.4.13.1 Propellant Bursters K = a constant, 11.4 X 10-1 to 11.4 X 10-5,

Several propellants have been studied for use depending on caliber and explosive used
as bursters, the EC powder mentioned above show- (the exact K can be found by empirical
ing the greatest promise. Various methods of load- evaluation only) "
ing EC powder and dye in a projectile have been W-- weight of steel components of projectile

tried as follows: (excluding fuze and base), lb

a. Mixing the dye and EC propellant powder Y =-= yield stress of projectile steel, psi

intimately before loading the projectile, e = strain elongation at fracture, 7 %

b. Coating the projectile wall with melted. dye U = ultimate strength of projectile steel, psi

and placing the EC powder in the central -- ratio of caloric ralue of a standard ex-

cavity, plosive to explosive to be used. For in-

0. Filling the projectile with melted dye and stance, if value of tetryl is 1,100 cal/g

then drilling out a core for EC powder, and and baratol is 900 cal/g the formula
a. Loading the projectile with approximately would be: "

equal increments of dye and EC powder in WC -- KW(Y + U)e(11/9) -' ,

alternate layers. Burster charges designed by this method have

The last method, in which alternate layers of dye functioned favorably. The quantity (Y + U)e is ,

and EC powder are used, was found to be the best. roughly equal to twice the strain energy absorbed

The alternate-layer method of loading with EC by one cubic inch of steel.

powder was found to be superior to bursters of
either TNT or tetryl. The burster explosive used 7-3.4.14 Typical Mixtures

is a mixture similar to amatol loadings, consisting Typical colored smoke mixtures, including a

of 27.8 percent ammonium picrate and 72.2 percent few white and black smokes, are shown in Table.

ammonium nitrate. 7-13.

7-3.4.13.2 High Explosive Bursters 7-3.5 AGENT AEROSOLS

Sufficient explosive must be included in the Because of their nature, a detailed, discussion

burster charge so that when it is detonated, it will of the dissemination of agent aerosols is beyond the

break the projectile apart without causing execs- scope of this handbook. In general, the principlos-

sive dispersion and/or burning of the filler. The and methods applicable to the dissemination ef a

products of explosion must be compatible with the colored smoke agent are applicible to the dis-

dye used. The color of many dyes is influenced by seminatmon of an ager.t aerosol .....

7-46
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TABLE 7-13
TYPICAL SMOKE COMPOSITIONSli Typical

-> Type Composition, % Application Devices

,'-" • WHITE :,'

HC-Type C Ilexachloroethane 45.5 Screening Smoke pots
Zinz Oxide 47.5 and Smoke bombs

MoiidAluminum (grained) 7.0 Signaling Grenades
Modified HC Hexachlorobenzene 34.4 Screening, Smoke

Zinc Oxide 27.6 and projectiles
N.,CNH 104  24.0 Signaling
Zinc Dus, 6.2
Laminac v/catalyst 7.8

Modified HC Dechlorai e 33.9 Screening Smoke
Zinc Oxide 37.4 and projectiles
NH 4 C1O 4  20.5 Signaling
Lamina w/c italyst 8.2

Plasticized White White J'hosj lorus 65.0 Screening Chemical
Phosphorus (PWP) Plasticizer 35.0 (antipersonnel) mortar projectiles

. ." (Necprer 100 parts)

(Carbon 75 parts)
(Z-!ene 44 parts)
S(Iithari e 15 parts)

BLACK:

KC' )3 (200 mesh) 52.0 Screening Irenades, etc.
Authratene (40 mesh) 48.0

COLORED:

"Red I)ye-MIL D-3718 40.0 Signaling Navy floating

KCIOQ 24.0 drift signal
Nal CO.3  17.0
Sulfur 5.0
:olvyeqter resin 14.0

.Red l-neetylarmino (AQ)* 45.0 Signaling Rocket type

"1,4-di-p.-to•uidino (AQ) 3.0 parachute
"KCIO3 (23*) 35.0 ground

*Sugar, fine (1I14) 17.0 signals
VRA.d I. (methoxyphenylazo). Air marker 90 mm Red

2-naphthol 80.0 Marking marker
NaCi 20 0 ground targets projectile

"L' * A(4)- -A ntbtrquixm'rw

i@-• "'•:' 7-47 --
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%

TABLE 7-13 (cont'd) W

Typical

Type Composition, % Application Devices 7

Red Dye (R) 40.0
KC1O3  28.0 Signaling Improved

(plastic) NaHCO3  23.0 grenade
Sulfur 5.0 fillings

SPolyvinyl acetate in %
ethyl acetate 3.0

Yellow Benzanthrene 32.0 Signaling Rocket type
Indgathrene GK 15.0 parachute
KClOs (23jL) 30.0 ground
Sugar, fine (11V.) 20.0 signals

NaHC0 3 (201±) 3.0
Yellow Auramine Hydrochloride 40.0 Air marker, etc. 90 mm yellow

NaCl 60.0 marker projectile
Yellow Dye (Y) 40.0 Signaling Improved
(plastic ) KC1O3  29.8 grenade |.

NaHCO,3 23.2 fillings
Polyvinyl acetate in

ethyl acetate 7.0
Green 1,4-di-p-toluidino (AQ)* 28.0 Signaling Reket type

Indanthrene GK parachute
(golden yellow) 12.0 ground

KC10 3 (231t) 35.0 signals
Sugar, fine (11i) 23.0
NaHC(0i (20*) 2.0

Gre Dy (G 40.0 Signaling Improved

(plastic) KC1O, 26.0 grenade
Na•1HCO 24.0 fillings
Suifur 6.0
Polyvinyl acetate

Sw/ethyl acetate 4.0
Violet Violet dye, Signaling RIocket type

Spec. MlL-D-3691 47.5 parachute
K(10:1 (25i±) 28.0 gro• nId-
Sugar, fine (101A) 18.0 signals

S~~NallC'O:, (2Ny) 4.5 ,•

Asb,•sts 2.0
Orange 8-chloro-l-aniino (AQ)* 39.0 ,Signaling Greniades

Auramine 6.0
KCIo) 22.3
Sulfur 9.7
NallC(TO 24.0

7-48 r
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